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PREFACE. 

OwrxG to its remoteness, Kharan, like ~lakran, has been 

little visited, and, at the time of inception of the gazetteer 

operations, our knowledge of the country was somewhat 

limited. Munshi Sher Muhammad of the Gazetteer office 

was, therefore, deputed to Kharan in 1904- and collected 

much useful information regarding the country and its 

inhabitants ; receiving all possible assistance from the Chief, 

Sardar Sir Nauroz Khan, K.C.I.E. This is, howe\'er, the 

first gazetteer of Kharan which has been compiled, and it 

is ine\·itable that a fuller knowledge of the country must 

hereafter bring to light many deficiencies in this work. 

This gazetteer was commenced by Mr. Hughes-Buller, 

I.C.S., and Chapter I, the section on Mines and Minerals 

in Chapter II, and the miniature gazetteer of the Hurmagai 

nidbat in Chapter IV were written by that officer ; the rest 

being completed by me. 

The draft of Chapter I was examined and passed by Major 

H. L. Showers, C.I:E., the Political Agent in Kalat, but 

owing to Major Shower's transfer to Jaipur, no further 

drafts could unfortunately be examined by him . 

. c. F • .MINCHIN, MAJOR, 

Superintendent, District Gasetteen, Balw:histtiu. 

QL.ETTA, Dt•cember 19Q6. 
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KHARAN. 

CHAPTER I. 

DESCRIPTIVE. 

J{ HARAN is " quasi independent tribal area in Centr~l PHYSICAL 

and South \Vestern Baluchistan, laying between z6° 5~' AsPECTs. 

and 29° 13' N., and 6z0 49' and 66° 4' E. ' Situation. 
It consists of a wide plain, irregularly quadrilateral (n 

shape, some zoo miles in length! and from 40 to 8o in breadth, 
\'arying in elevation from about z,,';OO feet on the north-ea~t 
to 1 ,6oo feet on the south-west<., but also including part of 
the mountains which surround it on the east, south and 
north. Its total area is 14,210 square miles. ' 

It is bounded on the north by t'he Raskoh range, wnicb Boundaries, 
I 

divides it from the Chagai Agency by a line continued from 
the western end of this range towards the Hamun-i-1\Jashkei; 
on the east by the Garr hills, which separate it from the 
Gidar, Sul'ab, Rodenjo and Dasht-i-Goran valleys in ttie 
Jhalawan country; on the south by the Siahan rang~, 
separating it from the Rakhsh:in valley and Panjgtir i~ 
1\lakr:in; and on the west by Persian Makran, from which 
it is di,·ided by the boundary delimited by the Pers~Baluch 
Boundary Commission of · 1896. The last of these is the 
only boundary which has been defined. It was carried from 
Gwetter Bay on the coast to a point on the l\lashkel river 
opposite Kuhag or Kuhak, 60 far back as 1872, the demar,
cation being continued by Sir Thomas Holdich in 18g6 up 
to boundary pillar Ko. 11 near Goclni, . due west of thf 
IUmun-i-1\Iashkel. The following is a description of this 
portion of the boundary. 

Commencing from the Mashkcl river it is defined by thf! 
bed of that ri\'er from pillar Ko. 1 to pillar No. z. Pillar 
Ko. 1 is placed on a conspicuous hill on the left or north 
bank of the ri,·er, about a mile and a half below the junctio~ 
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PHYSICAL of the Gazba.stan. stream with tlie Mashkel, and almost im
A,SPECTs. mediately south of Kuhak Fort. 

PiU_ar No. 2 is built on a well marked hill on the right 
or south bank of the Mashkel river about 6 miles above the 
junction of the Mashkel and Rakhshan rivers. From pillar 
No. 2 the boundary runs in a north-westerly dir'.ection' to a 
conspicuous peak on the subsidiary range which runs from 
the Tank-i-Grawag to the Siahan. The peak is marked bv 
pillar No. 3· From pil'liar No. 3 it follows the watershed ~f 
this subsidiary range to its junction with that of the Sianan 
Koh, an~ thence it is defined westward by the main water
shed of the Siahan Range to a point about 4 miles east 
of the pass called Bonsar or Sharindor, on the main roarl · 
connecting I£fandak with Jalk. At this point, which is 
marked by pillar No .. 4, a subsidiary. watershed or spur 
runs northward, along which the boundary extends, leaving 
all drainage into the cult·ivated tract~S of Kalagan on the 
Persian side. The boundacy is here marked by a conspicuous 
peak, distinguished by a natural bluff resembling a tower on 
its summit. From this peak, 5, it is carried to pillar l':J'o. 6, 
which is placed on the main road leading a little south of 
east from the village of Kaladen towards the Mashkel river. 
·Pillar. No. 6 is 4 miles from tht! viltage of Kaladen. 'From 
piUar No. 6 the boundary runs direct to pillar No. 7 on the 
main road connecting Jalk with Ladgasht and Mashkel at 
12 miles from Ziarat'-i-Pir-Omar at Jalk. 

From pillar No. 7 the boundary i's carried in a northerly 
. direction by a straight line to pillar No. 8. 

Pillar No. 8 is placed on the road connecting the date 
groves of Ladgasht with those of Muksokhta or Muksotag, 
and it is erected at 31 distance of 3 miles from the southern 
edge of the Muksotag grove, so as to divide the southern 
group of date groves, including Ladgasht and Kallag, fro~ 
the northern group, which includes the Muksotag, Goram 

. and others. 
Ladgasht, with its date groves, becomes the property of 

Kalat; and Gorani, with its date groves, has been allotted 
to Persia, on the understanding that the frontief. governors 
of the Persian Government in future become responsible for 
the conduct of the Damni cultivators of these groves. 
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From pillar Xo. 8 the boundary runs 14 miles near~y 
nort.h to pillar 1'\o. 9 at the south-eastern edge of the Kindi 
date grove, and thence in the same direction for 3l miles to 
the north-eastern edge of the same grove of Kindi, where 
pillar Xo. 10 is erected. 

From pillar 1'\o. 10 the boundary runs 11 miles a little 
~outh of west, so as to clear the northern edge of the Kindi 
date grove, to pillar 1'\o. 11 • 

. Pillar 1'\o. 11 is on the edge of tlie right bank of the 
Talab watercourse, and about 1 mile east of the northern 
end of the Gorani date g-roves. 

The northern boundary is a subject of dispute between 
Khar.in and the Chci.gai District, the Kharan Chief claiming 
up to the northern skir'l: of the glacis of the hills lying be
tween Chci.gai and Kharan, and even further while, on the 
other hand, the nomad tribes of Cbagai assert that they 
have always pastured their flocks on these slopes; pending a 
tinal settlement of the boundary, which has been held over 
from 190-J• owing to a famine then raging in Kharan, the 
Kharan Chief has been directed not to intt!rfere with the 
nomad Chagai people using the northern slopes for grazing 
purposes. In the case of the Garr hills, the Khar.i.n Chief 
is understood to claim to the crest of the range, as he him
self, and sections subject to his administration, own pis
tachio groves in the Hajamo pass, Lillir and Basunjal 
rivers, within the range, a claim disputed by the rival tribes 
of Jhalaw:in. 1'\ecessity has lately arisen for defining both 
the northern and southern boundaries and arrangements to 
th.,_ end are now in prog-ress. 

Though now spelt and pronounced Khar.i.n, the ancient 
name of the country appears to have been Karan or Qaran ; 
lstakhri mentions the Qar.in or Barfen mountains which 
are ~sibly identifiable with the Ras Koh and the Kitilb-i
.\fasJlik-o-.\famulik mentions the Koli-i-Karan. Price in 
\·olume III, part I, of his Mahomedan History, quoting 
from the Rou::ut-us-suf/a, describes the defeat of the Nikou
drians by Miran Shah, son of Tunur Lang, in the plains of 
Keren (sic) in 1383, and later again, Abul "Fazal, in describ
ing the mountains of Baluchistan, speaks of a range, one 
extremity of which adjoins Kech, and the other the Kalmati 
district, and that range they call "Karah." 

PH\"SICAL 
AsPECTS. 

Origiu of 
Dame.~ 



PHYSICAL 
AsPECTS. 

Configura
tion and 
natural 

divisions. 

4 KHARAN. 

Baloch does not possess the Persian letter' ~' but 
.commutes it when required into gh or kh- Thus qcilin is 
. pronounced ghali by some Baloch and 1ihdli by others. The 
commutation of the Urdu a into e is also of frequent occur
rence. 

Among the inhabitants of the adjacent tracts there is a 
saying which refers to the meaning of the name : Karan jti-e 
Khwu:ran, Daste-mci-dcircin, chammi ma istarcin. "Khanin, 
t1J.e home of the unhappy, whose hands are always on the 
trees and their eyes on the stars." The expression " hands 
on the tr.ees" refers to the dependence of many of the people 
on wild products for part of their livelihood. · 

· The Kharan plain forms a basin into which the water of 
the rivers and streams running from the surrounding moun
tains drains. They find no outlei: to the sea, but' lose them
selves in the sands, the surplus water of heavy floods escap
ing either to large depressions called hcimuns, or smaller 
basins among the sand hills known as nthvars. Gravel 
slopes lead from the foot of the mountains and surround the 
plain, the interior consisting either of arid waste covered 
by a sea of rolling sand, interspersed with pebbly plains, 
siah mosh, and verdureless tracts of hard day soil, 
pat, or of large alluvial areas bordering the upper' courses 
of the rivers. 

Of the various areas, by far the largest, are the desert 
tracts which occupy the whole of the centre of the country 
from Hamun-i-Mashkel on the west to tlie Gar.r hills on the 

·east, but are bisected in the centre by tlie line of the Baddo 
river and the chain of nawars at its extremity. The general 
name of the tract is " Registan, or Lut," the deepest sand 
lying to the west of an imaginary line drawn between Hur
magai and w ashuk" rendering this part: of the country almost 
impassable ; sinking sands are known as bua. Some of 
these· blocks of desert sand have distinguilshing names, the 
be~t known being Reg-i-Wakcib, Bud-i-Shcilmir, Rek-i-Budu, 

· Rek-i-Burida, Hala-hUl, and vVashuki-Rek. 
Pottinger', who appears to have traversed the centre of 

"this region on the ~1St ol March and the Ist of April I8IO, 
describes* it as a desert of loose red sand thrown by winds 
into an irregula~ m~ss of waves principally running e~_st and 

• Pottinger, TrawlS in Baloochislan and Sin"de, pages 1 ::·I. ~ 
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wc~t and varying in heig-ht from 10 to 20 feet ; most of these 
rise pe!'pendiculady on the opposite side to that from which 
the prevailing wind blows (north-west). The side facing the 
wind slopes off with a gradual declivity to the base (or near 
it) of the next windward wave. It again ascends in a 
straight line, in the same extraordinary manner as above 
descr:ibed, so as to form a hollow or path between them. 
Over these his party and camels had exceeding difficulty 
and fatigue in making their way, being often defeated and 
forced to make detours. 

The only vegetation consisted of a few stunted bushes of 
the tJ.ga::. and a small' plant' called by the Baloch sirrikoh 
bearing a purple flower with a very powerful odoriferous 
smell. 

He and his party and even his camels suffered great dis
tress from the floating- particLes of sand which penetrated 
eyes, mouths and nostrils, causing excessive irritation and 
thirst, which was increased by the intense heat of the sun. 

This floating sand gave the diesert the appearance at a 
distance of half a mile or less of having an elevated and 
flat surface from 6 to 12 inches higher than the summits of 
the waves, the vapour appearing to recede as he advanced 
and sometimes completely encircling him a'nd limiting the 
horizon to a very confined space. 

This sandy ocean was only visilJle during the hottest 
part of the day, and was di.stinct from the mirag·e, or watery 
illusion, so frequent in deserts, both having been seen by 
him in opposite quarters at the same precise moment and 
perfectly distinct, the former having a cloudy and dim 
aspect, the latter luminous and only to be mistaken for 
water. 

M06t of the stretches of sandy gravel are situated to the 
west of \\·ashuk on either side of the Mashkel river. One 
of th~ largest is 1\lazan Pat or Mazan Thai on the west of 
that river, and at the Foot of the g-ravel hills which slope 

PHYSICAL 
ASPECTS. 

down from the westCt'll end of the Siahan range. Hill systems. 

The hills of Khar.in are the Ras Koh range, and portions 
of the Garr and Siahan ranges. For tlie most part they are 
j,jarc and barren and contain few resources. 



PHYSICAL 
AsPECTS. 

• The IUs 
Koh Range. 

6 KHARAN. 

The Ras Koh Range lies between 28° 25' and 29° 13' K., 
and 63° 57' and 66° E., and is an extension of the Khwaja 
"Amr'an off-shoot of the Toba Kakar Range. 

It derives itls name from the highest peak (9,899 feet) 
which rises in an abrupt cliff or head from the centre of 
the range, 1'as in Arabic meaning a headland or cape. This 
peak is also known as Ispedar, from a poplar tree growing 
there. According to the popular legend, however, Ras Koh 
was the name of a Malik saint whose shrine, Langar-i-1\lalik 
Ras Koh, is situated on the top of the peak. 

The ra:nge is apparently identifiable with the Qanin or 
Baden mountains whose ancient inhabitants at the time of 
the Amawi Caliphs were, according to Istakhri, Zoroas
trians. Snow falls on the highest peak in winter, whence 
the term Barfen, or cold 'mountain<;, may have been derived. 

It is about 140 miles long and from 20 to 30 miles in 
breadth, with a gradual slope to the south-west, in which 
direction-it eventually sinks beneath the superficial deposits 
of the Western Sanjrani desert. The component ridges have 
many irregularities in strike, and most of them are exceed
ingly steep, rocky and barren. The principal peaks from 
east to west are Sheikh-Husain (6,875 feet), Dur Maliki 
Dhlk (6,836 feet), Ras Koh or: Ispedar (9,899 feet), Kambar 
(8,6go feet), Kambran (8,518 feet), Ziro (7,329 feet), 1\lorti
ai-sar (7,o65 feet), Shahin (6,8g8 feet), Malik Rasani or 
Chcirian (5,707 feet) and Malik Surinda (6,532 feet). 

Geological Geologically the formation is complex, consisting some
formation. times of tertiary limestone, sometimes of flysch and some

times of igneous outcrops, the latter being best represented 
by the Ras Koh peak. An account of the formation will be 
found in the section on "Geology." 

Rivers. No large rivers rise in 1lhe range but a few streams, or 
rather mountain torrents, the water .of which is used for 
cultivation, find their way down the sides. None of them 
are, however, of any size or of a permanent nature. Those 
draining to the south are the Tcifui or Gwarighan, the Kul
Ian, Bunap, the Kaltag or Ciiiltanani-Kaur, the Tatagar, 
Rasani and Hurmagai or Rod-i-Hurmagai. The largest are 

• (The Editor is indebted to Major C. 0. Tanner, 127th Baluchis, 
for assistance in the preparation of this note.) 
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the Tatagar, Bunap, Kai'lag--Kaur and Hurmll.gai. Those 
draining to the north are the Geden, Bazgaz, Kanian, Lusi 
or Khargushki and the Sorap. Of these the Kanian is the 
largest and the only one which has a more or less permanent 
supply oP. water. The beds of these torrents are generally 
followed by the various routes crossing the range. 

Cultivation is gener.a11y to be found in small patches 
which are fairly numerous, especially in the neighbourhood 
of the Ras Koh peak. These cultivated plots are called 
kallags.* The principal ones are, Lus Kallag, Mahladin, 
Dainar Kallag, Garruk, Band, Sari Kallag, Pll.dun, Kalchi
nan, Shamai or Shamba~, Patinak, Eri Kallag- and Aelan 
on the south; the Razai, Busheri, Olingi and Nag, known 
as the Nigwar kallags, in the south-west; and the Geden, 
Pogas, Liddi, and Rashwank kalla~:s on tlie north. Subsi
diary to these ar~ smaller kalla~:s in the immediate vicinity · 
of the larger. The crops grown are wheat, barley, and 
jutiri, and the tree include mulberries, vines, figs, peaches 
and pomegranates. 

There are no forests and the trees are few and scanty, tlie 
date palm being- the most common. A few wild fig trees 
exist here and there in the hills, and t'amarisks and willows 
in the nullahs. Occaisionally pistachio is found. In shel
tered spots the wild vine is met with, and on the lower 
slopes of the hills, gr:ass and the bush·. known as aloni is 
fairly abundant. 

Sind ibex (Capra aegagrus) and gad or. oorial (Ovis 
Blanfordii) are to be found throughout the range. The 
latter are scarce, and the males carry small heads, but ibex 
are fairly numerous, but the undue proportion of males points 
to the shooting of does by the native shikdris. These men 
are generally excellent shots, and are said 1io kill many 
animals when drinking at the springs. Clii.kor and sisi are 
plentiful, and there are a few foxes and an occasional pant'lier 
and leopard. 

Only the central and western portion of the range is 
inhabited, viz., Kallag and Nig-war, which contains a per
manent population of Siahpad Rakhshanis and Nigwaris, 
both of whom are better known by the common name of 

• Ka/lag in Balucl•i means a fort. 
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Kohi-Siahpad. They are extremely hardy hillmen of a some
~hat low type. 

\Vater is obtainable from springs in all tbe principal 
· torrent-beds and from some of the smal'ler ones throughout 
· the range. The general elevation at wliich it issues from 
the ground ·is about 7 ,ooo feet. The supply may be esti
mated· at from 12 ·gallons per hour in small nullahs to 2,ooo 
gallons pert hour in the main ones. The largest supplies are 
found in the Chiltanani Kaur, the Kanian stream, the Geden 
nullah, the Rasani stream near the Haften pass and the 
Bunap. 

The passes include the .Lusi pass on tilie road from Regin 
to DaJbandin; the Haften and Noti passes on the Hurmagai
Dalbandin route via the Rasani river; the Jalwar and Pir 
Puchi passes on t:he track from J alwar to Da.Ibandin ; the 
Tatagar pass on t:he Tatagar route from Kharan to Dalban
din which joins the last mentioned track at Zard; the 
Pahrod pass on. the Bunap river route from Kharan to 
Padag ; the Nimik pass on the rioad Jrom Kharan to 
Kuchakki Chah and .the Tafui on the Kharan-Nushki route. 
Except the Lusi pass they are all passable by lightly laden 
camels, J:iut on the track from Hurmagai to Dalbandin tiie 
ascent to the Noti .pass, after passing the Haften, is long 
and. the river bed is obstruc!X!d by boulders. Other passes 
which are not traversable by laden animals are the Gwaladir 
pass joining the angle formed by the sources of the Rasani 
and Kanian rivers on the Hurmagai-Dalbandin route, the 
Rai~. pass on the. Kharan-Dalbandin route via Kallag ; and 
the Dhoki pass on ·the Buzani-Rah between Kallag and 
Tatagar. 

·Leading up a sp~~ on the south-west corner of the Ras 
Koh peak an,d on the north side of the nullah locally known 
a~ Bangai, are the remains of a "made" graded track lead
ing to the east side of the range. Local tradition states that 
it was used in ancient days by the former inhabitants who 
s1,11elted the i~on ore found on the east side. In the Geden 
nullah ~nd for a mile from its exit on to the plain are remains 
of enormous stone dams or bands across the bed of tlie 
t~rrent showing that in bygone times the water was fully 
utilised fot. the cultivation of terraced· fields or gardens. 
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The Jalwar pass seems to hue been a ,.ery important strate
gical point in ancient times, and Cuphic engravings (for 
which see A.rchmology) have been found on its slab rocks. 
In the time of the late Chief, l\lir Azad Khan, a fort was 
constructed there as a refuge from the Khan of Kalat. 
The little glen of Lus at the head of the Kallag river and 
close beneath the Ras Koh peak, with its mulberries, vine
yard and ample supply of pure water is extremely picturesque 
and a veritable oasis in the wilderness to the Siahpads who 
Ji,·e in it. · 

The whole range is dotted with shrines, giving it great 
sanctity in the eyes of the inhabitants, the best known being 
those of Sheikh Husain, Pir Bubak and Malik Kambar. 

Tradition says that the saint who chose tha Sheikh 
Husain peak as his residence wa's a Saiad from the· Punjab, 
who martied the daughter of Saiad Bala Nosh, another 
!'aint living in the Chcigai hills. \Vlien the country was 
conquered by the Mongols, their chief! sent for the Saiad, and. 
on his refusing to come, despatched a forte to fetch him. 
Owing to the Saiad's prayers internal quarrels arose·among 
them, which gave the Saiad and his family time to dis
appear. He was credited, in his life6me, with the power 
o~ tur.ning dasert sands into rich grass and of making all 
animals minister to his wants. The r;Uirat is situated in the 
neighbourhood of a perennial spring, the water of which 
permits some cultivation in the adjoining valley by the 
keepers of the shrine. The same Saiad has a .second shrine 
at Busheri Kallag where a small mosque has been built to 
commemorate his causing a spring of water to appear in 
the ground on his piercing it with his lance.· His son, 
Khwaja Muhammad, otherwise known as Khwaja Mard, is 
said to ·have lived at Kauroz Kalat: one of his daug·hters, 
Bibi Shahli, at Lijje, and another Bibi Adagaz near Nauroz 
Kahi.t, at whic1t places their shrines may be seen. 

The ~brine of Pir Bubak is at Razai Kallag and tradition 
!>ays that when pursued by the Mongols this saint caused his 
pursuers to be changed into rocks, he himself disappearing. 
His tomb is under a pistachio tree. A humber of trees 

(morth) in the immediate ,·icinity are believed to be infested 
with snakes which are considered harml~s and are not 
allowed' to be disturbed, the popular belief being that by 
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the miracles of the saint no invader could succeed in conquer
ing the place. 

The shrine of Malik Kambar or Pir Ch:irik is at Eri 
Kallag. It is said that whilst praying this saint was sud
denly. attacked by the Mongols wno cut off his hand which 
fell at the entrance of .the Kallag pass, his body being trans
ported at the sa~e time to the spot where his .shrine is now 
situated.. The esteem in which this saint is held is such 
that only the residents of the neighbourhood are allowed to 
pass the night at his shrine. · 

Many other shrines are scattered throughout the range, 
including Langar-i-Malik Ras Koh on the top ofi the Ras 
Koh peak, Langar-i-Chiltanan in the Lus Kallag, Dur 
Malik on the top of the Dur Malik-i-Dhik, Pir Puchi near 
the Tatagar pass, Malik Rasani by the Rasani river, Shai 
Sbadi in the J alwar: pass, Malik Abidar by the Abidar 
stream, Malik Kanian by the Kanian river, and Malik 
Surinda on the hill of the same name, all of which are places 
of pilgrimage. Goats, sheep, etc., are offered as sacrifices 
at them, but none of them have permanent attendants. 

The Garr. hills or western Jhalawan range, which is 
. known by various names throughout its length, forms the 
eastern boundary of KMran, dividing it from the Jhalawan 
valleys of Gidar, Surab, Rodenjo and Da,sht-i-Goran. Com
mencing from a poinll near Nimargh, its main ridge runs 

·nearly due north and soufh to the north-eastern end of the 
Kolwa valley, where it splits into two parts, the upper one 
curving westward to the Centr.al Makran Range and the 
lower connecting wii:li the :Makran Coa!St Range. The 
Hingol river thus flanks it throughout on the east, while, 
for a long distance on the south, it is enclosed between tiie 
same river and its tributary the Mashkai. From Nimargh 

· in the north to the Garruk river it is known as tlie Garr hills, 
· the most' pr.ominent portion of which is Gwandan, north-west 
of Surab, which includes the fine peak of Apak, 8,029 feet 
high. \Vest of Gidar it is called Ziri, this portion containing 
the peak of that name, 7,120 feet high, and, from here it 
begins to dip, till, at a point about 6,soo feet above sea 
level, it is crossed by tlie Kalgnali pass. North of Koda, a 
spur known as Miskin rises fo 7,187 feet, and from tliis point 
it trends somewhat westward, slightly decreasing in height. 
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East of l\fashkai it is called ind•fferently Dhumag, Chur 
Churri, Manjav, ~iam Garr or Mian Garr, the latter being 
the most appropriate, situated as it is, between the Mashkai, 
~ondrav and Pelar valleys. 

Besides the Hingol it is drained by the Baddo and its 
numerous tributaries, the most important of the cultivable 
patches being on the banks of the Baddo at Lijje and Nauroz 
KaJat. At its northern end the slopes are gradual, but 
opposite Gidar the range becomes difficult and precipitous. 
In its northern part it is composed of red and white compact 
limestone with flint slabs, the strata being much contorted. 
Round Gidar and the Kalghali pass the limestone is of a 
reddish colour, covering marls and conglomerate with dark 
blue limestone underneath; near Mashkai, the trap is mixed 
with limestone, the vegetation decreasing as the range runs 
south. In the Garr hills the principal tree is the pistacnio, 
which abounds throughout, but especially in Gwandan, the 
mountain ash being the next common. Asafretida is also 
plentiful. The portion known as the Garr .hills is inhabited 
by the Garr Sasolis and Sannaris, further south the inhabit
ants are principally Sumalaris and Muhammad Hasnis. 
Round Gidar, Koda and Korask, there are Sumalaris, 
Muhammad Hasnis and Sajidis, other Muhammad Hasnis 
also living near Mashkai. \Vild animals are not numerous 
and consist of those found on the other hills ; mountain 
sheep are the most common with an occasional leopard. 

Three principal routes cross the Garr hills,· one from 
Kalat to Kharan via the Pahrod river, the Chiringi, and its 
affluent, the Bubaki, known as the l:Jubaki route ; another, 
called the Kharan Rah, goes via the Zhal pass; the third, 
from Gidar to Kharan, being via the Jhur river. 

Further south the main pracliicable passes are the Kal
ghali on the Kalat-Panjgur route; the Gwaniko between 
Gresha and Koda; the Burida and Jauri from Greslia to 
Jebri-the first named being the best, and the Barithi and 
Ser passes on the route from Awaran to Jauri. AU these 
routes are practicable by laden camel's. Other paths of less 
importance, and more difficult for loaded transport, are the 
Siah Kand between Surab and Kiiaran, the Siahtak and 
Hajamo passes between Gidar and Kharan, the Sohr
Karodi leading from Gr~sha to Korash, the Chur- Churri 
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from Parwar and Gwarjak to Pelar, and the Bahar Kand 
. on the route from Gajar in l\Iashkai to Pelar. 

The principal rh·er with its source in the range is the 
Baddo, which rises west of D::tsht-i-Goran under the n~me 
of the Pahrod and runs so~thward to Bekar, thence north
erly to Chiringi, afterwards north-west· for a short distance, 
and thence south-west to Lijje, from which place it is known 
as the Baddo, and finally, after a course of about 150 miles, 
loses itself in the nawars in the south-west of the Kharan 
plain. Minor rivers rising- in the Garr hiUs are the Korakan 

. and Garruk. 

The Siahan Rang-e is fully described in the Ga::;etteer of 
Makran. 

The hydrography of Kbaran divides itself under three 
headings: rivers, important hill torrents and small hill tor
rents. The rivers ar:e only two in number, the Baddo with 
its tributaries on the' north-east and the Mashkel on the 
south-west; the important hill torrents include the Bunap 
and Kallag or Chiltanani Kaur in Gwash; the Rod-i-Hur
magai in Hurmagai ; the Gujjar, Zahragan, Regint<ik, 
Gresha Kaur', Palantak and Pilin in Washuk; and the Nok 
Cnahi Kaur, Gorandar and Rahi Kaur or Kallagan in 
Dehgwar. The minor hill torrents are too numerous to 
mention. They scar tiie sides or"the surrounding mountains 
in deep ravines but become shallower as their pebbly beds 
make their way into the sand, g-ravel or alluvium of the 
plain: 

The Baddo rises in the Garr hills west of Dasht-i-Goran 
undef' tlie name of the Pahrod and runs southward to Bekar 
where it takes a sharp turn in the opposite direction. After 
a northerly course for about 20 miles it meets the Chiringi, 
and then, after again flowing- nprth-westward for a short 
distance, turns south-weiSt and after passing Lijje (from 
which p1ace onwards it is ·known as the Baddo), and Nauroz 
Kahl.t, debouches into the plain near: the Wash Kulont. 
From Lijje a permanent stream of water appears which flows 
as far as Mandi between which places· most of the available 
water is used for irrigation. The water sometimes dries up 
during the" months of "June, July and August and cannot be 
depended on as \vholly perennial. From l\Iandi downwards 
the permanent stream is practicalLy exhausted and only 
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appears at intervals as far as Bur,band, from which place, 
except in very rainy seasons, the bed is dry. The deeply 
5coured channels, which it has cut for itself in the alluvial 
and sandy plains, indicate the severity of the occasional 
floods, and on these occasions the water flows into the ntiwars 
on the so.uth-west, the farthest of which is Har-ai-miwar. 
Its total length is about 1_:;0 miles. Until it issues from the · 
hills its course is tortuous, pebbly and confined ; at Nauroz 
Kalat the width is about 200 yards and the bank-. from 20 to 
30 feet high. Lower down at Gazzi its breadth is about 400 
yarrls and the height of the bank'S 15 to 30 feet. From its 
source to Lijje il winds through hills which are frequently 
well clothed with pistachio and the bed in places contains 
tamarisk ; from Lijje to Bakat it is densely covered with 
tamarisk with a few pathk trees near the cultivated flats at 
1\landi. After passing Karan Katat the bed is sandy with 
banks from 15 to 25 feet high. 

The floods of the Baddo irrigate the whole of the north
eastern part of Kharan including the Sarawan and Shimshan
Salambck rziabats and the Bakat portion of the \Vasliuk 
niJbat. To convey the water to the surface two methods, 
dams and open channels (::·waz} are employed. Dams are 
situated all Bunband, Slier Khan-i-.Band, Badishah Band and 
Khal'gushki Band ; that at Bunband it:; made of stone and 
tamarisk branches and the others of earth. Except the 
Khargushki Band, they are not of great height or width, •as 
is the <'dt'C with those in Kachhi, and are not infrequently 
washed away. 

' Two channds are formed by the dam at Bunband ou 
either side of the main channel, that to the south called 
Gazzi irrigating Tagazzi and Gazzi, and the other on the 
north called Zocabad or Kullan. The latter name is given 
owing to its being fed by the Kullan rivet" from the Ras Koh. 
The nOf'"lhern channel was built by forced labour and the 
lands which it irrigates are hence knm.vn as Zocabad. 

The dam at Khargushki irrigates the whole area of 
Bakat. 

By the constant construction of irrigation channels and 
the ac~ion of the ri,·er on the soft soil through which it 
pa~ses. a net work of channels has been fol'med below Bun-
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PHYSICAL band and the course ~f the main stream is subject to frequent 
AsPECTs. changes. " The Baddo rules itself " is the saying among 

the inhabitants referring to the frequent alluvion and dilu
vion which take place along its banks. An owner has no 
right to land which has been washed away and has formed 
an accretion to·another man's land lower down. 

Tributaries. Beginning from its source its tributaries in~lude the Chi-
ringi, Gor-i-Barat, Bundalo, Gwatigh3.n, Kullan, Korakan 
and Sarap or Gart.uk. None of them have a permanent 
supply of waller throughout, but it appears in places and 
disappears. . 

The Chiringi, also known at its source as the U mrarahi, 
rises in the Kamund watershed between Nlmargh and Gur
gina· in the Sarawan countr.y and runs southward, its prin
cipal affluents being the Sumalo (hinar), the Apursi, which 
comes southward from the watershed between Nlmargh and 
Dasht-i-Goran and the Bubaki. The last named is traversed 
by the route from Dasht-i-Goran to Kh3.ran via Sinjawa and 
Lijje. 

The Gor-i-Banit rises in the Munjro and Chinnav spurs 
of the Garr hi1ls and drain.s southwal'd to a point near 
Suma.Io. It has some cultivation along its banks. 

The Bundalo which rises in the Tump hills ofi the Garr 
R,ange flows southward and joins the Baddo at a point 
called Dilloi where the hill torrent of that name also joins 
it from the south. The bed is stony and covered witli 
tamarisk jungle. 

The Gwarighan rises at the point of junction of the Ras 
Koh and Garr hills and affords some cultivation at Pathk. 

The Korakan rises at the Zhal pass in the Garr hills, 
and runs south-westward under the name of the Zhal river. 
Curving south-westward it runs parallel with the Baddo 
which it joins above Khargushki Band. It is called tlie 
Korakan after. entering the plain. Near Langen Kahur 
it is joined by the Gazno from the north-east and by the 
Chutok from the east. This stream, whicli llas perennial 
water in variol.IIS places among the mountains, is formed by 
the ju~ction of the Lillir; Sikhi and Basunjal, and deboudies 
from the mountains at the shrine of Sheikh Salar. From 
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the east numerous other to~rents also meet Korakan. In 
the Kharan valley tne water of the river is used for irrigation 
where possible by the construction of darns, but owing to 
its narrow bed, about! so yards, and the height of its banks 
but little water can be obtained. Important dams are 
situated at Naurozabad, Tagazzi and Gazzi. ·It has a poor 
reputation for irrigation among tlie people owing to the 
force of its floods by which their dams are generally carried 
away. 

The Sarap its formed by the junction of the Sajid and 
1\lazardan streams, rising respectively in the Sajid hills and 
at the upper end of the Beseima valley. At tlie junction of 
the two streams at Zayak the river runs with a perennial 
stream for about a mile, its bed being well clothed with 
tamarisk jungle. After leaving Zayak the stream passes 
the Beseima vatley by a subterraneous channel and the bed 
is dry up to Pathk where a few springs appear: and again 
disappear .. Thence to Garruk in Kharan it continues dry, 
but the presence of water beneath the surface is evidenced by 
the abundance of tamari1sk jungle in its bed. At Garruk 
there is a small permanent supply used by the Khanin Chief 
for irrigating a few plots of land. At this point up to which 
it is known as the Garruk, its bed is shallow, stony and 
about 300 yards wide, and confined by hill..s on both sides. 
It now proceeds westward. and its water is taken off at 
frequent intervals for irrigation in' the Sar:awan nitibat. An 
attempt has been made near Madagan to take its water into. 
the Korakan, but the dam erected 'for the purpose generally 
breaks and the main stream in 1904 made its way south 
of Kalaghan-i-Kalat from which point it 'turns westward 
and joins the Korakan at Band-i-Sher Khan. The Sarap 
forms a very important source of irrigation in upper Kharan 
and the whole revenue from land irrigated by it has been 
set aside fbr the Chief himself in virtue of his office (dasttir). 
The tamarisk trees in its bed bear a smaU supply of gum 
(s1uJkar gaz) which during the season attracts an immense 
number of red wasps to the great discomfort of travellers. 
Reckoning from its source the principal confluents are the 
Jur, Nausherwan-Pishi, Siah Tak, MamUdi and Ger-bast 
or Gt.~-bast. Pistachio grows abundantly in the hills which 
they drain. It is about 120 miles long. 
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The Mashkhel, * Mashkel or l\Iashked is the largest river 
in Khanin. The main stream rises to the nortli-west of the 
Magas valley m Persian Makran whence it runs east to 
Pir Shah Imam, at which place it turns north-east 
till its junction with its principal confluent, the Rakh
shan at Gtawag. An account of the Rakhshan 
river will be found in the Gazetteer of Makran. From 
Grawag the river turns north and twists and turns through 
the Tank-i-Zurrati. At this point it practically ceases as a 
length. The defile contairus water at all times of. the year 
and is impassable when the river is high, owing to the 
number of times the river bed has to be crossed. Emerging 
from the Tank-i-Grawag defile it flows north-east through 

. a fairly broad valley, and again forces its way through the 
Si;\Mn ;Range by another defile similar to t'he first, called 
the Tank-i-Zurrati. At this point it practically ceases as a 
running stream except after heavy rains. The bed here 
makes a short turn to the east and then curving north enters 
the Khani.n plain, but is dry until its junction with the Bibi 
Lohari at Mian Rodak about 29 miles from Tank-i-Zurrati. 
A little lower it is joined by the Barshonki near Rek-i-Buddu. 
The course now traverses heavy sand and is of great width 
with detached pools at intervals and gradually loses itseif 

·in the Hamun-i-Mashkel. Some running water appears 
between Nalap and Rek-i-Buri~a. 

As far as Tank-i-Zu~ati it runs within high banks or 
:cliffs of conglomerate rock, ranging from so to 100 feet 
high, its bed varying from 300 yards to a quarter of a mile 
in width· The Tank-i-Zurni:i defile is shut in by hills 
throughout, which rise in perJ>endicular cliffs o·fl some 200 

feet in height on either. side, but the breadth is nowhere 
confined, being generally from 8o to 150 yards. There are 
no ·indicallions of any. very high rise of the water, but if 
this were to happ~ to the extent of 20 feet, it would. be 
quite sufficient to block the defile altogether. At the exit 
of the pass there is a considerable jungle of tamarisk and 

• It Is called: Mashked by the Rekis and the people living in Dehg
war; and Mashkel by the rest of the inhabitants. The erroneous 
spelling Mashkhel appears to have been adopted only by Europeans. 
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acacia, but the cliffs rapidly decrease in height and soon 
merge into nndhills forming the edge of the desert. 

From Mian Rodak to the Hamun-i-Mashkel both the 
bed and banks al"e well covered with fuel and camel grazing, · 
whilst its bed ha.s generally an abundant supply of water 
in pools, and when the stream is dry a sufficiency can always 
be obtained by digging pits. The camel herds of Kharan 
bring most or their animals to the valley in tlie hot weather 
owing to the abundance of grazing, fucll and water. Great 
care has, however, to be taken in crossing the river owing 
to the prevalence of quicksands which necessitate each place 
being carefully examined before animals are sent across it. 

Besides the Rakhshan river the only other tributaries of 
importance which join the Mashkel are the Kaman Kaur, 
Bibi Lohari and Barshonki. All these have their source in 
the SiaMn Range, · the most important being the Blbi 
Lohari. 
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The river is so called from a virgin whose shrines are to Blbi Lohari. 
be found in several places along its banks. It rises in the 
Dramkan peak near the Dimb-o-damb pass in the Si.Uian 
Range under the name of the J aunini. Passing Sohren-kik 
i: runs north-west under the name of Azhdaha, and after 
traversing the Baheran spur of the Siahan Range runs 
northward to Bibi Kalat whence it: again makes its way 
north-westward to join the Mashkel at Mian Rodak. Near 
Garen Chah, where there is a thick tamarisk jungle and 
some acacias, the banks are about ~o feet and the channel 
some 200 yards wide. As it approaches Mian Rodak the 
banks are lower and the bed becomes wider. At the point 
of junction the width of the two st'reams is nearly a mile. 
There i& n'.> permanent! supply of water, but water can be 
obt.Uncd from shallow wells at Garen Chah. 

The Jarida, which has its source in the Badgar hill in 
t11e SiaMn Range, and the Aishwargi are the principal tri
butaries of the Bibi Lohari river. 

Many other hill-torrents descend to the Mashkel valley 
from the south-west. corner of the country, but their waters 
are lost in the gravel plains on the west of the river and do 
not actually reach its bed. 

• 
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Speaking of the genera} character of the hill-torrents 
catering the Khaniu basin, Mr. Vredenburg, writes:* "The 
absence of rain has not allowed the formation of any well 
marked river course possessing an individuality of its own. 
\Vhere the mountain ranges overlook tile desert plain, innu· 
merable d1y channels llollow the sloP.eS paralleL to one 
BIJOther. They never contain any water excep_t for a few 
hours at a time in the rare event of a shower of rain ; not 
one of them contains a stream running even for part of a 
season, such aiS would excavate its bed more deeply, and 
gradually draw towards it as tributaries the supply of the 
neighbouring channels. Each furrow runs from the hill to 

-the plain following an almoot straiglit course, absolutely 
independent of its neighbours, and, after a course of 5 or 6 
miles, becomes completely obliterated in the great desert 
plain"* * * 

" As already mentioned, the rivers pass almost wit11out 
transition from the condition of a mountain torrent to that 
of a delta. E"en where, in a somewhat more favoured 
mountainous district, a number: of channels unite to 
forni a channel of some importance, the same pecu
'liarities are observed on a smaller scale: Just as the 
larger _channel ends abruptly, where it leaves the moun
tain district to break up in a wide fan at the edge of 
the desert plain, so do the tributaries of that channel end 
abruptly when they join its course. Usually there is a small 
fan talus. at the termination of ea:ch! of the ~secondary ravine'>. 
1'he section of the main valley is not that of a V with the 
river channel in its lower part. Supposing such had ever 
been its shape, the 1rrt!gular shower<; of rain which break 
at intervals making violent torrents of some of its tributa
ries; while the rest remain perfectly dry' would soon have . 
choked the deeper part of the valley, wit'h the boulders rolled 
dowrl from the secondary ravines, but which, the water once 
spread out in the broader main valley, with itls more gentle 
gradient is unable to move further on. Hence the -steep 
and rugged mountain slopes end abruptly on either side of 
a: b~~ad inclined plain, a stony dasht in fact, which has 
a· pe~c~ptible gr'adient; but whose section from side to sid~ 

-• Memoirs of the Geological St~rvey _of b•tiia, \' ol. XXXI, Part 2, 

pp. •87 and rgx. 
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clocs not deepen towards a central channel but is quite Pu\·slcAL 
horizontal or irregularly notched. The secti~ of the main AsPECTS. 

\·alley, instead of having the LShape of a shallow V, 
is more like a shallow trough with a flat bottom and steep-
inclined sides. It is only quite at their source that the river 
courses resemble. at all in their topography an ordinary 
Alpine stream. In many cases, after. not more than a hun-
dred yards, they broaden out and assume the peculiar appear-
ance above described. 

'' The1;e broad winding stony plains, or rather inclined 
planes constitute the principal means of co~munication 
across the mountain rang-es, and account for the number of 
easy passes through which one can travel from one desert 
into the next one. Except in the most unusual; event of a 
~torm these passes are absolufuly dry, and, even when a 
storm does take place, the flood that sweeps through it 
seldom lasts more than one hour or even as long as that, 
at no time does a sheet of water extend right across the 
,·alley, but rushes through a network of irregular and ever 
~hifting furrows, rolling along with it large boulders which 
rattle loudly as they come into collision. These floods by 
their suddenne:;s constitute a source of danger to the flocks, 
especially small animals like sheep and goats, which may 
be knocked over by the moving boulders and tarried away 
by the flood." 

Some account of the more important hill torrents, the 
names of which have already been mentioned, will be found 
in the Miniature Gazetteer . 

. \ considerable part of the country is occupied by a broad 
desert plain occupied by alluvial accumulations of recent and 
~ub-n~cent age, which probably extend downwards to a 
eonsidcrable depth. The. bulk of the hill ranges rising north 
and south of this alluvial plain consists of a vast thicknes:;; 
of a closely compreSlSCd and folded eocene slates of Lower 
Kirthar age; this is the eocene "flysch" of Europe. Their 
base is only seen in the ranges nortli of the great desert 
plain : the southern border of this northern mountain mass 
is formed of steep ranges of massive bl;u:k nummulitic lime-
!ootone constituting the base of the Lower Kirthar. This lime-

• The Editor -is indebted to Mr. E. Vredenburg of the Geological 
Sunt-y of India for the material used in this article. 

·•Geology. 
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stone is repeated several times in a succession of · steep 
synclines and anticlines, the anticlines exhibiting also some 
of the underlying rocks, principally volcanic accumulations 
of upper cretaceous age, corresponding with the Deccan 
Trap of the Indian Peni11Sula. 

Intrusive igneoUlS rocks of oligocene or lower miocen~ 
age cut through these strata, e~pecially in the ranges north 
of the plain, the largest ofl. all these intrusions being the 
huge• mass of augite-syenite forming the hills that culminate 
in the lofty peak of Ras Koh. 

Along the eastern frontier of Kharan bordering upon 
Jhalawan and Sarawan, the hills consist of greenish slates 
or shales and sandstones r~sembling the eocene slates above 
mentioned, but of later geological age ; they 'belong to thP 
Kojak series which corresponds with the Gaj and Nari of 
Sind and with the oligocene " flysch " of Europe. Still 
later in age are the Siwaliks consi~Sting of sandstones and 
bright-coloured clays, of which a considerable outcrop occurs 
south of the Hamun-i-Mashkel. 

Detailed geological descriptions of this region have not 
been published. 

The most characteristic feature of the country are the 
accumulations of wind-borne sand, either in large masses. 
which are advancing slow!!}' across the plains, or, in crescent 
shaped dunes called barchanes, fulges or medanos. The 
latter are very characteristically exhibited ; and have been 
described by Pottinger and Macgregor, the best description 
being that given by the latter, who saw a number: a little to 
the north of Kharan in 1877. He writes* :-"On the way 
we passed through a great number of sand hillocks, sliaped 
like crescents or horse-shoes. As I have never before seen 
anything like these, nor have I heard of them, it may be 
well to give some description of tliese curious formations. 
All are shaped alike and are of the form of a crescent, the 
horns being to the south and the 1!oe to the north. Tney 
vary a good dea1 in height, the top of the largest ones being 
about sixty feet above the plain, and sloping down gradually 
to the horns, where they mingle with the sand· The outer 
slope is at an angle of about 30°, bulging a little in the 

• Wanderings in Baluchistan, page 157. 
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centre; and the inner at about 45°, or as steep as sand will 
stand. At the top of the outer Slope and at the toe of the 
crescent is a steeper slope about three feet in depth, and thi!' 
gradually disappears at the horns where the whole outer 
slope is uniform. It is difficult' to imagine how these sand 
crescents can have been formed on a perfectly level plain. 
but I imagine that in the first instance the sand blown from 
the north! has met some obstruction, such as a bush, which 
has had .sufficient streng-th to withstand the weight, till a 
bank of sand has been formed at tihe toe, and then the horns 
have been formed by the sand being- blown from the t~ 
towards the south. Each of these crescents--and there are 
hundreds of· them-would afford cover for a regiment or 
two." 

Colonel Mcl\lahon, who saw these same sand hills in situ 
19 years afterwards, found them exactly as described by 
Sir Charles Macgregor, a fact indicating that they do not 
change position rapidly. An interesting description of sand 
dunes and of their method of formation is g:iven by Mr. 
Vaughan Corni~h in a paper* read by him before the Geogra
phical Society. 

The talus of conglomerate, skirting- the hilly ranges, Mr. 
Vredenburg writes, is formed either by the deposits of the 
numerous parallel channels or by the coalescence of a series 
of fans and takes the shape of a broad inclined plane which 
is termed the daman, that is the skirt of the mountain. 
Owing to the absence of any powerful drainage these depo
t.its attain a considerable size and the damt.in reaches pro
portio_ns almost comparable to thase of the mountain, whose 
debris has formed it, reaching higher and higher upon its 
slopes. Their gradient being low, the eye hardly realizes 
the great height to which they reach, and this explains tlie 
dwarfed appearance of many of the hill ranges notwitli
standing their considerable altitude. 

This talus or daman is extremely variable in its compo
bition, coarse conglomerates and finer deposits alternating 
,·cry irregularly. Some of the coarser deposits are eminently 
permeable, and the water. supplied by tne scanty rainfall, 
being unable to remove this gigantic deposit, becomes 

• Tlu GeograpllieaiJu .. rraal, \"oL IX (1897), pages 278 to 309- See 
alsl pa•es 45~. 570 and 671. 
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stored within" its mass. It is then protected against eva
poration, and this explains the important Eart played by 
these talus deposits in the economy of the district, as from 
this natural reservoir is drawn the supply of water which 
flows along the underground channels called "karezes." 

The gravel plains are accounted for by the occasional 
heavy showers in the hills, which cause floods, carrying many 
of the boulders into the plain below. These floods have 
spread the pebbles over large areas in the desert, giving rise 
to the stony plains known as " sitihmosh pat." The outer 
surface of nearly all the pebbles is coloured black through 
the oxidation of iron compou~ds, adding to the desolate 
appearance o~ the country. 

Pat is an alluvial formation of fine clay occasionally 
mixed with sand ; hard, firm, level and devoid of vegetation. 
Easy walking when dry, it changes after r.ain into exceeding 
slippery mud. No camel with its soft-padded feet can 
move over wet pat. Speaking of these level clay plains, 
Mr. Vredenburg notes that, in places where after an un
usually heavy shower, large bodies of water reach the plain 
without sinking into the ground or being evaporated, the 
water is sometimes ponded back by irregularities ofo t'hc 
ground and spreads into shallow pools which may cover a 
large area. These become dried up in a few days, some
times in a few hours, leaving a fine depcsit of light coloured 
mud which gradually accumulates forming plains called par. 
Some of these pats, where water is ·available from a kare~, 
may be locally cultivated but, as a rule, they constitute the 
!!lOSt barren portions of the_ desert, without any of the bushes 
that occu~ at intervals in the stony plains, or, even occasion
ally take root among .the sand dunes. These pats, often 
half concealed by the ever encroaching sand dunes pass 
imperceptibly into the stony dasht, possessing usually very 
ill-defined .limits. Where, however, they become of consi
derable size and are ~ed by streams that can give rise to 
more or less permanent sheets of water they exhibit a more 
distinct line of shore and gradually merge into the class of 
shallow lakes, called hamun. Of these htimuns Mr. Vreden
burg says.: "One . of the curiously regular featur'es is the 
long line of terraces formed by conglomerates stretching over 
wide areas. It frequently happens that the traveller, follow-
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ing- the narrow camel-track, beatlen out of the stone-strewn 
dasht, along what seems an interminable plain, suddenly 
finds himself on the edge of an escarpment and sees another 
plain below him some thirty or' forty feet lower. This lower 
ground may again slope gently down to another step-likP 
escarpment, and there may be thu's three or four of these 
superposed terraces. If the country had been more tho
roughly examined it would have been found probably that 
these lines of terraces form concentric belts surrounding at 
a distance some of the larger lake basins. They admit of· 
only one explanation, that they repreisent ancient shore 
lines of great lakes which now have either dried up entirely; 
or are reduced to insi!!"nificant shallow marshes or. salt 
swamps. The successive lines of escarpment ~ould repre
sent temporary periods of res~ during the gradual drying up 
of these great masses of water. The level of the waters 
being constant during a certain period constituted tempora
rily what the Americans call a " base-level " of erosion ; 
the surfa£e of the lake was the lowest level to which running 
water could carry down pebbles and boulders, and thus for· 
the time being the shore of the lake was the limit of the 
accumulation of conglomc.rates." 

The botany of the country has not been scientifically 
studied. Trees are scarce but the ravines contain quantities 
of tamarisk and many grasses in years of good rainfall. 

As the physical and presumably the botanical conditions 
of the country resemble those of Chagai, the following 
account* of the botany of the Chagai District may not be 
without interest:-

" The most interesting plants found on the hills and on 
rock-formations were: Stocksia Brahuica, a thorny shrub 
or small tree, first collected between Rahnak and Panjpai 
on the 2-tth of September, and subsequently more or less 
frequently as far as the Helmand. In its autumnal garb, 
when leafless, and covered with its brilliantly coloured in
flated fruit, it was very showy. It is called by the natives 
koh-tor, or the mountain-peach, no doubt from the attrac
tive colouring of the fruit. Pistacia Terebinthus, var. 
mutica, was occasionally seen on limestone, occurring in 

• B ·I any t>{ th, .Afffhdt~ D~/i,.italit>ll Co•,.i.rsi."• Transartio11' of 
flu L;,.,.,a,. Soei,t_y, Second Serit-s, Botany, Vol. Ill. 
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some numbers. This is the only indigenous tree of Baluch
istan thae grows to any size ; several I measured were over 
nine feet in girth at six feet from the ground ; but in height 
none were over twenty feet. Zygophyllum atriplicioides, a 
shr:ub from fbur to six feet in height, with fleshy leaves, 
bi:ight yellow flowers, and curious winged fruit, was seen 
everywhere, from the stony bases of the hills into the gravel 
plains., Pero'wskia abrotanoides, a very attractive Labiata, 
forming a close bush three to four feet high, was general 
among the rocks ; Periploca aphylla and two species of 
Ephedra. Ephedra pachyclados (?) was the common one, 
being very profuse amongst broken rock, boulders, etc., 
as well as on the gravel plains. The native name for the 
Periploca and the two species of Ephedra is Hum or Huma, 
the natives not distinguishing between them. Tamari.'l: 
gallica is a large shrub, the presence of which in quantity 
and size would, I think, indicate water at no great depth. 
Further, Pteropyrum Aucheri, Rhazya stricta, Stellaria 
Lessertii, Lactuca orientalis, Anabasis sp., Pennisetum 
dichotomum, Euphorbia osyridea, Astragalus hyrcanus, 
Calligonum comosum, inhabitl this region at the~ base· of the 
hills, and extend thence over the general countlry. 

" On the gravel and clay plains the vegetation was ex
tremely sparse and 1stunted ; among the prevailing plants, 
Alhagi camelorum was generally spread over the country, 
and in some favoured localities it grew in luxuriance and 
dense masses, through which! it was hard to get our horses 
to go, owing to its numerous objectionable spines. This 
shrub is usually from one to two feet in height, occasionally 
as much as three. The ordinary term here for the plant is 
" Camel-thorn," as it is one of the chief sources of supply of 
fodder fort these animals. In certain seasons it yields a 
manna. Peganum harmala, Sophora mollis, Sophora Grif
fithii, and two species of Heliotropium were more or less 
f.r:equent ; and where saline matter impregnated the soil the 
following shrubs were often in great luxuriance, Sal.sola 
Kali, Salsola arb.uscula, Salsola foetida, and several others, 
with Halanthium sp., Halocharis sulphurea, Haloxylon sali
cornicum, and ·H. Grif(ithii. 

" On the sand-dunes and between the hillocks formed by 
the sand-waves vegetation was more general and of stronger 
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g-rowth than one would have expected to find on firs~ seeing 
this formation. This is no doubt due to the deeper layers 
of the sand being able to r~tain moisture, down to which 
the root-s easily penetrate through the soft superstructure. 
The characteristic shrub, often almost a tree in size, is 
Jlaloxylon ammodendron, which is the Ta-gaz of Baluch
istan, and its smaller branches yield the best camel-fodder of 
the country, and unlike the Tamarisks, the camels can live · 
continuously upon it without its impairing their health. In 
g-eneral appearance it resembles light-green-Tamarisk, hence 
its native name ; but it is at once distinguishable by its pen
dulous branches and grey white stems; hence the European 
name \Vhite Tamarisk. Although this shrub is found in 
all directions, it certainly seems to prefer, and grows in 
greatest luxuriance on these sand hills. Tamarix macro
carpa and other large 'Shrubby species were common. At 
Omar-sha, where we encamped on sand hills, there were 
some trees, pr:obably planted, of Tamarix articulata with 
trunks nine feet in girth and over thirty feet in height, and 
associated with them were some trees of Tamarix macro
carpa, from four to six feet in circumference, evidence of 
the size this species may attain in a favourable locality. 
The ordinary nati\'e name for the latter is Kirri; and this 
term was equally applied to T. articulata, although the two 
species were recog-nized as different. Tamarix articulata, 
having no special native name here, leads one to surmise 
that it is not indigenou.s in this part of the country. At 
Zaru, close to our encampment, were some large bushes of 
I.ycium barbarum, almost devoid of foliage, but covered 
with bright red fruit, ,·ery like small capsicums. Here we 
lost several camels from no known cause, though aU those 
found dead were lying near these bushes, and had been 
eating greedily of the berries. I opened several camels, but 
the post-mortem showed no symptoms of irr.itant poisoning, 
yet there was nothing I could detect in their paunches except 
the berries. From the camels having died so suddenly I 
suspected narcotic poisoning, and yet a Lycium, although 
nearly allied to a poisonous genus, is not supposed to be 
itself poisonous. I carefully examined the whole country 
round, and there was nothing else they could have eaten o( 
a poisonous nature. The natives declared the Lycium was 
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not poisonous, and sul~equently I often saw camels brows
ing on this shrub without any ultimate evil effects. 

" In some localities the sand-dunes were covered witli 
Euphorbia cheirolepis ; a very elegant species, which still, 
late though the season was, maintained its green foliage. 
Tribulus alatus covered the tops of the sand-dunes in many 
places with a sward. Cyperus pungens at this season only 

· existed in numerous leafy tufts, and very little of the fruiting 
heads were obtained, though sufficient for identification. 
Convolvulus erinaceus was not uncommon. Peculiar-look
ing ·balls formed of a prickly fruited shrub, Agrophyllum 
latifolium, with few or no leaves were noticed rolling about, 
driven by the winds hither and thitlher over the flat clay 
plains (or pat), occasionally accumulating into heaps. This 
shrub grows in loose sand, and as it is very leafy it is easily · 
lifted out of its position by the wind and, being driven about, 
it takes the for.'m of a bail, which is often increased in size 
by coming in contact with other similar plants. It was soon 
dubbed " the wanderer " ; the natives call it the " spinning 
wheel," in allusion to this peculiarity. It' was curious to 
note the condition of the roots of the olants that live in 
these beds of pure sand ; ·some, like the Haloxylon, thrust 
their.roots so deeply into the sand as to anchor themselves 
in the. solid ground beneath ; others, like Euphorbia, with 
slight ;stems, little affected by the wind, do not require to 
be so firmly fixed, and do not r:oot so deeply ; grasses and 
sedges have their fibrous roots greatly lengthened, and 
develop a spongy tissue as thick as goose-quill. These 
spongy enlargements serve two purposes, one for holding 
fluid for future requirements, and the other for maintaining 
the position of the plants, each root acting as an individual 
anchor:. The same plants not growing in this loose sand did 
not possess this peculiar development of their roots. Indeed 
aU the plants that occupy these sandy dunes have a hard 
struggle for existence ; not only' have they much to do to 
keep themselves in position. on account of the wind, but 
when sand is heaped upon them they have to learn to keep 
themselves alive under the superimposed weight and at the 
same time to fight their way through it. Furthermore, .tiie 
sand blown on them during summer is hot and dty, so hot 
and dry that ~nless these plants are capable of collecting 
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and maintaining a supply of moisture, they must inevitably 
perish from drought. On other occasions their surrounding 
medium may be suddenly removed by wind, leaving them to 
he blown about with the chance of being utterly destroyed 
before they can be again partially covered with sand and 
thus afforded the means for supporting- life. 

"In stream-beds amongst thickets of Tamarisk, where 
there were perennial streams, as at Kaisar and 1\fannu, the 
Oleaudrr was met with. It is well known to the natives, 
and said to he common in such localities all over the country. 
This shrub was very destructive to camels, especially when 
it was spread through the tamarisk thickets, as tRese 
animals never seem to learn not to browse on it. The native 
name is Jaur, a corruption of t'he Persian word for poison. 
Climbing over these shrubs Clematis orientalis was in great 
luxuriance; and on the shady side of some rocks a variety 
of Me11lha sylvestris, growing seven feet high, was common. 
A nJropogon laniger, a lemon-scented g-ras.s, formed turf in 
the ,·icinity of the stream, as also ]uncus maritimus. 
Erianthus Raverwae, the Muni of the Punjab, was occa• 
sional'iy observed in g-reat clumps. Where the stream spread 
out into broader shallows, flooding the low land occasionally, 
A rundo donax occur:red together with Phragmites communis, 
forming great beds ; the latter, where the water was brack
ish and the soi'h saline, was extremely dwarfed, with rigid 
and sharp-pointed leaves. In the Tamarisk g-roves a large 
purple-flowered Orobanche was occrusionally seen, perfect iu 
form and colour, but dried to a cinder, so that it .could not 
be preserYed, as on the slig-htest touch it crumbled into dust.· 

" TI1e fodder supplied to us for our cattle during our 
journey consisted of the crushed straw of wheat and barley 
and of the stems of millet (Sorghum). Occasionally, in 
addition to these, the stems of Pennisetum dichotomum were 
also served out. These stems were from one to three feet in 
length, rescmblin~ miniature bamboos ; and thus th~y were 
termed in camp. '!\otwithstanding- their hardness, they were 
greedily eaten by our horses, much to our amusement and 
wonder. The natives call this grass Barshonk, and it 
grows on the stony formation at the basel'> of the hills only. 

".\t Caz-i-cha we encamped in a great meadow of 
Eragrustis cynosuroides, whidi was here unmixed with any 
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other grass. It was called Kirthag, and grew in deep pure 
, sand. Such a locality was looked upon as an oasis of plenty 
for our cattle, and this particular grass was considered very 
fattening, though had any of our horse-keepers supplied us 
with it in India, the result., I fear, would have been a general 
commotion in the establishment. Aristida plumosa is higlily 
valued and an excellent fodder, growing in luxuriance on the 
sand hills of the desert, where usually no other grass is to 
be seen. It occurs in small separate tufts, from four to six 
inches in height, and is called 1\f azj." Sheep are especially 
fond of it. Several creeping species of Aeluropus were 
often mistaken by members of the mission for Cynodon 
dactylon, the Dub of India. J'hese were profuse, especially 
on the saline plains. Cynodon I did not see in Baluchistan, 
except at Quetta, where it was in abundance on the sides of 
irrigation-Channels. Between Bozdan, 1\Iannu, and Galiclia, 
from the numerous dry leaves found driven about by the 
wind, a species of Ferula was detected in these gravel piains. 
After much seeking one leaf was at last discovered attached 
to a root-stock. On digging this up, there was no doubt, 
from its general appearance and the odour its fractured sur· 
faces emitted, that it wms the root of a species yielding 
Asafoetida. Not a single stem was obtainable, but, from the 
quantity of leaves seen, the plant must be abundant in this 
locality. The curious thistle-like umbellifer, Pycnocycla 
aucheriana, was not rare, chiefly present in stony ground; 
happily sufficit:nt material was collected for its accurate deter
mination. It produces a yellowish gum-resin, and the root
stock when employed as fuel, emits a very offensive odour. 
One specimen only of tlie rare Crucifer, Cithareloma leh
manni, was obtained in the desert between N ushki and 
Sanduri." 

The climate is dry but healthy. Dust' storms are experi
enced throughout the year, but are especially severe from 
June to September when they are known as livtir or the 
pestilential wind. Pottinger described them as being at 
times so scorching and destructive as to kill everything, 
animal and vegetable, that may be exposed to them, and 
rendering travelling impossible. 

In summer the heat is very great but tlie nights are 
always cool. · The winter is cold. 
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KMnin is an area of extremely limited rainfall. Records 
are not available, but in the neighbouring District of Chagai 
the average is only 4<l.'\ inches. Most of the rain that falls 
is received between January and March. 

Mr. Vredenburg- found plenty of evidence that the process 
of desiccation of the country had gone on to a marked 
degree even within historical times and that a continuous · 
diminution of the rainfall was taking place. In his opinion 
the country must ultimately become a desert. 

The ancient history of Kh3.ran is buried in obscurity, 
while even its modern history can only be said to be a recon:l 
of the fighns, forays and raids in which the chiefs and tbe 
inhabitants were continually engaged. Too small, poor and 
barren to tempt the cupidity or envy of the conquering 
nations which from time to time swooped down on India 
from the north, its sandy deserts and unfurtile soil con
stituted its chief source of protection, and it is rarely men
tioned by ancient authors. Here and then~ a glimpse is 
obtained which throws lig-ht on the ear!y circumstances of 
the tract, and these make it certain that until recent times, 
the connection of the coontry was always with the west and 
north, with Persia and Afghanistan r'ather than with the 
east or India, from the provinces of which it was separated 
by the mountains of the Sarawan and Jhalawan co1.1ntries. 

According to Lor'd Curzon, Baluchistan in ancient times 
comprised Gedrosia and part of Drang-iana, the former corre
sponding generally with Makran and the latter with Seistan, 
but it is not quite certain with which of the two divisions 
Kharan was connected. As, however, no mountain range 
separates the western end of Kharan from Seistao and as the 
few historical references and the scanty archreological 
remams which are to be found indicate that the inhabi
tants were drawn from Seistan and the Helmand valley; 
as aU Kharan traditions, too, centre round the Kaianian 
and Tahirid Maliks, who ruled in Seistan, there appears to 
be good ground for ase>erting- that its fortunes followed 
those of the latter. The Kaianian dynasty was fbunded 
by Kaikubad, 16th in d~ent from Manu Chibr whose date 
is uncertain, and the dynasty disappeared until .it was 
revived by the Tahirid Maliks. the foundation of whose 
greatness was laid by Tahir, the famous General of the 
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Caliph l\Iamtin in the ninth century. They were succeeded 
by the Saffarid Maliks but, on the overthrow of that dynasty 
by the Samanids, some of the Saffarids retained their local 
predominance in Seistan and the line of: the latter l\laliks, 
who ruled Seistan from the middle of the eleventh to the 
middle of the thirteenth century, appeal's to be that which 
has acquired so much local fame in Kharan. Like Seistan, 
we may assume that Kharan from time to time acknow
ledged the paramount power of the Ghaznavids and Seljuks 
and local tradition has much to say of the atrocities com
mitted in the beginning of the thirteentli c~ntury by Chingiz 
Khan, who left Seistan almost a desert waste. In the four
teenth century Kharan emerges for a moment from the aark
ness in which its ancient history is enveloped owing to the 
accountl 'which is still extant of the fight between Miran Shah, 
son of Timtir Lang, and the Nikudrians whom the former 
was pursuing from the Helmand valley towards Makran in 
1383 and met in the plafns of Keren (sic). The incident is 
thus related by Price* :-

"The reduction of Seiestaun having been thus accom
plished, t Teymur directed his march for Bost ; in their pro
gress towards which, his troops are described to have pos
sessed themselves of the fortress, or fortified town of Tauk. 

In the meantime, putting hilS troops in motion from 
a place c;~.lled Koukeh Kellah, advices reached Teymur, that 
Toum~n, the veteran. chief of the Nikoudrians, was retirl!d 
in the direction of Kidge, or Kutch, and Mekraun. On 
which, ever vigilant to provide for the security of his power, 
he conceived it immediately expedient to detach his son 
Meiran Shah, accompanied by Ameirkeh Mahomed, the son 
of Sheir-e-Behraum rendered illustrious by his alliance with 
Teymur, and Ameir Hadjy Seyf-ud-din, with other dis-

. tinguished commanders, in orde:r t'o crush at once those 
plans oil hostility that might be engendering in that quarter. 

·. " After a march which he continued \\;th little intermission, 
both night and day, Meiran Shah, on tlhe plains of the Keren, 
at last came up with the Nikoudrian ; whom he found at the 
head of his tribe prepared to give. liim battle. From a 

• Principal Events in Mahommedan HislorJ'• Part I, Vol. III. pages 47·49· 

t:This was in December, 1383. 
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con~ideration of the friendship which had formerly subsisted HisTORY. 
between them, and of the advanced ae-e of the old chief, 
Hadjy Seyf-ud-din, nevertheles:s, ,·entured to address him 
aloud by name ; and in respectful and soothing language, 
endeavoured to prevail upon him, without appl'ehension of 
evil, to accompany him to the presence of Teymur, assuring 
him at the 'same time of t11e happy consequences that would 
he the infallible result of suci1 a concession on his part. But 
as the messenger of death was already at hand to seize his 
'ictim, the counsels of friendship had lost their effect upon 
the mind of the Nikoudrian : the action immediate'ly com
mencing, his head was struck off at the very first onset 
by the troops oi Meiran Shah, who failed not to transmit 
without delay to his father's camp this assured proof of the 
success of his enterprise." 

Another period of obscurity follows and it is not until the· The Nau-
t:. h th K -' ·-' h · sherwanis. end of tue seventeent century at haran, or rat er 1ts 

ruling chiefs, emerge into t:he clearer lie-ht of a:scertained 
history.* From this time forward we find ali power centred 
in the small family of Nau.sherwanis, who, though to this 
day they do. not number more than nine flamilies, have 
g·uided the fortunes of the miscellaneous medley of groups 
into which the population of Kharan is dhstributed. Proud, 
bold, able and unscrupulous, despotic themselves but into-
lerant of despotism in others, l',ecognising might as the only 
right, intriguing and resourceful, proferring allegiance' only 
when compelled, giving fitful service to the adjacent coun-
tries of Persia, Afghanistan or Ka!at, according to which 
was then 'the predominant power, and raiding each indiscri-
minately as its power waned, they maintained a quasi-inde-
pendence for nearly two centuries until too fbrce of events, 
in r88-J, compelled them t'o yield a reluctant acquiescence in 
British suzerainty. 

The Nausherwanis usually describe themselves as of Kai
anian stock but their: traditions do not go beyond their 
C'ponymous ancestor, N ausherwan, who is described as living 
in Be~ima, on the banks of the Nausherwan Pishi, a tribu
tary of the Garruk river, where the traces of his stronghold 

• Readers are relerred to Dr. 0. T. Duke·s .llrmora~>dro" o01 liar 
1/islttry t>f And rtf• nllll thr Bdurhisln01 D'srrl, rtr: • 
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still exist. He, like all Nausherw<inis, is described as a 
famous freebooter, who, having- attracted the attention of 
the Pirakzai Chief, then powerful in Khanin, accompanied 
him to that country, married his daug-hter and succeeded him 
in the chiefta.in6hip. 

The following is the line of chiefs according to the pre-
sent Chief's private records, 1905:-

(1) l\lir Muhammad. 
(2) Mir Nausherwan. 
(3) l\lir Abbas i. 
(4) Malik Dosten.. 
(s) Malik Dinar 1. 
( 6) Mir Lalla Khan. 
(7) Mir Fercn Shah. 
(8) Malik Dinar II. 
(9) Mir Shahdad. 
(1o} l\lir RahmaL 
(II) l\lir Purdil. 
( 12) Mir SMho. 
(13) 1\lir Abbas II. 
(14) 1\fir JaMngir. 
(15) l\lir Abbas III. 
(16) l\lir &ad Khan. 
(17) Sir Nauroz Khan, K.C.I.E. 

The name of Sir Nauroz Khan's eldest son is Muhammad 
Yakub.. 

No authentic recotds exist before the time_of Mir Purdil, 
from which the dates o1f the first ten Chiefs can be deter
mined. It cannot even be asserted with certainty that the 
list is complete, for 1\lir Abbas 1., and his son Malik Dosten 
figlire in Baloch ballads as taking part in the great Brahui
Jadgat war which occurred in the Jhalawan country probably 
about the fifteentli century and, if the latter presumption be 
correct, the intervening generations are hardly sufficient to 
cover the interval of some 200 years, which occur:s between 
Malik Dasren and Purdil, who is known to have lived at 
the end of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth 
centwy. A sanad dated 1711, addressed to Purdil is said to 
be in possession of Sir Nauroz Khan and other sanads arc 
dated 1740, the year in which Nadir Sliah returned through 
Urkana·aod Quetta to Afghanistan and in which Purdil 
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i!' as,.,crtcd to have died. \Ve know from a sanad that his HISTORY. 

:-ucccssor. l\Hr Shabo or Mir Shahdad, was alive in 1759, but 
in a Jauad of 1764 one Daulat Khan is mentioned as Chief 
of Kh:l.dn. l\Hr Daulat is not mentioned in the Kharan 
Ji;.t of chiefs, but l\fir Abbas II. takes his place. Mir 
Jahangir was addressed by Muzaffar Shah in a sanad dated 
1796, but he appears to have died within the next few years, 
for· Pottinger, who visited Kharan in 1810, .5peaks of Mir 
Abbas III. as chief in 1806. Mir Az:l.d Khan succeeded 
the latter between 1831 and 1838, for we know from Masson* 
that he was not chief in i8.1 r, while he took a prominent part 
in the events following the capture of Kalat in 1839. Sir 
1'\ auroz Khan, who is the present chief ( 1905), succeeded 
Az:l.d Khan in r88.!. 

l\lalik Doste11 and his son l\Ialik Dinar, as already rr.en
tioncd, figure in Baluchi ballads as heroes of the great tribal 
war between the founders of the (Brahui power, the Mirwaris. 
and the J ad gals. Dosten is stated to have been present at 
a fight in the Jhalawan country, in which the Jadgals were 
utterly defeated, and were pursued to the sea coast. Dos
t~n's son Dinar was killed in the fight;t Lalla succeeded, of 
whose time there are only the usual traditionary accounts 
of raids, fights and forays. In the Chiefs' list, four chiefs 
now occur of whom no authentic information is available, 
but we be~in to tread on firmer ground when we arrive at 
l'urdil, who had two brothers, Rahmat and Brahim or 
Ibrahim, aud we have documentary evioence in a sanad dated 
1717 A.D., of the latter having entered the service of Shah· 
Husain Ghilzai- Though Purdil appears to have been the 
eldest brother and to have succeeded as cfiief, Ibrahim 
acquired great fame and influence and was renowned for his 
generosity. Tradition says that on one occasion he received 
three lakhs of rupees from Shah Husain which he proceeded 
to distribute to his followers and tribe, ~hence he earned the 
sobriquet of Lakh Baksh. He married Bibi Banu, daughter 
of ~lir Ahmad of Kal:l.t (c. 1666 to r6q6) and was killed in 
the war between tile rising Bclhui power and the Baruzais. Mlr Purdil 

Purdil Khan, the elder brother, is the great hero of western Khan. 

• .\·arralive •f • Jourr"JI to Kalal, page z87. 
t A translation oC this historical ballad will be found in the Gaselteer 

o/ Jhala-:t•d,.. 
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Baluchistan, which probably means little more than that he 
was the most celebrated freebooter of his day. Nadir Shah 
when on his way to subdue Afghanistan (about 1730) sent 
for Purdil but, tradition says, the summons was sent 
through the Khan of Katat who delayed it, with the result 
that., in 1734, Nadir sent an expedition against Purdil under 
Pir Muhammad Khan, governor of Kt>rman, and IImas 
Khan, governor of Seistan. which was followed by a second 
one under Muhammad Ali B~g two years later. The 

. Kliaranis were defeated in each case and Purdil Khan re
treated 'to Persian Makran leaving his family at Khanin. 
They in 1736-7 gave further battle to the Persians, resulting 
in another disastrous defeat, the death of two of Purdil's 
sons and capture of his grandson Abbas. In the desultory 
campaign that followed, Purdil is credited with some minor 
successes, notably one in which he is said to have captured 
and brought to Kharan 4,000 slaves, but in 1740 he surren
dered himself to Nadir Shah, who was then on his return 
from India and who evidently took him into favour, as by 
sanads of that year he not only bestowed on him the districts 
of Pidark and Kolwa, in Makran, but also directed him to 
3\Ssist in the collection of a tribal force to accompany Nadir 
Shah in an expedition to Bokhara. 

The composition of this force is interesting as showing 
the very large tract in which the Kharan Chief was author
ised to collect gham, i.e., men-at!-arms. The tribes and 

· . districts mentioned are the Rakhshanis of Kharan ; Kech, 
Tump and Kolwa in Makran; and J:ilk, Dizzak, the Reki 
tract, Bamri, Sarbaz, Bamput., }alkol, Kasar Kand, Geh 
and Safhal in Persian Makran. A sanad of the same date 
directing 1,500 tumans to be paid from the Kerman revenues 
for the support of the forces, indicates that at this time 
Kh:iran was subject .to the governor of that part of Nadir's 

empire. 

Purdil was now a very old man and died, some say 
poisoned, the same year (1740), when proceeding to take 
over his new possessions. Among the numerous stories of 
his exploits is the capture and putting to death of the 
~fghan Prince Ashraf, who was escaping froni Persia on the 
expulsion of the .<\fghans in 17,30, and the taking from his 
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baggage of the celebrated Koh-i-Nur diamond which Purdil H•sTOR'!!. 

is said to hav~ afterwards sold in Sind. 
In the Chief's private list Purdil is shown as succeeded 

by Shiho, but a sanad from Nadir Shah dated 1740 appears 
to indicate that the administration on Purdil's death, de
volved on Mir Abbas and Mir Rahmat, Mir. Abbas being 
commanded to remain in attendance on Nidir Shah,- and 
Mir Rahmat to perform the auties of administration in 
KMran. Abbas II. was the son of Shiho, eldest son of 
Purdil, so it may be presumed that. Shabo had predeceased 
Purdil. Abbas II. had been carried off to Persia in Purdil's 
time about 1738. No reruson can be assigned why Rahmat 
tohould have been selected by Nadir Shah, instead of his 
elder brothel'~ Shahdad, to represent Abbas II. He was 
evidently a man of considerable local prominence. Pre
sumably, however, he only carried on tlhe admini'stration for 
a short time, when he· either died ot. was relieved by Shih
dad, for a sanad dated 1758 is addressed to the latte~. 

Abbas II·, himself, after being chief, never appears to have 
actually returned to Kharan but died in Persia. 

\Vith the assassination of Nadir Shah, in 17471 and the 
dismemberment of his kingdom, Kharan passed under the 
supremacy of Ahmad Shah Durrani. Meanwhile in 17511 

Nasir Khan I. had succeeded to the masnad oF Kalat, and 
in a few years had established his power over all the sur- . 
rounding provinces including diose parts of Makran and 
Persian Baluchistan from whix:h Purdil Khan· had been 
authorised to collect men-at-arms, and also Kharan. His 
hold over Kharan, 6owever, appears to have been slight, as, 
in 1758, when Ahmad Shah marched upon Kalat, Shahdad 
was called on to harass N alsir Khan and bring in supplies. 

The next year, both he and Nash• Khan I. are to be found 
appealing to Ahmad Shah's arbitration in a mutual quarrel.' 
By 176·h Shahdad had died as a sanad of that year mentions 
his son, Mir Daulat, as then administering Kliaran. \Vbe
ther Daulat was at this time representing Abbas II. or 
J ahanglr, his son, who comes next on the Kharan list, is not. 
clear, nor is the vear known in which the latter became 
chief, though we learn from a sanad that he was administer
ing the country in 17()6 and was permitted by 1\fuzaffa.r 
Shih to levy revenue from liis tribesmen at one-tenth of the 

Ahmad Shah 
Durrani. 
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·produce. He is best known to fame as the father, by a 
Gichki wife, of Mlr Lalla ami Mlr Muhlm who were the 
:organisers of the Nausherwaui power in 1\lakran. One of 
the most notorious freebooters of the last century in Makran, 
Mlr Baloch Khan, killed in the fight of Gokprosh in rSgg, 
was a grandson of Mlr Latla, whilst Mir Muhim Khan 
obtained possession of Kuhak in Persian Makran, a place 
which has played a somewhat important part in local history 
in the past. His son Mlr Murad was ousted from Kuhak bv 
the Per'sians under.Ibrahim Khan in r88o-r, but Azad Kfian 
retook it in r88r-2. In r88g-go, it was in possession of 
Delawar Khan of Dizzak, but in 1897 was again taken by 
the Nausherwanis who still occupy it. The descendants of 
Muhim Khan, son of Jahanglr by his Gichki wife, now 
occupy Buh~da in Makran. 

Mlr Abbas Jahangir's successor was Abbas III. The date on wnich 
III. the latter succeeded is unknown but he was chief when Pot

tinger passed through Kharan in r8ro, who mentions that 
he had practically become independent of Ka!at some six 
years previously. Doubtless he found himself in a position 
to throw off the yoke of Ka!at durjng the disturbances 
which arose in that state, on the death of N aslr Khan I., 
over the succession of his young son Mahmud Khan. It 
was in consequence of quarrels with Abbas that his brothers, 
Mir Lalla and Mfr Muhim, who have just been mentioned 
are alleged to have quitted Khacln to seek their fortunes 
with the Gichkis of Panjgur. Masson* ·appears to be in 
error in. stating that the brotner Muhim Khan was chief 

in I8JI• 

Abbas appears to have been ful~y occupied in fighting 
with the neighbouring tribes and in quelling feuds in his 
~.wn state. On one occasion, he was besieged in his own 
fort at Kharan, and had to surrender to the Zahris of 
Jhalawan by whom he was put to the degrading work of 
grinding flour. On another he was defeated, and his son 
Usuf killed, near Siah Tagazi, by a combination of the 
Karpbranis of Sarawan, the Halazais of Washuk and Siah· 
pads of Gwash and Kallag. This com.pf!!lled him to retire 
to- Kandahar with his son Azil.d, afterlwards to become 

• Narrative of a }t~urney to Kaldt, page 287. 
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famous in Kharan annaLs, to solicit assistance from the Hisron 
Afghan Amir. This was given and Afghan troops accom-
panied him on his return to Kharan, but subsequenlly, 
owing to the mediation of 1\lir Mahmud Khan of Kalat, a 
reconciliation was ·effected between him and his people with-
out further fighting, the usual intermarriages being arranged 
to clinch the understanding-. 

Azid Khan succeeded his father Abbas between I!:IJI Mir Azad 
and 1838 and, although l1e is said then to have been over Khan. 

40 years o~ age, lived to acknowledge British supremacy 
in Kharan half a century later. He was at first occupied 
in making his position secure and, a.>s his father had been, 
in quelling the internal feuds which still continued among 
the people. This he accomplished probably by using sterner 
methods than his father had done, for, as a native historian 
quaintly remarks, he encompa'ssed the political ruin of all 
his opponents by killing them off in various ways. He was 
also successful in putting down the Halazais, whose fort at 
Pulkian Kalat he demolished. Until 1884 Azad Kh:in''i 
whole energy and policy was mainly directed to achieve the 
virtual independence of Khanin, and, though strictly speak-
ing a feudatory of Kalati he only acknowledged the Khan's. 
authority when compelled, whilst his homage to Afghanis-
tan was more profession than reality. In his raids he took. 
the fullest advantag-e of his fleet camels and desert-protected 
state and plundered Afg-hanistan, Persia or Katat with per-
fect impartiality, immunity and success. In 1838, Haj~ 

Abdun Nabi,* Kabuli, was deputed by Major Leech·, from 
Kal<it, to proceed to various parts of Baluchistan to collect 
information and, among- other places, visited Kharan, where 
he states he remained five days· as the welcome guest of 
Azad Khan. The Haji describes him as a tolerably well 
informed man for a Baloch, and states that he constantly 
kept up a body of 6o horsemen, mounted on his own horses, 
and that he might, out of the population of ~.ooo men, have 
collected r,ooo for service in time of war. He adds that he 
was not tributary to Kalat at that time but to Kandahar, 
to which place he ought yearly to have sent 18 camels, 13 of 

• Tour throul{h certain part.s of Baluchistan in 1838-9 by Hajee Ab· 
dun 1'\ubee of K<;bul. Jo"r"al of tlu Asiatic Socuf.Y of Bmgal, 
:o\os. 153 10nd 15-t• 1844. 
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which had to be collected from Kharan and 5 fr:om \Vashuk. 
In 1839, Mir Mehrab Khan, of Kalat, asked Azad Khan for 
assistance against the British, when their attack on Kalat 
was in contemplation, offering him half the village of Khuda
hadan in Panjgur in return. Azad Khari accepted the vil
lage but declined assistance, an act which was one of tile 
causes of the iLl-feeling which led to such bitter disputes 
between Kalat and Kharan in later times. In 1841, Azad 
Khan became embroiled in Ka!J:at affairs by giving asylum to 
Nasir Khan II., the exiled son of Mehrab, who had been 
killed at the capture of Kalat by the British in November, 
1839· Azad subsequently gave Nasir Khan his favourite 
daughter Bibi Mahnaz in marriage and assisted him in his 
successflul attempt to retake Ka.lcit. 

In 1856, on the outbreak of the British war in Persia, 
Azad Khan joined the Persians, but no information is avail
able as to the actual part which he took. He cannot have 
been absent from his country for long as he was taking an 
active part in Kalat affairs on the death of Nasir Khan II. 
in 1875. The latter was succeeded by his half brother, Mir 
Khudadad, who wished to marry his brother:'s widow, Bibi 
Mahnaz. To this the widow objected and, on Khudadad 
persisting, she appealed to her father who marched with a 
strong pa:rty to Kalat and brought her home. Another story 
goes that the lady was permitted to pay a visit to her father 
in Kharan but would not return. Whatever the facts be, 
the i{han was deeply offended and never forgave father or 
daughter, nearly thirty years of raiding and counter-raiding 
being the result. The first move wa!s made by Mir Khuda
dad in 1859 who sentt an army of some 6,ooo men under 
Darogha Atta Muhammad to invest Azad Khan's fort. The 
main body advanced on Kharan-Kalat but had to retire with
out gaining any material advantage except the capture of 
a few slaves, whilst Sfiahg<i!si Ghulam J~n, with a detach
ment seized Washuk and another body successfully attacked 
the Kohi Siahpads of Kallag. Azad Khan became a more 
determined raider than ever and his hand wa.s against every 
neighbouring chief, but, though surrounded by hostile and 
po~erful neighbours, the natural difficulties of his country 
and his own physical pro-wess enabled him to maintain a 
virtual independence. Henceforth he sought the suze-
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rainty of Afghanistan arid, on three occasions at least, tn HisToRY. 
185g-6o, 1865 and 1870 he visited Ka&ul or Kandahar.· to 
solicit the intervention or claim the protection of the Amir. 
He appears to have occatsionally paid tribute in the shape 
of _18 camels and some Panjgur dates and in return received 
an allowance of Rs. 6,ooo per annum from the Amir. He 
also contracted marriages with two Muhammadzai women. 
Lands in Sajai and Garmsel were given him in 1858. 

Azad Khan did his utmost to foment. the troubles between 
Mir Khudadad Khan of KaM.t and the Brahui chiefs and 
his support was mainly responsible for the repeated attempts 
made by Nuruddin Mengal and Jam Mir KMn of Las Bela 
to throw off Khudadad Khan's authority. He sent Baloch 
Khan with 400 horse and I,ooo foot to help the chiefs in 
the rebellion which took place toward's the close of 1868, 
an account of which is given in the history section of the 
Jhalawan Gazetteer. The faiture of the negotiations opened 
up by Captain Harrison with the disaffected chiefs at Bagh
wana in May 1869 was chiefly due to the intrigues set on 
foot by Azad Khan. In the agreement, however, arrived at 
in 1871 between Mu'lla Muhammad of Sarawan and Sir 
\Villiam Mcrewether, Azad Khan's "misdeeds" were for
given. As a consequence of his quarrel with the Khan of 
Kalat the Khudabadan lands in Panjgur, to which reference 
has already been made, had been confiscated and in 1876-7. 
Azad Khan destroyed the crops in Panjgur and besieged the 
Khan's f-orts. His depredations in this direction were con
tinued to 1883 when ·an expedition under Nauroz Khan, the 
Chief's son, resulted in Mir! Gajian the Khan's naib and 
Gichki chief being killed. In the following year a settlement 
was effected by the Panjgur mission under Sir Ro6ert 
Sandeman. 

In the west the districts of J alik and Kuhak engaged 
.\z:id Khan's attention and Persian attar;ks on these places 
in 1877 11·ere successfully driven off. During the second 
Afghan war Azad Khan is said to have despatched a force 
to Kandahar, but it arrived too late to take part in the battle 
pf Maiwarod. 

l\lention may be made of four events, wiiich are con
sidered of special local importance, but to which, in the 
absence of authentic rec('rds. it is impossible to assign dates. 
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They indicate that Azad Khan's attentions were not confined 
to the east and south-west but penetrated far to the north 
and north-west. The fir.st was the heavy punishment in
flicted on a party of Seistani raiders at Calachah who had 
carried off 12 herds of camels from the neighbourhood of 
Khargushki Band and Azad Khan's subsequent reprisal by 
making his way with a mounted party as far as l\ eh in 
Persia, which place he sacked. A second inroad by the 
Seistanis (who are known locally as Haram-khor), was also 
se,·erely dealt ~ith. 

The second incident was an attack on Chagai where he 
besieged Kamal Khan, Sanjrani, for a month and subsequently 
obtained the lands from the Zaman channel in Hurmagai as 
far as Regin Chah from the Sanjranis, who then possessed 
them, in compensation for the blood of a Kausherwani whom 
the Sanjranis had killed. 

The third incident was the defeat of the Zagar Mengals 
who appear to have been incited by the Khan's naib of 
Nushki to attack Kharan-Kalat. 

The fourth incident was the result of a Damni raid on 
· Rakhshan in which the l\luhammad Hasnis suffered severely. 
Their cause was taken up by Azad who fell on the Damnis 
twice in the neighbourhood of the Koh-i-Taftan, capturing 
a large booty. On the first Oi..casion the Damni chief Yar 
Muhammad and three of his brothers were captured and 
put to death. 

Much trouble was given to Azad Khan by the Rekis of 
Dehgwar and Jalk under their headman Sabik, to which 
reference will be found in the account of the Rekis, in this 
Chapter. It led Azad Khan to- build the Galuga fort, but 
its construction involved him in trouble with Ibrahim Khan, 
the Persian governor of Bampur, by whom the fort was 
eventually dismantled. 

The Panjgtir Mission under Sir Robert· Sandeman, was 
the first British force that entered Kharan. It arrived there 
in December 1883 and was most cordially received by Azad 
Khan. A darbdr was held and Azad Khan impressed all 
present by his manifest honesty and straightforwardness. 
Politically the mission was a great success; Azad h."ban 
having obtained his formal release from the suzerainty of 
the Amir of Afghanistan, acknowledged British supremacy 
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and that or the Khan of Kalat by taking his place among 
the Sarawan sardars of the Brahui Confederacy. The dis
putes between Azad Khan, the Khan of Kal:h and other 
chiefs were arranged on terms which proved satisfactory to 
all parties. In 1884, Azad Khan supplied 250 riding camels 
for the Afghan Boundary Commission sending them to the 
Hclmand in charge of his second son Amlr Khan. Of these 
150 were his private property for which he declined 
remuneration or hire. Government sanctioned him a 
kliillat and reward for the!'e sctvices, which he was 
invited to Quetta to receive. He arrived at Quetta 
on the r;th of May, r884, and an arrangement Wru> con
cluded on the 8th of June by which the Chief agreed to 
protect trade routes and maintain peace in his territories. 
In return he was to receive a per!Sonal allowance of Rs. 6,ooo 
per annum in lieu of that pre,·iously received from the Amir. 
This al';owance was to be expended in the entertainment of 
one of his sons as Risa!dar on Rs. r,2oo per annum, and 
of 20 sowars on Rs. 240 each. Among other points it was 
arrang-ed that in future he should deal direct with the 
British Political Agent of the Kalat State instead of through 
the Khan or his officials. Unfortunately Azad Khan wa'l 
attacked by cho:cra when on the point of leaving .Quetta 
and died very shortly after his return to Kharan. 

The following pen sketch of him, written by Sir Robert 
Sandeman after a personal interview in December r883, is 
intcre~ting as being a graphic description of Baluchistan's 
last and greatest free-booter. Sir Robert writes:-

" In spite or his great age which we ascertained to be 
about 97 years, AzJ.d Khan maintains his mental facultie!; 
unimpaired. HiL> memory is perfectly clear and I never 
found his powers of observation at fault. In the prime of 
life he must have been a sing-ular:y handsome man of 
u•;usual stature and of great physical power. The storiec;: 
told of his bodily strength are indeed such as would more 
fitly bdong to the heroes of a mythical age than to a man 
still living. Bowed by age he is unab;e to mount his horse 
without as!-istance, but once in the saddle his endurance 
is greater than that of many a younger man. Possessed 
of unflinching resolution, impatient of wrong, generous to 
reward, stern and relentless in punishment, Sirdir Azad 
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HISTORY. Khan has above all things enjoyed a reputation for un
swerving honesty. He is never known to depart from 
his word once given and has a sincere contempt for chi
canery or falsehood. There is therefore no reason to wonder 
at the immense influence which he has enjoyed in Baluchistan 
for a century past." 

Azad Khan is always described as a just and merciful 
chief. His taxes were light and he was never accused of 
oppressing his people. He was a capable organiser and 
relieved the people from his own stores in time of distress. 
He gave much attention to his armed force and was said 
in x884 to possess a force of zoo infantry and xoo cavalry 
and to be able to call up 3,ooo match-lockmen in an emer
gency. Every adultl ma1e had to bear arms and had to 
keep ready a skin of water, a pair. of sandals and 6 to 8 lhs. 
ofl flour as an emergency ration. 'Failure to tum out at 
a ~all to arms involved confiscation of property. During 
his life time he also built and garrisoned the forts of Khanl.n, 
Hurmagai, Kattik and Jalwar'. 

He also paid attention to the development of the re· 
sources of the country and caused the construction by forced 
labour of the channei leading from Bunband to the Zorabad 
landls. When floods came he is said to have personally 
taken part in preventing breaches and to have kept all liis 

· slaves busy in the work of cultivation. He was diligent in 
attendance at his darbar and was fond of levying fines in 
camels. He was wont to say that a single day's absence 
from his court cost him ten camels. 

The end of Azad Khan's lire was saddened by a quarrel 
with his son Mir Azim Khan, the issue ofl a concuoine.. 
Feeling his great age Azad Khan had divided his property 
among hi-s sons and appointed N auroz Khan heir to the 
chieftainship. Azim Khan demanded half the country as his 
share and on th_is demand being refused by his father com· 
menced intriguing with the Persians, who instigated him 
to murder Sabik, Reki. After Azad Khan's death Azim 
Khan attempted to forcibly dispute the succession of his 
brother, Nauroz, to the chieftainship, an attempt which 
ended in Azim. Kh:in's death. · 

Sir Nauroz Azad Khan was succeeded by his eldest son Nauro.t Khan 
Khan, · ed 
K.C.I.E. ~.fie.Amil>"'usubsidy of Rs. 6,ooo per annum was contmu to 

/' 
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tbe latter. 1\" auroz Khan is still Chief ( rgo6). He was HisTORY. 
born in r8ss, and is described as of fine physique and bold 
disposition. He acted for his father for some years before 
the latter's death and led a number of raids against Panjgur 
and Eastern Per•sia. In 1883 he harried Panjgur and car-
ried off a large booty of sheep and cattle returning by way 
of the Rakhshan river and r.lashkel. They were pursued by 
a force under l\Hr Gajian, Gichki Sardar of Panjgur, who 
overtook them neaf. the junction of the Draspara and Dash-
tak Kaur with the Rakhshan. A fight ensued in which Mlr 
Gajian was killed, the Nausherwanis getting away with 
their booty since when the scene of the fight has been known 
as J ang-ja-i-Gajian. 

Soon after his accession he proceeded with a force to 
J ;ilk where the dispute bdween the N ausherwanis, Bazurg
zadas, Damnis and Rekis for the possession of the dat~ 
groves had again broken out. Having defeated the Bazurg
zadas he hurried back to Kbaran owing to his chieftainship 
being disputed by his younger step-brother, Azim Khan. As 
previously related, Azim Khan had been greatly incensed by 
his father nominating Nauroz as sole heir to the chieftaill•· 
ship, and although a reconciliation had been patched up 
between them he could not resist the opportunity given him 
by Nauroz's absence. Azim was the favourite of his father· 
and being a brave man and capable commander. had been · 
entrusted with the carrying out of several big raids, his 
command at tinws numbering 1,500 well armed and mounted 
men. I I is success in these and his generous nature had 
made him nry popular, and he had no difficulty in col1::ctmg 
a following to attack his brother. The attack failed ami 
.\zim in his tum was besieged in a fort at Kattik. A 
n·conciliation was patched up by the Saiads and tribal elders 
but during the following year after a further attempt (this 
time by poison) on Nauroz had failed, Azim Khan w.•s m~..;r

dl.'rcd by a fa,·ourife servant named Sharif. 
In 1SS8, the dignity of a Knight Commandership of the 

Indian Empir~ was conferred upon Nauroz Khan, in recogni
tinn of his loyalty and general good services ; for the assist
ance rendered to the Afghan Boundary Commission of rS8t i 
and to Colonel Bell, V.C., in his journey across Kharan to 
Persia ; and for the capture of Jam Ali, son of !\lir Khan, 
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Jam of Las Bela, then in r'evolt agairust his fatfier. Nauroz 
Khan was invested with the insignia of the order by Sit 
James Browne, then Agent to the Governor-General in 
Baluchistan, at a darbar held at Sibi on the 11th of February 
t88g, a khillat of Rs. 3,ooo being presented at the same 
time. 

The Perso-Kharan border had never been authoritatively 
defined and was in a chr:onic·state of raids and counter raids. 
'fhe two main points of dispute were the ownership of the 
date-groves of Dehgwar and of the small district of Kullak, 
the riviJ.I claimants being the Rekis of Kharan ~s opposed 
to the Damnis of Persi·a. 

A joint commission was appointed in 1895 by the GoY
ernments of India and Persia to define the boundary, Colonel 
T. Holdich {now Sir Thomas Holdich, K.C.l.E.,) being the 
British Commi'ssioner. The delimitation was finished in 
April, t8g6, since when the border raids may be said to 
have practically ceased. 

The Com-mission adjudged Kuhak to belong to Persia. 
The .fort is still occupied (1905) by a section of the Nausher
wanis, descendants of Muhlm Khan, cousin of Azad Khan, 
who pay taxes to Persia and are considered as Persian 
subjec!s-

'Strategically Kharan is a place ofl great importance since 
it dominates the Mula pass route and is a focus where the 
roads converge from India on the one hand and Persia and 
Afghanistan on the other. In ihe event, therefore, of India 
being threatened from tllat dil'ection, Kharan would from 
every point of view become a_ strategic point of the first 
importance. 

Kharan has rarely been visited by travellers. The first 
European to traverse it was Lieutenant Henry Pottinge!' of 
the Bombay Army in 1810, Haji Abdun Nabi next visited 
the country in 1838, Sir Charles MacGregor and Captain 
Lockwood in 1877, and Lieutenant Galindo in t885-6. Of 
these Haji Abdun Nabr was the only one who visited the 
town of Kharan-Kalat or interviewed the Chief. As a1ready 
related Sill Robert Sandeman visifi!d Kharan officially in 
December 1883, and Lieutenant-Colonel Showers, C.I.E., 
then Political Agent, Kalat, tpured in Deh~ar and l\lashkel 
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in March, tgoz, in connection with the disputes between HrsTORY. 
the Rekis and the Khiran Chief. 

The progress of recent events has materially alte£ed the 
former condition of Kharan. On the north the formation of 
the Chagai District ha.S shut it off from AfgMnistan ; while 
the demarcation of the Perso-Baloch border has left no 
excuse for raids in that direction. These reasons in 
conjunction with the strong-er rule in Makran and Jhalawan 
have hemmed Khiran in and ended the days of the irre
sponsible free lance as much at home in Persia and Afghan
istan as in Kharan, under no control and bound by no 
restrictions or alleg-iance. 

Domed mauselea, known as gumbal,* and generally built Arcb:eology 
of burnt bricks, are numerous, and, as they have never yet 
been visited and examined by an expert, the following list 
of the places where they are situated is given :-

Loc~lity. 

Hurmagai 

Kallag 

I !':umber oil 
C....Mds. 

9 

• 
4 

• 
I 

I 

10 

I 

RDIARKS. 

One ""f the g•,INu/$ is kno•·a asBibi-e-gumbad. 
but ls attributed by local authorities to Malik 
Bahr.im Shah ; anoth..- is knowu as Cb:ia
diani;:-umhad. 

"!bese are in Gwa .... -big: the best knotn1 being 
the Malik Nausberwaoi gumbad. AIIOI:ba-;,. 
known as Gumbad+-sbahri.. 

Th- are in Re!ri . 
Known as Nurudin..t..gumbaL 
Koowa as Shabi Otma.ni gumbad. 
Known as Talunki gumbad. 
Xear Mangehi Chah. 
r .. the Jah•·ar Pass. 

• 

One of these is at Hetak, anoth..- at Sa..a..;,. 
and the third near Malik Sbabi Cbah but all 
are in ruins. 

Near Eri-Kallag. 

Shim .ban an4 Salim Bek 

Situated at P:iduo Kallag and knoWil by the 
name of Gumbad..i-Ganji.Malik. 

Known as Gumbad-i-H3..1a .. 

Similar 
:\fakran. t 
tomb, i.e., 

• 
I 

• 
I 

• 
a 
• 

.. ,-;,--

IUK>wn as Kalaghani-Kalat-bKa~ 
gum had. 

Known as GumbacH-TUbo4 
Known as Gumhad-i·Snahi Shadi. 
Knowa a"i Gumbad~-Bibi Basso. 
Koowa as Gumha<H-<;aiad Amlr. 
Known as uumhad-Malik Sbaho an4 oituated 

near));aurod.'WI.. 
Have no ~nicuJar name. 
Near Rcl<-0-Farangi and caiLod Gwahad-0-Ia.a.a 

Hasaa and Husain. 

tombs exist in Panjgur and at jalk in Persian 
TI1eir general form is that of the ordinary Persian 
a square chamber surmounted by a dome, and 

• A .-quare-sha~d 1 vaulted tomb. 
t P. Ill. Sykr-s. 7,. t!Jo.,sa•d •iks ;,. Pn-sia, page 299-
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most of them have only one storey; some, however, pos
sess two storeys. Those at Gwachig, for instance, are all 
double-storeyed, and .so ar~ the Malik Shaho tombs of Sara· 
wan. The best preserved are those at Gwachig in Dehgwar 
or Mashkhel and, as they are fairly typical of those in other 
parts of the country, they are here described in some detail. 

All the mausolea at Gwachig, of which there are g, are 
double-storeyed, the entlrlance being on the east. Steps, 
paved with bt.icks, lead' to the upper storey, wliich contains 
a .single burial-chamber; .the entrances t'o the lower storey 
an,; level with the surface and lead either to a single large 
chamber· capable of containing several corpses,. or to sepa
rate small chambers in each of which one corpse or more 
could be placed. In the Gumbad-i-Malik Shaho at Nauroz
abad, the lower storey contains a passage with 4 vaults, 2 

on either side, each of which might contain three or four 
bodies. The domed roofs are supported on pendentives. 
The walls of the upper storey au-e 2! to j feet thick. They 
are made of burnt! bricks about xo inches square, and 2 

Inches thick. The builaings appear not to be set exactly 
north and south, ·but to incline north-east and. south-west. 
At each corner of the interior of' the building are alcoves, 
the bottoms of which are 2 or 3 inches from the floor and 
the lj.eight ab'out 8 or xo feet. They are xo inches to I foot 
in depth. In this respect there is a curious resemblance to 
the Bahrein tombs o( Phrenician origin, in the Persian Gulf. 

On the outside, and between projecting ledges of the 
curiously fashioned bricks cut in diamond · and other sym
metrical patterns, are large burnt clay slabs, bearing images 
of pea~ocks withi snakes in tlieir bills, bullocks, leopards, 
camels with their colts, horses, hand-mills and imitations of 
human hands and feet. These ornamental slabs are not 
~niversal, but most of the mausolea contain them. An 
exception . i,s to be found in the mausolea near l\langehi 
CMh in J alwar. 

On the floors of the main chamber of the buildings, one 
or more elevated sepulchres are t'.o be seen. . The system of 
sepulture, ho~ever, which! was followed in the case of the 
double-storeyed buildings, appears to have peen different 
from. that resorted to in the. ca1se of' the single~storeyed 
tombs, for the sepulchres in the double-storeyed ):Juildin~i 
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are raised above the floor in two tiers, in the lower. of which HisTORY. 

the corpse wa;; inserted. In course of time, some of these 
sepulchres have been opened, and hence they .are now sur-
rounded by heaps of bones and human skulls, while, here 
and there, are pieces of the shrouds in which the dead had 
been wrapped. In the single-storeyed mausolea, the corpse 
was apparently buried in the ground, after which a sepulchre 
was raised above it, beneath a domed roof. The lower 
storeys of the two-storeyed buildings are not more than four 
feet above the surface and contain sepulchral vaults, as 
described above in which super-terrene sepulture appears to 
have taken place. These vaults still contain bones and skulls. 

Local accounts state tli.at the corpses were in good pre
servation in the early part of the last century, and even now 
(1904) a corpse in one of the tombs at Gwachig, an account 
of which is given below, retains its dried skin and a mummy
like appearance. On being- moved, uncrushed barley is said 
to have fallen from the stomach of this corpse. The skele
tons are further said to have been lying on bedding and 
carpets, and to have been clothed in brocade and silks, which 
were removed by the people. Much damage is alleged to 
ha,·e been done to the contents -of the tombs, and many 
beads, jewels and valuables to have been removed by an 
Afghan fakir several years back, his example. being after
wards followed by the local Rekis. Bangles worn by one 
of th• COI'pl>es have been obtained and also some pieces of 
ragg-ed clotl1, which were presumablly used as slirouds. 

The following- are the details of each of the mausolea at 
Gwachig as they existed in 1904:-

~o. 1. Malik ~aush~rwani-g-umbad is a double
storeyed building, 21' x 21!'. The entrances to the 
lower storey are close to the surface and lead to sepa
rate vaults or compartments. Entrance can only be 
dTectl'd by crawling. In the upper storey are two mud 
built tombs surrounded by heaps of bones and human 
skulls mixed with pieces of shroud. · On one of the 

bricks outside, the words ) .) _,ij) l.r- maztir-i-Nikudar 
• 

(i.e., mausoleum of Xikudar) have been engraved. 
1\'o. 2. This building- has no particular name and 

mc:asun.·s •s'-HI1 x •s'·5"· In the upper storey is a 
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HISTORY. single large mud built tomb ; the lowe1 storey contains 
heaps of bones. 

No. 3 is almost in ruins and measures 2o'-s" x 19'· 
No. 4 is known by the name of Gumbad-i-Shahri, and 

measures 151-611 square. It contains heaps of bones 
and pieces of shroud. 

No. 5, a vault 211 square, is particularly interesting 
as it contains a well-preserved corpse in the upper 
storey which appears to be that of a woman. From the 
top of the head to the toe the body measures 5 feet. 
Excepting the nose and the parts below the navel, the 
remainder still bears the dried skin, all the fingers and 
one of the em·s being: quite undecayed. A blue tnread 
has been passed through the right ear. The skeleton 
is quite naked. The local people have moved it from 
time to time placing it sometimes upright and sometimes 
in a recumbent posture. In doing so, a gpod deal of 
uncrushed barley is said to have fallen from the stom-. 
ach. When seen in 1904 ill was lying against the tomb 
in the centre of the building. _ 

No. 6 is 2o'-3" square, and has one big mud built 
tomb in it. On the bricks over tfie arch of the entrance 
leading to the upper storey, are small engraved designs 
somewhat like a fish-hook or key. 

No. 7 is 20' square, and has two mud built tombs 
r.ound which there are heaps of bones. 

No; 8 measures 2o'-6" square, and has three mud 
built tombs in the upper storey. 

No. 9 is a similar building 12' square. 
The people themselves know nothing certain about tht 

origin or the builde~s of these tombs. Sykes attributes 
thooo:: wluch he saw in _Talk to the Saffarid Maliks who ruled 
in Seistan from about the ninth to the thitteenth centuries, 

- and this theory receives support from several of the names 
which appear in the lisf given above. One of. the mausolea 
at Washuk, for instance, is attributed tlo Bahnl.m Shah, who 
niled in Seistan from 121.11 to 1222, and 5 of those at Hur
magai are assigned to Shah Otman which is the local pro
nunciation of Shah Usman, another Malik mentioned in 
history.* Malik Shah,· another name which will be found 

• St!t! Raverty"s Tabakdt-i-Ndsiri, oage Igf>. 
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the list above, was a brotlher of Bahram Shah. The fact HrsToRv. 
that the tombs bear pictures of animals and even of human 
hands and feet, docs not J?ecessarily militate against their 
!\I uhammadan origin, for the objection to such images was a 
development of the doctrines of Islam of later date than 
that assigned above. 

At the same time the mausolea probably cannot all be as
signed to the same builders and date, but were presumably 
built at different times, tlhe earliest going back perhaps to 
the ninth or tenth century. For the tombs in the Shimshan 
with Sa1ambck nitibat bear tlie names of the brothers Hala 
and Tuho and their .sister Bibi Basso, the first two of whom 
arc famous in Brahui ballads as having taken part in the 
great Brahui-Jadgal war in the Jhalawan country, the date 
of which must be placed in the fifteenth or sixteenth century. 
As mentioned above, on one of the bricks in the gumbad 
of Malik N ausherwan at Gwachig the words ) .) ~) 1_;-e , 
mar;ar-i-Nikudar i.e., mausoleum of Nikudar are engraved. 
This may of course only refer to the builder or to the person 
interred within, but, in view of the facts related in the sec
tion on History about the Nikudrians who were defeated 
in the plains of Kh:iran by Timor's son in 1383, the occur
rence of the word Nikudar is certainly remarkable. Until, 
however, expert opinion has been obtained, these remarks 
must be regarded as conjectural only. 

To the north of the fort which shmds in the Jalwar pass J.Uwar I11o 
are high cliffs, on the east of which are to be seen engrav- scriptions. 

ings written in Kufic character. The "following are conjec-
tural transcriptions of diose of the engravings with their 
translation, kindly supplied by Dr. Denison Ross of Calcutta 
from impressions and copies obtained by Mirza Sher 
Muhammad of the Gazetteer office:-
1. Transcription. . 

~'.r..:r-J'¥ d. rd. Jt.... F"' d. ~ _#1~1 
... - .. ~J ~JI . . __ '-11 r ~:r" ~ r ~ r .x ....s ; r ' ~- c:J~ 

- -r1_rl'rr""1 

-~-•;r-, 
_;iSt.. tt)l 'll... 1 ... 

4 
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Translation. 
0 Gocf! 'Forgive al Hasan ibn Amir Sahl ibn Umar ibn 

Abdul' Aziz a1 Hasan ibn al Husain. 

Written on Sunday when eleven days were remaining of 
the sacred month of Muharram. And he wrote it in his 
own hand, in the year 4o6 (H.) 
II. Transcription. , 
, \.S ~I ciw '-:?' ~~ I <4=-" ~:.~: r:(J 1.!.5'"" r J.l ~ ~ 

-~I ~ t..ili ' ~;.. 
Translation. 
(Built by) Abu Musa Ruka ibn Muhammad al-Mas-u-di in 
the year 351 (H.) 
III. Transcription. 

Translation. 
- iit .... ~ r t:tw .JJ ~ C) t..D I_~ r.J_, 

Umar Asan, Danku, repeated the takbir for seventeen years 
(and) died.* 

Similar inscriptions are to be seen at Garruk Kallag, the 
• largest of which is as follows :-

Transcription. 

# Jtw ~:.~: I ~ 1:)1 cl6.=o. I , ~ ( t) (" lQJ I.J"! I Jt.... ~ I 
-~ 

Translation. 
Abi Sahl Abul Kasim Amr (and?) Ahmad ibn Amr ibn Sahl. 
He wrote it with his own hand. 

Gabrbands. Another set of remarkable archreological remains are the 
Gabrbands or: Zoroastrian dams .which occur in numbers in 
the Ras Koh, Garr and Siahan Ranges. Mr. Vredenburg 
gives the following description of tliemt :-

" In one of the regions which I visited amongst the 
mountains of the State o£1 Kharan, there are some very inter
esting relics which bear evidence to a very different set of pliy
sical conditions than those that prevail at the 'present day. 

• Note by Dr. Ross; Danku is an Abyssinian name. This may 
have been an Abyssinian slave who performed the duties of m.uazzin 

for the period mentioned.. The last word ~ L.olS t... "he died " 
is very doubtful. 

t Vredenburg. Sketch of the BalucMstdn Dese1'i0 Menzoi1's of the 
Geological Su1'vey of India, Vol. XXXI, p. 213, et seq. 
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"In all the valleys round Zard there are to be seen hundreds HISTORY. 

of stone walls which are called gabrband or 'dams of the 
infidels'. Sometimes they stretch right ai:ross the flat 
pebbly floors of the great valleys, whicli for want of a better 
name are termed " rivers," notwithstanding the somewhat 
sarcastic ring there is about that appellation. They also 
occur across the entrance to most of the tributary ravines, 
and at various points across their course up to considerable 
heights above the main valley. The country is quire un
inhabitable for want of water, and yet there is no doubt 
about the nature of these walls which are similar to works 
erected to the present day in many regions of Baluchistan 
and Persia, being in fact nothing but terraced fields. But 
l hC' careful way in which they are built giyes them an 
appearance of permanency which one would look for in vain 
amongst the works of the present generation. In many 
cases they still hold back the soil, formerly cultivated, which 
has been artificially heaped up against them. This soil is 
absolutely similar to· that which covers the great alluvial 
plains of" pat. " No such material is to be found anywhere 
amongst the hills, where the walls have been built, and 
must have been brought' at the cost of considerable labour 
from the great desert plain south of the mountains. The 
absence of any canals, the great! height to ·wliich the walls 
are found up the tributary ravine shows that the fields were 
not watered by means of some general scheme of irrigation 
with canals deriving their supply from some reser:voir placed 
at a greater altitude. Perennial springs now everywhere 
dried up, must have e~isted in all the ravines where these 
remains are found, which shows how much greater: the rain-
fall must have been formerly. 

"The modem inhabitants of Kharan in calling these 
structures gabrhand or 'dams of the infidels' attribute 
their erection to the fire-worshippers. Degraded as they 
are to a condition bordering on the status of savages they 
have lost sight of all accurate historical notions. The at
tribution of any work to the 'fire-worsliippers', simply 
means that they look upon it as very old, older lhan the 
first l\fahomedan settlements. 

"They have not. forgotten, however, what the walls 
really are, that they are.terraced fields, and the legend says 
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t·hat the inhabitants who built them broug-ht all the soil in 
bags which they carried on their backs from the desert to 
the south (such an act is regarded as very sinful by the 
Baluch who consider manual labour degrading to human 
dignity). lt_is more probable that the soil was carried on 
backs of beasts of burden rathet. than on those of men, but 
the tradition is no doubt an echo of the immense amount of 
labour which this work necessitated. At all events the 
greatness itself of the undertaking shows that the returns 
of the work must have made it worth the trouble which they 
took, and·. that what is now a barren desert was once the 
home of a prosperous community. It is certainly not im
probable that these people might have been originally the 
fire-worshippers, but I am inclined to think that similar works 
continued to be erected long after the first Mahomedan settle
ments. In these same mountains of Kharan there are ancient 
Mahomedan cemeteries in which the tombs and the wall 
surrounding them are built exactly in the same manner as 
the walls of the terraced fields, being made; of roughly 
shaped stones disposed in very regular layers. Nowhere in 
Baluchistan could a work of that nature be built at the 
present day, the modern graves are mere mounds of earth 
clumsily decorated with boulders or occasionally with pieces 
of weathered travertine. The tombs just mentioned seem on 
the other hand to be the work of the same hands that used 
to build the terraced fields. I do not know enough of the 
history of the region to assign any date to them, but the 
mere factJ oB their being Mahomedan shows at what a very 
recent date we must place the final dessication of these 
mountains." 

In 1905 Dr. M. A. Stein attempted to trace some of the 
places of archreological interest which were noticed by Pot
tinger when he tt.avelled .through Kliaran in 1810. Dr. 
Stein 'has kindly supplied the following notels ·about his 
journey:-

" The search for the more interesting ruins which Pot
tinger had seen on his third march south of N ushki, proved 
far more difficult. Froin certain topographical indications 
I concluded! that on his way into Kharan he must have fol
lowed the route crossing the range of mountains south-west 
of Nushki by the Tcifui pass. But the country being in 
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Pottinger's days quite as devoid of permanent inhabitations HISTOR.Y. 

as it is now, and, of course unsurveyed, his narrative does 
not supply such local names or other indicia by which his 
line of route or the site referred to could be fixed with pre-
cision on the model"n map. Nevertheless, the close agree-
ment of Pottinger's description with the ground seen by 
me on the Tafui route, as well as his mention of the Bel 
stream (his ' Bale ') make me now feel certain that he actu-
ally travelled by this route. The information gathered from 
some Bnihuized HinduS! coming from Kfuir.l.n., ~e only 
travellers we met en route, pointed to tfle existence of ·ruined 
mounds near the route some miles to the north of Nauroz-
Kalat. This was confirmed by what wa.s known to some · · 
nomadic Brahui shepherds we picked up at our second en
campment near a well m the dry bed of the Bel. 

"Under the guidance of one of these shepherds I pro
ceeded on the morning of the third day to the ruined site 
spoken of. It proved to be situated by the left bank of the 
broad ri,·er bed which is formed by the junction of the Bet 
with the Baddo river~ coming from the mountlains to the 
north-east and known in it's upper course as Lijji or. Chiringi. 
The old site known like all ruins of this region by the 
general term of ' Kona-shahr,' so familiar to me fr;om Tur
kestan, lies about xt miles below the junction just referred 
to, which is marked by the zitirat of Shaikh Hussain (' Shah 
Hasan Zt. of north-western Trans-frontiet" Map No. 22). 
It occupies the angle for:med between the bed of the united 
Bel and Baddo rivers and a small dry nullah known as Toji 
which joins it from the north-east. The distance from N ushki 
which by the map as well as by an approximately accu
rate road estimate was shown to be about 65 miles, agreed 
remarkably well with Pottinger's indications, but though 
there were the " several large mounds of earth and stone 
scattered over the desert " to which his description refers, 
no trace could be found of the " very extraordinary tombs 
of a quadrangular shape, each sulTounded by a low wall of 
curious open free stone work," which he mentions at a 
distance of eire. 400 yards from the western bank of the 
river. • 

• Se-e Pottinger's Trar•'ls ;, Bal•tt:lsisldll; 1817, page u6. 
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" The remains actually seen by me at this ' Kona-shahr ' 
of Toji were bri~fly these. Before ascending the high bank 
~ the east of the riven bed I noticed one of those ancient 
dams wliich are known in Kalat territory as ' Gabar bands, • 
i.e., 'bands·' of the Gabars or fire-worshippers, and which 
must have served to form storage tanks at periods when 
cultivation was carried on in parts of the country now devoid 
of all permanent settlements. Ill consisted of an embank
ment eire. 40 yards long and about 20 feet broad at the base, 
built at right angles to the bank of the dry river bed and 
showing a core 'of .m~sive masonry of unhewn stonas. 
Above this ' band ' the gravelly ground was thickly st)rewn 
for several hundreds of yards with rough stones once appar
ently used in buildings and with fragments of plain pottery, 
while small oblong mounds of unhewn stones unmistakably 
marked graves. The latter may possibly be of relatively 

• modern date and belong to the nomadic Brahuis who still 
visit these part's during the summer for grazing purposes. · 
But the burial ground is no longer used now. 

" Crossing the Toji nullah to the south, close to its 
juncfion with the river bed, I found in the angle between 
the two a debris-strewn mound measuring eire. 100 yards 
from north to south and about as broad on its northern 
face. The north-west corner rises steeply eire. 35 feet 
above the river bed. Here some recent digging had exposed 
short lengths of two walls meeting at right angles· The 
masonry of these walls, eire. 3 feet in thickness, showed 
masonry of small unhewn slabs arranged in carefully adjusted 
courses and undoubtedly old. The walls appeared to liave 
enclosed a small square room and to continue both to the 
south and east in the debris-coveted ground. Remains of 
walls of similar construction, eire. 1-5 feet in height, are 

. traceable on the slopes where they may have served to form 
terraces. Plentiful old potsherds, among them fTagments 
decorated in simple brown patterns on red ground, covered 
the top of the mound and its slopes. A second but smaller 
mound which occupies a little plateau to the south separat'ed 
by a shallow ravine, shows similar pottery and much debris 
of rough stone material but no intact remains of walls. 
\Vhere the two 'mounds are nearest to each other, remains 
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of an old 'band' survive, built across the small ravine, HisTORY. 
with a thickness of eire. 8 feet. 

" Tl1at the ruins just described are of some antiquity may 
be considered as certain in view of the deserted condition 
in which this tract has been since long centuries like most 
of the rest of Kluiran. The masonry of the walls, too, 
bears an ancient look and cannot'! possibly have been the 
work of Bnihuis in their present stage of culture. But, in 
the absence of datable remains and in view of the extreme 
dearth of reliable hiiStorical information concerning tlhese 
parts of Baluchistan in earlier periods, i.t would be useless 
to att'empt any estimate of age in r:egard to these mounds 
and a similar! one I passed some six miles to the nortli-east 
in a portion of the wide bed of tfie Baddo known as To.skan. 

" Remains such as Pottinger describes might by tneir 
style and structural character have supplied some clue to the 
period of their orig-in and thus of the earlier occupation of 
their vicinity. But of such remains we could discover no 
trace on either bank of the river though the ground lay 
quite clear and open before us sloping down towards 
Nauroz-Katat some four miles to the south. In a region 
with so dry a climate and so sparsely inhabited, it is diffi
cult to believe tihat substantia'L ruins with carved stone 
work could within a century have disappeared without leav
ing some trace. I am r:ather inclined to believe in the possi
bility of some error in Pottinger's road estimate and of the 
ruins .being really situated! some d~stance further south. 
Yet neither the Hindus who had come from Kharan and 
whose information about the Toji mounds had proved quite 
exact nor' my actual guide knew anything of ruined struc
tures between Nauroz-Kalat and Kliaran. Want of time 
did not: allow me to make a personal search beyond N auroz
Kal;it, and consequently I must content myself with the hope 
that some future visitor whose attention may be called by 
these lines to Pottinger's interesting notice, will succeed 
in tracking the ruins. \Vhatever their character may have 
becn-Pottinger could trace nothing whatever Muhammadan 
or Hindu in their style and had judicious doubts aiso about 
th~jr having served as Zoroastrian places of worship-their 
existence would prove a far higher •st'ate of civilization than 
these tracts have known tor centuries." 
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As all subjects connected witli population have been dealt 
with in detaiL iu the Gazetteer of Makran and as the condi
tions in Khanin are in many instances very similar, it is only 
proposed to give in the folLowing paragr.aphs such particulars 
as apply exclusively to Kharan or with regard to whicn a 
natural differenl'e exi&ts between the circumstances of that 
country and of Makran. 

The connection of Khanl.n with the west rather 
than wit!h the east has been pointed out in the 
section on History and . this connection has left 
its mark on the ethnography of the country, since 
there can be little doubt that a strong Persian strain 
runs through the veins of the Khciranis. The N ausherwani 
chiefs claim descent from the Kaianians and doubtless the ru!e 
of the Saffarid Maliks has also left its mark on the popula
tion. Many of the groups, composing the present popula
tion, claim Baloch affinities and if Dames' theory is correct 
that Baloch tribes made their way into Seistan at the begin
ning of the tenth century' it wouldi not have taken them long 
to extend eastward into Khanin, however uninviting that 
country rriay have been. Names such as Mamojav* again 
indicate that the J at! element which ha'S already been shown 
to have spread in the neighbouring country of Makran at 
the time cf the Arabs, had extended ~ur1her northward to 
~aran. Of one tribe the Nikudrians, whose defeat in 1383 
by Minin Shah, son of Timur, in the plains of Khanl.n, 
has already been related, no trace remains unless it be in 
the words Mazar-i-Nikudar (Tomb of Nikudar) engraved on 
one of . the Gwachig- tombs. The Nikudrians are described 
as banditti who greatly hurled Persian caravans in Khuras
an but it is no~ certain whetner they ever. occupied Kiianin 
permanently. In character, liowever, it may be noted they 
bear a striking resemblance to the Damnis of the present 

time. 

So much for historical evidence of tilie population. At 
the present day the population of KMran includes, as will 
be presently seen, elements of varied extraction from Afglvin
istan, from the Brahui hills, from Makran and f.rom Persia. 

"Ja11 or Jo is the mark of the Sindi genitive. Mamo jav; this 

means (sons) of Mamo. 
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No regular census of Khiran has ever taken place, as foe PoPULATION. 

political considerations, it was omitted from the scope of the Density. 

census of 1901. In 1904, a rough house to house enumera-
tion' of the resident population was made for the purposes of 
the Gazetteer and an estimate was also prepared of the 
number of families who had recently left the country, some of 
whom at any rate might be expected to return. The result 
showed the total number of families in Kharan, including the 
Beseima, as 3,843 ; out of these 1,089 had recently left the 
country for the Helmand valley, Sind or other parts of Balu-
chistan. Taking 5 persons as the household incidence as 
in Makran, the total normal population may thus be esti-
mated at:l 19,215, but this number is liable to decrease in bad 
agricultural years. The incidence per square. mile amounts 
to rather more than 1 person, a result which indi-
cates how very thinly populated the country is, but is in no 
way surprising when the waterless character of the country 
and vast sandy daserts and barren mountains, of which it is 
composed, are considered. 

The nomadic tendency of the Khaninis coupled with the 
fact that their chief wealth consists of flocks of goats, camels 
or sheep, and that cultivation is exceedingly precarious, 
shows itself in. the almost entire absence of permanent vil
lages of. which tfiere are only 20, or I to every 710 square 
miles of country. The only large village is Kharan-.Kalcit 
or Shahr-i-K.Arez, the seat of the Chief, but it is only impor
tant in the sense of the native proverb : " Where there are 
no trees, even a camel tliorn is a tree." It contains about 
300 houses and a population of about 1,500 souls. Among 
other permanent settlements may be mentioned w ashuk 
(population c soo), Kallag (c 300} and Zawag (c 400) in 
Dehgwar, Hurmagai (c so} and Nauroz-Kalat (c Ioo). 

Towns and 
villages. 

As in Makran, permanent villag-es in former times cluster- Character of 
cd round the forts which formed the refuge of the people in villages. 

times of emergency. The remains of such forts are still to 
be seen at Sarawan-Kalat, Masiski-Kalat, Tagazzi-ai-Kalat, 
Shahdadi-Kal:h, Kutan-Kalat, Kalaghcini-Kalat, Kattik-
Kalat, lUlizai-at-Kalat (in Washuk), Galuga-Kalat (in Degh-
war) and Malikshai-Kalat (Gwash), but they are said to have 
been destroyed in the time of Azad Khcln under· whose admin-
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POPULATION. istration Nausherwani power appears to have reached its 
zenirh. He constructed in their place forts at Hurmagai, 
J;Hwar, Khacin-Katat and Nauroz-Kalat, which were held 
by his own men. They wer'e built of burnt bricks under the 
Chief's personal supervision and indicate considerablt! engin
eering skill. Of these Jalwar is now (Igo_:;) in ruins but the 
ethers are stiLI in fair repair: while tw.o additional forts, those 
at! Kallag and Zawag in Dehgwar, have been constructed 
by the present Chief. 

The above noted are the largest villages and are perma
nently inhabited. The remaining 14 villag-es out of the 20 
are also mud built but are evacuated durine- the spring and 
other times. 

With the exception oil Kharan-Kalat, the houses of which 
ar.e situated round the fort, the permanent villages generally 
consist of small groups of houses, each house built mi the 
most convenient situation without ree-ard to regularity or 
any common principle. 

Decrease of The vast remains known as Gabrbands or Zoroastrian 
. population. dams which terrace the mountain ra-nges indicate the pre

sence in past ages of a very much !arger population than 
now exists. The encroachment of the sands and diminution 
of the rainfall have resulted in the desolation which now 
exists ·and it may be inferred that a gradual reduction in 
the numbers of the population has been taking place. Native 
opinion, too, points to a decrease in population even in 
recent times, for, it is said that Azad Khan, the late Chief. 
could raise an irregular force of 3,000 to 6,ooo men in an 
emergency, a number which has now {1905) been reduced 
to from 1,500 to 2,ooo. The cause of recent decrease, how
evet, appears to lie not in any diminution of the birth rate 
nor in any special change in climatic conditions but 
in the spread of the Pax Britannica and the extension of com
munications, whereby a very considerable exodus of the 
population has been induced to which r.eference will presently 
be made. 

Migration. Nowhere in Baluchistan is the nomadic habit more pro
nounced than in Kharan. Except the Kambraris of Sara
wan and tbe retainers of the Chief living at Khanin-Katat 
and. ci: few. Nakibs and \Vashukis, no other sections of the 
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population are settled permanently. Even those who occup:r PoPcLATJON. 
the permanent villages, to which reference has already been 
made, only do so for about a quarter of the year in tlie 
spring. The rest wander throughout the year, those who 
possess land staying in its vicinity in good seasons and only 
moving farther afield when their crops have failed ; whilst 
those who have little or no land like the 1\Iuhammad Hasnis, 
and depend on flocks and camels for their livelihood, are 
constantly on the move as the exigencies of finding grazing 
for their cattle direct. As a rule all nomadic groups confine 
their wanderings to Khanl.n but in prolonged periods of 
drought they wander far afield to the valley of the Helmand 
or elsewhere and stay tfiere until news is re.::eived of ade-
quate rainfall. The Rekis alone are in the habit of crossing 
the border to Jalk and Dizzak but return to their date groves 
in the summer and spend the cold season in the l\Iashkel 
\·alley and the neighbouring sandhills.. Some of the l\luham-
mad Hasnis and the Garr Sasolis descend from the hills to 
the KMnl.n plain in the early spring and stay in the neigh-
bourhood of the larger nomadic camps and cultivated lands 
until the wheat is harvested when they return to their hills. 
If a good hamen or summer crop of juari and melons is 
cxpocted, the flocks are sometimes sent back to the 
hills in charge of the shepherds, whilst the bulk of the 
families remain in the piain. In the spring some of the 
inhabitants leave the villages in search of edible plants and 
st."Cds such as magl1er (Rumex vesicarius} and when August 
comt·s \\·ashuk and tf1e Dehgwar country are filled with 
migrants from all parts of the country who have come to 
enjoy the date harvest. 

Reference has already been made to the fragmentary, 
nature of the population, which has been drawn from time 
to time in the course of ages from all the surrounding coun
try. At present immigration is insignificant, a few graziers 
from the Jhalawan country, Rakhshan and l\Iashkai being 
alone attracted by the pasture in good agricultural years. 
Xo immigration takes place from across the Persian border . 

. \ sat1ad which is still in possession of the Khirin 
Chief proves that emigration was common so far back as the 
midd:e of the eighteenth century, for in it Ahmad Shah 
Durrani permits the Chief to gather in those persons who 

.Immigration 
and emigra

tion. 
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have migrated from Khanl.n to Baluchistan, Seistan, Kech, 
Makran and other parts of Ahmad Shah's dominions. Th.: 
sanad is dated 1764. Under these circumstances it is hot 
surprising that, as already stated, neariy one-third of the 
total population should have been found in 1904 to have 
forsaken the country. This emigration is not in all cases 
permanent, for those who possess land nearly always return, 
as soon as circumstances allow them to do so. In former 
times ilie trend of emigration was to the valley of the Hel
mand with the inhabitants of which the Kharanis have 
formed many ties of relationship, but nowadays this con
tinues only in the case of camel and flockowners, whilst in 
the case of persons without land the tendency is towards 
Sind. A certain number of persons have also crossed the 
border into the Chagai District since the development of 
the latter' and this will probably continue. Most of those 
who go to Sind are to be found in the neighbourhood of 
Shikarpur and Jacobabad but a !flew make their way to 
Karachi where they work as day labourers. 

The ceremonies connected with the preliminaries to mar· 
riage and the marriage itself are similar to those in vogue 
in Makran with the exception that the betrothal in Kharan 
is known as sang or had proshi, i-e., the bone breaking and 
is binding, the only means of breaking the tie being by 
taltik or divorce which is done by throwing three pebbl~s or 
clods of earth after the girl. The bridegroom also has to 
supply his prospective father-in-law with all the articles re
quired for the marriage feast (dan-o-jalab). Contrary, how
ever, to the custom in Makran t'he payments made by the 

· bridegroom include both the bride price and dower. 
The former is payable both to the father and the 
mother and is known as labli in the first case, 
and as nishanag in the · other.. Labb generally con
sists of camels or other equivalent in cash or 
in goats, sheep, grain and arms. Nishanag is the motherls 
share, and among the well-to-do is generally paid in the 
shape of slaves (bandag) and among the poorer classes in 
the shape of. a camel or some cash. Tlie dower or mahr is 
either ''prompt" or deferred and consist's either of land and 
water or of camels or cash (sohrJ. Such dower becomes the 
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alienable property of the wife and is usually prompt if given PoPULATION 
in land or animals and deferred if it takes the form of cash. 

Bride price varies in accordance with the social position 
of the contracting parties. The maximum, given by those 
who are well off, is 20 camels and among the poor a single 
camel only is sometimes paid. Nishanag generally takes 
the form of a gift of a slave, a camel or a sheep or cash 
extending to Rs. 100. As elsewhere in Baluchistan, the 
rates of dower (nzahr) vary in every class. Its determina
tion is a matter of much di1scussion but the amount given 
to other sisters of the bride, if she has any,. is usually taken 
as a guide. A man of position does not, of course, give so 
much dower for a woman of inferior social position as he 
would for a wife whose family is equal or superior to his own. 

Divorce is exceedingly common and the promise of a 
small dower does not act as a deterrent to divorce. On the 
other hand desertion by a wife, owing to incompatibility of 
temper, is also frequent and in such ca·ses the man with whom 
the woman elopes merely pays the former husband such ex
penses as he may have incurred in obtaining and marrying 
his wife. 

\Voman in Kharan is in a very inferior position to her 
sister in Makran who enjoys all the privileges extended by 
the Muhammadan Law and due to fhe larger dower which 
has to be paid for her. In Kharan the exclusion of women 
from inheritance is the rule and the rate of dower and bride 
price being comparatively low, her position is degraded and 
she is regarded rather as a chattel than as a fellow-being 
and a helpmate. 

In the absence of statistics of the number of married 
and unmarried persons, it is only possible to remark that 
marriage takes place as soon as the man can afford it and 
that the rates of bride price, dower, etc., are not so high 
in most cases as to cause enforced celibacy to a late period 
in life. 

Polygamy is practised by all who possess the means ; pos
sibly one-fourth of the married men have more than one 
wife. The custom of btljai, already described in the Gazet
teer of Makran, prevails everywhere in Kharin and results 
in a good many men being burdened with more wives than 
they altogether desire. As a rule the Islamic Law forbidding 

Status of 
women. 

Civil condi
tion and 
polygamy. 
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the taking of more than 4 wives is observed. The well-to-do 
form connections with their household slave-girls in some 
cases, but the issues have no rights to inherit. A KMrani, 
like other Baloch, will always endeavour to find a suitable 
wife among his near relatives and even if such a girl is not 
procurable he will seldom, if ever, marry outside his own 
native country. 

.On the occasion of their circumcision boys are usually 
given some land, arms, camels or other property, a custom 
termed salwati; and' in the same way when a girl's head is 
shaved for the . first time it is customary to make ner a 
present known as ]wan-Mudi. Such assignments take the 
form of date palms among the Rekis, and of camels, goats, 
and sheep with others, and become the absolute alienable pos
s.ession of the recipient. This, her dower and any moveable 
property which may be given to a girl on her marriage by 
her parents such as household equipment, carpets, cooking 
vessels; ornaments and the like~ comprise everything to 
which she can lay. claim as her separate property. Accord
ing to the custom of the country a woman cannot inherit 
property a·s permitted by Muhammadan Law and is only 
entitled to maintenance from her husband's estate. A 
daughter is, however, usually given any ornaments which 
formed her deceaJSed mother's separate property. A woman 
who marries a second husband, other than the brother of the 
deceased, loses ipso facto her right to dower given or pro
mised by her first husband. 

. Western Baluchi is the language most pr:evalent and is 
spoken by about three-quarters of the people ; the remainder 
speak Brahui. Owing to constant intercourse with Shora
wak, the Helmand valley and parts of Persia, many of them 
also understand Pashtu and Persian. Correspondence is 
carried on in Persian except by Hindu traders. 

The Baluchi spoken in Kharan is similar to that in vogue 
in Panjgur, a full description of which has been given in the 
Gazetteer of Makran. It is known as Rakhshani and is com
mon among all the Rakhshani groups, ine!1uding the Rekis; 
it is also spoken by a few of the Muhammad Hasnis. 

Brahui, also called Kurdi, is in use principally among the 
Garr Sasolis, some of the Muhammad Hasnis and some of 
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the Rakhshanis. The language spoken by the Garr Sasolis PoPuLATION. 
is pure and resembles that spoken in the Sarawan country; 
the language of the Rakhshanis and Muhammad Hasnis dif-
fers somewhat from that spoken in Sarawan and resembles 
the Brahui of the Zagar Mengals in N ushki. 

As in Makran, Balucli.i ballads are common and popular, 
among the best known being the ballad relating the fight of 
the Rakhshcin~s with border raiders at Har-e.Nawar, that 
of Malik Dinar, Mirwari, with the Nauisherwanis, that of 
Malik Dosten, Nausherwani, wi11h Mlr Zarrak Brahui at 
Badukushta near Anjlra and the battle of the Nausherwanis 
with Nadir Shah's troops at Kaltag. 

All persons living in Kharan, except the dominant class Races,tribes 
oF Nausherwanis, desig-nate themselves to outsiders as and groups. 

KMrani Baloch. The term "Baloch" distinguishes the 
common people from the dominant class. Most of the 
Baloch or indigenous inhabitants apply the term Rakhshani 
to themselves. It is very popular and includes the Muham-
mad Hasnis and is applied locally to every one living in the 
plain. The Garr Sasolis and Sumataris of the hills retain 
t.he name of Brahui. In .sanads of the eighteenth century 
to the ruling cla'ss by the Dun-ani rulers, the Chiefs of 
Kfiaran are addressed indifferently as Barloch Kharani and 
Baloch Rakhshani. Baloch,tlierefore, was evidently a gene-
ral term applied to the population as a whole whilst the ad-
dition of Kharani or Rakhshani was intended to distinguish 
those of Khanin from tlieir neighbours, such for inostance, 
as the Makrani Baloch. 

As in the case of Makran. the large tribal units organised 
under one name and a single chief for defensive and offensive 
purposes and possessing a complete system of tribal offi
cers are absent. Nearly the whole of the population is com
posed of separate family groups living apart from and in
dependent of one another. In a few cases, as with the 
Rekis of Maslikel, the larger units contain small eponymous 
groups some of which are barok, i.e., new comers who are 
not of the same blood as the main body, but the patriarchal 
feeling which gives tne headman of the group so much power 
among the Brahuis, is absent and each individual if he 
wishes can deal direct with tlie chief without the interme
diation of any elder of his grout>. Moreover, little or no 
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PoPULATION. connection is maintained between groups, once fission has 
taken place. The characteristic of Kharan society therefore 
is a congeries of small groups loosely linked together by a 
common allegiance to a chief taken from the dominant 
class. The fact is that the population of the district has for 
centuries resembled its moving sands, small groups like the 
particles of sand being driven into the country to _settle for a 
time and pass on to some more favoured area. In the course 
C>f their migrations such g-roups have lost or abandoned their 
original tribal or racial appellation, and whilst adopting the 
general name of Rakhshani have added to it that of the 
locality where they have settled or of the head of the 
group from whcm they are sprung. Hence such local names 
as Tagbapi-Rakhshani, \Vashuki-RakhsMni and Humagai
Rakhhshani or eponyms such as Kubdani-Rakhshani, 1\lenda
zai-Rakhsbani, Betaginzai-Rakhsbani and Amrirari-Rakh
shani. 

Main divi· ·The population may be divided into the following divi-
sions. sions :-The Nausherwanis, a dominant class ; the Baloch 

including the Rakhshanis who comprise the land-owning and 
settled classes who are engaged in agriculture, camel graz
ing, and flock-owning, and including the Muhammad Hasnis; 
certain miscellaneous groups, who have lately immigrated, 
cheifly Bclhuis; Hindus; inferior races l'>uch as Nakibs, 
Loris and slaves. 

The domin
aot class.. 
Nausher· 

wanis. 

The Nausherwanis consist ofl only 9 families, all of whom 
are known as Shaozai, and have their headquarters at Kha
ran-Kalat. The genealogical tree given in appendix I. 
shows their pedigree. The rule of primogeniture has been 
always followed in the selection of a new' chief in whom all 
administrative power and the right to the revenue is centred. 
Hi~ collaterals own large revenue-free grants in Upper 
Kliaran, i.e., in the Sarawan and Shimshan-Salamhe~<-, 
Gwash and \V ashuk nitibats; but tlie chief allows no inter
ference on the part of his relatives with his prerogatives ex
cept in so far as he hlmself directs. Their social status is, 
of course, superior to all others and woe betide the Baloch 
who should kill one of the chosen few, for full power lies 
in the hands of the Chief. Besides the Nausherwanis living 
in Kharan-Katat, of whom the most influential next to ilie 
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Chief is his brother, Mlr: Arnlr Khan, there are Nausherwanis Pol>uLATION. 

in Kolwa and Panjg-ur in Makran, and in Kuhak and Jalk 
in Persian Baluchistan, who maintain constant communica-
tion with the Chief. An account of the first three groups 
has been given in the Gazetteer of 1\fakran and reference has 
beeri made in the section on History in this Gazetteer to 
the capture of Kuliak. The Naushervd.nis of· Jalk are de-
scended from 1\Iir Abbas father of Sardar Azad Khan, 
through his son l\tir Gajian by the Buzurgzada wife. Their 
leading members in 1904 were:-

'· Mir Ghulam Muhammad. 
2. Sfiah Nazar~ 
3· Niaz Khan. 
4· J urn rna Khan. 
5· Atta Muhammad. 
6. Madat Khan. 
7· Gul Muhammad. 

The Nausherwanis claim to be connected with the 
Kaianian l\laliks but the authenticity of this statement cannot 
be substantiated. At the same time the frequent traces of 
the l\laliks throughout Kharan render the claim not al
together improbable. It appears to be certain that the 
founder of the group has endowed it with his eponym but 
it is a curious fact that in the sanads in the possession of 
the Chief from Nadir Shah and the Durrani kings it is only 
in the latest dated 1796, that the Kharan Chief is addressed 
as " Baloch N audhCrwani. " In previous sanads they are 
addressed as Baloch KMrani or Baloch Rakhshani. The 
latter appellation gh·es colour to the legendary account of 
the origin of· the 1\ausherwanis which states that their an, 
cestor Nausherwan, taking advantage of the solitary state 
of the country 1 with the object of robbing caravans passing 
through the Rakhshan valley to Makran. established himself 
in a fore on one of the tributaries of the Sarap or Garruk 
river which is still known by tbe name" Nausherwan-Pishi.* 
Owing to his prowess, the Pirakzai headman, then the most 
influential group in Khar:in, gave him his daughter in mar
riage and his descendants in course of time rose to the 
chicfship, as related in the section on History. Histori
cally the ~aushendnis first carne into prominence during 

• Pishi in Ba.luchi me&ns the strea.m full of dwa.rf·piUm. 

5 
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PaPULATION. the troublous times which occurred in Afghanistan at the 
end of the seventeenth apd beginning and middle of the 
eighteenth century and their Chiefs laid the foundation of 
the· semi-independence iri wh'idi the circumstance of their 
desert and unknown country has until recent times maintained 
them. Their influence was extended southward by the 
connections they formed with the Giclikis, wliilst eastward 
they formed matrimonial alliances with Kal3.t, one of tbeir 
most famous members, Mir lbr•ahim, brother of Mir Purdil, 
marrying Bibi Banu, daughter/ of Mir Ahmad of Kal3.t. 

The rtspect in which the Nausnerwani Chiefs were held 
hy the Afghan rulers is exhibited by the titles in which they 
were addressed in their sanads. 

I Date ol the San ad 
No. in Muhammadan 

and Christian Era. 

1 March .!1!1_A.D. 
llJO AH. 

2 1717 
IIJO 

I~ 
llSJ 

4 ~ 
1153 

·~ 1153 

6 I~ 
liSJ 

7 1717 
nso 

8 •748 
ti6Z-

9 r_764_ 
1178 

I ~ 
117Z 

u 1796 
IIZIO 

Nameofthe J 
Em~ror_grant

mg tt. 
Name and title of 

addressee. 

I 
I 

Translation. 

Sultan Shah •. Rafat wa Ma-ali Panah The shelter of dig
Husain Ghilzai . . Amir lbr3.h{m ~on of nity and gran

Abh:l..• Kb:l.n Baloch deur. 
Kh:l.r:l.ni. 

Do. Rafat wa Ma..a.Ii Pan:l.h The shelter of dig-
Am(r lbr.ihim son of nity and gran
Abbas Khan a n d deur and cream 
Zubdatul-is h t i bah in purity. 
Amir Sbahd:l.d and 
Amir Purdil Khan 
Baloch Kharani. 

Nadir Shah .. Zubdatul-Kab:l.il Amlr The cream of fami· 
Purdil Khan and lies. 
AmirAbb:l.s. 

Do. •• Umdatul-Kab:l.il Malik The pillar of fami-
Purdil and Malik lies. 
Abbas. 

Do. • • Umdatul-Kab:l.il Malik 
Purdil and Malik 
Abbas Amlr Purdil. 

Do. • • Zubdatul-Kabail Amlr The cream of Iami-
Abb:l.s and Amlr Rah- lies. 
mat Rakhshani. 

Do, •. Zubdatul-Kabail Amir Do. 
Rahmat Balocb. 

Ahmad S h a h Mlr Shahd:l.d Baloch 
Abd:l.li. the ruler of Kbaran 

(Hakim) • 
Do. Ali-jab Rafi Jai-gah. The great, dist.n-

Ikbl:l.s wa Akidat guisbed, true and 
dastg:l.h Daulat faithful. 
Khan Baloch Rakh-
shaui H:l.kim-i-Kha-
r:l.n. 

Do. Ali-jab Rafi 'Jai-gah The great and dis-

1 

Mir Shahd:l.d Kb:l.n tinguisbed. 
Baloch Khar:l.n. 

Muzaffar Sb:l.h • , Jah:l.ngir Khan Baloch 
Nausherwclni 

1: noticeable feature of these sanads is tlie designation 
of the Chid as head of the septs or groups (zubdatul or 
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umdatul Kabchl), a further proof of tlhe varied !Sources from 
which the population of Kharan ·is drawn. Reference has 
all'eady been made to the terms "Baloch Rakhshani'' and 
• • Baloch Kharani." 

The N ausherwani connection with Kalat probably dates 
from the fifteenth or sixteenth century but owing to their 
geographical position their allegiance to the Khans of the 
State was never the ·same as that of the Sarawan or Jhala
wan chiefs. The Nausherwani Chief transferred his alle
giance at his own convenience from Kalat to Persia or 
Afghanistan. \Vhen Kachhi fell into the hands of the 
Brahuis in 1740 and was divided among the tribes, the 
Nausherwanis would take no share owing to the position of 
dependence in whicb it would have placed them. The frie~d
ship with Kalat was closely cemented in tlie time of Mir 
Nasir Khan II. by Azad Khan, not only giving that ruler 
refuge at the time when Shah Nawaz Khan was placed on 
the throne of Kalat by the British in 1839 but 
by the gift of his daughter Bibi Mahnaz in mar
riage. This lady was eventually the cause · o~ great 
dissension between the next ruler of Kalcit and the N ausher
wanis owing to the fo·rmer's ill-con:sidered attempts to in
duce Bibi Mahnaz to marry him. I.n addition to matrimo
nial alliances cont!racted with the Khans of Kalat and Gich
kis of Makran, connections have been formed i'rom time to 
time with the Jams of Las Bela. An instance is to be seen 
in the marriage of th~ pres!ent Chief's daughter to Mir 
Yakub Khan, the uncle of Jam Kamcil Khan in 1897. Mar
riages have also been made witli Oul'rcinis and other 
Afghan:s, the present' Chief, who is himself. the soa of a Our
rani motner, having married a Ourrani wife from Kandahar 

·,and his son Mir Yakub Klian being married to another Our
rani. Nor h31.S the value of a Persian connection been lost 
sight of, as the Chief, about 1897, married another wife, 
who was daughter of the late Amir of Gliciin and is the 
sister of the present Amir. This lady has since died leaving 
one daughter. Another matrimonial alliance made by Sir 
X auroz Khan was with tlie sister of the present Muhammad 
Hasni chief, Rustam Khan (1904) •. 

The identification of the Kharan Chiefs with tfie 
Sarawan part of the Brahui Confederacy does not appear 

POPULATION. 
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PoPULATION. to have taken place until the time of Mir Nasir 
Khan II., when it it :said that Azad Khan ap
peared in ·the Khan's darbiir and addressing both 
.')arawans and ]halawans asked, " Brothers, who will take 
me a:s his brother,'' whereupon Mlr Abdut Kadir, the Siiah
wani chief niade place for him. 

~~~~~~hani. Although the name RakhsMni, rather Rashkbani, as it is 

Kohi Siah· 
pad. 

locally pronounced, is such a popular appellation in Kharan, 
it is, as already. explained, not· applicable to a particular 
tribe in the sense iill which that term is usually understood. 
Meaning originally merely a dweiler in the Rakhsban valley 
it has gradua!Jy been extended to include a variety of groups 
of different origin. Doubtless this popular extension is due 
to the alleged connection of the Rakhsbanis with the Rind 
Baloch, for Baloch poems relate that the Rakhshani was 
one of the 44 bolaks or families of 1lhe Rinds which stayed in 
Kolwa. " In the wretched plate where only barley grows, 
Rakhshani remained behind.. There he built a house for 
himself in the open plain.'·' Some assert that the Reki and 
Damni were clans of the Rakhshani and that whilst the 
Damni remained on 1:\h.e skir!i:s of the Persian hills and the 
Reki stayed among the Mashkel sands, the main body of 
Rakhshanils made their. way to the Rakhsban valley whence 
they eventually spread northward to Kbaran and Nushki. 

·An account is ~iven below of each of the more import
. ant groups which identify themselves with the Rakhsbanis 
from which theil' varied origin will be seen. 

The Siahpads or black feet, from Siah, black and pad, 
foot,. are liaid to derive their name !f!rom t11e black boots 
they wore on their first! arrival in the countcy. 

They live on the lower slopes of the Ras Koh hills and 
in that portion of the Gwash valley ir'rigated by the waters 
of the ·Kallag and Buml.p rivers. 

The following are the divisions :-

Airofani 87 families. 
Yalanzai 21 ,. 
Muhamadani 25 " 
Janganzai 28 , 
Lusi 64 , 
Nigwari 40 , 
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The Airof<!ni are the most numerous, their headquarters PoPULATioN .. 

being at Gwash. They claim to be Rinds by origin and to 
belong to the same stock as the J amaldini Rakhshanis of 
!\ ushki. They trace their descent to a common. ancestor, 
l\landav who had three sons, Hoti, Airof and Somail· From 
the former are descended the J amaldini Rakhshanis of 
K ushki ; from Airof the Airofani Siahpads of Gwash and 
from Somail the Yalanzai Siahpads of Gwash. The Yal-
anzai Siah12ads assert that they lo'st their possessions in 
Kudami, Brahuki-Kuch, Shahr-i-Sultan, Rahio and Gad-
dani in the Chagai District within recent times. Their lands 
arc asserted to have been granted to them, in the first in-
stance, by the Kharani Maliks, but the N ausherwanis sub-
!>cqucntly stepped in and after long figliting subdued and 
ousted them. fhe final subjugation was effected by Abbas 
II I., in whose time their headman Nidam was killed and 
the Sia11pads fled to the Hel,mand and elsewhere, leaving 
Kallag in the hands of the N ausher:wanis. After three years 
they returned when a compromise was effected by which 
they were allowed to re-occupy Kallag on paying revenue to 
the Nausherwanis. This is now given in the shape of sheep 
and cloth. Of the latter material, they are good weaver.s. 
They are mainly cultivators and are considered excellent 
hill climbers, crack shots and good fighting men. 

The Rekis are included and recognised 3iS Rakhshanis Rekis. 
but are generally known by the distinctive name of their 
clan. Tradition describes them as Rakhshani Rinds, who 
on separation from the main body, remained on the sands 
bordering the Rod-i-Maslikel river, hence their nick-name 
"Rckis," that is sand men. They boast of Arab descent, 
claiming the uncle of the Prophet as their ancestor, but the 
legend is incorrect. We find them mentioned in a sanad 
dated 1740 as supplying 350 armed men to Nadir Shah with 
the Bamri tribesmen and the men of Jalk and Dizzak. The 
headquarters of those in Kharan is Dehgwar but they are 
stated to own two villages in Jalk and to be .widely scattered 
over lower Persia and northward in 1\lirjawa and Udis. 
The following are the principal sections in Khiran accord-
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ing to information obtained in Dehgwar for the Gazetteer 
in I904 :-

I. Nat{tzai. 65 families. 
2. Brahimzai 23 " 
3· Razazai 18 , 
4· Bungarzai 37 " 
5· Nasroi s6 ... 
6. TacMpi 27 , 
7· Kallagi 75 .. 
8. Mor-pishi 14 , 
.g. Yalanzai 19 , 
IO. Ganguzai 9 , 
I I. Sarawani 13 " I2. Mullazai 29 " 
13· Sa soli 5 " 
•4· Shai 3 " IS; Slaves of the 

headman 3;1 .. 

The Mullazai, Sasoli and Shai are affiliated groups. The 
section of the headman is the Malikshazai (N atuzai). Though 
it would seem from the sanad of Nadir Shah, 'already referred 
to, that in his days the Rekis formed part of the Jalk con
tingent, they have from many generations yielded miiitary 
service to the N ausberwanis. When - Kharan was raided 
in I859 ·by t~e Khan of Kaiat, Azad Khan retired to Dehg
war and built a fort at Galuga, partly with the object of 
having the Rekis under better control. The Reki headman 
Sabika resented its const1"uction and commenced to intrigue 
with the Persians and he and his. tribe threw off the alle
giance which they undoubtedly owed tio the Kharan Chief 
and refused to pay a tax on the salt extracted from the 
Wad-i-Sultan in the Hamun-i-Mashkel which the Chief liad 
been in the habit of levying. Finally, during Azad Khan's 
absence at Kandahar, the fort ati Galuga was destroyed by 
Ibrahim Khan, the Persian governor of Bampur. This led 
to years of raiding and counter-raiding until at last the 
Rekis, worn out, submitted to Azad Khan and Sabika 
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agreed to pay annually to the Chiefi r,3oo Kharani maunds PoPULATioN. 
of salt. In 1883, Azim Khan, then in revolt against his 
father, Azad Khan, murdered Sabika, constituted himself 
chief of the Rekis and occupied and rebuilt Galuga. The 
fort was, however, shortly afterwards again destroyed by 
Ibrahim Khan, governor of Bampur. After the murder of 
Azim Khan, Mir Kia became headman of the Rekis. The 
disputes between him and the Kharan Chief contlinued. An 
agreement was ar:rived at in 1843, but in 1895 Mir Kia com-
plained that Sir Nauroz Khan had broken faith with him 
and after further enquiry a new settlement was made in the 
same year. Matters again came to a head in xgoo, and in 
1901 a full agreement was drawn up between Mir Kia and 
the Chief. As a result the Rekis agreed to pay the follow-
ing taxes to the Kharan Chief :-:-A yearly poll tax (zarshd.h} 
of Re. r per family ; 8. annas per camel load of salt removed 
for sale from the Hamun-i-MashkeL in lieu of the tribute of 
salt formerly paid ; taxes on articles exported at the rate 
of 8 annas per camel load of dates, Re. 1-4 per camel load 
of wheat, Rs. 8-4 per 6 Indian maunds of ghi, Rs. 1o-4 per 
8 Indian mau'nds of wool, Rs. 3 per camel sold for export. 
Fines from criminals and so per cent. of the value of suits 
recovered were to be taken by the Chief, to whom also tne 
unclaimed property of persons who died without heirs was 
to be surrenderC(d. Mir Kia, his brothers and cousins were 
to be free from all taxation, and grain impo~d into Mashket 
for consumption was not to be taxed. 

A question of the right of the Chief to levy land revenue 
at one-tenth of the produce on cuftivated land on the right 
bank of the Mashkel river below Nalcl.b was taken up in 
rgo.z, when the Chief's right to this revenue was affirmed. 
At the same time the Chief was advised to forego his right 
for the present so as to encourage cultivation. 

The Rekis possess flocks of camels, goats and sheep 
of which they are large breeders. They are also one of the 
few tribes in KMran engaged in transport trade. They own 
date groves in Dehgwar and possess a good quantity of cul
tivable land along the left bank of the Rod-i-Mashket but 
are very poor cultivators. Many of them are connected by 
marriage with the transborder Damnis. In order t'o control 
th~m the Chief has established forts at Kallag and Zawag 
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POPULATI.ON. and a political munshi has also been stationed since 1901 

in Zawag to watch their relation·s with Kba.nl.n. 

Sohrs. Sohrs claim to be Rinds from Kolwa in l\Iakran. 
They live along the banks of the Baddo river and number 
some 54 families (1904). Tlieir headman is one l\1ulhi 
Ralun.tullah, son of Allahdad. Their land is said to have 
been obtained through their marriages with the Mamojavs. 
They are sub-divided into four sections : the Khanazai, 
Khu'Shalzai, Lashkarizai .and Tond;ii, the latter being of 
inferior social status. The Khusha.Izais are exempt from 
payment of revenue but the remaining three sections find 
the equivalent of the price of one camel, i.e., Rs. 120 per 
annum as revenue. . 11iey pay no revenue on their lands. 
The Sohr headman claims to levy a tax (gosh) of Rs. 5 per 
annum from each married man of the Tondai section but 
this has of late years not been enforced. The tracts of land 
held by the Sohrs along the Baddo river are known as 
Sohrai-Watan and Honai-Dagar, i.e., the price of blood. 
The latter was obtained from the Sohrs and given to certain 
Kubdanis by the Chief as compensation for the deat"ti of 
some Kubdanis atl his hands. The Sohrs are cultivators and 
also keep a few herds of camels and flocks of sheep. 

Plrakzai. The Pirakzais who number. 15 families have already been 
mentioned in the account ·of the Nausherwanis and are de
scribed as some of the most ancient inhabitants of Kliaran 
. and to have occupied the country after the Arab occupation. 
As the N au5herwani influence rose, than of the Pirakzais fell 
until they became a mere ti'ibal group without wealth or 
any special status. They are owners of land within the 
area irrigated by the Baddo river and the Sarap confluent 
and pay a tax· (gham) of one camel or Rs· 120 per annum 
to the Chief. This is the only tax they pay. They are 
divided into the Pirakzai, Bang-ulzai and Pindokzai sections. 

Mamojav. The Mamojav whose headman is Rahimdad, son 
of Wali Muhammad, number 39 families. They 
are sub-divided into fhe following sub-sections or 
families, or as they are. locally termed shalwars, 
i.e., trou9el'S: Badinzai, Nindavzai and Khurd Ma
majav. They claim to be Ghilzai A'fghins and to 
be yery ancient residents in the country though their 
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name which ends in the Sindi jav, the sign of the genitive PoPt:LATION. 
case, denotes ] ad g-al orig-in. At the same time . they are 
distinguished by their fair and ruddy complexions some-
times accompanied with blue eyes. The .Mamojavs of 
Baghwana in the Jhalawan country are said to be of the 
same stock, having emigrated some generations ago. The 
l\famojavs own land in the Baddo river valley to the north-
cast of the Khargushki Band known as Mamoiav-i-\Vatan, 
for. which they pay the equivalent ·of the price of one camel, 
i.e., Rs. 120 to the Cfiief. 

The Kuchai-Siahpads (72 families), or Valley Black Kuchai
Fect, as distinguished frbm the Koh.i or Highland Siahpads, Siahpad. 

claim to be Sangors and to have come to Kharan from 
Kahuri Kalat in Kech many generations ago. They now 
live at Hurrao in the basin of the Sarap river where they own 
culti\·able land and pay the equivalent of the price of one 
camel as revenue to the Chief. They are sub-divided into the 
Husainzai, Daruzai, Mazarzai, Haidarzai, Miskanzai and 
Jalalzai sections. The lasll named are strangers connec~~d 
by marriage only with the Siahpads. · 

Amlnl.ri (14 families) claim to be Saiads, descend- Amlrari. 

ants of one Saiad Amir whose gumbad is in 
Kutan-Kalat. It is said, however, that the actual 
Saiad stock emigrated to Panjgur two . generations 
back. The present Klianl.n Amiraris are not therefore real 
Aminl.ris, but Gadors of Jat or Jadgal origin and obtained 
land by marriage witli the Amirar$. They own land in 
Kutan and on the Baddo river in the Shimshan-Salamhek 
niJbat : for the former t'hey pay revenue in the shape of the 
price of two camels and for the latter land revenue at the 
rate of one-tenth of produce. ' 

The Kubdani or Kudbudanis, as they are sometimes called, Kubdaoi. 

number 119 familes, and are said to be Mu.siani Zahris from 
the Jhalawan country and to take their name from one Kut-
buddin. This man gradually acquired influence and attracted 
outsiders to his clan which (•got) is divided into the fol-
lowing soctions : Si.·Uiizai., Rekizai, Mendazai, Sahakzai, 
Kassabzai or Sbahozai and Isazai. The Sahakzai are said 
to be descended from Sahak, a K'01wa robber, the Kassab-
zai from a Panjglir butcher and the Isazai fr'Om a Tauki 
of the Helmand valley. These facts are interesting as an 
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PoPuLATION. instance of the way in which a man of influence could col
lect a group round him. 

Halazai. 

Formerly they sided witli the Hatazais in their fights 
against the Nausherwanrs, but lately they have been at

. tracted ro the latter. Their lands lie on the Bad do river 
between Sorago and the Rek-i-Hurmag~ and the six sec
tions between them pay the equivalent of the price of twa 
camels as revenue, i.e., Rs. 40 each. Tliey are agriculturists 
and also keep herds of camels and flocks of sheep. They 
are not'ed for their bravery and a good many are enlisted in 
the chief's forces. The Commandanu of the force is also a 
Kubdani (1904). 

The Haliizai (51 families} claim to be connected with the 
Kalandrani Brahuis and, if the Baluchi ballad is to be be
lieved, their possession ·of land in Khal'an dates from the 
time of t'he fight between the Mirwaris and the Jadgals. 
The ballad runs : ''From Rek-i-Gabr to Satambek : from 
Jhalawan (in KMran) to the \Vashuk sands : the country 
was· given tO Hala and Tuho : by the famous grandson 
of Miro, father of Omar ". 

The tombs of Hala and Tuho are still to be ·Seen in the 
ShimsMn-Salambek niabat which is also known as Jhalawan. 
The Hatazais have had long and bitter feudS/ with the 
Nausberwani~S from the· beginning of the latter's power, and 
Azad Khan's brother Yusuf Khan was killed by them. It 
was not until the time of Azad Khan, in the latter hall of 
the nineteenth century, that they were finally subjected to 
the Chief's authority, and t4ough a gener-ation has since 
passed their relations can still hardly be regarded as 
f.riendly. One of the results has been extensive emigration 
on the part of the Hatazais, and one whole section, the Bijar
zais, have, it its said, moved almost en masse to the Helmand 
valley. 

· Their present numbers have thus been reduced to scarcely 
more than 38 houses. Their fieadman is Abdur. Rahman, son 
of Allahdad. Their head quarters is at Washuk where they 
own irrigated lands on which they pay revenue at the rate 
of one-tenth of the priOduce except for those held by their 
headman which are exempt. They also own dry crop land 
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in Bakat, Jhundum and Kharg-ushki on which the revenue PoPULATION. 

is fixed at the equivalent of the price of two camels, viz., 
Rs. 240. They are chiefly cultivators but a few are caiT'el 
owners as well. Their septs are the Shahristanzai, Karim-
dadzai, Mir Dostzai, Sahib#dzai, Bijarzai, and Muharn-
madzai. 

The Mastihanzai (to families), Hejibari (55 families) and 
Hotakari (14 families) may be dealt with together, as their 
:;ocial status is somewhat higher than other groups on ac
count of their having accompanied the Nausherwanis to 
KMran and their long and friendly connection with the 
Nausherwanis. The Mastihanzais are proud of their asso
ciation with the old Kharan Chief, Purdil Khan, whosl! body 
they brought from Persia in 1740. As a resuljj of their 
close connection with the Chief, the MastiMnzais hold their 
land free of re\·enue in the Sarap valley. Their headman 
(1904) is Sarmast, son of Sahibdad. At weddings in the 
Chief's family the Mastihanzai possess certain special 
privileges such as the right to money contributions made 
to the bndegroom. 

The Hotakaris live in Jodai-Katat and also own lands in 
the Sarcip valley. Until recently they were exempt from the 
revenue tax, but owing to internal quarrels land revenue at 
one-seventh of the produce has been imposed on them since 
r8g8. Their sub-sections are the Alambegzai, Tangazai and 
l\liranzai. Many of them have recently emigrated. 

Mastlban
zai, Heji· 
bari, and 
Hotakari. 

The Hejibaris consist of the Hejibzai (10 families), the 
Salarzai or KMrenazai (23 families), the Fatehzai (u fami
lies), the Yasinzai and the Hasanzai. The last two have 
lately emigrated to the Helmand valley. Their headman is 
Dad-i-Karim, son of Jiand. They own lands in Hurmagai, . 
Hetak and Swaren in Gwash and also in Jalwar. 'For their 
lands in Hurmagai they pay land revenue, but elsewhere they 
are revenue free. They are large flock and camel owners. 

The Taukis, whose name is probably derived from the Taukis. 

fortress of Tauk, which Tunur took on his martli from Seistan 
to Bast in 1383, numbet- about 12 families and live in 
separate groups at Hurmagai and in Sarawan. Neither 
group has any connection with the other. The Taukis o! 
Sarawan, who only number two families, are known as the 
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POPl'LATION. Samezai and are attached to the Kambraris for purposes of 
good and ill. The remainder emigrated to Larkana :n SinJ 
at the end of the nineteenth century and are said to have 
engaged in cultivation. 

\Vashuki. 

lsazais. 

The Taukis of Hurmagai claim connection w1tn the 
Barr Kishanis of Panjgur. Originally shepherds they are 
now cultivators as well, owning land in Hurmagai and paying 
one-fourth of the produce as revenue. Their headman is 
Mauladad. They intermarry with the Hejiba~is and 1\Iasti
MW:ais. 

The. \V 3.shukis, who alleg-e that they accompanied Malik 
·Dinar,. the founder of \Vashuk, from Persia, number 33 
families and consistof the Sfiahozai (2o), J ullizai (4), Hejibzai 
(4) and Sheikhzai (5) families. They possess tne Shahri 
stream in Washuk, paying one-tenth of produce as revenue, 
besides zarshah to the amount of Rs. 240 annually as the 
equivalent of 2 camels formerly given. The Shahri stream 
is divided into 16 lzangams, for each of which they pay an 
additional sum o~ Rs. 15 per annum. They are also bound 
to furnish a present consisting of one sheep and five Kharan 
maunds of wheat to tfi.e Kharan chief once a year on his 
visiting \Vashuk. They are cultivators and their headman 

(1904) is Allahdad. 

The Isazais (111 families) describe themselves as Chhuttas 
and came on to Kharan from the south of the Jhalawan 
country owing to a dispute about the chieftainship. For
meriy they paid a tax of,two sheep for each married man, 
but in the time of Mir Abbas III this was reduced to one. 
Tliey also pay land revenue at the rate of one-seventh of the 
produce. They live in and cultivate the valleys of Beseima 
and Zayak and their language is the Jhalawan ~ialect of 
Br~hui. They have contracted .several matrimonial alliances 
with their Sumalan neighbours of tlie neighbouring valleys 
of Koda and Korask. Their 'Septs are the Bizanzai (23 
families), the Ramadanzai (27 families), the Siahizai (2o 
families), the Kharenazai (20 families) anrl the SMhizai 
{2.1 families). 
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At the census of 1901, 53,106 Muhammad Hasnis were 
censused in the Kalat State and 4,336 in 

Families. 
, 66 Chagai, but these figures did not include Kiazai 

Vagizai 
Keharai 
Durrakzai ••• 
Hanlni 
Mardanshai. 
Zangiari 

.20 

17 
rz 
6 

those who are distributed in Kharan and 
Makran, parts of Persia, and the Hel
mand valley. Those in KMran are esti
mated at about 270 families and belong 
to the marginally noted clans. They 
live at Bakat, Talong-, in Shimsh:in 
and Salarnbek a1:d other places. Here 

they have in recent years taken to cultivation as tenants 
but ordinarily the Muhammad Hasni is a pure nomad, mov
ing from place to place in search of pasture for his flocks 
and camels. 

The Muhammad Hasnis of the Jhalawan country recog
nise Sardar Rustam Khan of Jebri as their chief but the 
groups which are remote from the chief's control are 
gradually severing their connection with him • 

. The N aushcrwani Chiefs long since recognised the value 
of a connection with the Muhammad Hasnis, for Abbas III 
married the daughter of the then chief, Rustam Khan, and 
Sir N auroz Khan has married the sisrer. of another Rus
t am Khan, the present chief. The ties thus formed were 
strengtnened by the Nausherwanis being careful to support 
the Muhammad Hasnis living in KMcln in their feuds with 
other tribes and an instance ha)S already been quoted in the 
section on History of assistance afforded to the Muhammad 
Hasnis by Azad Khan after they liad been raided -by the 
Damnis. 

POPULATION· 

Muhammad 
Ha~ni. 

The Shahbegzai Kambciris of Khar'lin are true Brahuis Kamhniri"' 

and connecred with the Ahmadzai Khans of Katat. They or Khol.ran. 

originally came from the Slul.hbegzai village near Norgama 
in Zahri. Slul.hbeg had four sons, Mir Hasan, Mir Zahro, 
!\fir Bullo and 1\lir Pirak. from the first of whom the Kliacln 
Kambd.ris trace their descent. One stock of the other sons 
is asserted tOI have almost died out with the exception of one 
l"med Khan, who still (1904) lives in Zab.d. The Sh:ihoeg-
zais claim to be distinct from the other Kambraris of Jiiala-
wan, the Sobazais. 

The connection of the Shahbegzai Kambraris with Khar
an goes back several centuries, for the poem describing the 
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PoPULATION. Brahui Jadgal war rl!lates the bestowal of. Sarawan in Khar· 
an on Shahbeg· Owing to their connection with the Khans 
they appeat. to have held their lands free of revenue and 
taxes up to the time of l\llr Abbas III. On Mlr Abbas pro
ceeding to interfere with them they combined with the Hala, 
zais against their common enemy. They also appear to havt 
obtained the support of 1\lehrab Khan, and later of Nasir 
Khan II, and Khudadad Khan of Katat by offering to pay 
revenue to them at one-tenth. The strife was long, bitter 
and fluctuating and after the batitle of Siali Tagazzi in which 
the Kubdanis and Tagful.pis as well as the Hatazais assisted 
the Kambnlris and in which Yusuf Khan, son of Abbas III, 
was killed, the latter 'was oblig-ed to fly to Afghan· territory. 
Both Nasir Khan II and Khudadad- Khan in tlie early part 
of his reign appear to have sent occasional parties either 
from Nushki or direct from Kalat to collect the revenue from 
the Kambraris, but after Sir Robert Sandcman's visit in 
1883-84 the Kambraris finally came under the power of tlie 
Kharan chief and now pay revenue at the rate of one-tenth 
b-qt are exempt from the cess known as nalbi. On the out
break of Azim Khan's insurrection against his brother, 
Nauroz Klian, the Kambraris sided .with the former. The 
Shahbegzai Kambraris consist of the Misri Khanzai, Burj
alizai and Mulla Hasanzai. The la'st named is a " barok " 
or outside section which has been affiliated with the main 
body. All three live in Sarawan. 

Inferior 
races. 

The ·Samezai Taukis, Channats, Kohizai Sumataris, 
Nidkzais, N azarzai Baranzai Mengals, Burhanzais, and 
Kambrari Zagar Mengals are said to have obtained their 
lands in Sarawan through the Kambraris, pay them death 
and wedding subscriptions (purs and bijjar) and unite with 
them in good and ill. 

The pistachio forests on. the Kharan side of the Garr 
hills from the Garruk to the Lijje and Gor-i-barat are tiie 
joint property of the Kambraris of Sarawan and the Garr 
Sasolis of Kharan. 

The Naklbs, who are to be found only in \Vashuk, are 
divided into two main divisions, Bahl . or upper N akibs, 
and Jahl or lower Nakibs, according to the position 
wliich they occupy in the \V ashuk date groves. 
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The upper Naklbs consist of the Kallozai (5 PoPULATION. 
familic;s), the L~llazai (4 families), and the Ihtiarzai (11 fami-
lies) ; whilsu the lower Naklbs include the Mir'gindzai (19 
families), the Gwahramzai (11 families), the Aidozai (8 fami-
lies), the Mazarzai (13 families) and the Habasliazai (9 fami-
lies). Each of the main sections is under a gazir, who is. 
directly subordinate to the ntiib 's wakil. These gazirs are 
appointed by the Chief. The Nakibs are said to have accom-
panied Malik DinAr, who founded Washuk, tfo that place . 
and appear to have been mucli better off in pre-Nausher-
wani times than they now are, as they were in possession 
of land which they have now almost entirely lost; with the 
exception of some small shares which they hold jointly with 
the \Vashukis and Halazais. 

They posse'ss.certain rights in the date trees of \Vashuk 
owing to the custom by which a right to a quarter. share 
is acquired in all palms planted by them. Tfie Nakibs are 
bound by custom to supply firewood gratis for the Chief's 
camp during a visit to Washuk, and to carry hi'S post from 
\Vashuk within the limits of the niabat. 'For the latter ser
vice they are supplied with food. They do not associate with 
the Balocb or khtinawtida but sometimes form matrimonial 
connections with their! servile dependants. 

The number of houses of Loris is estimated at 52 and Loris. 

they are sub-divided into the following groups :-

Chandanzais ... 
Khakizai or Hakizai 
Talbur ... 
Gwarighzai 
Dilwashzai 

. Houses. 
22 

10 

8 

7 
5 

52 
Each group recognises the auth<Xity of the eldest male 

member (kamash or sperish). 

A Lori if asked who he is, will not describe· himself as 
a Lori but will say that he is eirher a Sarmastari, the name 
affected by nearty all Loris, or an usta. The latter name 
refers to the profession of artisans or tinkers, in which all 
of them are engaged. The Chandanzais have a reputation 
as poets and musicians (suggut or shair} and compose and 
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sing ballads in praise of their patrons, especially of the Chief 
and his kinsman. Their headman receives an annual 
present of a camel and a turban from the Chief. 
None of the Khanin Loris• are stationary and they leave the 
count'ry in bad agricultural years. They generally mend 
agricultural implement:<> on contract/ and are paid in 
cash for any special piece of work. They are re
garded as the lowest race in the country, thoroughly un
trustworthy and one .for which no one has a good word to 
say. 

The n~nber of households .of servile dependants is esti
mated at about 420 and on the whole their condition is good. 
The majority a're of negro origin, but many are very light 
coloured, the descendants of. captives made in the raids for 
wliich the Nausherwanis were formerly so famous. Purdit 
Klian, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, is said to 
have brought 4,ooo captives from Minab in Southern Persia. 
The fame of Kharan slaves was so great in former days that 
Kliudadad Khan of Katat is said to have planned an expe
dition against it solely for its slaves and its camels. Be
sides domestic service,· these servile dependants are engaged 
in agriculture and paid in a share of the produce, in camel
keeping and as gr.ooms. Some of them are also to be 
found in the Chief's irregular forces and in some cases they 
have risen to positions of importance. For instance the 
present Shahghasi, {Igo,<;) tlie Cfiief's most trusted supporter 
and a man of much influenqe, ist dlescended from slave 
parents. Every household possessing several servile depen
dants has a darogha who has charge of the store room, per
forms the duties of a chamberlain and occupies a position 
of great' importance in the domestic economy of the hou•se. 
A feature of this class in Kharan is the rise ofi many of them 
in the social scale and their marriage to Rakhshani women. 
A good many servile dependants are said to have left the 
country in recent years for Karachi where they ·work as 
labourers. In other respects the conditions unde(. which 
they live in Kharan, resemble those in Makran. A servile 
dependant in Khacln, when addressed, will refer to himself 
as a Sorazai or a Langav. 

The Hindu community only numbers 6 families or aoout 
30 souls living at Kharan-Kalat. Their numbers have beer. 
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reduced since the development of Nushki, and most of them 
are merely agents for larger. firms at that place. Their busi
ness, which is described elsewhere, consists in retail trade 
and money lending. They are by origin Sindi and speak the 
Sindi language at home, but their long residence in the 
country has rendered them well acquainted with Baluchi. As 
in other parts of Baluchistan, they are not very orthodox 
in t'heir religious observances. · Whilst touring among the 
nomadic encampments they have no scruple in drinking water 
from a l\lusalman's mashak and in eatin2' bread baked on a 
Musalman's griddle. They pay no special taxes but supply 
goods to the Chief and his family at specially low rates. On 
the occasion of their marriages the Chiefl subscribes to the 
expenses (bijjar), and they do the same on. ~Similar occasions 
in the Chief's household. Disputes between them and the 
Muhammadan inhabitants are generally referred to shariat, 
to the provisions of which they g-ladly submit'. · 

The Nausherwanis, as a r:ace, are strong, stalwart men, 
of remarkably handsome features, and possessed of great 
physical power. In character they are strong-minded, able 
and adventurous and a former generation of frontier officers 
described them as insatiable free-booters wliile Sir Thomas 
Holdich remarks that "as a fighting, raiding, restless clan 
they are perhaps uneqalled on the border." Their chiefs, 
whilst possessing a rude sense of justice, have often been 
cruel and• relentless. They are hospitable and always ready 
to reward faithful service generously. 

The Rakhsh:inis and Muhammad Hasnis composing the 
greater part of the population, as a rule possess oval fea
tures, high nos~s and wheat coloured complexions. Their 
complexion is if anything fairer than that of the Brahuis of 
the Southern Jhalawan country. The Siahpads and Naki!>s 
are of a lower type. The Rakhsh:inis themselves can gener- · 
ally. be distinguished by their hazel eyes. 

The hair is cut at the nape of the neck and not worn long 
a" in other parts of Baluchistan. The natural growth of hair 
on the face is similar to that of dte Baloch of Kachhi. Both 
men and women are extremely wiry, active and hardy. They 
are unexcelled as camel drivers and always carry arms. They 
are quiet and peaceable in character but their poverty some
times dri\'es them to deceitful dealing. The Siahpads of 

6 
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POPULATION. the hills are distinguished from other people in the country 
by their darker complexions and sma'ller stature. They are 

Cbaracteris· 
tics of the 
women. 

Religion. 

Occup~tion. 

Cultivators 
and flock
owners. 

·extremely active and said to he good shots. 
The women are very hard-working- and live a life of 

constant toil. They have practically no amusements as, be
sides helping their husbands in their work and doing domes
tic duties, they are engaged, in their limited leisure hours, in 
sewing, spinning and carpet-making. Their morals are pro
bably &etter than those of the women in Makran. 

Professedly all the people are Muhammadans of the Sunni 
sect but such religion as they possess is, a:s elsewhere in 
Baluchistan, i:)1ickly overlaid with superstition. A firm be
lief in the power of saints is universal ; their shrines are 
held in great reverence, and goats, sheep and SO!Tlet'imes 
camels are offered in sacrifice. Blessings are also invoked 
by shaving the heads of children at the shrines in fulfilment 
of vows · made in times of illness. 

Masudi states that, in the seventh century, during the 
rule of the Umayid Caliphs, the inhabitants of the Karan 
and Barfen mountlains were Zoroastrians and would not sub
mit, and that their conversion to Islam dated between the 
eighth and eleventh centuries under the rule of the Abbasids
Later on the people appear to have come under the Shiah 
influence, no doubt owing to the proximity of the Persians, 
but the character of their faith seems to have continued to 
retrograde, for local tradition asserts tnat before the time 
of the late Chief Azad Khan, the people hardly knew any
thing of the true doctrine~ of Islam. Azad Khan did much 
during his visits to Afg-hanistan to re-establish orthodoxy 
by inducing Afghan Mullds to settle in Kharan. 

By occupatic"l, the · pGpulation of the country is divided 
into the dominant class, land-owning agriculturists, tenants, 
flock-o~ners and artisans. The members of the dominant 
class own lands revenue-free, and g-et their lands cultivated 
by the servile classes and by tenants. 

Nearly all the Rakhshanis are iand-holding agriculturists 
and in almost every case they combine agriculture with flock
owning and camel-grazing. As agriculturists they either 
cultivate their own land or are tenants of ot'her people. Those 
who are n~ fl~ck-owners but are purely dependent on agri
culture include the N akibs of \V ashuk, the Kambraris of 
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Sarawan and the lsazais of: Beseima. The Kohi Siahpads PoPuuTroN. 
of Kallag also own a few flocks. The combination of flock-
owning with agriculture is due to the uncertainty of the 
rainfall. The natural tendenf'y of the population is to cul-
tivation, but the precarious returns from land force tbem 
to supplement their means of livelihood in other channels. 
The Kiazai, Keharai, and Yagizai sections of the Muhammad 
Hasni group are engag-ed in cultivation only as tenants. 
The rest of the Muhammad Hasnis are also all nomadic 
flock-owners. Other flock-owners are the Rekis, who prefer 
this pursuit though they possess the means of extending 
the cultivation of dates and possess larg-e cultivable rain 
crop areas. They own sheep, goats and camels and supple-
ment their livelihood by transport work. They take salt, 
for instance, to J alk and Dizzak, where they exchange it 
with dry dates, the latter being in their turn bartered for 
grain in the Helmand valley. They all assemble, however, 
in Dehgwar for the date harvest in August. The only other 
people who devote themselves almost solely to flock-owning 
are the Garr' Sasolis. 

As in other parts of Baluchistan, the artisan class is Artisans. 

recruited from the Loris, who follow the professions of car-
penters, blacksmiths and g-oldsmiths. Brick-laying is dont: 
by the people of .J alk and Dizzak. The servile class pro-
\' ide shoe-makers. The Siahpads do a little weaving for 
domestic use. The women manufacture carpets and grain-
bags and also do some coarse embroidery, but. none of 
their work finds its way into the market in ordinary times. 

The g·iving of a daug-hter in marriag-e is con-sidered the Social life 

test for .social equality, whilst the system of exchanging and sor.ial 

news detcrmin,~s racial superiority. The spirit of the first precedepce._ 

principle is not, however, strictly followed by the Nausher-
\11 an is, who if they cannot find wives among their own group 
obtain tl1em from the Barcch of Shoniwak, the Sanjranis, or 
the Durd.nis of Kandahar. Marriage of Nausherwanis with 
Rakhsh:ini women formerly seldom took pjace, but this cus-
tom has lately not been so rigidly observed. After the Nau-
sh~rwanis, most of the rest of the people are for purposes 
of social status included in the middle class, known as khana-
~,·.JJa, paklu?nhadd, or Baloch, and below them come the 
~akib,;, Lnis ;md senilt' dependants who possess little or 
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no social status outside their own individual groups. The5e 
people intermarry without much prejudice and caste system, 
at least among this class of peoplt', may be said to Lave 
almost declined. 

The system of exchanging news, as a test of social distinc
tion, has been fully· described in the ,Makran Gazeteef'. If 
Nausherv.-anis are present the ChieF or, in his absence, tlie 
oldeost member of his family or group is the habar-wG.ja or the 
" Lord of the news." Outside the Chief's darbar a Saiad 
would rank next in order. Among the Rakhshanis, a Pirak
zai, Mamojav, Sohr or a Dagarzai is vested with the right 
in the order named. The order of the social superiority of 
the Kambraris and Halazais, after the Phakzais, is disputed. 
Among the rest of the population age determines precedence .. 
In accordance with a custom introduced by Azad Khan, it 
is usual with all Kharanis, when taking or receiving the news, 
to pray for the welfare of their Chief. Thus aU persons, 
when exchanging greetings, commence by saying " Peace 
be. to the ~·faster and you." The Chief and the leading 
tribesmen are frequently addressed as chif'agh, i.e., the lamp. 

Few, except the Chief and the richer people, are in a 
position to maintain the lavish system of hospitality which 
the Ba:loch code demands. Those who are in a pooition to 
do so quickly earn for themselves the epithet of sakhi (gener
ous). Hospitality amongst kinsmen_ is not regulated by any 
hard and fast rules as in Makran but according to the means 
of the host. A stranger is generally entertained by the 
headman of the village or encampment. A peculiar charac
teristic of Kharan is, that the ~ost generally expects the 
guest to make him some gift, especially if the latter appears 
to him to be a man of some means. Tliis is known as pin
dag. . Gifts in the form of tobacco made by travellers are 
very much appreciated. 

The system of raising subscriptions on certain occasions 
known as bijjar' prevails in Kharan as in Makran. Ir. 
Kharan, however, strictly speaking, bijjaf' is at present 
raised only on the occasion of marriages and circum
cisions though the principle applies to the recovery 
of fines· and blood compensation also. For weddings 
bijjaf' is only raised by the bridegroom's party 
and never by that of the bride. Subscriptions are raised 
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t:ither by the persons concerned directly, or through hi!" PoP\iLATIOA\ 
nearc~t relations. All the relatives, friends, fellow-tribes-
men, and even strangers are visited and donations in tlie 
form of cash, sheep and cattle, arms, etc., are rece_ived. 
Theoretically ali contributions are voluntary but when bifjtir 
is raised for the Chief, sufficient pressure is brought to bear 
on those from whom it is collected to ensure that no refusals 
occur. Bijjar for the Chief or his son is recovered trom 
every married man as a rule through the respective bead 
men, and varies from a minimum of Rs. 2 or a sheep to a 
maximum of Rs. 100 or a camel according to the mean~ of 
the donor. Other members of the dominant class recover 
l>ijja1' under the g-eneral control of the Chief. 

\Vhen a death occurs, it is customary, as in Makran, for 
relations, neighbours and friends to bring a gift with them 
when coming to offer their condolences t'o the relatives ot 
the deceased. Such gifts from relatives generally consist 
of sheep and grain,· while those from neighbours, friends 
and fellow-tribesmen sometimes take the form of cash. The 
former is known as lanJ;ari and the latter: as purs. On the 
occasion of a death in the Chief's family, similar gifts in 
the form of sheep and cash are ac~epted by him, but they 
are entirely voluntary and are never enforced like bijjtir. 
The sympathy of the people, on the other hand, is recipro
cated by the Chief extending to them the payment of purs 
and in many cases by his offering condolences either per
sonally or through his son. There does not appear to be 
the tendency in KMran, as in the Jhalawan country, to abuse 
the customs of bijjar and purs by forcibly exactions. 

It is only the dominant class and the few well-to-do per
sons in the country who can afford the time for a midday 
siesta, as is the case in Makran. Such person15 spend the 
day like the better classes of Makran, their: midday sleep 
being accompanied by shampooing, whilst some menial 
tdls a story or sings a lullaby. 

The rest of the peopie live a harder life tihan the Makranis 
illnd, as already explained, a cultivator's energy and atten
tion are divided between fiis crops and his flocks. On the 
one hand he is busy at seed time and harvest either with 
b.is own work or in supervising his tenants and labourers, 

Manner of 
spending 
day by a · 
headman, 
cultivator 
and shep
herd, 
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POPULATION. whilst on the other, his live-stock demand much care 
throughout the year. 

A shepherd, if pasture is available in the vicinity, leaves 
his village at dawn with his charge, returning at chdsht or 
do about 9 a.m. when the sheep are milked and the shepherd 
has his meal. Meanwhile in places where well water has to 
be used, the flock-owner and his family have proceeded to the 
wells and have filled the tanks ready for watering. Here 
the flocks are brought aftet. milking and the scene which 
takes place is most picturesque. After the flock has been 
watered it is allowed a rest, whiLst the shepherd amuses 
himself with his reed pipe (nal) or in conversation with his 
fellows. In the afternoon he returns to the grazing grounds 
and does not come back t'o the village or encampment until 
it is almost dark. The second milking then takes place, 
followed by the shepherd's evening meal. 

At times when all pasture in the neighbourhood has been 
consumed, the shepherd is sometimes absent from his home 
for weeks, only returning at intervals to replenish his store 
of rations which he largely supplements with the milk from 
his animals. 

· Food. Most of the people take only two meals daily-the morn-
ing meal taken about 10 a.m. (swarag) and the evening meal 
taken soon after sunset (shiim). Those who are well off, in
cluding some of the people of vV ashuk, add an early break
fast (nihdri). Early breakfast generally consists of wheat 
and juari cakes with butter-milk or butter; occasionally 
dates are eaten. The morning and evening meals consist 
of wheat or juari cakes with milk or curds and sometimes 
butter. Wheat flour is the staple food. Men of means eat 
meat1 occasionally but milk and its preparations are preferred. 
Rice is only taken on- the ld festival or other occasions of 
importance. Fowls are considered a delicacy but there are 
very few iri the country. The inhabitants of upper Khanl.n 
use pistachio fruit as a relish with their wheat and juari 
cakes. 

Among supp!ementary articles of diet 'Yhich are occa
sionally taken, may be mentioned cakes made of the sweet
ened flour of the colocynth (kulkusht) and of maKher (Rumex 
vesicarius), to which are added some wheat or juari flour. 
Before being used as food colocynth seeds have to be well 
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soaked and washed for about a forttni~ht to obviate their p,~~uL&TifJR. 
purgative effects. Melon pulp is dried and preserved and 
eaten with a powder made by pounding the seeds. This is 
called chauli. Both the powdered colocynth and melon seeds, 
if boiled, assume a thick paste-like consistency and are called 
dul. Melon seeds are also parched with a little salt and the 
interior substance called ptito is eaten. Ptito and dates, if 
obtaii:ablc, are the usual provisions taken for a journey. 

The way of preparing wheat and jutiri cakes is the same 
as in l\1akr:1n. Curd, butter and cheese are also made in 
the same way· The use of dried sheep's meat its rare. 'the 
!ipices in use are also the same as in Makran. They are, 
however, not made into cakes and dried for ready use in 
!>tcws. Vegetables are practically unknown, except in a few 
localities where onions ar'e used and generally eaten raw ; 
beans (bakla) and a species of pulse (niginz) are cultivated 
in \Vashuk only. In spring, a Kharani will eat many kinds 
of. wild plants, either cooked or raw as a vegetable. They 
include those known as magher, garbust, mallai, makhtin
khur, chambrak and sochtinko. Camel milk forms the staple 
food of the camel-men, who can consume more than three 
seers at a single meal. The milk is sometimes boiled and 
a paste made with a handful of wheat or jwiri flour and a 
little salt. It is known as dtil. 

The male as wel1: as the female dress of the people of Dress. 
Kharan is practically the same as in Makran, both as re
gards quality and cost. Most of the people use grey jacco
ncts of European manufacture which are known as sahn ; 
the higher classes use white longcloth called by them 
ki!Ubi, and muslin is used for turbans. The male dress con
sists of a turban (pag or pagri) 7 to 10 yards in length, tied 
either over an Afghan kulla or a felt cap peculiar to Kh;han 
called top ; a shirt (jamag) which takes 5 or si yards of 
cloth; trousers (shal·wtir) made of 3l to 4 yards, occasion
ally dyed black or blue ; a wrapper called lungi or pushti ; 
and either a pair of leather sandals (chawat) made at 
horne or of ordinary shoes which ar!! ·either imported or 
manufactured locally. A Kharani is also very fond of a 
waistcoat. \Vhen at home he uses as head-dress either a 
palm leaf cap from Makran, or a felt cap or small embroi
dered skull cap. Only the rich can afford a complete suit ; 
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~'I'IOMI. the poor often have to be content with a pair of trousers sup
plemented by a lunKi or pushti which supplies the place of 
a shirt. The etiquette of the country demands that one 
should not appear before a guest or a relative without the 
latter. The turban is generally passed below the chin before 
being tied round the head. A camel man uses a kind of 
boot, called surr, to protect himself from snake bite. 

Surr are of domestic manufacture. The uppers, whlch 
are in two pieces, are made of stout carpeting 
in the dari stitch and are lined with felt or with 
cotton cloth. • The back part is cut straight and 
is high enough to reach four or five inches above the 
ankle.' In the middle of the boot it overlaps the front part 
which is cut into a tongue over the instep. Laces are used 
for attaching the boot to the f'oot. The uppers are sewn 
to the soles with a stout cloth binding-. The soles are made 
of a number of pieces of thick cotton cloth or dari which are 
arranged in layers. Each layer, of. which there are gene
rally three or four, is stuck to the next with tamarisk gum 
or date juice and the whole are sewn together with goat's hair 
string which is let through them by means of an awl. To 
make i:he boots more durable and especially for use in the 
hills, another thick layer of gum or date juice is put at the 
bottom of the sole and date stones are then let into it, after 
which the sole is put under great pressure. A· sole so made 
wiU la~o;;t a long time. 

A woman's dress is almost the same as in Makran with 
the exception that no scarf (guchtin) is tied over the nair. 
The prevailing colour of the shift is red or black. The 
"·omen of upper Khanin and \Vashuk all wear trousers, 
which are generally striped. Nomad women wear sandals 
like the men, whilst the women of upper classes use sfioes 
without points called laKhati . 

. Houses. In the permanent villages the houses consist of wattle 
(khera) and daub. The wattle hurdles, which are made of 
tamarisk, are fixed. to a wooden framework and a thin layer 
of mud is plastered over tliem. The roofs, which are trian
gular in .shape, are also covered with tamarisk 
boughs · and plastered with earth. Houses generally 
face east and south, partly because a house facing to 
the other points cf the compass is considered of ill omen, and 
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partly ~ecause the prevailing winds come from the west and i'oPu~TIO.._ 
north. The house of a man of means generally consists of 
.z rooms, one of wliich is used as a store room and for keep-
i~g fuel in winter. The other is the living- room and is 
decorated with carpets and other household effect's. A poor 
man pOtSsesses but' a sing-le room. Adjoining, and generally 
at the front or back of the house,: is a stable for cattle. In 
Kl:ianln-Katat the houses are surrounded by a wattle en-
closllore but elsewhere this is not usually tio be seen. In. 
w ashuk mat huts made of date palm, similar to those in 
Makr'll.n, are in use. In Dehgwar during the summer 
months the people erect oblong wooden frameworks which 
they cover with palm leaves. They sleep on the· roof at night 
and occupy the part below by day. 

Sardar Azad Khan introduced labour from Afghanistan 
to build the forts at Hurmagai, Jalwar and Kharan-Kalat of 
burnt brick. The Kallag- and Zawag- forts have been con
structed of sun-dried bricks by labour imported from Jalk 
and Dizzak. 

Nomads use blanket tents (gidan) in winter but in sum
mer generally accommodate themselves in temporary 
structures' of tamarisk boug-hs and buslies, thus saving tne 
trouble of the transportatiolli of the material. 

The method of burial is that prescribed by Islam. Much Disposal of 
tbe dead. 

stre!>s is laid on the ceremony of amanat (trust) according to 
which the body of a person, dying elsewhere than at home, 
is temporarily buried pending removal to i:he native place 
of the deceased or to such other place as he may have. 
directed. 

The mourning ceremonies in Khanin are not so well 
regulated as in Makran. The mourning lasts fur three. days, 
t!uring which visits of condolence are received and prayers 
offered for the soul of the departed. The women, how
ever, maintain their mourning for 9 to II days in the case 
of a man, and from '1 to q days in that of a woman. 

Few indoor games are indulg-ed in. Draughts are popu
lar with the middle aged and playing the musical instruments 
known as danbura and siros is common. The boys are · 
fond of knuckle-bones (majol) and the girls play with Uolls. 

or outdoor games, ji is the most popular~ and is played 
as in Makran. Coursing, target-shooting, and game-shoot-
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ing are common among- the dominant class and most of the 
Nausherwanis arc good shots. On the occasion of we<fdings 
they are fond of racing and of shooting at a mark from 
horseback. · This is known as spdrlo and is probably an 
introduction from Afg-hanistan. The Baloch dance (chap) is 
also performed at weddings and the ld festivals. 

The giving of names· and titles to children, rules of 
honour observed and the system of reprisals and commu
tations for murder are the same as prevalent in 1\Iakran. 



CHAPTER II. 

ECONOMIC. 

The agricultural conditions of Khanin approximate closely 
to those of Makran and the Chagai District. 

Agriculture in Kharan is still in a very primitive stage. 
No agricultural statistics a.l'e available but rough esti

mates made in 190.1 indicate that arable land is insignificant 
compared witli the total area, it being scarcely more than 
2'5 per cent. 

The chief agricultural centres are Gwash, Jalwar, Hur
magai, Sarawan, the Beseima valley, tne Baddo river, 
\Vashuk and along the banks of the Mashkel in the Dehg
war nilibat. The rest of the country is mostly an arid waste, 
barren and unproductive, though considerable tracts of rich 
alluvial soil exist along the skirts of the hills. Owing, how
ever, to the peculiar hydrography of the country and the 
difficulties of irrigation, there does not appear to be much 
scope under present circumstances for any great extension 
of agriculture. The rain water which is arrested on its des
cent from the hills by earthen embankments raised round the 
ficids, leaves no surplus for bringing new land under culti
vation and the local rainfall is too scanty for raising a crop. 
The water level is very low, being about 100 feet in the 
majority of cases and well irrigation is impracticable except 
in Dehgwar where water can be found at a level of 3 to 4 
feet below the surface. But here ag-ain the extreme severity 
of the winds and the moving sands are a great impediment 
to agricultural pursuits. The sands fill the wells and cover 
the crops, rendering cultivation impossible. At the mouth 
of the 1\fashkel, however, these difficulties do not exist and 
efforts have latterly been made with success to extend cul
ti,·ation in that direction. As a rule climate and other diffi
culties are adverse to agricultural pursuits and under· exist-
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ing conditions camel breeding- must continue to be, as at 
present, the main occupation of the people. 

The arable soil is, for the most part, alluvial and ex
tremely fertile. 

The best is called matt, and, as already described in the 
Gazetteer of Makran, consists of a thick layer of silt con
taining a mixture of earth and sand. It is found in the 
greater part of Gwash and Jalwar, at the mouth of the 
Mashkel, and along- the lower courses of the Sarap and the 
Baddo rivers. It requires less water, retains moisture 
longer and is suited for all crops. 

, Next comes rek pad in which, as the name imports, sand 
constitutes the predominant element. The soil occurs in the 
culturable area at the mouth of. the Mashkel river, along the 
beds of rivers and in Hurmagai. ]utiri. and melon crops are 
mostly grown in it. 

::..halli and sitihmosh ar'e gravelly soils in which the date 
palm alone can thrive well. Zhalli is distinguished from 
si.ihmosh by t,he absence of sand which predominates in the 
latter. Zhalli occurs mostly in Washuk, and the siahmosh 
in the Dehgwar niabat. 

Considerable tracts of shorbast containing a large admix
ture of salt, and of hard clay called pat also occur in different 
parts of the country but they are totally unsuitable for 
agricultural purposes. 

The local rainfall is scanty and insufficient for agricultural 
purposes and the cr:ops, therefore, depend for their irriga
tion largely on the floods brought down by rivers and hill 
torrentls, which are carried to tlie fields by artificial channels 
and embankments. The only streams which have a peren
nial supply of water are the Baddo, Sarap, Kallag, Zahragan, 
Palantak and Mashkel, but the extent of land irrigated by 
them is very small compared wfth 1Jhe flood-fed area. 

About 6o per cent. of the population are engaged in 
agriculture, but owing- to the small extent of land irrigated 
from perennial sources and the scant'y r:ainfall, only a small 
proportion of these are purely agriculturists, the majority 
being compelled to combine agriculture with flock-owning. 
The chief land.,owning' tribes are the Nausherwanis, the 
Rakhshanis and the Rekis. The N ausherwani's cultivate 
tlleir lands either by servile dependants, or through tenanti 
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who are either members of other tribes or Nakibs. The 
well-tc>-<lo Rakhshanis also employ servile dependants or 
tenants from alien tribes, but the majority of them, and 
especially the Siahpads of Kallag-, carry on agriculture 
themselves. The servile dependants who are found in al
most every family, the Nakibs and the Muhammad Hasnis 
are the chief sources from which tenants and agricultural 
labourers are drawn. 

The tenant receives a share of the produce com
mensurate with the part taken. by him in the 
production of the crop, as detailed in the section 
on Rents. The Reki'i devote little attention to agriculture 
and confine themselves chiefly to the cultivation of the date 
palm, on which, as well as on their live-stock and traru;
port business, they depend for their subsistence. 

Th'c sowing and harvest times of the principal crops 
arranged in their order of importance are exhibited in the 
following table :-

Crop. 

A. Spring crcps, 

a. Wheat 

a. Barley 

B. Hdmbs or 
Autumn crops. 

Sowing time. Harvest 'time. 

From To From To 

October, December End of April. Middle of 
(though, if rains are June. 
late, sowings may 
extend to middle of 
January). 

December. End of April. EndofMay. 
January. 

1. Melons ... ) i June (for melons). 
~Sown together in 

z Judri (early ! March and April. August (for judri), 
crop). 

3· Judri (late Juoe snd July ... 
crop). 

4- Date March ... 

October and November. 

End of July lo beginn:ng 
of October, 

The spring crop is the most important and is the one 
on which the population of the northern and eastern parts 
of the country depend for their subsistence. In the south
west, sufficient grain is not grown and the inhabitants live 
on dates or on g-rain imported from the Helmand valley 
and GarmsC:I. 
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By far the most important and the staple crop of the 
people is wheat: It repr~sents about 70 per cent. of the 
total produce of the country. Three varieties known locally 
as dayak, trukki and pashmik are grown. Dayak is the 
best for other than irrigated areas, as it requires little 
wat~r. Trukki was first imported from the Helmand. It 
is inferior to dayak and is only used when dayak seed is not 
obtainable. Pashmik is preferred to the other varieties 
for cultivation in the areas under permanent irrigation in 
the hill tracts of Kallag and Nigwar, but it requires plenty 
of water' and cannot be grown in rain crop land. The chaff 
Of this variety is not considered good for fodder~ 

·wheat is generally sown by the drill in areas irrigated 
by floods. The sowings commence in October and con
tinue till the · end of December~ extending to the 
middle of January .should the winter rains be late. Soon 
after the spring rains the area subject to flood irrigation 
is ploughed over, harrowed and left untouched till the sow
ing time comes. Unless this ploughing is done, it is be
lieved that the moisture cannot be retained and "that it 
either "evaporates or percolates to a lower stratum. The 
moisture pr.,served in this manner is sometimes sufficient to 
raise a crop without requiring a second shower of rain. 
Should the lands, however·, be irrigated by floods a second 
time, the process of ploughing ·and harrowing is repeated 
for the same reason. When the sowing time approaches, 
the fields are ploughed over once again and the seed is 
sown at the same time. In the month of February the 
young crops are browsed. by cattle and shee_p. 

In irrigated are~s the lands are first watered in October. 
They are then ploughed and harrowed and laid out into 
small beds after the seerl has 'fieen sown broadcast. The 
second watering is given about a week after~ the seed ap
pears above ground. A third watering is seldom required, 
but if it can be afforded it is believed 1:1o be beneficial to the 
crops. The crops attain maturity by the end of April and 
the harvest commen~es early in May and lasts till the mid
dle of June. Threshing is done in the ordinary way ·with 
cattle; the grain is trodden .out and the chaff separated by 
winnowing with the chtirshtikha· The grain and the chaff 
are stored separately in p1ts which are covered with earth 
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and sand. A pole erected on the top of the mound called 
khurrum marks the site of a granary. 

Unless grain is stored in this manner it is liable to be 
.tttackcd by an inS;ect called sulik which eai:s out the 
~;ubstance of the grain. The green crop is also subject to 
mildew or (surkhi) which is caused by ihe stoppage of 
winds after the spring- and csummer rainfalls. The effects 
are more serious in the irrigated lands than elsewhere. 
Sudden variations in temperature, severe winds and frost 
ue also liable. t'o damage the wheat crop. 

Juari (Andropogon Sorghum) is the chief autumn crop 
but compared with wheat it occupies annually only about 
30 per cent. of the plougfied soil. 

There are three varieties, the semahi, dadari and haftaki, 
iemtihi being the' most popular one and haftaki inferior to 
the others. 

In rain crop lands, jutiri and melons are sown together. 
The sowings take place in March and ApriL and the jutiri 
crop is harvested about tlie middle of Aug-ust. Sometimes 
jutiri is sown late in June ~nd July aftet, the summer rains 
and har:vested in October and November. This oc~urs, 

however, as a rule only when the wheat crop is a failure. 
!\fore frequently the lands are reserved for the next year's 
wheat cultivation. 

In the irrigated area, 1uan ts first sown in small bOOs 
in the month of May and shortly afterwards the fields are · 
watered. After about so days, the seedlings, when about 
a foot high, are transplanted into the main fields. 

About three and a half months after the transplantation 
called iirod-jang, the crop attains maturity and is harvested, 
threshed and 6tored in much the same manner as wheat. 
Juari stnlks are of two kinds, turi. and ktingar. They ai-e 
used as fodder but turi contains .saccharine matter and while. 
g-reen is eaten by the people as a sugarcane. If chewed 
in an unripe state, however, it produces fever. 

Harley is only a subsidiary food crop and its cultivation 
is insignificant. 

\Vater melons in Kharan grow to an unusual size, some
times attaining a weight of from 30 to 40 pounds each. 
They arc of three varieties, galasht-t11khm, kulkusht-tukhm 
and taml1ak-tuklun. Kulkusht-tukhm is most widely culti-
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AGRICULO vated but galasht-tukhm and tambtik-tukhm are considered 
TURB. ·to be of superior quality. The best known kinds of sweet 

melons are called sabz-dastambo, zard-dastambo and 
askari. The askari is tli~ best kind, and is distinguished 
by a rough, green skin from the others which are of a 
yellowish colour. 

Dates. 

The melon seeds are sown in the same furrows with 
jutiri seed in the dry crop areas ; their cultivation 1n irri
gated lands is practically unknown. The melon is very 
hardy and requires little attention. The fruit ripens in the 
beginning of June and lasts till the end of September. Tlie 
melon crop is a very important one to the Khanini. Melons 
are produced in great plenty and the surplus produce is 
split open, the rind used as fodder for the live-stock and 
the pulp dried for consumption in the cold weather. The 
seed is also used as food especially on a journey and is 
carefully collected and preserved. Any surplus that remains 
after setting apart a quantity for the next year's seed, is 
eaten parched in wint~, or', in years of scarcity is pounded 
and made into bread. 

When the melon crop is very abundant, horses, camels 
and cattle are fed on them. This is very beneficial to tlie 
live-stock, who quickly get fat on melons. 

The date is chiefly grown in \V ashuk, Dehgwar and 
Kallag, while patches of date groves are met with in Nauroz
Kalat and Palantak. Rabbi and kuroch are the two kinds 
commonly cultivated. The former is by far the best, but 
grows only in Washuk and Dehgwar while the latter, a 
very inferior* quality, is found over the restl of the area. The 
date harvest lasts from the end of July to the beginning 
of October. The system of cultivation is practically the 
same as .in Makran with the· only difference that while in 
Makran constant irrigation is essentially necessary, in 
Khanin the necessity of watering is dispensed with once 
for all as soon as the offsets take root. The offsets arc 
cut off from the parent tree in March and are planted in 
pits varying in size from 4 to 5 feet deep and 
about 1 to Il feet in diameter. \Vater is found 
not much below the surface in \Vashuk and Dehg-

a KuroclJ lit. means a bastard. 
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war and these young plants are fed by the water which 
appears in the pits. In \Vashuk the pits are kept open till 
the plant takes root after which they are filled with earth 
and no further watering is required throughout the lifetime 
of the tree. In Dehgwar, however, the pits soon get filled 
with the sands carried by the btid-i-sad-o-bist ros ( 120 dayS'' 
wind), and it is necest>ary to feed the plants from a 
well which is dug in the centre of the groves tilt such time 
o.s they take root after which artificial watering . is never 
required and the trees draw their water supply from sub
terraneous moisture. 

The total number odl date trees in Dehgwar was esti
mated, in 1903, ar about 43,000 and in Washuk at about 
25,000. The annual produce of Dehgwar was eiStimated to 
amount in one year to about .r;o,ooo maunds and in another 
to 13o,ooo maunds, and that of \Vashuk at about u,ooo 
~,r, 25,000 maunds, the annual fluctuation being due to the 
natural tendency to yield a rich and poor crop respectively 
in alternate years. The date forms the staple crop in the 
:.uuth-west, and is produced in such abundance that not 
unly do both men and animals exist almost entirely on them 
during the hot months, but there remains a large surplus 
for expor:tation to Garmsel and Seist'an, where it is ex
changed for grain. The methods of fertilization and har
wsting are much the same as in Makran and the reader 
is referred to Makran Gazetteer for further information. 

The cultivation of the date palm could be very largely 
ntended in the Dehgwar nitibat, a s1.1bject further discussed 
at page 114 of the Gazetteer. 

Tobacco of the Uwani variety, and cotton are the only 
other crops, but they are grown. on an insignificant 
:.cale. Tobacco cultivation is confined to Nauroz-Kalat and 
cotton to Kallag where the latter is sown in June, harvested 
in October and November and the produce locally manu-· 
bcturcd into doth. 

Dates and melons, as alreadv narrated, are the prjncipal 
fruits of the country. The pistachio grows in the hills 
north-east and east of Kharan. Further details will be 
found in tlhe section on Forests. Other fruit trees met 
"ith in the few orchards among the date groves of \\";bhuk 
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and in, Dehgwar, Kalla~ and Nauroz-Kalat are, pomc-
gr;mate, peach (halg), apple and mulberry. , .·. 

Good grapes are also cultivated in Kallag, , Naur~>z
Kalat, and a few in Nigwar. 

The best varieties are produced in NaurozcK,ala.t arid 
are called haita, ldl and kishmishi, and were originally in
troduced by the Chief Azad Khan from Kandahar.,· The 
varieties produced in Kaliag are called halaju (a whit~ and 
superior fruit), and erikalla~, shahri and rashwank (all of 
dark colour and inferior in quality). Mulberries are also 
plentifully grown in Kallag, but of an inferior quality. 
There appears to be much, scope for the introduction of 
sericultural operations in these parts. 

Carrots, broad oeans, cucumbers and onions are the only 
vegetable products, the l:ast narJied being the most import
ant, especially in Kallag-, where It forms a staplt:: food of 
thl! Siahpad for some months in the year. 

The use of manure is unknown in areas under flood irriga
tion which are enriched every year by the silt deposited by 
floods. The areas under perennial irrig-ation, however, get 
exhausted by continued' cropping, ana artificial manuring 
is essential to repair their fertility. Tlie manure commonly 
used is the dung of domestic animals mixed with the straw 
and chaff on which they have. been bedded down. This is 
allowed to ferment. One donkey load usually suffices fbr 
about 2 square yards of land. Rotation and fallows are 
not practised. 

The implements in use in Kharan are necessarily very 
primitive. The principal ones include the plough called 
langar which is as a rule worked by camels in the south
west and by bullocks in the rest of the country ; the ken or 
pla.nk-harrow or scraper for makin~ embankments and the 
mala used for crushing clodSi and smoothing the surface. 
Minor implements are koaal or matltock : dall or wooden 
spade with iron. front worked by two persons with a rope 
for, making ridgt·s around beds ; bel or ir.'on spade used in 
the irrigated areas; the sickle or laslzi; clzarslzdkha or four 
pronged fork; the dalli or wooden winnowing- spade and 
the axe. These implements are made by local Lori artisa'ls; 
and no improve;11ents appear to ha\ie been made in recent 

y<.>ar.ii. 
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No.· regular system of m!lking taktivi · 'advances exists 
in the country but the Chief maintains granaries:. at niabat 
headquarters from which grain · i~ .issued without . interest 
as occasion requires, especially in dry years, for seed and 
fuod. The advances are recovered aU subsequent harvests 
in lump or in convenient instalments. 

As a natural result of the precarious conditions under 
which agriculture is canied on and 1:h$! constant ·liability 
to drought, it would appear that the peasants are more or 
less always involved in debt~, in spi~ of the assistance re
cei;cd free of interest from the Chief. The peasants con
tract debts in cash and kind with the. local Hindu sLop
keepers, who charge interest at about 25 per 'cent. This 
rate is moreover enha~d by the factl that advances in kind 
are made when prices rule high~ the cultivator being debit
~·d with the cost value according to the rates then prevail
ing-, but the loan is· recovered in kind at harvest. time ·at 
cuuent prices which are necessarily low. Loans of grain 
and catt'le are also occasionally arranged by samindtirs 
mutually which are repaid after a fixed time without the 
addition of any kind of profit. No ,security is taken for 
loans made either by the Chief or the ~hopk:eep~s. except 
in exceptional cases. But. in. mutual :u-aruiactions:,~ made 
between tl1e poorer tribe-smen, cases have come to potice 
in which the debtors were required to leave the .. female 
members of their families with rbe creditors as security for 
repayment and in default of payment the. creditor realized 
his dues by marrying one or all of them to any one "'ho 
paid the bride price demanded .. 

The Chief being acknowledged as the virtual proprietor 
of all Land in tlie country. sales of land are prohibited. 
Mortgages arc, however, permissible. ·The mortgagee re
tains possession of the lands till such. time as the debt is 
liquidated, and meanwhile he cultivates the lands and ~ 
j<'ys thci(. produce after paying the revenue. · 

Camels, bullocks, horsei', donkeys, sheep and goats a'<e 
the principal domestic animals. A few buffaloes are also 
k~·pt. 

The Khar.iu camel f1as a great reputation in Baluchistan 
and fom,.s tl1e principal domestic animal of all classes of 
the Khantnis. The country is an i~eal one for. camel breed-
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ing. The Khanin camel is bigger than the Makran camel, 
and though ill does not attain the size oP the camel of 
Kachhi or Bela is more thickset and powerful than the latter. 
The Kfiaran camel is considered particulariy good over rocky 
ground and to possess gr'.eat endurance. The commonest 
and the bas-t variety of camel in Kluiran is cal1ed dastal and 
is distinguished by having its fore legs white from the foot 
to a little below the shoulder. Other varieties are the red
dish camel of the Makran type and a pure white variety. 
The latter are not so strong and endudng as the other .two 
varieties but are much sought after for their good looks. 
This variety is considered by camel breeders to be of' good 
omen and its presence wilth a herd is considered to bring 
good luck to the herd. It is called the Saiad of the camels. 
The white camel is also in great demand among the Per
sians and Afghans, who offer high prices for it and parti
cular attention is now paid by the Kharanis to the breeding 
of this camel. There is a fourt'h camel of a dark colour. 
Tliis is considered the weakest type and is called the Lori 
or minstrel of 11he carr.cls. 

A Kharani rarely sells his female camels, which he uses 
for breeding and transport purposes. The male stock, as 
soon as they reach the age of 2 years, are sold or exchanged 
for. grain,-some in Jhalawan, but mostly in the Helmand 
country and Garmsel, where grain is plent'iful and good 
prices are obtained. Young stock of this age are preferred 
by buyers as they get acclimatised to new surroundings 
better than older animals. In consequence oil the export 
of male stock, the proportion of female to male camels in 
the country is estimated at probably 4 to 1. In 1903, the 
total number of camels was estimated at about to,ooo, of 
which 1 1400 were used for transl?ort and the rest for breed
ing purposes. Camels in Kharan are said to be particularly 
long-lived. This especially applies to the females, who 
sometimes reach the age of 30 years and give birth to as 
many as 14 young. 

The she-camel i~ first put to the male when about 4 years 
old, and generally during the winter season from January to 
end of March. The young one is born a year later, and for a 
full year after birfh· is suckled by the mother. As a general 
rnle, therefore, a she-camel gives birth to a young one every 
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alternate year, though in years when the pasturage has 
been particularly good, she is allowed to breed two years in 
succellision. 

A camel cuts its two front teeth at 5 years of age, two 
more teeth at 6, and two more at 7 years, and is considered 
full-grown at 8 years of age, when it is called nt!sh, and after 
that at the end of every year its age is reckoned as so many 
years 1zcsk. The young camels are branded when a year old. 
On an average the she-camel gives about 15lhs. of mil~ a 
day. Some camels, in a good pasture year, give as much as 
24lbs. The camels are milked three times a day-in the 
early morning, a£ternoon and evening. The milk is either 
drunk fresh or made into curds and eaten with bread. If the 
grain lliupply of the family is scanty, some flour or rice is 
boiled with a large quantity of the milk to the consistency 
of paste. This is called ddt and often forms the staple food 
of camel-owners. During the day the camel herds milk the 
camels. They live almost entirely on the milk of their 
herds, and on the herbs, etc., gathered in the sands when 
out grazing. The watering of his camels forms one of the 
principal and most arduous duties of a camel herd. Owing 
to the depth of the wells and the labour involved in drawing 
water from them, the camels are only watered, as a rule, 
every other day. In dry seasons, the herds often have to be 
taken to the Rod-i-1\lashkel and kept there. 

Each herd of camels (usually conlliisting of about 40 
female, 10 male and 30 young camels) has generally. 2 camel
herds. Each man is paid Rs. 4- to Rs. G in cash and half a 
young camel per annum for every 20 she-camels, also a pair 
of shoes and a felt coat (sor) each year, and food, which, for 
the most part, consists of camel's milk. 

The chief camel-owners in the country are the Nausher. 
wanis; Dehani, Tauki, Kochakzai and Halazai sections of 
the Rakhshams; Yagizai, Durnakzai and Kiazai sections of 
the Muhammad Hasnis ; and the Rekis, especially the latter. 
Camel-breeding, however, is not limited in Khanin to any par
ticular section of the people, but every household has one or 
more camels. A full-grown male camel costs in Kharan 
from Rs. 6o to Rs. 100, a female from Rs. so to Rs. So. 
The load of a full-grown male camel is from 6 to 8 Indian 
maunds. Such large loads are not usually put on the she-
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camets. ·The latter are· preferred for riding purposes, owing to 
their. swiftness·,· endurance and easy paces. The Khanin 
Chief levies 11; tax of Rs. 3 on any camel over a year old sold 
out of the country.. . · 

As in Makran a small bullock, generally brown in colour, 
is bred in Kharan for agricultural purposes. A pair of bul
locks costs from Rs. so to Rs. 70. The breed is said to have 
been originally introduced from the Helmand valley. 
Owing to a succession of years of drought in the last seven 
years, the majority of the cattle in the country are said 
(igos) to have died. Bullocks for agricultural purposes are 
not a necessity to the Kharani, however, who uses camels 
in their place • 

. The arid nature of the country and tpe scarcity of grain 
and fodder in Kharan renders the co•mtry quite unsuited to 
horses, and few are to be found except those kept by the 
Chief. The latter has a stud of about xoo horses, chiefly of 
Persian arid Afghan breed, and allows any mare to be 
served free of charge by his stallions. The rich Tagazzi and 
Gazzi pastures in the Sarawan nitibat are reserved for the 
Chief's stud, which grazes there from March till the wheat 
crops have been harvested in June. They are then turned 
loose in the fields and eat the wheat stubble, and when this 
is exhausted, they are fed on melons till September. From 
then till November the futiri stalks serve them for food, 
after which they are fed during the winter on grain and 
bkusa mixed with dried. lucerne till the pastures are green 
again in the spring. 

Donkeys are largely used in Kharan, chiefly by nomads 
and by the Siahpads and people residing in the hilly tracts 
of Kallag and other places. But every household keeps one 
or two for carrying light loads or skins of water, and for 
transport purposes on hilly tracks where the camel cannot 
go. The number of donkeys in Kharan is estimated at soo. 
The Kharan donkey is small but very hardy. It requires 
no special feeding or housing, but subsists on what grazing 
it can pick up. A donkey costs from Rs. 15 to Rs. 25. . 

The number of these animals in Khanin is estimated at 
ro,ooo sheep and IO,ooo goats. The Khanin sheep is of the 
fat-tailed kind, found in Sarawan, and in colour is mostly 
white. The wool of the black sheep is in great demand for 
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u'e in the manufacture of woollen coats, in the embroidery AGRICULO 

of women's garments, and for designs on coloured felts. TURE. 

The goat is of middling ~ize, but is noted for the large 
quantity of milk it gives, amounting sometimes to 5lbs. at 
each milking. The. milk of both goats and sheep is made 
into curds, an article of food in great demand during the 
hot season.. The goat's hair is also much in demand in the 
country for manufacture of tents, ropes, and grain bags. 
During one milking season a goat is estimated to produce 
about 2lbs. of g-!d and a sheep about three. The shearing 
~easons are in April and September. A goat is shorn once 
a year and a sheep twice. A sheep is estimated to produce 
3lbs. of wool at the spring shearing and somewhat less in 
autumn. A goat produces 1 to •llbs. of hair. The lambs 
and kids are born either in January and February or in May 
and June. A goat costs from Rs. 3 to 4 and a sheep up to 
Rs. 5 or s-8. 

The pasturage in Kharan is a matter of rain. li there has h..ature 

heen good rain ami good floods in the rivers, the pasturage crounds. 

in Kh:iran is not to be surpassed throughout Baluchistao. 
The north-eastern part of the country affords the best 
g-razing ground, especially Gazzi, Tagazii and Bakat in the 
Baddo river valley and Gwash. In the plains also the sands 
are covered in a good season with sarenk, one of the principal 
foods of the camel ; and along the skirts of the hills, and in 
the river beds pogh, another camel plant, grows in profusion. 

In the hills, the Siahan Range, and the hills in the north
east of Khanin, possess the best pasture grounds. There is 
also a good pasturage in the Ras Koh Range, and especially 
in the vicinity of the Rasani an..t Tatagar passes. ' 

The principal pasture plants are the following :
Vernacular name. Scientific name. 

'· Pochko, AlthtEa ludwi'gii. 
2. Hashsha. 

3· San!nk. 

4· Garbust. Lepidium droha. 

5· Kemar. 
6. Ask Kah. 

1· Hojri Kah. 
8. Danichk. Plantago amplexicaulu 
9- Kandar. 
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Vernacular name. Scientific name. 
10. Tagaz. 
JJ, Nurrunk. 
12. Bars honk. 
IJ. Pogh. 

14· Gaz. Tamarz"x articulata. 

•5· Mesk. 
16. Kulerpit. 

•7· Gorkah. Stz"pa capz"llata. 
J8. Alonj. 
Jg. Kul Kusht. Citrullus colocynthzs. 
20. Magher. Rumex vesi'cari'us. 
21. Bunnu. 

Camel:;, as a rule, graz.! in the sandy plains or along the 
skirts of the bills. They are seldom taken to the hills in 
search of pasture, except by the Rekis who graze them on 
the north-western slopes of the Siahan Range. Sheep and 
goats are brought down to the plains in March and April 
and wander about in search of pasturage. They remain in 
the plains till the wheat harvest is over, the shepherds often 
taking part in the harvest as labourers ; when the floods are 
dry, they are driven back to the hills. 

The following are the chief diseases known to the people 
of the country and the remedies practised by them :-

Garr (mange).-Camels are liable togarrin which the hair 
falls off, the skin becomes dry and hard, and the animal be
comes extrem~ly weak and dies. This disease causes great 
mortality among the herds. It makes its appearance after 
a succession of dry seasons and is highly contagious. It is 
said to be due to the camel having to live in years of drought 
entirely on the tdgas bushes. The remedies practised are 
the dipping of the animal's tail in a strong soup made of 
boiled snakes and the application of a plaster made of the 
ashes of llaler wood ( Capparis apkylla). 

Illat or kullok (cough) is caused by exposure to severe cold. 
If the disease is allowed to run on, the animal is finally 
unable to eat and dies. A dose of liquor or a concoction of 
garlic and bitter oil,. poured into the nose of the animal, are 
the chief remedies. 

Sena pad in which a suppurating tumour forms on the 
animal's chest. This disease is considered contagious. The 
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remedies are segregation, and an application of powdered 
lime and oil to che tumour, which is also cauterised com
pletely round, ~o prevent its spreading. 

Ckdlari~-C.~ttle, sheep and goats are attacked in years of 
drought by c/uilari (footrot) in which eruptions break out on 
the feet, causing lameness. A fall of rain is said to !>e the 
best remedy, failing which, hot oil is applied to the hoofs. 

Sheep are also liable to a liver disease called jaghar kinn 
(worms in the liver). The remedy is segregation and 
change of pasturage. 

Goats are also, durin~ years of drought, attacked, as is the 
case with camels by garr (mange). The symptoms and 
rerr.edy are as described above for camels, except that liquor 
is not administered. 

Pifuk (apparently pleuro-pneumonia) also attacks goats 
and causes great mortality. The usual remedy is inocula
tion, the lymph being prepared from the lung of a diseased 
goat and inserted in a slit made in one of the animal's 
ears. 

The diseases to which horses are most liable seem to be 
colic, strangles, and a disease called locally khzikak, which 
appears to be at first severe cold in the head, developing in 
neglected cases into glanders. Colic is treated by a dose of 
glzi and gwanik to the animal and kluikak by giving uncooked 
eggs early in the morning. 

Almost the entire land in Kharan depends on flood water 
for its irrigation. There are only a few small tracts on land 
in \Vashuk, Palantak, Kallag, Nigwar and Nauroz-Kalat 
which can command a permanent supply of water. As 
already stated under Rainfall the soil in some parts of the 
country, after one good flood at the spring rains, retains the 
moisture sufficiently to produce a crop the following spring 
without any further watering. Flood water is carried to the 
fields by artificial channels and embankments. 

There is only one true hirt!ts in the country at Kharan 
Kal:l.t. The water of this hirets is only sufficient to supply 
the town with drinking water, and there is no surplus avail
able for irrigation purposes. There are two so-called hireses 
at Naurozabad and Mandi but they are properly speaking 
kaurfos or water channels, taking off from the Baddo river, 
an.t not true l:dtist!s. 
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The scientific explanation of a kares will be . found on 
rage 188 of the Gasetteer of Makrdn • 

Kall>~g, Nigwar, Washuk, Palantak and Nauroz-Kalat 
are the areas mainly irrigated by kaU1:jos· or artificial open 
channels. During the chiefship of Azad Khan a channel, 
called the Zonibad channel, was constructed under his orders 
to irrigate Zorabad, the tract of countr.v lying along the 
northern bank of the Baddo river between Sohr Baddo and 
Umari Chah. The chief dams in Kharan are the Shekhani 
Band, Bad Shah Band and Khargushki Band. The Khar
gushki Band is the most important and irrigates Jhalawan 
and Bakat. It is said to have been built in olden times. Any 
repairs necessary to these dams are performed by the people 
cultivating land in the area watered by the dam, who are 
collected under the Chief's orders. Any nomads or others 
in the neighbourhood are also impressed to. assist. Wells in 
Kharan, except in Dehgwar, are too deep to admit of much 
irrigation from them. 

·Information regarding tenants and tenures will be found 
in Chapter III. Rent consists in a share ofthe produce, after 
the revenue payable to the Chief has been deducted from it 
and is fixed according to the part taken by the tenant in the 

, production of the crop. 

In flood crop areas, if a tenant supplie3 labour only, imple
ments, bullocks and seed being found by the landlord, the 
tenant receives one-fifth or one-sixth of the produce. A 
tenant supplying bullocks as well as labour receives one-thirJ 
of the produce. A tenant supplying labour, .bullocks and 
half the seed receives half the produce. If the tenant 
supplies labour, bullocks and all the seed, the landlord 
takes one-third or one-fourth of the produce. A tenant who 
takes waste land and embanks and brings it under culti\'a
tion, ·has an occupancy right in such lands and pays the 
landlord from one-fourth to one-sixth of the produ~e: 
In Washuk, a Nakib has occupancy rights over all date 
trees planted by him. In the case of irrigated lands a 
tenant in return for only labour_ receives one-third of the 
grain produce, and one-fourth or one-fifth of the garden or 
date produce. These rates also apply to palesat or cucur
bitaceous crops. 
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In the Gwash and Sarawan nzabats and in Hurmagai there 
are lands forming the personal property of the Chief, ·These 
are let with occupancy rights at the rate of one-tenth of the 
produce as revenue and one-sixth of the remaining produce 
as rent. 

RENTS, 
\\"AGES AND 

PRICF.S. 

There is no cooly class in Kharan. The household work Wages. 

of every family is done by the members thereof, or by the 
servile dependants of those who possess them. Grain, as a 
rule, is ground by the women of the family in hand mills, but 
in other cases one-fourth of the amount ground goes to the 
grinders. There is one water mill at Nauroz-Kalat which 
works principally for the Chief. ·When grinding for others 
one-tenth is taken as wages. 

Camelmen are raid annually Rs. 4 to Rs. 6 and one y~ung
camel for every 40 she-camels grazed by them. They are 
also given their food. Shepherds are given annually their 
food, two changes of clothing, and ·one lamb or kid for 
every ten ewes or she-goats . 

.\t harvest time men, women and children work in the 
fields and receive one-twentieth of the amount cut by them. 

If a man has to hire bullocks to plough and sow his land, 
he pays the owner of the bullocks an amount of grain equal 
to half the seed sown. The village carpenter and blacksmith, 
who are always Loris, are given (a) in the case of flood crop 
lands one bundle of the crop for each plough :and 5 maunds 
per roo maunds of tke cleaned grain; a bundle is considered 
to be as much as one man can carry; (h) in the case of 
irrigated lands one bundle of the cut crop per field and one 
maund of grain per 100 maunds. The above amounts &re 
divided equally between the blacksmith and the carpenter. In 
return for these payments they are bound to keep the 
agricultural tools of the village in repair, but any new. tools 
made by them have to be separately paid for • 

.\soldier is paid in kind and clothing to the value of about 
Rs. 5 a month. If mounted, his horse or camel is supplied 
him. The mulld, in return for religious services and educat
ing the c~1ildren of the village, receives cooked food daily 
from every house and gifts of clothing, money and sheep at 
the festi\·als of the ld and at marriages and funerals. These 
payments are in addition to the ordinary saktit or charitable 
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gift of one-fortieth of each man's property or one-tenth of 
his land produce. 

Wheat, juari and dates form the staple foods of the people, 
and, in normal years, are sold at the following rates per 
rupee:-

Kharan Standard 
maunds. lbs. 

Wheat} 
Dates 5 32! 

juari 7 45~ 
Dates and wheat generally have the same value. The 

normal rate of gkl is 3~lbs. to the rupee. Wool sells at 4 
annas per fleece. 

Weights and measures are all of a very primitive nature. 
The Hindu banias have Indian standard weights and measur· 
ing rods, and in trade barter, these, or the Kalat seer of 88 
tola~, are accepted, but, for ·purely local transactions, 'the 
methods of weighing acd measuring are extremely crude and 
simple. 

The Khar:in maund, which.equals 3 Indian seers4chittacks 
or about 6llbs., is the only recognised weight. This, 
generally represented by a piece of stone, is used for 
weighing the Sardar's share of the date crop and such vege
tables ana fruit as are sold by weight. 

Grain is sold by wooden measures locally known as matz. 
They are made by the Loris, but are not tested as to their 
capacity or guaranteed in any way. Those used to measure 
the grain paid as revenue are supplied oy the Chief to the 
naib or collecting agent, ordinary persons contenting them
selves by comparing their household measures with those of 
the village elder or of their neighbours. Roughly a man 
holds a Kharan maund. 

·For ordinary household transactions the following measures 
of grain are in common use :

Vernacular Explanation. names. 
Churu 

Lap 
Khafo 
Chauk 

As much as can be held on 
the fingers of a hand 
exclusive of the palm. 

Half a handful. 
A handful. 
A double handful. 
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Roughly, u khafos make one Kbaran maund or man, and aoo 
Pnans make one gwdla or camel·load. Generally 4 handfuls 
of a man are considered to be equal to 5 of a woman. 
Fodder is not sold in Kharan, but a man's load of either 
wood or grass is called hadd. 

W&IGHTS 
ANP 

MEASURES. 

There are no troy weights. The only measure for liquids Other 
measure!! o£ 

is the chariki which is about one.fourth the size of a man, weight. 

For the area of a piece of land "the track of a pair of 
bullocks" is usually considered as the unit, This is about one 
acre and may be taken as the area that a pair of bullocks could 
plough and prepare for cultivation in one day. 

Measures of distance are very vague, and locally known as 
gwank, which means as far as a man's shout can be heard and 
llifakai·tawtir as far as the report of a gun will carry. Maisal 
i~ a term applied to a stage of a journey irrespective of its 
length, 

For linear measurements, cloth, etc., those in use are the 
gidi'sp, a span from nail of thumb to end of little finger, 
about 8 inches, and dast or areisk from the projecting 
bone cf a man's elbow over the end of the middle 
finger to the second knuckle joint. These are preferred 
by the natives to the hania's measuring rods, partly 
perhaps on account of long usage and old custom, but princi· 
pally probably by their idea that their invariable selection of 
the tallest and longest armed man of their party as the 
measuring unit, gives them a little the best of the deal. 

Besides the British Indian coins they have only the Persian 
/\iran, locally called nisi, valued at from 7t to 8 annas. 
There are no local coins, and currency notes are unknown. 

The local names for the Indian coins are:-

Local name. English name. 
paisa or dabal pice, 
do~abli half·anna, 
n~m shahi anna, 
shahi 2·anna piece, 
paw ali 4 , 
ncm rupai 8 , 
rupai or zar rupee. 

Superficial 
mea•ures. 

Measures 
of distance. 

Lin.ear 
measures. 

Cun-ency. 
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The· Muhammadan era and lunar months· are followeu . 
Watches, clocks and hour glasses are unknown, the variou-s 
divisions of the 24 hours being locally known as follows:.,....- · 

Local naine. Explanation. 
Sahar ••• The period a little before dawn. 
Ispeda rang, Sami 

bang or Murghai 
bang 

Numaz or Sohb 
Roch-tik 
Yak·neza 

Do-neza 

Sai-neza 

Chasht 

Dawn. 
Before sunrise. 
Sunrise. 
The period when the sun is one 

lance length high. 
The period when two lance lengths 

high. 
The period when th tee lance lengths 

high. (This term is rarely 
used). 

From 8 to 10 A.l\1. 

Sawara From 10 to 11 A.M. 

Nermoch or Nemroch Noon or mid-day till 2 P.M. 

Awal peshim I to 2 P.M. 

Peshim From 2 till 3, or in the summer 2 

Kazapeshim 
Digar 
Roch ershut 
Sham 

to 4•P.M. 

4 till 5 P.M • 

... Between 5 P.M. and sunset. 

..• Sunset .. 
The period I to 2 hours after sun

set and before it is actually 
dark. 

K~fi~ 8~12~~ 

Nem shaf Mid-night. . 
The night is divided into three divisions called bting, or 

crows of the cock, awal£, domi and saimi bang :-
Awali bang ... I2 mid-night till 2 J\.l\1. 

Domi bang •• • •• 2 till 4 A.M. 

Saimi bing.. . .. 4 till 6 A.M. 

The spread of the Pax Britannica, the cessation of raid!> 
and the consequent increased security afforded to life and 
property, have necessarily improved the material condition 
of the people. Kharan is, however, a very poor country, 
and its physical features do not, under present conditions, 
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offer prospect of much future improvement. . Its sandy 
deserts and scant rainfall render cultivation, except in a few 
place~, fitful and uncertain. It is aiso liable to long and 
continued droughts, which compel the people to emigrate in 
large numbers, either in the case of flockowners to the 
Helmand valley, or in the case of others to the Chagai 
District, to other parts of Baluchistan or to Sind. The 
construction of the Nushki railway and the opening out of 
the Chagai District has given work to many, and though the 
country is still in a most primitive state, the standard of 
livin~ is undoubtedly better than of old. Clothing, especially 
that of the women, has improved. British cottons, known 
as stihn and clzilwtir, have superseded the country made cloths 
formerly in u~e among the middle and poorer classes, while 
the more well-to-do wear a superior kind of cotton cloth 
called ki/Ubi; their women wearing embroidered and lined 
cloths called a/delta and alwdn, with silks for festive occa
sions, red being the predominant colour for all. Gold and' 
sih·er ornaments, too, are being worn on festive occasion~ by 
women of the better class in place of the beads formerly in 
vogue. For foot wear,. some of the better classes wear 
imported boots or others made ·on that model by their own 
shoe-makers ; the remainder continue the native made 
sandals of dwarf palm, camel-hide, or wood, or wear boots 
made of blanket and felt called surr. The huts of the few 
permanent villages show no improvement, being still con
structed of wattle, plastered with mud, while blanket tents 
form the dwellings of the nomadic majority. Some of the 
well-to-do possess rugs, saddle-bags and tin-made cooking 
utensils of European manufacture, but a few felts with cook
ing utensils and skins for holding water constitute the entire 
household goods of the majority. 

There are no reserved forests in Kharan nor are there any 
fuel or fodder reserves. The only tree protected from 
cutting is the pistachio. 

The tamarisk (Tamanx t~rliculata), called locally gas, 
grows to a consiJerable height in the beds of rivers, both 
in the hill gorges and in plains, but more especially in 
the Baddo and Sanip rivers and in the Rod-i-MashktH. 
In the beginning of June, when the hot wind (!i'il:tir) 
begins to blow, a sweet gum exudes from and driei 
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on the branches aud trunks of the trees. Before the 
commencement of Hje summer rains in July and August 
(wllicb would other wise wash it off the trees), this gum is 
collected by the "Vromen and children, and is both eaten by 
the people and u,;ed medicinally for coughs. There are 
three species of tamarisk called locally slzakar-ghas, shingir
ghas and siakghas. The first named species produces the 
best gum, and in the greatest abundance ; a gall (sdkor) i11 
also found on the other two species, which is exported to 
Sind and used for dyeing cloth. The tamarisk gum is 
exported to Nushki, Kalat, Jhalawan and Kachhi. The local 
Hindu shoJ;:keepers in Kharan give from 1 to 2 measures of 
wheat for a measure of sweet gum. The sweet gum 
produced in the Baddo and Sarap rivers is of a yellowish 
colour, while that gathered in the Rod-i-Mashkel is white. 

·No taxes are imposed on the collection of this gum. 
Another species of tamarisk (Celtis caucasica), locally called 
tdgas, grows abundantly all over the sands, and is the only 
tree or rather bush to be there found. It is the chief food 
of the Kharan camel. Its wood also forms a good fuel. · 

This tree grows all over the hills norlh-east and east of 
Kharcin. The pistachio forests belong to different sections, 
subject to the payment of revenue to the Chief of one-tenth, 
and in some cases of one-sixth of the producl!. The Ghazhol 
and Munjro river pistachio groves in the. north-east are 
claimed both by the Garr Sasolis of Kharan and the Zagar 
Mengals of Nushki. The forest ·of Gwarighan, close to 
Lijje and the Tafui pass, belongs to the Chief. The pistachio 
trees in the northern portion ofthe Garr hills are the property 
of the Sasolis and the Kambraris of Sara wan. Both these 
tribes are exempt from payment of any portion of the produce 
as revenue. The pistachio trees in the southern portion of 
the Garr hills are the property of the Kuchai Siahpads and 
the Taghapi Rakhshanis. The pistachio forests near 
Beseima belong partly to the Isazais of Beseima and partly 
to the Kuchai Siahpads. 

The pistachio tree bears fruit every alternate year and the 
fruit ripens in the middle of July, at which time the people 
flock to the hills, where they remain for about a fortnight 
gathering the fruit. The fruit is pounded and either eaten 
mixed with wheat flour and dates (pzis), or the oil is first 
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extracted from it, a kind of porridge made of the residue, t'oREsTs 
and the porridge eaten with bread with oil poured over it. 
This is called kaclzckan". 

In some cases, owing to the difficulty of conserving the 
pistachio forests, they are let out to tenants who gather the 
fruit and bring it in to the owners, receiving half the 
produce. The pistachio fruit is exported to Panjgur, Gidar, 
Surab, Kalat and N ushki. Owing to the fact that tdgas 
wood can be got everywhere, there is no demand in Kharan 
itself for pistachio wood as fuel. \Vood is, however, cut from 
the pistachio groves at the Bubaki pass and sold at Kalat. 

The minor forest products are the tamarisk gum already Minor forest 
mentioned, and a number of grains collected in times of products. 

famine from wild plants, viz., kulkuskt, magher, hunnu, 
hashsha and tag-as. 

Asafetida is found in fair quantities in the Raskoh hills Asafetida. 

between the Jalwar and Tatagar passes and the Bun:ip 
river. It is especially plentiful after good winter rains. 
There is a male and female plant which are known as kzUar 
/u'ng and pauni king respectively, the distinction being that 
the former has a large flower of a light straw colour, while the 
latter has none. The drug is extracted from the female plant 
only. The stem is from 1 to 2l feet long and from 3 to 4 in-
ches thick, and the leaves somewhat resemble those of the 
large Indian beetroot. The collectors are usually Ghilzais, 
who arrive during April and May, and stay for the greater part 
of the summer. They divide themselves into groups of about 
ten rersons each and allot portions of the land to each group. 
The plant is protected from the sun by a small hut made of 
stones, and when it begins to ripen, an incision is made in 
the stem and the sap or juice which exudes is collected in 
skins and dried in the sun. Fresh incisions are made at 
intervals, and each plant is able to give from three to four 
collection'>. It is estimated that the asafetida produced from 
one stalk usually amounts to about a pound and sometimes 
more. Good asafetida ought to be of a pale yellow colour, 
and the price of the drug in the Quetta market varies from 
Rs. 20 to Rs. 100 a maund. 

The young plant is also eaten as vegetable stewed in 
butter and is ~onsidered a great delicacy. Condiments are 
made from the dried leaves. 
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The cultivation of the pistachio is capable of great exten
sion, but under present circu!Ustances the population is too 
scanty, too poor and too wanting in enterprise to undertake 
any such plantation. In the Dehgwar niabat the cultivation 
of the date palm might also be extended over a large area 
estimated at about soo square miles, which at present con
tains a few scattered date groves only, and in which water 
is found at a depth of a few feet. It is probable also that the 
planting of this area with trees would mitigate the severity 
of the hot winds which at present sweep across it, covering 
with sand any attempts at cultivation, and thus lead to an 
eventual extension of agriculture. But in any case it seems 
certain that the production of the date might be enormously 
increased ~n Dehgwar, 

No expert investigation has ever been made into the 
mineral resources of the country. The only m_ineral at 
present found is salt . 
. Salt obtained from Wadian and Wad-i-Sultan is known 

as "male" (wad) and " female" (j'anai wad). The latter 
is lighter and preferred for pt•rposes of consumption. Analy
sis of the samples showed that both the " male" and 
"female" salt are particularly identical in composition. They 
possess a high proportion of sodium chloride, averaging 
about g8 per cent., and were very pure for natural deposits. 
The remainder is composed of sodium sulphate, insoluble 
matter and moisture. ·The salts, ,therefore, are of the kinds 
usual in Northern In~ia and fully described in Mr. Center's 
"Notes on Rek and Alkalz' Soils and Saline Well Waters'' 1F 

Potassium nitrate does not occur in any appreciable quantity. 
Kharan has neither arts nor manufactures, while even the 

domestic arts of embroidery, weaving, dyeing, carpet and 
felt making are practised on a very limited scale, and merely 
to the extent of the household requirements. This is due 
to the backward condition of the country, its distance from 
the beaten track, to the extra household work thrown on th<l 
women by their nomadic life, and to their inability to purchase 
even the few materials required for their work. 

Embroidery, though general throughout Baluchistan, is 
little practised in Kharan, and the wearing of embroidered 
clothing is, among the ordinary population, the exception 

• Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XUI, l'art 4, liS!!~. 
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rather than the rule. The designs are of the simplest kind, 
the best being worked in silk and the others in white or 
coloured thread. Fo:- women's clothing it consists of fitre 
pieces, a pair of cuffs, a large breast piece for the front of 
their long shifts, a long piece or panel from the waist to the 
skirt and the collar. A man when he wears any has a 
little on his sleeves, at the opening of his shirt-front and on 
the skirts, while a young bridegroom will occasionally have 
some on the ends of his trousers: 

This is restricted to the Siahpads of Kallag, who· grow a 
little cotton on the lower slopes of the Ras Koh hills and 
weave small quantities of cloth for their own use and in 
part payment of revenue. They sow in June and pick 
tho cotton in the followin~ October and November. The 
cotton is cleaned by a primitive wooden machine called 
charik, requiring two persons to work it and spun on an 
equally primitive spinning wheel called a ckarr.. Two 
qualities are made called ckiltari, with forty threads to 
the warp, and skase tan·, with sixty. The former is 
tendered in payment of revenue and the latter retained for 
household \l:.e. It is rarely sold, but when it is or paid as 
revenue in kind, it is valued cki'ltari at 20, and shast tari 
at 12 hands per rupee. Pieces of similar cloth were found 
in the old tombs at l\Ushkel which are computed to be at 
,least a thousand years old. 

Silk weaving is unknown, but mulberry trees are very 
plentiful in "Kallag and could be increased indefinitely. 

The making of carpets is now almost unknown, while 
that of rugs is, as a rule, restricted to the supply of house
hold wants. This is largely due to the fact that the wool 
is readily bought up by the Hindu shopkeepers, who export 
it to India at a large profit, and the people prefer to sell it 
as soon as the shearing is over, keeping only a sufficient 
quantity for their own needs. 

A rug or carpet takes from three to six months to finish 
according to size and quality. The wool preferred is that 
from the sheep's back shorn in April and washed before 
shearing. After the wool is collected, the women do the 
rest of the work. First the wool is well beaten, cleaned 
and pressed in small circular rolls. It is then spun on the 
1~/lall or spindle, after which it is dyed and, when dry, is 
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woven. A good weaver can do three or four spans of a 
plain carpet a day, but three inches of one containing a de
sign to be worked in is considered a good day'~ work. 

As stated above the making of these rugs is confined 
almost entirely to supplying household wants, they are con
sequently of inferior make and poor design. The people, 
however, demand exorbitant prices for them, even to a 
bullock or two-year old camel for an ordinary red and green 
rug 12 feet by 5, and Rs. 10 to 15 for a common dart' of 
similar size made of camel and goat's hair mixed with wool. 

The making of felt (tappur) is very common, particularly 
among the nomads, from whom it is often accepted in pay
ment of taxes. It is an easy process. 

The wool is prepared, cleaned and dyed as for carpets, 
then, with the assistance of as many neighbours as can be 
collected, an old felt of the required size is laid out, and the 
wool spread over it to the proper thickness. A second layer 
of wool containing the designs (which have been settled 
and prepared beforehand) is then laid over the first ( this 
is termed naskkh hirrag). Warm water is then sprinkled 
over it and the whole carefully rolled up, well wetted with hot 
water, and then rolled over and over and beaten for about four 
hours, when the new felt is taken out and placed in the sun. 
This is repeated for three days, wool being added if required. 
After this, provided it has not been seen by a pregnant woman . 
or sat upon by a man, either of which it is said wou.Jd infallibly 
spoil it, it is considered finished and ready for use. 

Rugs and ordinary carpets are made by the Kambraris of 
Sarawan and by the Sohrs, Taghapis, Rekis, Muhammad 
Hasnis and Kuchai Siahpads. 

Ropes, grain-bags and the -blankets of their tents are also 
made by the nomads from goat's hair, black hair being 
selected for the blankets. Camel hair is used for making 
loading ropes, camel strings and also for grain bags and coarse 
carpets, the warp in such cases being made of sheep's wool. 

' Even in KMran the indigenous permanent dyes are being 
superseded by the cheaper and less lasting imported ones, 
with the result that the cultivation of madder and other 
plants required mainly for these purposes is dying out. 

The principal colours used are red, green, black and 
yellow, red being by far the most popular. 
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first boiled in water with lak and left in the water until next Tuus. 
morning. It is then partially dried· and reboiled, madder Red. 
being added to the water, and again left soaking until the 
next day when, if not of the required tint, it is again 
boiled. 

After cleaning, soaking and beating with sticks it is dyed Green 
lightly with indigo (if possible, this part is done by a 
professional dyer). It is then soaked for half an hour in 
alum water, and then for 24 hours in water strongly charged 
with pounded pomegranate husks. 

For this, kluigltal (mak in Baluchi) and pnulmak with Black. 
pomegranate husks are used. 

If turmeric (ali'gdar), which is expensive, is not procurable, Yellow. 
the thread is boiled with patkk or gctlt leaves which produce 
a reddish yellow. 

A shop is kept up in the capital, but it is maintained by Blacksmiths. 
the Chief, mainly for the repair of the guns and weapons 
of his troops. Inferior Martini and Snider cartridges are 
also manufactured. 

The boots (surr), already described and worn by camel- Leather 
herds, and white leather sandals (cltawat), are made by the work. 
people from camel hide for their own use. 

Skins for holding water and for keeping flour being a Tanning. 
necessity in every household, tanning, but in a very rude 
fashion, forms part of the education of every woman in 
Kharan. The skin is first kept for a couple of days in salt, 
after which, to remove the hair, it is rubbed with the pounded 
stalks of a bush called skz"tkir. It' is then sewn into the 
required shap<:~ and filled with the bruised stalks and leaves 
of another bush called poglz. It is then placed in water 
and left to soak for about a week when it is considered 
tanned, For some days after, the skin is constantly rinsed 
out, and when all smell has gone is ready .for use. Skins for 
holding glti are called sik and are tanned somewhat differ-
ently. After removal of the hair or wool and sewing, the 
skin is thoroughly soaked in a thick paste made by boiling 
down dates, filled with date juice, and so kept for tea to 
fourteen days when, after cleaning and rinsing, it is fit for use. 

Curd is churned and butter made in a third description 
of skin, usually of sheep skin, called kisali., which is tanned as 
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follows : The wool or hair being removed as before, a strong 
decoction of naromb, or tamarisk, or babul tree husks boiled 
in water is prepared. The skin is boiled for some time in 
this and left in the water till next morning. It is then 
taken out, inflated and hung in the shade to dry. When 
dry it is well smoked with the smoke of burnt flour, and 
tamarisk wood when it is ready for use. 

Leather for making sandals, women's shoes, etc., is salted, 
the hair removed, and then soaked for about a month in 
water containing a quantity of pomegranate husks. There 
are a few shoemakers in the employ of the Chief at the 
capital, Kharan-Kalat, who make, out of leather imported 
from Quetta and from Persia, sword belts, saddlery, harness, 
women's shoes, etc., for the use of the Chief and his 
following. 

Good gun stocks are made in the Chiefs factory. The 
Loris are the carpenters as well as the blacksmiths and 
musicians of the country. · In addition to repairing the 
woodwork of agricultural implements on contract, the 
carpenters make wooden pots, grain measures, bedsteads, 
etc., of tamarisk wood, coloured in red, green and black, 
for sale to the people. The price of a pot or measute 
ranges from once to twice the amount of grain it will hold. 
The Loris, as stated under Population, wander from place 
to place and are never stationary for bng. 

There is no permanently settled class of gold or silver
smiths in Kharan. The people often get the ornaments 
they require made in Kalat. There are, however, a few 
wandering Loris who carry on the business and are called 
sargar, but in seasons of drought, they emigrate to Jhalawan, 
Panjgur, Nushki or Sind, visiting Kharan only in favoura
ble years when grain is plentiful. The tools used by these 
Loris are of the same primitive kind as are in vogue in 
other parts of Baluchistan. 

There is no information available as to the former trade 
of Kharan, but so great was the insecurity of life and pro
perty in old days owing to external raids and counter-raids 
and internal tribal feuds, that it may safely be presumed that 
the trade of the country was insignificant. Azad Khan 
checked the Seistani and Damni raids which were the 
terror of the country, and it was in his time that property 
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became reasonably secure, and Hindu traders first entered 
the country. Haji Abdun Nabi writes that there was one 
resident Hindu trader in KMran-Kalat in 1838 when he 
visited the place, but that others came to the country at 
harvest time. In the time of Azad Khan an export trade 
from Kharan to Kalat of camels, sheep, wool and ghl was 
opened up by the Hindu and Afghan traders at Kalat. Grain 
also, according to Haji Abdun Nabi, was in 1838 being 
exported from Kharan, both to Kalat and Panjgur, dates 
from Washuk to Nushki and Kalat. The encouragement 
given to trade by the present Chief and the increased 
security and immunity from raids since the country came 
under British influence, combined with the opening out of 
the Ch~gai District, have done much to foster such trade as 
the country is capable of. 

Kharan has trade relations with the Helmand valley and 
Garmsel, with Nushki, Kalat, Sarawan, Jhalawan, Makran 
and Jalk, and should be favourably situated as regards trade, 
but the poverty and sterility of the country is so great that, 
under present conditions, the trade can never be of any 
importance. 

The expor~s of Kharan are camels, sheep, goats, wool, 
ghi, dates, asafetida, pistachio, honey, tamarisk gum and the 
wild grains magher and danichk. Camels, as already stated, 

· are mainly exported to the llelmand valley and GarmstH in 
exchange for wheat. Sheep and goats used formerly to be · 
exported to Kalat, but Nushki, where good prices are 
obtained, now forms the best market. The trade in wool 
and gM is largely in the hands of the Hindus at Kharan
Kalat, who send agents over the country collecting their 
wool and ghl from the people for export to Nulihki. In the 
Chdgai Ga3Clteer the export of these commodities from 
Kharan to Nushki b 190-J-5 is given as wool Rs. 4o,ooo, ghi 
Rs. 3o,ooo. \Vool and ghf are also exported by the people 
themselves from Kharan to Panjgur and exchanged for 
piece-goods and dates. 

About 3,ooo Indian maunds of the superior description of 
date called ra!Jbi are estimated to be exported annually from 
\Vashuk to different places. According to the Chdga& 
Gasetteer the exports of Kharan dates for. 1904-5 to Nusbki 
amounted to the value of Rs. •s,ooo. 
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Dates are also taken by the Khaninis themselves to 
Nushki, exchanged for piece-goods, and the latter again 
taken to Helmand and GarmsP.I and exchanged at a profit 
for grain. Often this is done in partnership, one man 
supplying transport to carry the dates of others and taking 
half the grain received in exchange for the goods bartered. 

The trade in asafetida is entirely in the ha~ds of Ghilzai 
Afghans who come to Kharan early in May, and after depo
siting a sum of money with the Chief, obtain a permit to 
collect the drug in the Ras Koh hills. The amount of the 
drug collected is brought to Kharan-Kalat, weighed by the 
ChiePs treasurer, and the octroi on it assessed and deducted 
from the deposit money. The balance, if any, is then 
repaid to Afghans. The drug is exported by the latter to 
India. Pistachio fruit is exported by the people themselves 
to Gidar, Surab, Panjgur, Ka13.t and Nushki, and there 
exchanged for grain or dates. Particularly good honey is 
got in the ~as Koh hills. A plant called locally alonj grows 
in profusion over the hills after the spring rains. Wild bees 
collect the honey from the flowers of the tUonj and other 
plants, and construct their honey-combs among the hills. 
Some of these combs yield from ro to 15lbs. of honey. 
The Siahpads collect the honey in &kins in May or June ; 
and ·if there have been good rains in the winter and spring, 
a second crop of honey is collected in August. Formerly, 
before the recent succession of years of drought, the trade in 
Kharan honey used to be much larger. The trade has 
now greatly decreased partly owing to drought and partly 
because the people have a superstition that to rob the bees of 
their honey will bring calamity on the robber. Honey sells 
at the same rate as ghi, and is either sold to the Hindus or 
exported by the people to Nushki, Padag and Dalbandin. 
Tamarisk gum (shakargas) is collected in large quantities by 
the people and exchanged with Hindu traders for wheat at 
the rate of two measures of wheat to one of gum. It is 
exported via Nushki to Quetta and elsewhere. The wild 
grains, magher and danichk, are collected by the people and 
bartered for grain or cloth with the Hindus, who export them 
to Nushki, Quetta and Shikarpur. 

The main imports into Kharan are piece-goods, grain, 
oil, rice, sugar, tea, spices, thread, leather, iron, tin and 
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tobacco. Piece-goods form the most important import. 
The value of the imports of Indian piece-goods from 
Nushki in 1904-5 is estimated to have been Rs. 6o,ooo. 
P1ece-goods are also imported from Panjgur in exchange 
for wool and ghl. Five kinds of cotton cloths are 
imported int\J the country, viz., sahn, chi/war, a/wan, salm 
tktJli and alacha. Sahn and chzlwar are white unbleached 
cottons, used for men's garments. Chihvar, a cheaper in
ferior quality and coarser than sahn, is used by the poorer 
classes. A/wan and sahn theli are red cottons, used for 
women's garments, sahn theli being the cheaper, coarser cloth 
used by the poorer classes. Alacha, which is of various 
colours, is used for making women's trousers. Chintzes, 
locally known as chkit, are also much used for the garments 
of women and children. Grain is mostly imported from the 
Helmand valley and Garms61, and to a lesser degree from 
Jhalawan and Sarawan. There is no record of the annual 
amount imported. . Oil, rice, sugar and tea are estimated to 
have been imported into Kharan from Nushki in 1904-5 to 
the value of Rs. IO,ooo. Of these commodities oil forms the 
largest import, being much in demand for oiling the long 
locks of hair worn by the men, also as a remedy for camel 
diseases. Rice is imported both from Nushki and Panjgur, 
but the consumption of it is not large. The imports. of tea 
and sugar are small, those luxuries being beyond the means 
of the ordinary Kharani. Spices and thread are imported in 
small quantities. Leather, iron and tin are also imported in 
fair quantities and a little mercury. 

The exports of Kharan are mainly to Nushki and thence 
through the Hindu traders at that place to Quetta, Shikarpur 
and Karachi, from which places also most of the imports are 
received. In former days a trade in dates used to exist with 
Jalk, Dizzak and Mirjawa, but owing to the insecurity of the 
route through the Damni country, this trade has fallen off. 
There are, however, considerable openings for trade with 
the Persian provinces bordering on Kharan if the security of 
the roures could be guaranteed. Khanin receives a good 
supply of dates from Panjgur. Tobacco is also imported into 
Kharan from Sarawan. 

Most of the trade of Kharan is in the hands of the Hindu 
traders at the capital, Kharan-Kalat, the majority of whom 
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are agents of the Hindu shopkeepers of Nushki. These men, 
again send sub-agents, sometimes Hindus but often locaf 
men, throughout the country collecting produce from th~ 

. people. In Washuk, Mashkel and Gwash a few shops are 
to be found kept by people of the country who barter cloth, 
oil, sugar, etc., for wool, ghi and grain, disposing of the 
latter again to the Hindus and their agents. 

It is said that previous to the time of Azad Khan, owing 
to the disturbed state of the country, no Chief ventured to 
levy octroi dues or to establish posts for that purpose, Azad 
Khan, however, introduced the system of sung or transit dues, 
and according to Haji Abdun Nabi, who visited Kharan 
in 1838, the dues then levied by Azad Khan were-

1 jooreeor piece of coarse cotton cloth (value about one 
rupee) per load. 

2 joorees on every camel purchased in the district. 
1 rupee Kashanee (equivalent to twelve annas) on every 

load of grain~ · 
Sung is now levied by the Kharan Chief on articles exported 

from or imported into his country at the following rates :-

Exports j1om Kharan. 

\Vool ... Rs. 10 4 o per camel load of 8 

standard maunds. 
GM 

" 
8 4 o per camel load of 6 

standard maunds. 
Wheat .. I 2 0 do. do. 
Dates " I 10 0 do. do. 
Asafetida 

" 
2 8 o per standard maund. 

Camel {" 3 0 o per grown-up camel. ... 
o per camel colt. JJ I 0 

Bullock 
" 0 8 o per head. 

Donkey , 0 4 0 do. 
Horse 

" 5 0 0 do. 
Mag her ... } " .I 2 0 per camel load of 6 
Ddnichk ... standard maunds. 
Shakargas ... JJ I 10 0 do. do. 
Sheep or goat 

" 0 2 3 per head. 

imports into Khardn. 

Cloth, groceries, oil, } Rs, o 0 6 per rupee on original 
leather, etc. price. 
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Imports of grain are exempt from all taxation. Unladen 
camels, passing from Kharan to Jalk and Dizzak are charged 
annas 4 per camel and no further octroi. But if they return to 
Kharan laden, octroi is charged as above. Octroi is never 
levied by contract, but always direct by the Chief. The 
penalty for fraudulent evasion of payment of octroi is ten 
times the original amount. 

The annual revenue derived by the Chief from octroi is 
estimated as follows :-

Rakhshan-Panjgur octroi receipts 

Mashkcl receipts 

Receipts on exports to Nushki ... 

Receipts on imports into Kharan 

Total 

Rs. 

4,000 

z,ooo 

s,ooo 

1,000 

12,000 
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The Kharan Cuief has (1904) four thdnas in the Rakhsnan Places 

\·alley at Zayak, Shireza, Nag-i-Kalat and Kenagi Chah where octroi 
is taken. 

and two in Raghai at Kullan-i-dap and Tank. There are 
also tluinas at the following places :-

Name of thdna. 

Pathk 
(T 3.f ui pass) 

Kohpusht 
(Geden) 

Tatagar route ••• 
(Zard) 

JUs.ini pass 

Remarks. 

On the route to Nushki via the 
• Tafui pass. This thdna also watches 

the roures via LiJje and the Bubaki 
pass. to Kalat and via the Pahrod 
pass to Padag and Nusbki. 

Which watches other and more west-· 
erly routes to Padag. This post will 
probably be moved, as it is posted 
on the Chagai side of the water
shed. 

On the route via Tatagar pass to 
Dalbandin. 

To watch that rcute. This thana is 
not fixed, being sometimes at Hur
magai. Patrols are also sent (rom 
H urmagai fort to Galachah to watch 
the routes from Dalbandin and the 
Helmand into Kharan. Patrols from 
Ladgasht watch the routes west of 
Galachah, except the Rahrav route, 
where there is a fixed post 
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Name of lhdna. 
Tank-i-Grawag 

Palantak 

Azhdaha route ••• 

Garruk river ••• 

KHARAN. 

Remarks. 
A post was established here, but was 

withdrawn owing to objections by 
the ndzim of M'\kran and the Nau
sherwanis of Kuhak. ,The Tank·i
Zurrati route. is watched by patrols 
sent out under the orders of the 
Chief's ndib in the Rod-i-Mashkel. 

A post here watches the route from 
Panjgur to Mashkel and other 
places. 

A post on this route watches the road 
leading from Washuk to Panjgur. 

A temporary post is sometime'! posted 
on this river. A certain amount of 
trade passes by this route to and 
from Nal, Gidar, etc. 

·Each post consists of a few sepoys who patrol the routes, 
recover the octroi, and give written passes in exchange. 
With the .exception of octroi, no further taxes are levied on 
traders. 

Khanin, as has been described in Chapter I, Physical 
Aspects, forms a vast sandy desert, to cross the centre of 
which is a matter of extreme difficulty owing to the want 
of water and forage, to the sandstorms which occur, to the 
ridges of shifting sand which have to be crcssed, and to the 
danger arising from the large number of venomous snakes 
'which infest the desert. Travellers, therefore, rarely cross 
the desert, but prefer to travel round the edge of it along the 
gravelly skirts of the Ras Koh and Siahan Ranges. Of the 
routes crossing the Siahan Range. to the south, the best are 
the Garruk pass leading to Rakhshan via Beseima; Paliaz pass 
leading via Rakhshan to Nal; and the Azhdaha route via 
Rakhshan to Panjgur. The latter is the trade route most 
commonly used between north-east Kharan and Panjgur. All 
the remaining routes crossing the SiaMn Range are difficult. 
Similarly of the routes crossing the west~rn Jhalawan or 
Garr hills to the east, the best for traffic are the long route 
via the Bubaki pass leading to Uasht-i-Goran and Nimargh 
and the route over the Tafui pass to Nushki. The latter is 
the trade route b~tween Kharan,. Nushki and Quettk. The 
easiest routes leading out of Kharan, however, are those 
crossing the Ras Koh to the north, especially the Pahrod 
pass leading to Padag via the Bunap river ; the Pir Puchi 
and Tatagar passes leading via Dalbandin to Cha.gai ; and 
the Rasani pass. Of these the latter is the most difficult. 



TRANSPORT. 

The two main lines of communication traversing the country MEANs OF 

are:-
(a) Kalat-Mashkel route via Kharan-Kalat and Hurmagai 

&bout 283 miles or 17 stages. 
(b) Nushki-Panjgur route via Kharan-Kalat, about 241 miles 

or x6 stages. 
These routes cross one another at the capital, Kharan-
Kalat. Should the Pasni-Panjgur bridle path be at any 
time carried on across Kharan towards the Helmand valley, 
it would cross the Nushki-Panjgur route at Palantak and 
the Kalat-Mashkel route at Rod-i-Mashkel. Details of 
these two main routes and of the subsidiary routes taking off 
from them will be found in the route list (Appendix IV). The 
sepoys of the various octroi posts are responsible for the safety 
of the respective routes watched by them, while it forms the 
duty of the Ntiib of Mashkel to guard the routes leading to 
Persian territory; and of the Nai'b of Hurmagai to guard the 
Rasani pass, the Galachah, and other routes to the west of it. 

There is no wheeled traffic in Kharan, and all transport is 
done by camel or donkey. As in the Chagai District, though 
Kharan is pre-eminently a camel-breeding country and there 
are large numbers of camels in it, it is difficult to obtain 
local transport, as the animals are kept mainly for breeding 
pllrposes, the number of females, as already stated, amount
ing to about So per cent. of the whole. There is no par
ticular tribe or class in the country who make a speciality of 
camel transport work, nor are there fixed rates of hire. As 
in Chagai female camels are often used for purely local trade, 
but they are only able to carry light loads and move by short 
stages. The local rates of hire ( 1905) for camels are-

. Per camel carrying a load 
of 4 to 5 standard maunds. 

From Kharan-Kalat to Nushki ... Rs. 3 
., Kalat .. Dalbandin .. Neil 

•• Washuk .. Panjgur .. Mashkel .. Chagai .. Garmsel 

•• Helmaod 

,. 3 to 4 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

3 to 
4 
J-8 

3 
8 to 10 

9 to 12 

4 
8 

u to 15 
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There areno post offices in Kharan at present (1905). 
There is a political munshi at Ladgasht under the orders 

of the Political Agent, Kalat, and communication with him is 
kept up by a political post carried by camel sowars every 
alternate day between Ladgasht and Dalbandin via Gala
chah. The Kharan Chief sends, generally every other day, 
to the Government Post Office at Padag on the Nushki
Seistan route for any ]etters there may be for Kharan
Kalat. 

There are no telegraph offices in Kharan, the nearest 
being those on the Nushki-Seistan route at Nushki, Padag 
or Dalbandin. It is proposed (1905) to construct a tele
graph line from Karachi via Las Bela and Panjgur to Kila 
RoMt on the Nushki-Seistan trade route. This line will 
probably cross Kharan. 

Kharan is proverbially"' known as " the place of the 
wretched," and scarcity is generally the rule rather than the 
exception in the country. As in Makran and else~bere, the 
primary cause of scarcity is the want of sufficient rain in winter 
and spring, on which the pasturage and the greater part of 
the cultivation are dependent. Other causes of scarcity are 
devastation, caused by locusts and disease in the crops or 
among the flocks. Actual famine in Kbaran, however, is 
almost unknown ; the reasons being abundance of dates, 
the scantiness of the population, and the fact that the 
people are so inured to hardship from childhood that 
they can, in bad ·years, eke· out an existence on the 
seeds of colocynth, maghir and other wild products, 
which grow in abundance in the sands and bills. The 
nomadic habits of the people and the fact that the majority 
of them are flock-owners are also additional safeguards 
against actual starvation. The failure or otherwise of the 
crops in Garmsel and the Helmand valley from which the 
people of south-west Kharan obtain their grain, or in Panjgur 
in Makran and Nat in Jha1awan which supply north-eastern 
Kbaran, greatly affect the condition of the people. Records 
in possession of the present Chief show that abou.t A.D. 
1764 a severe period of famine caused the people of Kharan 
to migrate in different directions to other parts of Baluchistan 
and to Seistan and Mghiinistan and that the then ruler of 

• Kbaran ja-e-Kinvdrdn. 
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Khanin obtained permission from Ahmad Shah Durr:ini to FAMINE. 

forcibly repatriate his scattered subjects. It. is stated that 
the custom of the Kharan Chiefs of keeping reserve supplies 
of grain for the assistance of the people in times of scarcity 
originated from this time. The late Chief Azad Khan also 
remitted all octroi on imports of grain into Kharan, its 
export only being taxed. Successive years of drought from 
1897 to 1902, culminating in a visitation of locusts in the 
latter year, reduced the people to great straits, and about a 
third of the population emigrated to Sind and elsewhere. 
During this period the price of grain rose as high as 4 seers 
per rupee, and there was great mortality among the live-
stock and camels in the country. 

The famine foods eaten by the people in times of scarcity 
are the following:-

Kulkusld, or the seed of the colocynth, which grows 
abundantly in the sands. The seeds are first soaked for a 
fortnight in water, which is changed daily to remove their 
bitter taste and purgative effects. They are then dried, 
ground, mixed with wheat or juari flour and baked into 
cakes. 

Alagher (Rumex vesi'ca,.ius) grows very abundantly in the 
dry crop tracts, and when crops fail, the spring maglzer harvest 
is much used as a famine food.. The people are so fond of it 
that during the months of .March· and April, when it ripens, a 
considerable migration takes place to the localities where it 
is to be found in abundance. The collection is left to the . 
women and children, who will be seen out early every 
morning plucking the ears. After being plucked, the ears 
are rubbed in the hands to separate the seed which is received 
in the lap. The grain is afterwards spread on the hard pat in 
the sun to dry. After drying, the seed is winnowed and 
such as is not required for immediate use; is stored for 
consumption during the winter. When dry it is ground and 
afterwards baked into cakes, either with or without an 
admixture of wheat or juari flour. When fresh, maglu!r 
leaves are eaten both cooked and uncooked. Two women 
and four children can collect, during the season, from 
10 to 15 standard maunds of maglzer. 

If the people have a sufficient quantity of food grains, the 
maghir is exported to Nushki and Sind. Much of what is 
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Fnu:sE. exported passes through Nushki to Quetta, Mastung, Kal:H 
and Shikarpur, wherd the Hindus eat it on their fasting days, 
called gidras or akadshi. It is considered a suitable food 
for use in days of fast owing to its want of substance. The 
average quantity annually exported is estimated at a hundred 
maunds. \Vhen bartered •\- measures of maghir are 
generally exchanged (Qr one of wheat. 

The seeds of bunnu, hdShsha and ttighas are also eaten by 
the people in times of famine. 

Protecti"e The Kharan Chiefs have been in the habit, as already 
measures. related, of issuing advances of grain to the people in times 

of scarcity, t.:> be recovered from better harvests. No profit 
or interest is charged on such grain advances. No other 
special means of famine protection are adopted. 



CHAPTER III. 

ADMINISTRATIVE. 

As has been pointed out in Chapter I, it is only since the .\DMINISTRA-
TION AND 

end of the seventeenth century that any clear light is thrown STAFF. 

on the history of KMnin. From that time we find Mir 

Purdil (who, as far as can be ascertained, was the tenth 

Nausherwani Chief of Kharan) and his succe.ssors at the head 

of the collection of small and disconnected tribal groups which 

compose the population of Kharan. The Nausherwani Chiefs 

offered allegiance and service to Persia, Afghanistan or Kalat 

as circumstances dictated, but aimed ever at the indepen-

dence which, partly owing to their physical prowess and 

ability and partly to the poverty and inaccessibility of their 

country, they succeeded in maintaining to a considerable 

degree till the establishment of British supremacy ·in 

Baluchistan. The essential difference between the form of 

administration in Kharan and that of the States which sur-

round it is that there are no tribal chiefs in KMran and the 

Chief directly rules his people through the medium of the 

officials whom he appoints. In 1883-4 Sir Robert Sandeman 

visited Kharan and the then Chief, Azad Khan, acknowledged 

British suzerainty and that of the Khan of Kalat and con-

sented to sit in darbtir among the Sarawan Sardars of the 

Brahui confederacy. A few mo~ths later he visited Quetta 

and a n~ore independent position was conceded to him by 

the arrangement that in future the· Kharan Chief should 

Jeal direct with the British Political Agent at Kalat instead 

of through the Khan or his officials. 
9 
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For purposes of internal administration. Kharan is divided 
into the following nidoats with the staff specified:-

Niaiat._ Nai!Js. Wd:il. Honorary Overseers 
lt"tiib. (gasin). 

I. Sarawao 
2. Sbimshio with 

Salambek 

3· Gwish 
4. Hurmagai-. . .. 
5· MashktH aod 

Debgwar 3 
6. Washuk, with 

Palaotak 2 2 

1· Rakhshao with 
Beseima aod 
Zayak 2 

Total ••• 11 4 2 2 

As regards the Chiefs personal staff there is the Shih
ghasi who is the Chiefs general assistant and adviser in the 
conduct of public affairs and resides at Kharan-Kalat. He 
is the only person entitled to appear at darhtirs armed in the 
Chiefs presence. All orders passed by the Chief are executed 
through him. During the Chiefs absence from the country he 
exercises the full powers of the Chief1 to whom he is respon
sible for the maintenance of peace and order and the collec
tion ofthe revenues. etc. 
- The ntiihs are responsible for all matters connected with 
the cultivation of the soil, for the collection of the revenue, 
and the maintenance of peace and order. They correspond 
direct with the Chief and during his absence with his deputy. 
They refer all serious cases to the Chief: other cases are 
decided by the ntiihs. but if the parties are not satisfied with 
the ndih's award they have the right of appeal to the Chief. 

The 'liJtlklls are the assistants of the ndios. They help 
them in the"ir duties and act for them in their absence. The 
ndios and 'liJtlklls are permanent employes and all are paid in 
kind. /r:tiihs and makils receive about 15 Kharan maunds of 
grain and about 15 cubits of cloth per mensem. Sometimes 
dates are substituted for a portion of the grain. 
• Honorary ntiihs are also employed in the Shimshan-Salam

bek and Washuk nUihau. The latter collects the grazing 
tax and receives one-tenth of the realization as remuneration. 
The hon~rary mHo in the Shimsban-Salambek maoat is 
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employed to collect the sung or tax on camels sold for ADMINISTRA

export and to guard against attempts to evade payment of ~~~~F~ND 
the due. He is given a khillat occasionally by the Chief, 
but no fixed allowances. He is also responsible for the 
collection from camel-owners of camels required for the 
transport of the Chief's kit when he proceeds on tours, etc. 

As already pointed out there are no recognised tribal JUDICIAL. 

chiefs in Kharan and the tribal system of deciding cases 
through the medium of takkaris (headmen) and village 
elders is only practised in petty disputes referred to 
them by the parties concerned. All civil and criminal 
cases are referred either to the ntiihs or the Chief, 
and justice is administered on very primitive lines in 
accordance with the provisions of the Muhammadan Law or 
local custom. The Chief holds his court in the open air 
under a tree, or in one of the shops in the new hazar. The 
parties come one by one and explain their complaints to the 
Chief, who, after hearing both sides, either decides the case 
himself or transfers it to the SMhghdsi or the Qasi. All 
decisions are subject to confirmation by the Chief, who, on 
occasions, modifies the awards of the Shahghasi or the Qast" 
on an appeal to him by the parties. At present (1go6) there 
is only one Qasi at head-quarters, and only those cases are 
referred to him in which the parties agree to the disposal of 
their complaints according to Muhammadan Law, or show 
dissatisfaction with the award given. The Qasi receives 
40 Kharan maunds equal to about 3! standard rnaunds of 
grain per mensem, also Rs. so in cash per annum, and 
kllillats on the /d festivals. He also receives from some of 
the people the sal<dt or charitable gift of one-fortieth of the 
individual's cash property and one-tenth of the land produce. 
This last payment is, however, not compulsory, and he is 
not entitled to any payment from the parties to a case. 

The Chief recovers one-fourth of the amount or property 
decreed in civil suits decided at head-quarters or in the 
m'tibats through the intervention of the Chiers officials. 
This rule is, however, not rigidly enforced, and the chief 
sources of judicial income are the heavy fines imposed by 
the Chief in criminal cases, which have resulted in checking 
litigation to an appreciable extent. 
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The Chief claims and practically exercises complete 
independence within his own territories, and his decisions are 
considered as final. Kharan cases do not come before the 
Shahi ,i"rgas, but are all, however grave, disposed of by the 
Chief. ·A reciprocal arrangement between the Chief and the 
Chagai District was concluded in IgOI, by which Kharan 
complainants are sent to Nushki and Chagai complainants 
to Kharan for the settlement of cases between the people of 
the two districts. -No records having been maintained, 
statistics of the prevailing forms of crime are not available, 
but, compared with pre-British days, crime would appear to 
have greatly decreased. Offences in connection with 
marriage are the most common. Cases of murder are rare 
and are generally compounded for a money compensation. 
Raiding is at present non-existent with the advent of British 
influence. 

The income of Kharan is liable to considerable fluctuations 
according to the character of agricultural seasons. For 
this reason, and owing to the difficulty of obtaining accurate 
data, it is not easy to arrive at nny reliable figures. But in 
normal years the income probably amounts to about a lakh 
of rupees a year. The expenditure may be estimated at 
Rs. 7o,ooo to Rs. 8o,ooo a year. The major part of both 
income and expenditure is in kind. 

The chief sources of revenue and the income derived under 
each head are estimated to be approximately as follows :

Rs. 
r. Land revenue and the produce of the Chief's 

own lands and date trees ••• 66,ooo 
2. Sung or transit dues and tax on camels sold for 

export •.• I;:,ooo 
:J. Fixed assessments, i.e., mdlijdt, sarshdh, etc., 

recovered from certain sections in lieu of land 
revenue ••• z,soo 

4• Grazing taxes (mdlia and gatta) z,ooo 
5· Fines, escheated property and percentage of 

value of suits ••• u,ooo 
~ SaU~x ~o 

1• Allowance from the British Government 6,ooo 
These figures are, however,. derived from local enqumes 

only, and have no authoritative basis. Further explanation 
of these items will be found in the section on Land 
Revenue. 
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The largest items of expenditure are incurred on the FINANcE. 
maintenance of the Chiefs permanent military force, which Expenditure. 

is estimated to cost about Rs. JO,ooo a year, and on the 
entertainment of guests. These sometimes number as many 
as soo a day, and the average cost per annum is roughly 
estimated at Rs. 18,ooo to Rs. 2o,ooo. Among other items 
of expenditure may be mentioned the administrative staff, 
and the levies maintained by the Chief in accordance with 
the agreement by which he receives the allowance of 
Rs. 6,ooo a year. 

Very little information exists as to the early revenue 
history of Kharan. From sanads from Nadir Shih to the 
Kharan Chief, dated 1740, we learn that in that year a levy 
of rso men-at-arms was imposed on Kharan and Rakhshan, 
and a sum of r,soo tuma1ts was ordered to be paid from 
the revenues of the Persian district of Kerman for the 
support of the force. From a sanad of 1796, we find that 
Jehangfr, who was then Chief of Kharan, was permitted, by 
Muzaffar SJ:;ih, the Afghan ruler, to take revenue from his 
tribesmen at one-tenth of the produce. In addition to the 
payment of one-tenth of produce, all adult tribesmen were 
also liable to military service whenever called upon, an~ 
forfeiture of property was the penalty for evasion of this 
duty. A tribute of 18 camels per annum was levied from 
the KMran Chief by the Afghan Kings, and in 1838-9 

LASD 
REVENUE. 
Early 
History. 

Haji Abdun Nabi mentions that Azad Khan was liable to · 
this tribute. During the reigns of Dost Muhammad and 
SherAli, the Kharan Chief received an annual allowance of 
Rs. 6,ooo in cash, so camel loads of barley and 200 of wheat, 
and the benefit of the water called Ha1ar-juft in the Helmand 
valley. The tribute of 18 camels was remitted by Amir 
Sher Ali. In 1884 after Sir Robert Sandeman's visit to 
Kharan, the Chief was brought under British protection. 
He pays no tribute to the British Government, but receives 
an allowance of Rs. 6,ooo per annum for the maintenance of 
a levy service of one Risaldar and 20 men for protecting the 
trade routes and for maintaning peace in the country. 

The sources from which land revenue is, at present, 
realised are a share of the produce taken in kind ; the produce 
of the Chiers own lands ; mdliJat or a fixed assessment in 
cash or kind representing the value of one or two camels ; 

Existing 
revenue 
system. 
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cash assessments ; mdlia and galla or grazing taxes, and a 
tax on date trees. The first is the source from which the 
graater part of the land revenue of Kharan is derived. It 
is levied at the rate of one-fourth to one-tenth of the 
produce. The Chiefs own lands are cultivated by his de
pendants and servants or by tenants who receive a share of 
the produce, generally one-fifth. 

MdlijiU also known as terav is paid by certain sections in 
lieu of any other land revenue. It originated in the tribute 
of 18 camels formerly imposed by the Afghan kings which 
were recovered from the following sections :-

1. Hcilazai 
2. Washuki 
3· Pirakzai 

Section. 

4· Kucbai Siahpad 
S· Kohi Siahpad ••• 
6. Janglizai Rakhshani- ... 
7· Maragzai, Timuki and 

Shahwani 
8. Kubdani 

9· Taghapi 
10. Mamojav 
I I. Sohr 
12, Amirari 

No. o£ camels. 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Total... l8 

Although during the reign of Amir SMr Ali the tribute of 
18 camels was remitted, it still. continued to be recovered 
by the Kharan Chief from the sections named, but the tax 
was converted into a cash payment instead of camels. At 
that time, owing to the second Afghan War, the price of 
camels had risen toRs. 120 a head, and though the value of a 
camel has since declined, this amount has continued to be 
the rate at which the tax is collected. Whenever possible, 
the tax is recovered in cash, but this is rare, and as a rule 
it is now paid in kind. In the case of the Kohi Siahpads of 
Kallag, the tax was assessed in sheep, but is now recovered 
in grain and cloth. One or two of the sections named have 
since left the country or lost their lands, and no longer pay 
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the tax. Among cash assessments is that levied from the LAND 

Rt'!kis in 1\Ushkel and known as earshdlz. This consists of REVENuB. 

a cash tax of Re. I for every married man with the exception 
of the headman, Kia Khan, and his sons, brothers and 
nephews who are exempt. No other revenue is levied on 
the date groves in Mashkel. The annual realizations from 
this source are estimated to amount to about Rs. 360. 

In a few cases individuals have commuted the revenue 
due from them into a fixed annual cash payment. The 
Jalwaris also of the Gwash nitibat pay Rs. 30 annually in 
lieu of other revenue • 

• 11dlia or grazing tax is levied from flock-owners• who 
possess no land and lead a nomadic life. Among them 
are those sections of the Muhammad H;1snis who live with 
their flocks in the hills ; the Garr Sasolis, the Hajizai 
Rakhshanis who live in Rakhshan and the Mardanshia 
Harunis. The tax is realised at the rate of one sheep 
or goat and a felt per annum for every married man holding 
separate property. The felt is recovered in the autumn 
and the sheep in the spring. A grazing tax. is also levied_ 
from the outsiders who bring their flocks to Khcl.ran for 
grazing purposes. It is known as gatta and is recovered 
at the rate of one sheep per flock per annum. The major 
portion of galla revenue is realized in Rakhshan. 

A tax in kind on date groves is levied in Washek. 
Formerly it was recovered at the rate of 3! standard seers, 
per tree, but owing to the poverty of the cultivators, the 
Chief granted a remission of the tax on one tree out of every 
six and the existing rate is now about 2! standard seers per 
tree. The tax has to be paid when possible in the best quality 
of date called rabbi. 

According to local tradition previous to the rise of the Tenures. 

Nausberwanis to power, the Mamojavs, Pirakzais, Hatazais 
and Kambraris were the independent proprietors of the land 
in the Baddo and Sarap river valleys and in Washuk; the 
Gwash valley and Kaltag were in the possession oftheSiahpad 
Rakhsbinis, while Jalwar and Galacbah belonged to the 
Sanjranis. In the Dehgwar country it is stated also that the 
Rekis had occupied this part of the country from ancient 
times. Gradually the Nausberwanis extended their control 
over the whole country. The tribesmen, however, hold their 
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lands with full proprietary rights on condition of loyalty and 
payment of revenue to the Chief. As a rule they cultivate 
their lands themselves, or in some instances through temporary 
tenants. They cannot, however, transfer lands either by sale 
or otherwise to any one except to members of the same 
section. When cultivators are guilty of disloyalty or leave 
the country, their lands are liable to forfeiture by the Chief. 
The Chief also holds considerable estates in the country of 
which he is the sole proprietor and which are cultivated for 
h~m by his dependants or by tenants. Revenue is levied on 
such lands a."tso at the usual rate of one-tenth of the produce 
in addition to the Chiefs share as proprietor. 

The cultivators· are almost entirely peasant proprietors 
. with the exception .of the Nausherwanis and a few well-to-do 

Rakhshani tribesmen, who employ their servile dependants for 
the cultivation of their lands. Tenants are mostly tenants-at
will. with no occupancy rights, except in the case of those 
worki~g in date palm cultivation. Tenants employed in 
irrigated lands can never acquir;e occupancy rights. Tenants, 
however, who construct irrigation embankments in flood 
crop lands at their own expense acquire, as in Makran, a 
heritable right of occupancy in such lands so long as the 
embankment remains standing. They also have a right to 
sublet. Their number is, however, very small, as most of the 
tdbal land-holders have embanked their lands themselves. 
If an embankment is carded away, an option of renewal is 
generally given to a tenant who has made the original 

_.embankment on the condition of reconstructing it. 'tenants 
uf irrigated lands and tenants engaged for cultivation of 
flood crop lands which have already been embanked are 

·purely temporary and are liable to ejectment at the end of 
each harvest. In the irrigated areas of Washuk, under date 
palm cultivation, the Nakibs look after the date crop. Ordi
narily they are tenants-at-will, but for any trees which they 
plant they acquire an occupancy right equal to. one-fourth of 
the trees planted. This right they have power to alienate. 
The proprietor can, however, eject such a tenant on compen
sating him for his labour, or by assigning to him a share in 
the produce to ·be paid at each harvest. The compensation 
is determined by arbitrators and varies according to the 
merits of each case. 
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The revenue in kind is collected as follows, the system 
being known as hatai. 

\Vhen the crop has been cut, the naibs or other officials in 
their respective circles proceed to the spot and the first 
stage of hatai, known as lor-hurri, takes place. The corn is 
collected in sheaves and brought to the threshing floors, and 
the following cesses are taken from it before the assessment 
of the Chiefs share :-Bfzak-2 sheaves out of every 20; 

one sheaf goes to the labourers who have cut the crop and 
the other is divided in the proportion of one-fourth to the 
Chief and three-fourths to the cultivator. 

Lori-One sheaf per 20 goes to the village artisans or Loris. 

Sluim (meaning" evening meal")-One sheaf per 20, half 
goes to the Chief and half to the cultivator. 

1\'aibi-4 sheaves per 100 go to the Chief. 

Turagi (or horse food)-One sheaf per 100 goes to the 
Chief. 

The corn is then threshed, and when the grain is .ready, 
the second stage of hattii calledjoluin-suri takes place, and 
the following cesses are then recovered in Kharan maunds, 
the grain being measured by a wooden measure called a man. 

!l'dibi-4 maunds per 100 go to the Chief. 

Lori-2 maunds out of the whole outturn go to the village 
artisans. 

Tappodari-One maund out of the whole outtum goes to 
the Chief. 

After these cesses have been deducted, one-tenth of the 
remaining produce is then taken by the Chief. 

Burz-joluini or the layer of grain and dust which remains on 
the floor is given to the tenant. 

In areas under permanent irrigation in \Vashuk, the system 

of batai is different. Each field is divided into kurdds or 
small plots, about 2 yards square, and when the crop· is ripe, 
the Chiefs 1rtiih counts them by tens, of which nine are 
retained by the cultivator and the tenth by the ntHb. The 
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crop is cut and threshed by the Chief's own men. The Chief 
has the right to impress labour known as bt!gar for threshing 
his share of the revenue collections. Garden produce is 
brought to the ndib, who weighs the whole Eluantity and 
recovers one-tenth on account of the Chiers share. In 
Washuk the date revenue is collected by the nai'b, assisted by 
a wakil and two overseers, called gaslrs, who count the trees 
and assess and recover each man's revenue. The grazing 
taxes (mdli'a and gatta) are recovered by the nai'hs from the 
p·ersons concerned through the Chiers sepoys under their 
orders. · No grazing fees are levied on camels, but the 
owners are liable to hrJgar or forced labour, which is reckon
ed at the rate of one camel per herd to be supplied when
ever the Chief proceeds on a journey or an expedition. The 
camels are collected through the honorary ndzo aprointed 
for the purpose by the Chief. 

The country, as already mentioned, is liable to droughts, 
and the Chief during such seasons has, of necessity, to suspend 
his revenue demand till the occurrence of more prosperous 
times. -Owing to a spell of indifferent seasons, extending 
over 9 years ending in 1904, the cultivators could pay but 
little revenue, and most of it had to be remitted. As a rule, 
however, when the drought lasts for short periods, remissions 
of revenue are seldom granted and the arrears are allowed to 

accumulate. 
Before the accession of the present Chief, a number of 

revenue-fr~e grants of land and allowances are said to have 
been in existence. The majority of them were, however, 
resumed, the holders having, it is said, sided against Sir 
Nauroz Khan in the dispute, with his brother regarding the 
Chi~fship. The most important revenue free-grants are now 
held by members of the Chief's family. The Hejibari and 
Hotakari sections were, for loyalty and good service in times 
gone past, granted the lands which they now hold free of 
revenue. The aggregate value of their free holdings may 
be estimated at about Rs. 700 to 1,000 a year. Recently, 
owing to a murder case? some of their free lands, watered by 
the Sarap river, were resumed and revenue was levied on 
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them at the usual rate of one-tenth. 
grants are detailed below :-

Other holders of free LAND 
REVENUE. 

No. Name. Nature of grant. 

1 :Mir. Kia ·Reki, his I Exemption from payment of 
sons, brothers and Zarshah. 

2 

3 

nephews. 

Kambraris of Sara
wan. 

Maliks of Washuk ••• , 

Exemption from revenue of cer
tain lands in Sara wan. 

Allowance of 7 t'amel loads of 
dates and some loads of grain. 

The income derived by the Chief from miscellaneous sources 
consists of sung or transit dues, the tax on camels sold for 
export at Rs. 3 per camel, duty on salt, fines, escheated 
property, percentage of value of suits, and the allowance 
of Rs. 6,ooo per mensem from the British Government. Sung 
or transit duty is levied on all transit trade passing through 
the Chiers territory and on all local imports and exports 
except imports of wheat. The annual receipts under this 
head, including the tax on camels, amount to about Rs. 
u,ooo, of which Raghai and Rakhshan in Panjgur, the 
Kharan Chief's possessions in Makran, contribute about Rs. 
4,000, Mashkel about Rs. 2,ooo, Kharan exports about Rs. 
s,ooo, and imports about Rs. I,ooo. The schedule of rates 
has been quoted in full under Commerce and Trade. Salt 
obtained from the Wad-i-Sultan and Wadian salt beds, 
is taxed at the rate of 8 annas per camel load. The trade 
is small and the total annual realizations from this source 
amount, at present, to about Rs. 150 only. 

Fines imposed in all criminal cases are known as maltim. 
The revenue is stated to have been considerable at one time, 
but it has shown a tendency to decrease owing to the deter
rent effect produced by the imposition of heavy fines. The 
property of deceased persons leaving no heirs goes to the 
Chiefs coffers. The income under this head is very unctr
tain, but on one occasion, recently, no less than roo camels 
fell to the Chief under this head. As already mentioned, the 
Chief takes one-fourth of the value of all suits for property, 
etc., though this claim is not always enforced. As will be 
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evident, the receipts on account of fines, escheats, and civil 
suits necessarily vary very greatly from year to year.· 

The use of liquor or intoxicating drugs is absolutely 
unknown to the people of Kharan, except the few Hindus 
who import liquor in insignificant quantities and are exempt 
from payment of duty. Opium which is not subject to duty 
is sometimes purchased from traders from Persia and is 
exported to Makran. 

The origin .:>f the small military force which the Chief 
.maintains is not known, but Haji Abdun Nabi mentions that 
when he visited Kharan in 1838, the Chief, Azad Khan, had 
in his pay, constantly kept up, a body of 6o horsemen 
mounted on his own horses. Later this force was expanded 
by Azad Khan into 200 regular infantry and 100 cavalry. 
He also had four guns. The cavalry were armed with 
sword, shield, matchlock and pistols, and wore a red 
pagrz: or· the infantry, 40 were armed with snider rifles 
and bayonets and formed Azad Khan's bodyguard. The 
remaining 160 infantry were armed with smoothbore 
muskets, and a few snider and muzzle loading rifles. On Si!" 
Nauroz Khan's accession, his right to the Chiefship was 
disputed by his brothers, and the military force was still 
further augmented. In 1904, the total strength of the force 
maintained by the Chief was 533 officers and men of all 
ranks, classified as under :- · 

Corps. 

Infantry ..• 

Cavalry ... 

.<\rtillery-

Total ••• 

N~n-_Com- Rank 
Officers. mtsstoned and File. Total. 

Officers. 

3 
2 

I I 

4 32 

439 

33 

497 

471 

35 

533 

In addition to these, there is also a body of men who are 
locally known as {Jdsgirdtirs. They are supplied with arms 
and ammunition by the Chief and number about so men. 
They remain at their homes in time of peace, but are the first 
to be called up when necessity arises. The troops are 
recruited chiefly from the Rakhshanis and Chiefs servile 
dependants, and a few are Shorawaki Afghans. Of late 
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years the Chief has found it advantageous fo enlist orphans 
as soldiers, and in 1903 they numbered about 40. The 

troops, except the am/a and basgirdars, are regularly drilled, 

especially those located at head-quarters and in the Zawag 

fort, and failure to attend the parade is punished with fines 
and reprimands. No uniform is issued to the troops except 
to the men, 95 in number, who form the Chiers bodyguard, 

who are given black coats, ornamented with gold lace, black 
trousers and lungis. This uniform is, however, only for 
wear on special occasions, and ordinarily they appear in their 

national dress, like the other troops. If necessity arose all 

the regular troops could be mounted on camels. 
Though their pay is fixed in rupees, the troops are never 

paid in cash, but receive their wages monthly in grain and 
cloth according to the following scale :-

c aptaio -· 
s ubad.ir ... 
emad.ir ... 
avildar ... 

J 
H 

!'.: 'oiik ... . .. 
-epoys, 1st class s 

Do. znd class 

Cloth 
cubits. 

-

... JO 

20 

... 18 

... •s 

... IZ 

... 121 

... 10 

I Grain* Dates • Approximate 
mds. mds. value. 

------
Rs. 

JO 3 21 

27 3 17 

18 3 IJ 

•s 3 ll 

IZ 3 9 

12 . .. 8 

10 . .. 7 

In addition to this they are entitled to retain all property 
looted in a fight or raid. No r:1tions are issued by the Chief. 
E\·ery man has to provide himself with a bag of 4lbs. of 
flour, a pair of cluzwats or leather sandals and a mashak 
or skin of water whenever proceeding on a journey or an 
expedition. Should the flour run short owing to the length 
of the journey, flour for further use is issued from the Chiers 
stores. Loading camels are supplied on expeditions by the 
Chief for the transport of the baggage of regular troors. 

• Kh.ir.in maunds. 

. 
AR:u\". 
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The following statement gives the distribution of the 
troops in the country:-

I Strength. 

No. Post. c .; I~ Ha•ildi" I i ... 
·o; """ .; i 

"C 

ll 
or .; ~ 

1

Total. c. <II 
Daffadars. ~ .c 

<II ::1 ~I 
0 [/) [/) I 

I 
Washuk ••• I a. ... . .. ... . .. J . .. JO II 

b, Palantak ... ... ... ... . .. ... .. . 6 6 
c. Azhdabai Tank ... ... ... ... ... .. . 6 6 

2 MashktH Infantry ••• ... I . .. 3 4 144 I 52 
Cavalry ... . .. ... ... ... .. . ... 12 12 

3 Hurmagai ... ... ... ... ... . .. . .. 4 4 
4 Tatagar route post 

(Zard) ... ... ... ... . .. . .. 3 3 
5 GeMn (Kohpusht) .•• ... ... ... 1 .. . 4 5 
6 Nimik pass ••• ... ... . .. ... . .. . .. 3 3 
7 TMui pass (Pathk) ••• ... ... ... . .. I 7 8 
8 Kharan·Kalat 

Infantry ... ... I I . .. J 4 83 90 
do. ... ... . .. ... . .. 5 3 64 72 

Cavalry .•.. ... ... ... . .. I I 21 23 
Artillery ... . .. ... ... I I . .. 25 27 
Band ... . .. ... ... ... 2 . .. 17 I9 

9 Panjgur ... . .. ... . .. -·· I I I6 J8 
JO Raghai and Rakh-

shan ... . .. ... ... . .. J I 67 69 
II Gwarjak ... ... -·- ... . .. ... . .. 5 5 - - -;-,---;; - ----

Total ... I 2 IS 497 533 

. · The regular troops are ordmarlly employed 10 guarding 
the trade routes and maintaining order and in recovering 
transit dues and assisting the niahat officials in the collection 
of revenue. The amla establishment, which has been 
recruited entirely from the Damnis, is employed in patrolling 
the western frontier in MashktH. 'In addition to the regulars, 
the Chief can muster at short notice at least z,soo fighting 
men, armed with swords and matchlocks. Every section 
is supposed to supply one man per house equipped with the 
above weapons and provided with a pair of leather sandals, 
a bag containing 10lbs. of flour, and a leather water bag. 
All these things are ordered to be kept in readiness, and the 
men appear at the appointed place within a very· short 
time of receipt of orders. Wilful absence is punished with 
confiscation of property. 
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Enlisted sepoys can only obtain their discharge on pay
ment of Rs. so. Deserters in time of peace are punished 
with heavy fines if arrested, while deserters on active 
service are shot. The tribesmen when called to arms 
receive no payment from the Chief except occasional grants 
of flour, but divide all plunder after deducting one-fifth 
share for the Chief. 

The tribesmen, as already mentioned, are armed with 
matchlocks and swords, while the majority of the regular 
troops are armed with smoothbore muskets known to the 
natives as szakhast, which are said to have been obtained 
during the second Afghan war. A few of the sepoys have 
sniders and muzzle loading rifles, while the Chiefs bodyguard 
is armed with Martini rifles and carbines. In the fort at 
Kharan-Kalat are four· guns, one of which was reported 
by the Panjgur Mission of 1884 as being very much like 
a howitzer or 4 or s-pounder, but split at the breech and 
not of much use. The other three guns are said to be of 
larger calibre. 

Ammunition for the muskets and rifles is manufactured 
in the Chiefs workshops at Kharan·Kalat. An artisan is 
said to have been brought from the Punjab, who trained 
some of the local workmen. The cartridges are not of 
high finish, but answer the purpose. Gunpowder is also 
manufactured both by the sepoys and by the tribesmen. 
Sulphur, percussion caps and lead are generally obtained 
from Quetta or Nushki. An inferior kind of cap is also 
imported from Seistan and sold at 5 annas per box of 1oo. 

Kharan possesses one Government levy post at Zawag 
in Dehgwar on the Persian frontier which was established 
in 1903. It is under the orders of the Political Agent 
in Kalat. The strength of the post (19o6) is given in the 

Daffadir and Muharir 
Sowars for escort ... 
Postal Sowars 

margin. The postal sowars 
1 carry. a dak once a week 
z 
1 between Zawag and Dalban-

din. The total annual cost 
of the post is Ri. I,JZO which is met from Baluchistan 
Provincial Revenues. 

There is no special police service, and the police work is 
performed by tile ordinary administrative staff, assisted by 
the Chiefs troops. Life and property are nowadays fairly 
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PoLicE. safe and se~ious crime is rare. In cases of theft of cattle, 
camelmen se,rve as trackers, and in the majority of cases 
easily trace the thieves. 

jAILs. No regular jails are maintained. Punishments almost in-
variably take the form of fines. \Vhen payment of fines is 
delayed, the men are detained in the Chief's prison house at 
head-quarters till such time as the money is paid up. During 
their detention, the men are fed at the Chief's expense, but 
no labour is required of them. 

EoucATION· Before Azad Khan's time education was entirely neglected. 
Azad Khan introduced Qasis and mullds from Afghanistan, 
and at present there is a Qasi and a number of educated 
Saiads and others in Kharan-Kalat. There are also mullas 
at Washuk, Kallag and other places, who impart religious 
instruction. Education is, however·, in a very backNard 
condition and is confined to the teaching of th~ elementary 
principles of the Muhammadan religion, and the reading of 
the Koran. Poverty is the great hindrance in the way of 
education, as the people cannot afford to spend their time in 
an occupa~ion which is accompanied with no immediate gain. 
Efforts are, however, being made by the Chief (1go6} to ex
tend religious teaching. 

MEDicAL. Generally speaking, Kharan is healthy throughout the year, 
except during the autumn months from August to October, 
which also is the time of the date and pomegranate harvest. 
The most common diseases in Kharan are disorders of the 
digestive organs, fever, cough and cold. Two types of 
fever are prevalent, malarial and ent~ric. The former is 
widespread, the latter occurs only occasionally. Various 
kinds. of sores, ulcers and. tumours are common; and 
diarrhrea, dysentery, and general debility, due to bad nutri
tion, are also frequent. 

Epidemics of small-pox, cholera and measles occasionally 
break out in Kharan. Small-pox occurs generally every three 
or four years, as a rule, in the summer season, but is never of a 
virulent type. Outbreaks of cholera are rare, and have never 
been severe or widespread. Vaccination is not practised, 
but its place is taken by the indigenous method of inocula
tion which is very popular. It is only resorted to when an 
outbreak occurs. The method of inoculation is much the 
same as has been described in the li-Iakran Gasetteer, except 
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that a small quantity of sal-ammoniac is inserted in the MEDICAL. 

incision instead of a grain of wheat. Restrictions as to diet 
and exposure, etc., as imposed in Makran are carefuJiy 
observed. The inoculators are Saiads and mullas. Their 
fee varies with the means of the person, but, as a rule, it 
seldom exceeds 4 annas. Any ornament such as a ring or a 
bracelet, which a child may be wearing on the right hand or 
its equivalent in cash, is given to the operator. 

Kharan po.,sesses no dispensaries nor are there any trained 
native practitioners. There are, however, a few local ex
perts, both male and female, who have acquired a knowledge 
of the common uses of various herbs, etc., and pretend to be 
labihs or physicians. Branding or wrapping the patient in 
the skin of a goat or sheep, as described in the Makuilt 
Gasetteer, are the commonest remedies for fevers and other 
bodily ailments. The tahihs are generally consulted where 
their services are available, and they prescribe the kind and 
colour of skin to be used. The use of quinine in cases of 
fever is also becoming popular. In cases of cough and 
bronchitis, the white of an egg is administered to the patient. 
Patients suffering from pneumonia are made to perspire 
freely by administering a vapour bath. This is done by 
covering the person with a sheet under which is also 
placed a basin containing a decoction of boiling water 
and bhusa. To prevent the decoction cooling, red hot 
stones, which are heated and kept ready for the purpose, are 
thrown into the water from time to time, After being 
thorou~hly steamed, the patient is warmly wrapped up and 
allowed to sleep. During this process the patient is care-
fully guardeJ from exposure to cold. 

No sanitary arrangements of any kind exist either in the 
towns or villages. The sweepings are allowed to accumu
late in front of the houses and are not utilized as manure. 
Drinking water is ~ostly obtained from wells, and is in many 
places brackish. In the hilly tracts, streams and pools in 
rivers are also used. 

Maps have been prepared and published by the Survey of 
India Department on the scale of •"=4 miles and 1"=8 miles, 
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CHAPTER IV. 

MINIATURE GAZETTEER. 

Sarawan.-The niahat occupies the north-eastern corner 
of Kharan, embracing the upper valleys of the Baddo, 
Korakan and Sarap rivers. The greatest length of the 
ni'dhat from north to south is about so miles and its greatest 
breadth from east to west about 30, Along the banks of the 
river are strips of cultivable land, the country outside these 
strips to the skirts of the hills on both sides being gravelly 
pat. The valley as well as the beds of the rivers are well 
wooded with tamarisk and taghas trees. No definite 
boundary line exists between this and the adjoining ni'ahats 
on the south-west and west, but a line from the Sarap pass 
on the east to the south of the Gazzi tract and thence to a low 

,_s:hain of-hills, called the Bilav hills north-west of the Zonibad 
tract, may be said to roughly divide the Sarawan from the 
Shimshan-Salambek n'iahat, while from the Zorabad end of 
the llilav hills a line via Siahdamb to the Nimak pass in the 
Ras Ko~ would roughly divide Sara wan from Gwash. The 
northern and north-eastern boundary of the niahat coincides 
with that of Kharan. The Sarawan ni'ahat falls into two 
natural divisions, the northern division extending from Lijje 
to Bunband and the southern from there southwards, The 
first includes the hilly country, the permanently irrigated 
lands on both banks of the Baddo river and the Fort and 
village of Nauroz-Kalat; in the southern are Kharan-Kalat, 
the capital of Kharan and the arycrop lands in the valley. 

The hill ranges are mostly in the northern and eastern 
portion of the niahat, being ridges or offshoots of the Ras Koh 
and Garr Ranges separated from each other by the Baddo 
river, Those of Ras Koh are to the north and north-west, 
and consist of isolated rugged hills, divided by patches of 
gravel pat, washed down from their sides. The principal are 
the Washkalont, 3,033 feet, !1-nd the Draj, 3,932 feet high. 
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The Garr offshoots are on the north-east and east, and are 1\IINIATVRE 
known generally as the Kharan-i-Latt ; Sagaren Sing, 6,768 GAzET.TEBR. 
feet, and Khati, 6,840 feet, being the principal peaks. The 
chief passes over the north-western hills to the Nushki 
\'alley are the Pahrod on the Bunap river route leading to 
Padag and the Nimik and Tifui on the main Kharan-Nushki 
route. The passes over the Kharan-i-Latt are the Garruk 
and Sorap on the main route to Beseima and thence to Nal, 
Gidar and Rakhshan, the Garruk being the one generally 
used ; the Zhal pass or Kalati-Kand on the main Kalat 
route ; and the Bubak pass on the Lijje caravan route •. All 
are practicable for laden camels. 

The principal rivers are the Baddo, the Hulmark or Rivers. 

Korakan and the Garruk or Sarap, which have b'!en fully' 
described in Chapter I. 

There are no forests, but the pistachio tree grows Forests. 

abundantly in the hills in the east and north of the niabat. An 
account of these groves has been given in Chapter II. A few 
'patlzk' trees grow in the springs of permanent water near 
Mandi and tamarisk abounds in the bed of the rivers. From 
the latter the species of sweet gum called Skakargas is 
gathered. 

Sisi and chikor abound in the hills, where also mountain Fauna. 

sheep and ibex are fairly numerous with a few leopard. 
The 1tidbat is healthy, and, owing to its height above Climate. 

the sea, varying from 2 1 140 feet at Umari Chah in the-south 
to 3,700 at Lijje in the north, its summer heat compares 
favourably with the rest of Kharan ; the nights are always 
cool. The winter is cold, but snow is unknown. Its rain-
fall is small and uncertain, though its water supply from 
ri\·ers, streams and wells is good. 

There are no events of exclusively local importance to History. 

record. Kharan-Kalat, the capital of Kharan being situated 
in the nuibat, its history is identified with, and included 
in, that of the capital and its Chiefs. 

At and near Naurozabad Karez, there are seven double- Archzology. 

~toried gumbads made of burnt brick, ornamented with 
figures of ho::-ses and camels in low relief, similar to those at 
Gwachig. Of these, two are at Naurozabad Karez itself, 
:md are known as the gumbads of Malik Shaho; two more, 
unnamed, are about a quarter of a mile north-west of the.10e, 
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and the other three, called the Imam Hasan Husaini gumbad, 
are about a mile to the north-east. Near Khanin-Kalat 
is a gumbad and graveyard of the Nausherwanis. The 
gumbad was built by Sardar Azad Khan for his youngest 
and favourite son Muhammad Amin, who accidentally shot 
himself when out shooting at Eri Kaltag. Sardar Azad Khan 
is also buried' in this gumbad. 

At Gazzi and Tagazzi are the remains of old Nausherwani 
forts. There are two large mounds in this nziibat, one close 
to KMran fort and called Shai Hasan and the second called 
Garruk-i-damb at the point where the Garruk river debouches 
from the hills into the plain. Some pottery, believed to be 
of great antiquity, was found at the Garruk-i·damb by culti
vators when excavating for purposes of cultivation. 

Popuiation, During the lctst few years from drought and other causes, 
1. Nausherwanis(Shahozai)... 9 436 families are estimated 
2. Kuchai Siahpad 72 to have tefc the niabat for 

· T ha · 
3· ag ~~. 4o Sind and the Helmand, the 
4· Kambrans 31 • · f h · 1 · 

Ch ,
1 

maJOnty o w om w1l pro-
S· anna 31 
6 Pirakzai 15 bably return when prospects 
7: Hotakari 14 brighten. Excluding these,' 
8. Sbai (Kaherisf 11 the population is divided 
9· Shahwani 10 into cultivators, serving 

10. Timuki 8 classes and nomads. The 
II. Maragzai 8 first number SC'me 2::7 fa-' 
12. Nothani 6 ., 
13. Samezai 2 milies, the principal sections 

being as marginally noted, 
257 the second total 261, and 

consist of miscellaneous groups, servants of the cultivators 
not recognized as belonging to any particular tribes ; the 
nomads are flock-owners, mainly Garr Sasolis (104 families). 

An account of the Pirakzais, Kuchai S•ahpads, Hotakaris 
and Kambraris has been given in Chapter I. ' 

The Taghapis are divided into three sub-sections-the 
Mahmudzai, Mallokzai and Jaurakzai. The Mahmudzai 
claim to be Hotmanzai Sasolis of Zidi, who emigrated owing 
to. family quarrels and settled in Kharan. The other two 
nre affiliated sections. 
. .The Channals are Zahris by origin, who settled in Kbaran 
many generations ago. They consist of three sub-sections : 
.Brahlmzai, Ramadanzai and Honakzai. . 
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The Garr Sasolis claim descent from the same stock· as :\hNIATURB • 

h t Z 'd" GAZKTTBBR. the Sasolis ol Jhalawan, whose ead-quarters are a 1 1 near 
Khuzdir, the additional word Garr being applied to them on 
acco•.1nl of their having settled in the Garr hills. ·They are 
looked upon as an affiliated tribe in Khanin. They possess 
some land on the banks of the Badd!> between Lijje ,and 
Nauroz-Kalat, and pay to the Kharan Chief revenue at ope-
sixth share on irrigated and one-tenth share on unirrigated 
land. They are a nomadic tribe and are sub-divided into 
the following sections :-. 

Lash karizai 
Sopak 
Bahloli ••• 
Zaindini .•• 
Allahdadzai 
Mubarakzai .... 

Total 

Families. 

45 
25 

. 15 
.5 

4 
5 

99 families, 

They pay also a grazing tax of one sheep and a felt "er 
Hock per annum and a share of re11enue out. of the pistachio 
fruit. 

Kh:han-Kalat and. Nauroz· Kalat are. the only places of 
importance. The first is the capital of Kharan and consists 
of a wdl built fort, the residence of the Chief, and a per
manent village of some 300 mat huts with a bazar. · The 
fort, a strong one, is of burnt brick, square in shape, and 
commands the country for miles round, but. is itself com
manded from the hills to the west. Jt contains three old 
muzzle-loading smoothbore guns and a mortar, and· has a 
garrison of about Ioo of the Chiefs troops armed, some 
with Martinis and Sniders, others with smoothbore rifles. · 

Nauroz-Kalat consists of a small fort and permanent 
village of about 30 huts, occupied by the servants and 
cultivators of the Chief. The fort was built by the late Azad 
Khan for his eldest son, the present Chief, after.whom it is 
named. Though small, it is well and stron~ly built of burnt 
brick, and forms the summer residence of the Chief. It 
stands on a low hill in a delta of the Bad do river· in . the 
Bad do pass, and is surrounded by vineyards of choice grapes 
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and by cultivable land, permanently irrigated from the 
Baddo river. The remaining villages of Kharan are merely 
groups of mud built huts called "Tatti," only occupied in 
the rainy season of good years. Tnere are 8 of these 
semi-permanent villages, each consisting of from 15 to 30 
huts. 

The only irrigated lands are on the banks of the Baddo· 
river and in the Garruk pass, all other land is dry crop. The 
irrigated lands on the Baddo extend from just below Lijje to 
Mandi, a distance of some 28 miles. From Lijje to Nauroz
Kalcl.t the flats on either side are cultivated by the Kambraris 
and Sasolis, who pay revenue to the Chief at one-sixtl:l share 
of produce on irrigated and one-tenth share on dry crop 
land. At Nauroz-Kalcl.t, and from there to Mandi, the land 
belongs to the Chief, and is cultivated by his servants who 
are paid in kind from the crops. ·The water, though largely 
supplemented by floods from the hills, cannot be depended 
on as wholly perennial, sometimes drying up during the 
months of June, July and August. In the Garruk pass are a 
few small flats irrigated from the Garruk river; this also 
belongs to the Chief and is cultivated by his servants. In 
the dry crop area the flood water of the rivers is diverted by 
numerous channels, the water of which is carefully appor
tioned among the various sections, a naib, appointed by the 
Chief, supervising its distribution. The spring crop consists 
principally of wheat and a little barley and the autumn crop 
of Juari and melons. The soil is rich, its original sandy 
nature having been fertilised and improved by the alluvial 
soil and silt brought down from the hills by the river 
floods. There are a few wells in the valley, but their depth, 
averaging 100 feet, prevents use of their water for irrigation .. 
Two- kareses exist, one near Kharan, built by the late Chief 
Azcid Khan, and the other, at Naurozcibad, constructed by 
the present Chief. The former has only a small water 
supply, chiefly used for drinking purposes, but the latter 
affords sufficient for considerable cultivation. A third kares, 
constructed by the Sardar at Kaltach in the Bilav hills to 
irrigate the Gwash valley, has since been abandoned, whilst 
an attempt to re-make an old Arab kdres in the Garruk pass 
also failed. Camels are numerous and much of the ploughing 
and tilling is done by them owing to the scarcity of bullocks. 
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A herd of some thirty buffaloes is maintained by the Chief 
near Nauroz-Kalat, being allowed to graze at will along the 
banks of the Baddo. The Chief also strictly preserves the 
pastures at Gazzi and Tagazzi for his • stud of about 100 

horses, which are sent to graze there in the spring, remaining 
until autumn, 

In addition to alternative routes, side tracks and foot
paths of little importance the following main routes pass 
through Khanin: to Nal via the Garruk pass; to Kalat via 
the Zhal pass and Dasht-i-Goran ; to Nushki over the Tafui 
pass, to Chagai by the Tatagar pass ; to Jalk and Eastern 
Persia via the Mashkel river, and to Panjgur through 
Washuk. 

All serious cases are settled by the Chief, or, in his 
absence, by his Shtikgktisi or agent. The revenue is collected 
by a ntiib and a wakil, who also collect taxes and supervise 
the cultivation of the Chiefs lands. The wakll resides at 
Nauroz-Kalat. A garrison of about 231, including the 
Chiefs bodyguard of 95 men, is maintained at Kharan
Kalat and smaller ones at Nauroz-Kalat and Patkin. 

The revenue is paid entirely in kind, the quantity 
being difficult to estimate, as much of the best lands, 
especially in the middle and southern portions of the 
niabat, belong to the Chief, and are cultivated for him by 
tenants-at-will. The revenue paid by cultivators depends 
on the tenure under which they hold their land and varies· 
from one-fourth to one-tenth of the produce. I~ some cases 
the old arrangement of the equivalent of one camel per 
annum, Rs. 120, is paid in kind. 

Excluding the Skakgktisi and the garrisons at Kbaran
Kalat, Nauroz-Katat and Patkin, all of which are general to 
the country, the only expenditure is the pay of the ndi'b and 
his assistant, each of whom receives the usual allowance of 
15 arish or cubits of cloth, and 15 Kharan maunds ~f grain 
worth according to local rates from Rs. 6 to· Rs. 8 per 
mensem. 

Shimshan and Salambek.-The Shimshcin and Salam
bek nitihat embraces the area watered by the lower reaches 
of the Baddo, Korakan and Sarap rivers from the southern 
boundary of the tract known as Gazzi in the north-east to 
Khargushki Band in the south-west. • 
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Its natural boundaries are ill-defined, but they may rough
ly be taken as the skirts of the Siahan Range on the east ; a 
line drawn from the J amezuk pass through Lal Khan Nawar, 
the Khargushki Band and Gumbad-i-Shai Shadi to the desert 
on the south and w;st, and the Gwash and Sarawan nzabal.f 
on the north and north-east. -The greatest length of the 
nidbat from east to west is about 48 miles, and its greatest 
breadth from north to south about 40. It contains no hills. 
This nidbat with Bakat, that is the country below Gazzi, is 
better known as Jhalawan; while the country abo\e and in
cluding Gazzi is called Sarawan. 

The rivers have already been described in Chapter I 
and the further de!<cription here given refers only to the 
portions within the nzabat. The Baddo has a sandy shallow 
bed, about 400 yards in width, near the centre of which 
winds the main or flood water channel, about 70 yards wide, 
the remainder of the bed on either side being dry .crop culti
vable area, and the whole enclosed by banks IS to 30 feet 
high. As may be expected, cultivation in this area is 
uncertain, one year the floods being so feeble, that channels 
have to be cut to divert the water to the sides, while at 
others i;heir volume is so great that the natural channel of 
the river being insufficient t~ hold it, the surplus water 
inundates the land on either side with such force as to wash 
the soil from one ~pot and deposit it elsewhere, thus enrich
ing one owner at the expense of another. Such freaks, how
ever, are rarely subjects of dispute, being considered as due 
to the eccentricities of the flood and borne with as such, each 
despoiled cultivator hoping for better luck next season. 
Wells have been sunk in the bed of the river, but their depth, 
averaging 40 feet, precludes their general use, moreover they 
refill but slowly, and below Zorabad the water is of indiffer
ent quality, bitter and brackish. 

The Korakan river is of little use for cultivation, having 
only a narrow bed about so yards wide and steep banks about 
30 feet high. · 
T~e Garruk or Sarap enters the nidbat at Madagan and takes 

a more ~asterly course than that marked in the map, • in which 
Kalaghan and Pulk~an are shown to the east of the river 

• Norili-West 'Transfrontier, 4th Edition, t89-lo sheet No,' 22' 

s.w. . 
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instead of to the west. After passing the Kalaghan fort near MINIATURB 

the Gumbad-i-Hala the river turns in a half circle to the west GAZETTEER. 

and joins the Korakan at Band-i-Sher Khan. Owing to a 
large part of the flood water being taken off higher .up its 
course, its "ed below Madagan is at first narrow and shallow, 
but for cultivation purposes the Sarap is considered second 
only to the Baddo as, though its flood water is less in volume, 
it irrigates a richer tr~ct of country. 

' ' 
There are no forests in the niabat nor any trees or shrubs Forests. 

beyond those common to Kharan. The beds of the Baddo, 
Korakan and Sarap rivers are covered with tamarisk trees, 
mainly of the species yielding the sweet gum called shaka,.g'fls, 
while the common species known as tagas grows all over 
the sands. 

There are no animals peculiar to the nzi:ibat or sufficiently Fauna. 

numerous to call for remark. A few jackals prowl ro~nd ·at 
night, and snakes are common in the sands and on the banks 
of the ri\·ers. 

Climatic conditions are the same as those of the adjoining Climate. 

niabal of Washuk. 
' ' . 

The forts of Kalaghan, Pulkian and Kutan, now in ruins, History. 
were strongholds durirg the fighting bet~een the Nausher~ 
wanis and the Hal<lzais; Kalaghan and Pulkian belonging 
to the Halazais and Kutan to the Nausherwani Chief. The 
mud fort of Kattik, also in ruins, was the scene. of the 
murder of Azim Khan, half brother of the present Chief. 
Azlm Khan was shot about 1885-6 by one of his favourite 
servants named Shadf, · Sharif being himself · killed the 
following year by a cousin of the Chief. 

There are several gumbads in the 111i:ibat. similar to those Arcbzology. 
already described as scattered throughout Kharan. One call-
ed the Gumbad-i-Hala is on the banks of the Sanip rive.rnear 
Kalaghan-i-Kalcit, another called Tuho between the o'td fort~ 
of Kalaghan and Pulkian, and a third is called Bibi B~so. 
Hala and Tuho were brothers, progenitors of the Halazais, 
and llibi Baso was their sister. There ,is also another Gumbatl 
near Kutan, known as that of Saiad .-\mir, ancestor. of the 
Amfraris. The old forts are those of Kalaghan, Pulkian, 
Kutan and Kattik, already mentioned. 
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The principal sections residing in the nz'dhat are those 

Families. 
r. Kubdaoi 
2. Sohr 
3· Dehaoi 
4· (a) Mamojav 

(b) K•laghaoi 
5· Keharai 
6. Amlrari 
7• Ghaibizai ... 

119 
54 
44 
29 
IO 
24 
14 
14 

Total - 308 

named in the margin, totalling 3o8 
families or about 1 ,soo persons. An 
account of the Kubdani, Sohr, Ma
mojav and Amirari has already been 
given in Chapter I. 

The Kubdinis, the largest tribe 
in the ni'dhat, are a clan of the Rakh
shanis and are divided into six sec
tions. '::hey have lands on the banks 

of the Baddo, for which they pay a fixed mdlz'a of two camels 
or Rs. 240, i.e., Rs. 40 per section per annum in cash or in 
kind. 

The Sohrs are divided into four sub-sections and pay a 
fixed mdli'a of one camel or Rs. 120 in cash or kind per 
annum. They own land on the Baddo in the tracts called 
Sohrai Watan and Honai Dagar. 

The Dehanis assert that they came from Dehak in Persia 
and hence their name. The tribe own a large number of 
camels (1903). They have no land of their own, but culti
vate lands belonging to the Chief at Shimshan, Salambek 
and Haddu, paying one-fourth, one-sixth and one-tenth of 
the produce respectively as revenue. _ 

The ·Mamojavs claim to be Ghilzai Afghans by origin and 
the ancient inhabitants of the country. They are divided 
into three sub-sections and own land in the valley between 
Shimshan and the tract known as Mamojav-i-Watan. 

The Kalaghanis are said to be a branch of the Mamojavs. 
They own land in the Baddo valley,. paying one-tenth of 
produce as revenue to the Chief. 

As will be seen in Chapter I, the Keharai are Muhammad 
Hasnis. They pay one-tenth of produce as revenue, 

The Amiraris own land in the Baddo valley and near 
Kutan ; for the first they pay one-tenth of produce as revenue, 
and for the land near Kutan a fixed revenue at two camels 
or Rs. 240 per annum cash or in kind. 
· The Ghaibizais are Habuzai Afghans ; they own land in 
the Mamojav-i-Watan, paying one-tenth of produce as 
revenue. 

As will be seen in the account of the Hatazais in Chapter 
I, this tribe at one time possessed much land in this nziihat 
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along the Sarap river. The Kalagh:l.n tract still (1904) be
longs to them, but is lying waste owing to the Bijarzai 
section having left the country. The tombs of their ances
tors, Hala and Tuho, are in this tract. 

There are no permanent villages in the niabat, and the in
habitants live in mat huts in the summer and giddns in the 
winter. 

There is no irrigated land in the nidhat. The dry crop, 
land lies in the bed of the Baudo river, or. either side of it, 
and along the Korakan and Sarap rivers. The bed of the 
Baddo is cultivated throughout its length from Umari Chah 
to the Khargushki Band, the land being divided among the 
various tribal sections. The several cultivable tracts formed 
by the rivers are known by different names. On the east 
bank of the Baddo, counting from north to south, are the 
tracts: Sohrai Watan, Dili, Sohri Hamag, Honai Dagar 
and Salambek. On the west bank are : Zoraba.d, Daru, 
Haddu, Shimshan and Mamojav-i-Watan, 

The tracts enclosed by the Korakan and Sarap rivers are 
known as Pulkian and Kalaghan. 'ro the east of the Sarap 
river is a considerable tract, now lying waste, but which 
bears traces of having been at one time cultivated. 

The soil is rich and fertile, having a sandy sub-soil with an 
alluvial clay covering. With favourable rain the crops are 
computed to return one-hundred fold of seed, the fudri 
crop in particular being extremely heavy and rich. The 
tract called Zorabad, part of which is in this niabat, possesses 
the richest soil. The spring crops are wheat and a little 
barley and the autumn fuan· and melons. Wheat of the 
dayak variety is generally grown. There are no Rdreses nor 
is well irrigation practised, the cultivators depending 
entirely on the river floods and rainfall. Camels, which are 
extensively bred in the niabat, and sheep and goats are the 
domestic animals. There are no horses and but few 
bullocks. 

The Nushki-Kharan-Panjgur route passes through the 
niabat from Khciran via Zorabad and Bangi Chah to Washuk. 
The Kharan-l\fashkel route runs just north of the ni'dbat 
via Malik Shah, Mangi Chah and Hurmagai. 

The nidbat is under the administration of a ndi!J, who in 
no way differs either in his pay or duties from the ndi!Js of 
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other nzahats; sepoys of the Chiers levies assist him in the 
general duties and ·especially in the collection of taxes and 
revenue. A second naih is stationed at Zonibad, whose 
duties are to supervise the herds of camels in the Kharan 
valley, impressing any camels required for the Ch.ief when 
travelling and collecting the tax on any sold and taken out 
of the country. This naih is not paid any regular wages, 
but receives occa~ional gifts from the Chief. 

It is difficult to estimate the revenue with any accuracy, 
but, from the data available, it 'may be estimated in an 
average year as follows :-

Receipts from the Chiefs own lands after Rs. 
deducting payments to cultivators, soo 
camel loads of wheat andjuari valu<!d at IO,ooo 

Paid by cultivators as revenue IOO camel 
loads 2,ooo 

Paid as fixed mali'a, 4 camels or .•. 480 
Taxes on imports and exports · 200 

giving a total revenue at local rates of about Rs. I2,68o, 
of which Rs. Io,ooo ·are realized from the Chief's own 
l_ands. The only expenditure is the pay of the naih· who 
receives IS cubits of cloth and IS Kharan maunds of grain 
per mensem, equal to about Rs. Ioo per annum. 

Gwash. -The Gwash nzahat is the central of the 3 northern 
nzahats of Kharan and consists of two natural divisions, the 
hilly or northern portion in which are the tracts of Kallag, 
Kohpusht and Nigwar; and the plain or southern portion 
consisting of the cultivable strip between the hills and the 
desert and divided into the tracts -of Jalwar in the west and 
Gwash in the east, the former of which extends from Talonk 
to Hthak and the latter from Hetak to Siahdamb. The 
greatest length of the nzahat is roughly 6o miles from east to 
west and its greatest breadth from north to south about 35 
miles. 

The irrigated lands lie in the hilly tracts of. Kallag, 
Kohpusht and Nigwar ; the dry crop lands in the Gwash and 
Jalwar districts; south of the dry crop area again comes the 
desert which forms the grazing ground of the camels for which 
Kbaran is noted. 

Boundaries. The niahal has no definitely fixed boundaries, but 
approximately they are ; on the east a line drawn from the 
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Nimik pass through Siahdamb to the south-western extremity 
of the Bilav hills near Zorabad ; on the south the desert; on 
the west a line from Talonk northward to the vicinity of the 
Pir Puchi pass. As hai been said in Chapter I, the northern 
boundary of Kharan and hence of the Gwash nitihat has not 
been laid down with exactitude. 

The Raskoh is the only range in the nitihal and has been 
described, together with the passes leading over it, in Chap
ter I of this Gazetteer. 

The chief rivers or rather hill streams in the niahat are the 
jalwar, Tatagar, the Kallag or Ch1ltanani Kaur, the Bunap, 
the Bajjaro ~tnd the Geden. 

All have their sources in th~ Ras Koh range and all drain 
southward with the exception of the Geden, which drains to 
the north, irrigating the tract known as Kohpusht. 

The Jalwar rise-. at the western end of the Bahav hills and 
with its tributary the Sabz Kumb irrigates the south-western 
or jalwar tract of the n_i'tihat. Close to the old fort in the 
jalwar pass is some permanent water. It would appear 
that in for.mer days there was a running stream here, but 
except for some pools of perennial water near the fort the 
str~am is now dry. · 

The Tatagar, Kallag, Bunap and Bajjaro streams water the 
Gwash plain. 

The Tatagar rises in the pass of that name. It has no 
perennial water. At the point north of the low Somaili and 
l\faliki China hills where it debouches from the Ras Koh 
Range, a dam divides the flood water into two streams, from 
"hich again the water is distributed by a number of 
irrigation channels over the country between Hetak, Kobuk 
and Gangui or Sanjari Nali. 

The Kallag or Chiltanani Kaur rises in the· Kambar and 
Ras Koh peaks and runs south, watering with an ample 
rerenni .. l stream the cultivated flats of Lus Kallag, Mahladin 
and Garruk Kallag. The supply of water to these Fallags is 
much more than cao be utilised, and a large quantity of water 
sinks in the ground below Garruk Kallag and is lost. Below 
Garruk Kallag the supply of water gradually diminishes, and 
belo'v Kalchi~tan Kallag to Eri Kallag the river is quite dry. 
At Eri Kallag a scanty supply of water is obhinable by 
digging in the river bed. The distance from Lus to Eri 
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Kallag is about 12 miles. The river is about 15 yards 
broad at Lus Kallag, widening to about so yards in width at 
Eri Kallag. North of Band Kallag the bed of the river is full 
of large boulders and impassable by an animal, except the 
donkeys bred in these hills. South of Eri Kallag, below the 
point between the Bajrat and Mamo hills where the stream 
leaves the hills, dams have been made which distribute the 
flood water over the rich lands of the Gwash plain between 
Sanjari Nali and Darrich. Its principal tributaries are the 
Dinar, Raio, Pathukan and Buzani Kaur from the west and 
the Gardak from the ~:;ast. Local tradition asserts that in 
former days both the Kallag and Bunap rivers flowed with 
a permanent stream !nto the Gwash plain. 

The Bunap rises in the Pahrod pass, and for purposes of 
cultivation, ranks first among the streams of the nidhat. It 
has perennial water in places in its course among the hills. 
On reaching the plain it is divided by the Bunapi Band into 
two channels called Gurdan and Godano, from which again 
the flood water is distributed over the plain at and to the 
east of Darrlch .. 

The Bajjaro irrigates a small tract of land at Bopai Rek. 
In addition to the above mentioned streams, a number of 

rivulets rise in the chain of loVI hills called Bahav and 
Gwarda&ht which extend across the north of the plain from 
the Jalwar river on the west to the Kallag river on the east. 
The floods of these streams irrigate patches of land along 
the skirts of these hills. Some of these streams have perma
nent springs of water at their sources with small groves of 
date palms. The principal streams counting from the west 
are the Hurruk Meshuk, Chachikan, Buzap Piddinak, Pishuk 
Garmap, Zard Kahurak and Rungan. 

The Geden river is formed by the Liddi and Pogas streams 
which rise, the former in the Ras Koh and the latter in the 
Kambar peaks, and drains northwa~d into the Chagai District. 
It has perennial water with date groves and orchards of pome
granates and grapes and some cultivation along its course. 

There are no forests in the niahat. Small groves of the 
date palm are found in the Jalwar pass in the streams issuing 
from the Bahav and Gwardasht hills and in places along the 
tributaries of the Kallag river. The wild almond, fig and 
plum grow in the Ras Koh hills, also a. few pistachio trees. 
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Mulberry and other fru1t trees thrive well in the glens of the 
Kallag river. Tamarisk grows abundantly throughout the 
valley and in the river beds ; tagas grows over the sands .. 
Magher, danfchk and kulkuskt (the colocynth) grow abundafttly 
both in the valley and over the sands. Asafetida grows in 
considerable quantities in the Ras Koh hills, the sap being 
extracted by Ghilzai Afghans and exported to India. 

Sind ibex (Capra aegagrus) are numerous in the hills, 
especially in the neighbourhood of the Ras Koh peak, where 
also wild sheep (Ovis Blanfordit) are found. Ravine deer fre-
quent the skirts of the hills, grazing on the crops in the valley 
at night. Leopards are met with in the hills and occasional-
ly do considerable damage to the flocks. Chikor and sisi 
are plentiful in Kallag and Nigwar. Snakes are very 
numerous in the plains and sands, sr1 much so that to 
traverse the Gwash valley when covered with the spring 
pasture is a matter of extreme danger. 

MINIATL'RB 
G.\ZII:TTE!!R. 
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In the lower parts of the niabat the climate is extremely Climate. 

hot during the summer, though the Ras Koh Range shelters 
the district from the liwar or hot north-west wind. In the 
glens of the Ras Koh hills, especially at Garruk and Lus in 
Kallag and Razai in Nigwar, the climate during the 
summer is cool and pleasant. The winter is cold, though 
snow does not fall except on the highest peaks of the hills 
and frost is rare. The rainfall is scanty though the Gwash 
and Sarawan niabats, owing to their proximity to the hills, 
recei\·e more rain than the other niabats. · 

References to the local ancient history of the nzabat will HistOr)". 

be found in the account of the places of interest in the Ras 
Koh Range in Chapter I, also under Archzology in that 
Chapter. The existence of ancient stone dams in the Geden 
river in Kohpusht and in the neighbourhood of the Zard pass, 
and the Kufic inscriptions in the Jalwar pass and in Kallag 
point to the existence in former days of a more advanced 
and prosperous community than now inhabits the nidbat. 
According to local tradition the country was formerly ruled 
by the 1\faliks of Seistan : the power of the 1\faliks having 
been completely broken by the Mongols under Chingiz Khan, 
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the country was overrun by the Baloch from whom the 
present Koh i Siahpad inhabitants are said to be descended. 
Finally the Nausherwanis brought the nidhat with the rest 
of Kharan under their influence.' Previous to the time of 
Azad Khan, two forts used to be maintained in Gwash as a 
protection against raiders-one at Kobuk and the other near 
the Somaili hills. These have now been abandoned, raids 
having ceased. The di!itrict of Jalwar is said to have belong

ed at one time to the Mamojavs who sold the tract for a 
number of camels to the Jalwari Rakhshanis, some of whom 
are still in possession. Local tradition states that the tract 

· of Kallag pelonged formerly to the Maliks of Washuk, and 
that t?e annual grant of grain and date~ still received by 
their descendants from the Nausherwanis out of the revenues 
of Washuk is compensation for the loss of the revenue of 
Kalla g. 

Kalchinan Kallag is noted for the opposition made by t.he 

Nau~herwanis about 1736-37 to the forces of Nadir Shah. 
Mlr Abbas II, grandson of Purdil, Chief of Kharan, \\as here 
taken prisoner and deported to Persia. In more recent 
times about 1859• the Siahpads, though eventually d!feated, 
made a stout resi!itance near Garruk K'lll.<g to a force sent 
against them by Mir KhudaJad Khan of Kalat. 

Arc:hreology, The niahat is rich in antiquarian remains. Besides the 
stone dams and Kufic inscriptions already referred to, it con
tains a number of gumhads, some of which are ornamented 
with rude figUres representing horses, camels, etc. Five of 
these gumhads, one of which is double-storeyed, are at Shai
Utman, one at Talonk, two at Mangihi Chah in Jalwar, one 
in .the J al war pas-., one each at Hetak, Swaren and Malikshai 
Katat in Gwash, some eight or ten in Eri Kallag and one 
at Padun Kallag. Most of these are in ruins but the gum

hads at Shai Utman, Talonk and in the Jalwar pass are in 
good condition. It is reported that traces of an old Arab 
kdres exist in the Jalwar pass. Between Kalchinan and 
Band Kalhg is a graveyard and remains of stone-built walls 
where loc,-~1 tradition asserts that fighting took place between 
the local Maliks and Mongol invaders. 
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All known 
as Kohi 
siahpad. 

Jalwari 
s~isoli 
Hejibari 

Families. 
10) 

11 t Live in jal-
(Fa- 1 war. 

tehzai) 

( Airof!tni 
1 Yalanzai ••• 
j Muhamm~daoi 

-l Jang·anzat ••• 
1 Ldsi .•. • .. 

I 
lNigwari 

Rozizai 
Janglizai 
.Malangzai 
Chiltakzai 
Tutazai 
Kochakzai 
Siahizai (Mu· 

ham mad 
Hasni) 

Sumalari 
Channa! 
Shai-Karda •.• 

zzJ 

87) Live in Kal· 
21 ~ Jag a'?d 
25 1 some 10 

z8j Gwash. 
64 Live in Kal

tag a o d 
Kohpusht. 

40 Live in Nig• 

5 
9 

25 
7 

3.1 
14 

I .f. 

10 

7 

war. 

Live in 
Gwash. 

456 families. 

lies or a b o u t 
2, 2 8 o persons 
and consists of 
the groups noted 
in the margin, 
all of whom are 
Rakhshanis ex
cepting the four 
last mentioned. 
Ofthese the Ko
hi Siahpads are 
almost entirely 
agriculturists de
pending little on 
their flocks and 
camels of which 
they possess very 
few. The re
mainder depend 
both on agricul
ture and on their 

lbcks. An account of the Kohi Siahpads and Hejibaris has 
been given in Chapter I. The Tutazais claim to have been 
originally Trassi Mengals who emigrated from Nushki. The 
Kochakzais are said to ha\'e been Burra Jadgals of Las B1Ha 
who settled in Kharan. A considerable number of families 
are sa1d ( 1904) to ha\·e emigrated to the Chagai District, the 
Helmand \'alley and to Sind owing to drought in Kharan. 
These ha\·e not been included in the figures above given. 
The language spoken is western Baluchi, except by the 
Tt1tazais and some of the Sumalaris who claim a Brahui 
origin and speak Brahui. All the people of the tlidhat are 
Sunni !II uhammadans. 

The only permanent \·illages are those noted in the margin. 

1. Garruk j 
2. ~Lihladin 

1
. in Kallag. 

:;. Lus 

..J. Raz:ti 
.:;. Hush,:ri 
h. Olingi 

II 

i .... . f tn ... , l::war. 

There are no forts. The people 
are almost all nomads living in 
blanket tents during the winter 
when they camp at the skirts and 
in the lower glens of the hills to 
a\·oid the cold. During the spring 
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GAZETTEER. and wattle huts. 

Agriculture. The irrigated land consists of cultivated flats or kallags 
the most important of which are Los Kallag, Mahladln and 
Garruk Kallag on the Kallag river; Rashwank, Liddi, 
Pogas and Geden on the Geden river ; and Razai, Busberi, 
Olingl and Nag in Nigwar. All the rest is dry crop and entire
ly dependent on the floods of the various rivers. The soil of 
the cultivable land in the plains of Gwash and Jalwar 
is sandy with a layer of rich alluvial soil. It is very fertile. 
Wheat and barley form the spring crops, jutirz" and melons 
the autumn. The soil of the land under permanent irriga-

. tion in ~allag, Kohpusht and Nigwar is largely gravel and 
is of an inferior quality requiring heavy manuring and yield
ing 'a poor return. For the spring crop an inferior kind of 
wheat called pashmz"k is grown in it. The autumn crop,futirz", 
is sow~ in June and July and reaped in October and 
November. Onions and cucumbers are also grown and a 
little cotton. Melons are not much cultivated. The prin
cipal fruit tree in Kallag is the date. Mulberries, pomegra
nates and grapes also grow abundantly in Lus, Mahladln and 
Garruk Kallags. Much rich land is lying waste in Talonk, 
Hetak and Swaren partly for want of water and partly for 
~ant of population to cultivate it. Gwash is noted for its 
pasture which grows 'after good spring rains to the height 
of a horseman's stirrup. There is also rich pasture for 
goats and sheep in the Ras Koh hills. There are no Mrezes 
in the nz"tihat. Owing to the depth of the wells, from 6o t<' 
200 f~:et, irrigation from wells is impossible. In the east ol 
the Gwash plain from Siahdamb to Darrlch the depth of th~ 
wells is much greater than in the western portion of the 
plain and in J<ilwar. In the hot seasoos most of the herds 
of camels are taken to the Mashkel river because of the 
labour involved in drawing water from the wells. The 
people keep no horses and very few cattle. Ploughing is 
done largely by camels. The number of camels was 
estimated in 1904 at 700 with about 4,ooo sheep and goats 
and 100 donkeys. 

Communi- . The following main routes pass through the mahat, the 
cations. Katat-Kharan-Mashkel route, via Malikshai-chah, ja.Iwa1 

and Talonk; the Kharan-Chagai route vi~ the Tatagar and, 
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Pir Puchi passes. The latter is fit for lightly laden camels 
only. Other tracks are described in Chapter I. A foot path 
crosses the Ras Koh to Padag via the Kallag and Geden 
rivers. 

1\hNI&TURE 
GAZETTEER. 

The nitihat is in charge of a ndih whose duties and Administra

emoluments are the same as those of other ndihs. A few of tion. 

the Chiefs sepoys are sent to assist him when the time for 
the collection of the revenue comes round. There are two 
/Ilanas in the nidhat, (but the ndih has no control over them 
beyond supplying them with food) (a) on the Kharan-
Chagai route near Zard between the Tatagar and the Pir 
Puchi passes, (h) at Geden on the northern watershed of 
Rh Koh. This tlulna watches the route from Kharan to 
Padag via the Pahrod pass. 

In the Jalwar tract the Chief receives an annual fixed Revenue. 

payment of Rs. 30 from the Jalwaris, in lieu of any portion 
of the produce. The Sasolis and Hejibaris hold their lands 
in Jalwar as permanent tenants of the Jalwaris, paying the 
latter one-fourth share of the produce. 

In Gwash the rate of revenue paid by the majority of 
the people is one-tenth of the produce. But in cases where 
the land is the private property of the Chief, one-fourth share 
of the produce is recovered from the tenants. Certain 
sections and individuals have purchased from the Chief total 
Clr partial exemption from revenue on their lands. The 
Janglizais pay a fixed annual malia of the equivalent in kind 
of one camel, which is at present assessed at 12 camel loads 
Clr about roo Indian maunds of wheat. 

In Kallag with Kohpusht a different arrangement prevails. 

Eri Katl;og 
Shamai ••• 
!'\ardutln 
Kakhin;;n 
P~f.ciUn 

Sari Kallag 
!land Kallag 

Sheep. 

3 
;t 

3 
9 
3 
3 

Garruk Kallag ••• 18 
!\!;;!,Jadtn 3 

In adJiti"n the Lu~i Si;;hpad!t 

From the Kallags mentioned 
in the margin the revenue 
recovered was originally in 
sheep at the rates given. 
The equi\·alent of a sheep 
is now considered as 33 
Khanin maunds of grain 
and 24 arisla of Kallag
woven cloth, at which rate 

pay ont>-tentb of produce r..,r their revenue is now recovered. 
land in these lt:allags. Half the amount of grain is 
ray able in wheat after the spring han·est and half in judri 
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in the autumn. Any Kallag, the water supply of which has 
failed, is not liable to payment of revenue. The Litsi 
Siahpads hold lands in Garruk Kallag, Mahladfn, Lus Kallag 
and Kohpusht, and pay revenue at the rate of one-tenth of 
produce which is commuted into a fixed annual payment of 
II camel loads of grain; 20 pieces or 920 an"sh of Kallag
made cloth ; 3 Kharan maunds of dried pomegranates, and 
Rs. 24 in cash. Thus the total revenue paid by Kallag with 
Kohpusht amounts to about 200 Indian maunds of grain, 
and cloth, cash and fruit to the value of about Rs. 125. 

The Nigwar tract of the nzahat was also formerly subject 
to the payment of revenue in sheep &t the rates marginally 

Ra;,u Kallag 
, Busberi Kallag ••• 

Oliugi Kallag 
Nag Kallag 

Sheep. noted. In place of sheep, 
II! 
61 
6~ 

grain and cash at the rates 
given for Kallag are re
covered. As no cloth is 
nowadays woven in Nig-

Total 30 war, its price is recovered 
in cash at the rate of 20 ansh for a rupee. A further cess 
of one cluster of dates per each date palm has recently been 
imposed on Razai Kallag. 

A grazing tax of a sheep and a felt per flock per annum is 
paid by certain nomad sections. Herds of camels pay no 
grazing tax, but are liable to the octroi tax for camels sold 
out of the country and to begdr or the providing of one camel 
per herd for the Chief when required. The only expenditure 
is the pay of the naih which comes to about Rs. I 10 per annum. 
The sepoys stationed in the thanas are paid by the Chief. 

A des~ription of the places of interest and shrines in the 
Ras Koh range has been given in Chapti!r I. In the Jalwar 
pass is a large fort built by the late Chief Azad Khan in a 
position of considerable strength. In this fort Azad Khan 
used to take refuge with his family and treasure whrn in 
difficulties with other Chiefs. In the defile north of the fort 
are the Kufic engravings already referred to, and on the 
western cliff of the defile is the shrine of Shai Shadi, whose 
tomb called Simi Shadi-ai-gum!Jad is also in the pass. Clos~ 
to this gumha:i are the remains of an old fort. The hilly 
tracts of Kallag and Nigwar are important from a local 
point of view, in that they form natural strongholds in the 
event ot tribal warfare. The word Kaltag in Baluchi signifies 
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a fort. No forts now exist in these tracts, and the name MINUTURB · 

would appear to refer to the locality generally as a stronghold. GAZBTTt!I!R. 

Eri Kallag was the scene of the death of Mir Muhammad 
Amin, a favourite son of the late Chief Azad Khan, who 
a.:cidentally shot himself when out shooting here. It is 
believed by the people that Azad Khan by constructing 
a water channel close to the shrine of Pir Charik or Malik 
Kambar had incurred the anger of the saint. In the north 
of Garruk Kallag are a number of Kufic engravings. Garruk 
Kallag is locally noted for its orchards of pomegranates 
and mulberries and for its vineyards. Kallag is considered 
a sacred tract on account of the. shrines of the saints in 
it. Consequently the inhabitants will not sell the fruits or 
~·egetable products of their orchards, nor will they build 
any water mills for fear of the wrath of the saints. The 
hill tract of Nigwar contains the shrines of Pir Bubak at 
Razai Kallag and Sheikh Husain at Busheri Kallag. The 
tract consists of a series of cultivated flats or kallags not 
situated along one river as in the case of Kallag, but 
watered by separate perennial springs issuing from the hill 
side, the two largest being Razai and Busheri Kallags. 
There is no prohibition against the sale of fruits or vege-
tables in Nigwar. 

Hurmagai.-Hurmagai is a niabat of considerable size, General 
situated in the north of Kharan, and consisting of the Description. 

southern slopes of the Ras Koh Range with the plain at 
the foot. This consists of a narrow strip 6 to 8 miles wide, 
and about 65 long between the northern edge of the desert 
and the ddman of the hills. The greatest length of the 
milbat from east to west is about 65 miles and its greatest 
breadth from north to south about 40. The hilly portion 
is uncultivated and very thinly populated by nomads, while 
the plain is chiefly hard, uncultivable pat intersected with 
be Its of sand and shingle. Cultivation is confined to the 
\·icinity of the village of Hurmagai and to a few patches 
of land at the mouth of the several mountain torrents 
which carry the hill floods to the valley. 

/lurma is the Baluchi for date, and the common tradition 
of the origin of the name Hurmagai is, that the tract was 
bought by th~ Sanjranis of Chagai from the Mamojavs, its 
original inhabitants, for a bag of dates. Another explaoa• 
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tion is that the name is derived from the small date groves 
which exist in one or two places. 

The boundaries may be defined as· the watershed of the· 
Ras Koh Range on the north, the desert on the south, the 
adjoining nidhat of Gwash, which commences from Talonk, 
on the east, and Galachah and the Mashkel nidhat on the 
west. 

The Malik Surinda, Char Band and Rasani ridges of the 
Ras Koh hills are the principal hills in the ni'dhat. Malik 
Surinda, noted for its shrine dedicated to the saint of that 
name, 6,532 feet, and Malik Rasani, s,on feet, are two 
prominent peaks. The passes leading from Hurmagai to 
the Dalbandin plain are the Lusi, Haften and Nothi. The 
first is a footpath, the others are on the Rasani route, and 
practicable for camels. The hills have no permanent inhabi
tants; but are visited by nomad shepherds after the spring 
rains when water and pasturage are abundant, the grazing on 
the slopes of the hills being very good, especially that in the 
neighbourhood of the Rasani river, while the small groves of 
wild dates at Traddok, on the Pulangi and Machi rivers, are 
a,n attraction to the shepherds. 

There are no forests. A few olive and pistachio trees are 
found, and the tamarisk grows abundantly in the river ~s. 
The tdgas flourishes in the sands. Hurmagai is well known 
for its crops of maghb and ddnickk. The colocynth (R.ulkuskt) 
also abounds. 

Mountain sheep are fairly numerous, especially on the 
banks of the Rasani river, and deer frequent the skirts ofthe 
hills,- going down to the cr;,ps in the valley at night. 
Leopards are sometimes found, while the date groves and 
wild honey attract an occasional bear. 

The only streams of importance are the Hurmagai and the 
Rasani, the remainder being_ merely torrents, rising at 
various points in the hills and running southward to the 
valley, where they irrigate patches of dry crop land. From 
east to west they are, Sabz Kumb, Pulangi, Sagari, Mukak, 
Lusi and Malik Surinda. 

The Hurmagai,or Rod-i-Hurmagai as it is sometimes called, 
rises on the southern side of the Plr Puc hi pass, ·and flows 
in a south-westerly direction to Hurmagai village, just before 
reaching which it divides into several shallow channels. 
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Except near its source, it contains no perennial flow of water. 
The floods it brings down to the valley are of the utmost 
value, furnishing as they do, with those of the Rasani, nearly 
all the water available for irrigating the cultivable land. 
Its tributaries are the Masiti, Banen, Kahn, Dedar, Nalichki 
and Gatti.. 

The Rasani rises in the Haften pass and runs due south to 
the valley; for the first few miles of its course it has a small 
flow of water in good years. 

It is much frequented by nomad shepherds, both for its 
water-supply and the excellence of the grazing on its banks. 
Its principal tributaries are the Abidar and the Machi. 

The climate of the niahat possesses no peculiarities, though 
the tract is less exposed to the liwdr wind than Mashkel on 
the west. The nzahat is healthy ; fever being seldom prevalent 
except in the autumn. The water-supply is from wells, which 
vary from 25 to 100 feet in depth. 

The ntahat is said to have originally belonged to the 
Mamojavs of Khiran and to have been sold by them to the 
Sanjranis of Chagai. The latter remained in possession until 
the time of Azad Khan, when they killed a Nausherwani, 
named Vagi, a relative of the Chief, near tbe.Azhdaha pass. 
In retaliation, Azad Khan collected a force and attacked 
Chagai, where he besieged Kamal Khan, the Sanjrani Chief. 
A peace was eventually concluded, by which half the nUihat, 
from the Zaman channel of the Hurmagai river to Regin 
Chah, was ceded as blood compensation for the slain 
Nausherwani. A small portion of this ceded land was given 
to the heirs of Yagi, the remainder being retained by the 
Khiran Chie.f. The eastern half of the nUihat still remained 
in the possession of the Sanjranis, but, in accordance with 
the Baloch custom, they had now to render tribal service to 
the Kharan Chief, and were assessed to revenue by Sir 
Nauroz Khan, in consequence of which the majority of them 
left the country. 

The only antiquarian remains are four gumhads, or square
shared vaulted tombs at Nuruddin-i-gumbad. They are 
from 12 to 25 feet square, made of burnt brick and orna
mented with rude figures in low relief representing horses, 
camels, etc. These gumhads are in a ruinous condition and 
the fallen bricks are being taken away by the people and 
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used in their wells. According to local tradition Nuruddin 
was a Mamojav. 

The permanent population of Hurmagai numbers 97 
families or about 485 persons, and consists of the groups 

Taukis 12 families, 
Hejibaris 55, Sasolis 24 ; 
and the Hurmagais and 
Saiad Kalanis 3 families 
eac!!.. 

noted in the margin. All are Sunni 
Muhammadans; western Baluchi 
is the only language. spoken. All 
possess camels, and are flock
owners as well as cultivators. In 

1904, owing to a quarrel with the servants of the Chief, the 
Taukis, with their flocks and herds, had gone to Dalbandin, 
but their early return was expected.. The only permanent 
village in the niabat is Hurmagai. It is a collection of a few 
huts, with some dry crop cultivation, and a good well of 

'water. It is 65 miles west of Kharan-Kalat. Near the 
- 'l:'illage is a strong fort of burnt brick, coastructed by the 
late Azad Khan for his son Azim Khan. It is loop-holed 
for musketry fire, and is now garrisoned by 12 sepoys. 
There are no shops in the niabat. 

The soil of the cultivable land is sandy with a layer of 
silt. It is very rich and well sui"ted for Jittiri cultivation. 
Wheat and j'uari are the principal crops. The area most 
extensively cultivated is Hurmagai, which is irrigated from 
the Hurmagai stream by the channels known as the Lahdadi 
Gwaz, Jutti, Mian Gwaz, Abdi, Zeman and Mallok. Other 
areas are near the mouth of the Rasani irrigated by its chan
nels, the Rek-Dem and Lopo ; and at the outlets of the 
Pulangi, Sagari and Jaudar streams. All the lands are 
embanked. There are no cattle or horses in the niabat, 
the ploughing and cultivation being done by camels. The 
number of camels was estimated at 1,200 in 1904. There 
were about goo sheep and goats. 

The Kalat~KMran-Mashkel main route passes through the 
nidbat, Hurmagai village being one of the halting stages. 
A track also leads from Hurmagai to Dalbandin via the 
Rasani pass; it is practicable for camels. Another leads to 
Washuk, but is very difficult, as it traverses heavy sand 
and is almost waterless. 

The niabat is in charge of a ndib, but all serious cases 
are referred to the Chief; the ndib is responsible for the 
collection of the revenue and of transit dues and for the 
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proper patrolling of the roads by the sepoys. The tuiik in l\hNIATVRK 
charge of the sepoys acts as lhe ntiills assistant. GAZETTEF.R .. 

The cultivation being khushluiha, the revenue, which varies Revenue. 
from one-fourth to one-tenth of the produce, is difficult to 
estimate, but may be taken as about s,oc>o Kharan maunds 
or 406 standard maunds of wheat and double that quantity 
ofjudri in a good year. Rupees 100 are derived from a 
tax on the sale of camels at Rs. 3 each and about Rs. 20 

from transit dues. 
The expenditure, as far as Hurmagai is concerned, is con

fined to the wages of the naih, his assistant and the J I 

sepoys garrisoning the Fort. They are paid in kind,-the 
two first each receiving 15 Khar'an maunds of grain and 15 
a1'ish of cloth per mensem, and the sepoys 12 maunds of 
grain and I 2 a1'ish of cloth each. The aggregate expenditure 
converted into cash is probably about Rs. 6o per mensem. 

Dehgwar.-The Dehgwar niabat, also called the Mashkel 
or Mashked nit:ibat, is a desert area in the south-western cor
ner of Kharan lying approximately between 27"7' and 28"29' 
N, and 62"201 and 63"491 E. It is nearly rectangular in 
shape with very irregular sides, its greatest length from 
north to south being about So and its greatest breadth from 
east to west about 65 miles. It consists of two parts, 
Dehgwar, meaning the country along the skirt of the hills, 
and Mashkel, or the country along the Mashkel river. The 
only cultivable land is the tract along the banks and in the 
delta of the Mashkel river from Burida to the Hamun-i-
1\lashkcl, also a small piece near the ruined fort of Kaluga; 
the remainder of the niabat, except for the sandy belts on 
either bank of the Mashkel, is a gravelly pat. In places 
where water is found close to the surface the date can be 
cultivated, but otherwise the pat is waste and destitute of 
any vegetation except a few shrubs. 

Expenditure. 

General 
description. 

It is bounded on the north by the Chagai desert and the Boundaries. 
HJ.mun-i-1\lashkel ; on the west and south-west by the 
Persian Makran boundary; on the south-east by the 
Panjgu( ni<ibat of Makran ; and on ·the east by the Rod-i
l\Ushkel and an imaginary line drawn from Mian Rodak 
across the Kharan desert to Gaukok. The south-eastern 
boundary is, however, in dispute between Kharan and 
Makran while the eastern boundary is not fixed. 
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The only hills in the t~idbat are the Siahan Range in the 
south-west and the ridges running eastward in continuation 
of it and called the Buzkohi, Hetai and Baskaroch hills. 
The Siahan hills are so named because of their black colour. 
The Buzkohi, Hetai and Baskaroch hills, while similar in 
formation and appearance to the parent range, are much 
lower, the highest peak being the Buzicohi s,IJO feet. 
These hills have no permanent inhabitants but are visited 
occasionally by the Siahanis of Kuhak, who pasture their 
fl~cks there, and by the Rekis of Dehgwar, some of whom 
occupy their northern skirts for the same purpose during the 
spring. The principal passes crossing these hills are Tank
i-Zurra.ti, a gorge formed by the l\UshktH river east of the 
Baskaroch hill, and the Baskaroch and Hetai passes through 

_the hills of that name. These three passes lead to Panjgur. 
Three foot-paths cross the Siahan Range, viz., Ragh pass via 
the Gokai river and Tump-Kalat to Kuhak ; Getani pass 
via the Nokchah river to Kuhak; l\Iashod pass from Lijje 
to Sotagen Mach and thence to either Isfandak or Kuhak. 

The 1\Iashkel, with its tributaries the Rakhshan and the 
Bibi Lohari, is the only important river in the nitibat. It has 
been fully described in Chapter I of this Gazetteer. From 
Mian Rodak, as far as Rahrav, the river bed is densely 
covered with tamarisk jungle, and water appears at intervals 
in pools. The height of the banks, however, prevents the 
water being drawn off for irrigation, and c11ltivation is at 
present restricted to the delta of the river near the Hamun-i
Mashkel which, being lo~ lying, is irrigated by floods. 

A number of streams of little importance flow from springs 
in the Siahan hills and lose themselves in the plain, the sand 
of which, acting as a natural reservoir, stores and preserves 
the water underground. Hence throughout Dehgwar water 
is found nearly everywhere at a depth of from 6 to 8 feet. 
The principal of these streams, counting from the east, are 
the Talap;ich Kaur, Hurri, Dinarchahi Kaur, Gorandar, 
Piradap Kaur, Rahi Kaur and the Ziarat. 

The Hamun-i-Mashkel is ur:doubtedly the bed of what was 
once a large inland lake. It lies in the north-west portion 
of the nidbat. Its length from east to west is about 54 
miles and its breadth varies from S to 22 miles. It is quite 
dry except after heavy rains when it receives the floods of 
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the Mashkel river. Its bed contains two large tracts of hard 
dry salt named Wadian and Wad-i-Sultan, each about a 
mile square. 

The only trees are the groves of date palm in the plain, 
a few wild plum and pistachio in the bills, and tamarisk 
in the beds of the rivers, that in the AUshkel river being 
chiefly of the description known as shahzrgas, which exudes 
a sweet gum and which has been described in Chapter II, 
Forests of this Gasetteer. 

Asafetida is also found in the hills, but the extraction of 
the sap is not much attended to. 

ltfUIIATURK 
GAZETTEER. 

Forests. 

Leopards, bears, wild sheep and goats are found on the Fauna. 

hills ; deer on their skirts and in the plains; and the wild 
ass in small herds of 5 or 6 at a time C\n the Hamt~n-i

Mashkel and along the Mashkel river. In the jungles of the 
latter, hyenas, jackals, wild pig and foxes are also found. 
Wolves are unknown. It is reported that up to a few years 
ago wild cattle used also to be found in the jungles of the 
.Mashktl river between Nalap and the Hamun-i-Mashkel, but 
they are now unfortunately extinct. Snakes are very numerous 
both in the sands and in the jungles in the river bed ; in the 
latt~r also scorpions abound. Of game birds, sand grouse, 
duck and partridge frequent the banks ofthe Mashkel river, 
the first named being the most common, while the bustard is 
said to visit the adjoining sands in the spring and autumn. 

The climate is healthy ; in the autumn only the change Climate. 

of season causes fever. Cholera, though occurring in 
the neighbouring districts of Panjgur, Jalk and Dizzak, has 
never within living memory visited the nidhat, while small-
pox and other epidemics are mild and short-lived. The inha-
bitants ascribe their immunity from disease to the force of the 
winds that constantly blow. Inoculation is, however, prac-
tised for small-pox. Sand storms occur throughout the year i 
during these storms the wind is often so violent and con-
tinuous that a well or kdres is covered up in a single day, 
and human beings lose their lives in the sand. The worst 
storms occur during June, July and August, at which time 
the lz"wtir or hot wind blows. In September the wind 
begins to get cooler, and from November to February the 
cold is severe. During March, April and May the wind and 
sand storms considerably abate. About October the 
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inhabitants move to the jungles of the Mashkel river, which in 
some measure screen them from the wind and cold, and 
where also fuel and camel grazing are abundant. Here they 
remain until the early spring when they go to the northern 
slopes of the Siahan Range or to Dizzak or the Chagai 
District, returning to their date groves about June. During 
the summer months owing to the scarcity of water elsewhere, 
and the labour involved in drawing it from wells, many 
herds of camels from all over Kharan collect at the Mashkel 
river, where grazing and water are abundant. The rainfall 
is very scanty, less even than the small average of the rest 
of Kharan. The spring rains, hahargah, fall in the months 
of January to March and the autumn rains, hashsham, in July 
to September. 

Of the ancient history of Dehgwar, nothing definite is 
known, but that it must formerly have been a much more 
important and populous locality than it is now may be in
ferred from the presence of the old tombs described below 
under Archreology. One of these is called the tomb of 
Malik Nausherwan, but whether he had any connection with 
the present ruling family cannot now be ascertained. The 
present inhabitants are known as Rekis. They are a clan of 
the Rakhshanis, and have from ancient days lived in this part 
of the country. An account of the tribe has already been 
given in Chapter I. They speak a pure form of Baluchi, 
and ballads recounting the principal events in Rind history 
are current among them. 

There are nine ancient tombs at Gwachig and two at 
Regi. Local tradition is unable to assign any date to them 
or throw any light on their history. Those at Gwachig are in 
a better state of pr_eservation than any in Kharan, and are 
double-storeyed and square in shape with domed roofs. 
They are built of burnt brick, adorned with figures of animals, 
human hands, etc. A full account of these buildings is given 

-under Archceology in Chapter I of this Gazetteer. 
There are also two mounds in Dehgwar reputed to be 

ancient and called Daz-ai-damb and Galugai-damb. The 
former is being rapidly covered over by sand. The Galugai
damb is the site of the Galllga fort and the people state that 
in making excavations in. this mound at the time of the 
building of the fort by Azad Khan, several corpses were 
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There are also traces of old kan!ses close to the Galug:ll
damb, which local tradition attributes to the Arabs. 

The Dehg-war Rekis are divided into twelve indigenous 
and three affiliated sections, numbering in all about 2,000 

souls. All are nomads, camel and flock owners, depending 
more on these and on transport work than on cultivation for 
support. There are no permanent villages. The people 
accompany their flocks from pasture to pasture, collecting 
at their date groves in fuly for about 3 months at th.! time 
of the date harvest. Their language is Western Baluchi and 
by religion they are Sunni Muhammadans. 

There is no irrigated land, and the only dry crop is a tract 
of rich alluvial· soil along the banks of the Mashkel river 
retween Sohr Reg, Rahrav and Tagaz Kand. Tne chief 
product of the nidbat is dates, the groves extending both to 
the north and for some 15 miles eastward and ·south-east-
ward of Ladga~ht and forming the district known as Dehg-

Ladgasht and Za-
wag 

Kallag 
J{egi 
Tach;ip 
Haraki 
Rodo 

No. of war. There are at present ( 1904) 

trees. 19 groves in all, containing a total 
zs,ooo of about 43,000 trees. A list of the 
10

•
000 principal groves is given in the mar

.s,ooo 
sao gin. The Kharan Chief owns 
5°0 about r,ooo trees in Kallag; the 
400 

Rekis own all the remainder except 
about 400 ~rees in Zawag belonging to the Damn is of Sarhad, 
and obtained by them chiefly in marri11ge settlements. Two 
sorts or date are grown, the best being that known as ra!Jhz~ 
and the other an inferior kind called kurock. No other crops 
ar" grown in the groves. Owing to the unsettled state of 
the country and the disputes between the Chief and the 
R~kis, owing also t.l the nomad life led by the latter, agri
culture is in a very backward condition. Cultivation along 
t h! ~fi.hkel river 1s, however, capable of considerable 
extension. The soil is rich and the people say that if the 
land is well watered in February and March by the floods 
brought down by the river, it ·is sufficient to produce both 
an autumn crop of ;iuirt and melons, and a spring crop of 
"heat in the full.>wing spring. Moreover, the building of 
dams to husband the fi<>od water now lost in the /uimtin 

Population. 

Agriculture. 
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should be perfectly feasible, the flood not being at any time 
of the year of very great force. Irrigation from wells would 
also be possible, the water being close to the surface and 
the sand storms Jess violent along the .Mashkel river than in 
the Debgwar tract itself. Already the Kharan Chief has 
made a start by embanking lands along the river and set
tling small colonies on them. 

The favourite pasturage area is along the .Mashkel river, 
where water, fuel and pasturage are plentiful. The plain 
is also thinly covered with mesk and luindtir. The former 
is highly esteemed as a nutritious and fattening camel graze, 
and the latter, though inferior to mesk, forms a fair food for 
both camels and horses. The skirts of the Siahan, Buzkohi, 
Hetai and Baskaroch bills from Nokchah to Shahna provide 
good grazing in the spring. Formerly many of the Rekis 
used also to cross into Persian territory in the spring and 
graze their camels and flocks in the Dizzak bills. But owing 
to the safety afforded by the spread of British influence in the 
Cbagai District, many of the Rekis now take their flocks to 
graze in the direction of Datbandin and on the northern 
slopes of the Malik Surinda and Ras Kob hills. 

Beyond dates, the only crops are wheat in the spring and 
futiri and melons in the autumn, the quantity grown 
being insufficient for home consumption, and having to be 
supplemented by imports. Except along the banks and 
in the delta of the MashkcH river the soil is either 
sand impregnated with salt or gravelly pat and is unfavour
able for grains, but well suited for date palms. From 
Kirtak in the north to Pirahdap in the south and from 

-Ektbai to Chakol, an area of some soo square miles, water 
is found in some places at the surface and elsewhere at a 
depth of 4 to 8 feet. As bas been already suggested in 
Chapter II, it seems probable that this area, if systematically 
and carefully planted with date trees, is capable of great 
d~velopment as a date-producing centre. 

There are no ktireses in the nziibat, though tradition says 
there once were over 5eventy, all of which have been 
gradually filled up by sand. Traces of them still exist round 
Galuga. Both Azad Khan and Sir Nauroz Khan, the Chief, 
attempted to construct ktirises at Ekthai, GalUga and 
Ladgasht, but they soon became choked, since when ktiris 
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construction has been abandoned. The people also have a 
superstition that it is the will of their saint, Pir Sultan, that 
there should be no ktirezes in the country, and that the saint 
will increase the severity of the winds if any Mres. construc
ticn be attempted. The force of the winds also prevents 
well irrigation in ·Dehgwar itself, as, though wells sh9uld be 
sunk with little difficulty, the labour of keeping them clear is 
excessive. 

There are no horses or cattle, the chief domestic animals 
being the camel. The Rekis also possess about I,soo sheep 
and a ~imilar number of goats. In 1904 the number of 
camels in the country was estimated at 1,400 to 1,500 in the 
proportion of 8 females to 1 . male. Formerly the Rekis 
possessed many more, but large numbers have died through 
!'uccessive years of drought. The surplus stock are sold or 
exchanged for grain. The Rekis also hire out their cam.els 
to traders, and themselves trade with Nushki, Garmsel, 
Panjg(•r and other places, carrying dates from Dehgwar and 
J;Hk, and salt from the Hamun-i-Mashkel and bringing back 
grain and. other necessaries for their own use. 

The principal routes run south to Panjgur, west and 
north-west to Persia, east to Kh:!.ran, and north and north
east to Ch:!.gai. To Panjgur, roads lead via Shahna and 
Tank-i-Zurrati, via Nokchah and the Hetai pass, or by 
Nokchah and the Baskaroch pass, to the Tank-i-Grawag 
defile, and thence to Panjgur. The route via Shahna and 
Tank-i-Zurrati, though the longest, is the easiest and the most 
used. There is, however, no water to be found ·between 
Shahna and Kechi-chah, a distance of over 40 miles. The 
routes via the Hetai and Baskaroch passes are difficult and 
not traversable by laden camels without great difhculty. 
Jalk is 27 miles from Ladgasht; from Jalk a caravan route 
leads to !\firjawa via the Tahlab river. To Kharan, routes 
go via Regin and Hurmagai by Mian Rodak and Washuk, 
or by Shahna and \Vashuk; while to Dalbandin and Chagai 
cara\'ans travel \'ia Galachah and Sorap. All are well known 
sandy tracks, generally easy for laden camels, the scarcity of 
water, mostly from wells, being the chief difficulty. 

Sir Nauroz Khan has lately built three forts in Dehgwar 
both to control the Rekis and for the better protection of the 
di.;,trict from trans-border raiders. One is at Zawag, at the 
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northern end of the Ladgasht-Zoiwag grm-e 10 miles from the 
Persian frontier, the second at Kaltag, and the third at Pull
aboid on the 1\UshktH river. Of these. the one at Zawag is 
the strongest and most important; it is of considerable 
strength, go feet square, with walls 15 and turrets 25 feet 
high, ;md inner cross defences skilfully arranged. The 
garrison numbered (190-\) about 16-t men, armed w1th soiders 
and muzzle-loading Enfields, the whole under the senior ntiih. 
The other two forts have each a garrison of 20 men. The 
construction of these forts has contributed materially to 
check Doimni raids and pacify the country. Formerly the 
Damnis collected in Dehgwar in such numbers at t!le 
time of the date har\"est that no Reki's life or property 
was secure, the date groves also being forcibly looted by 
them. 

The civil establishment consists of three ntiihs and one 
roakil, of whom one 71/Ul; and the -;raid/ are in charge of the 
Zawag fort ; a second ntii!J superintends the Chiers newfy 
developed lands at Balatar and Pullabad in the delta of the 
l\tashkel river; an :I the third ntiih looks after the lands at 
Lorikand and Sohr Reg in the Mashkel river. Their duties 
are the same as those of ntiihs of other nitihals, being restrict
ed to pursuit of raiders, settl_ing petty disputes, collection of 
revenue and taxes, superintendence of the cultivation of the 
Chiefs land;;, and the carrying out of his orders. They are 
paid in kind. The Zawag garrison furnisheo;; escorts to 
accompany the 711iihs, patrols for the roads for protection of 
travellers and collection of taxes, and detachments for the 
octroi posts at 1\lazao Sar on the Persian frontier and 
Rahrav. A political mt~nshi, onder the orders of the Political 
Agent, Kalat, is posted at Zawag. He bas an escort of two 
sowar3. A post runs between Ladgasht and Dalbandin once 

a week. 
The revenue differs from that levied in other nitibats, the 

taxes to be paid by the Rekis having been fixed by an agree
ment arrived at in 1901 :u~d already quoted in the account 
of the Rekis in Chapter I. 

The receipts under all heads in 1903 were estima~ed at 
Rs_ 5,1 16. In this total is included the produce of the Chief's 
lands and date groves in the district. \V1th p.oper 
administration the income from sung should increase, since 
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Each of the three' 'naib; ·a~d 'waklt· ~eceives IS cubits of t:xpenditure. 
cloth, and 15 Khii.ran-ni~~nds.of .. wh~at· per. me~sein, the 
cost of the civil administration. is· therefore approximat~ly · 
Rs. 240 per annum, ' :the. levies o·r. sepoys are. also paid .in 
ki~d.: their. emoluments at local rates involving an 'expendi-
ture' of· about Rs. 15;ooc;> 'per 'annum·;· this cliarge,.howe~er, 
would be coO:sidered . as debit~bie to. the. Chiers revenue· in 
gen~ral and not. to this 'niabat in parti~ul~r. • . . 

Salt is obtained from' two places, the Wad-i-Sultan in the 1\liscellane
Hamun-i-Mashkel, 5 miles from Rahrav and 3 miles east of ous. 
the Konazi Kaur, on the westward side of the main 1\Ushkel 
stream; and at Wadian, about 24 miles west of the former 

. and east of the Persian Makran boundary pillar No. g. In 
each case the best salt is contained in about one square mile 
of country, and is described as lying in a layer a foot or 
more thick. About 300 camel loads are exported yearly to 
Panjgur, Nushki, Jalk and other places, and at this rate the 
supply is ine~haustible, and as the quality is not particu- . 
larly good, the trade is not likely to expand to any extent. 
A tax of eight annas per camel load exported is paid to the 
Kharan Chief. 

Close to where the best salt is found in the Wad-i-Sultan 
is a shrine called Langar-i-Sultan, held in great veneration 
by the people. No person is allowed to take salt from the 
Wad-i-Sultan without the previous permission of the saint 
Sultan, which is asked for by drawing lots at the shrine. 
Three unsuccessful attempts are held to permanently exclude 
the petitioner from the beds. 

The \Vadian salt bed is some distance from good water 
and is not so popular as Wad-i-Sultan. Wadian is free to 
all, and no permission from lhe ~>amt 1s necessary to take 
salt. 

At Tump-Kalat on the GtJrich river, north-west of the Places of 
Tank-i-Grawag, are the ruins of an ancie'nt fort and of two interest. 
hireses. 

Washuk and Palantak.-The Washuk nid6at is, in General 
shape, an irregular parallelogram, its greatest length from description. 
east to west being about 100 and its greatest breadth from .. 
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north to south about 6o miles, with its northern line running 
from Bakat in the east to Mian Rodak in the west, and its 
southern line from Tank-i-Zurrati to the Jamezuk pass. In 
it is included the sub-nzahat of Palantak, which comprises 
the area bounded by the Dahn-i-Murgho, the MashktH river, 
the Siahan hil! and the Gresha river •. 

The name Washuk is said to be a. corruption of'' Wah 
Shut'' or "Kwab Shud,"" he slept," the tradition. being 
that its founder1 Malik Dinar, a Saiad, when journeying from 
Bampur, could- not sleep, until, halting at Washuk, then a 
desert, he fell sound·asleep, and on awaking announced his 
intention of permanently settling there. The place is also 
known as Khashuk. 

It is bounded on the north by the sandy desert which, 
fringing the Hurmagai nzabat, continues westward to the 
Mashkel ; on the south by the slopes of the Siahan Range : 
on the east by the Shimshan-Salambek niabat, from whi~h 

it is divided by an imaginary line drawn from the Jamezuk 
pass through Lal Khan Nawar, the Khargushkl Band and 
Gumbad-i-Shai-Shadi to the desert; and, on the west, by the 
bed of the Mashkel river and the Dehgwar mabat, the whole 
comprising an area of some 2,8oo square miles, the cul
tivable area of which is limited to Washuk, Pala~tak, Bakat 
and some dry crop land on the slopes of. the Loharav 
hills. 

A description of the Siahan Range, the southern boundary 
of the niabat, will. be found in the Gazetteer of Makran. 
Running parallel with the Siahan Range and to the north 
of it, and in continuation of. the Baskaroch and Baheran hills 
on' the west, is a range called Cherdemi Latt. This range is . 
divided into two portions by the gap in which the village of 
Washuk is situated. To the east of Washuk the hills again 
form two parallel ridges, the norther-n known as the Togo
ruk and the southern known as Liddi in its western extremity, 

· as Sagap in the centre anJ as Loharav in the east. East of 
Washuk the hills are low, the Togoruk, J,Oj8 feet, being 
the. only peak of importance. West ~f Washuk are the 
Bishija peak, 3,128 feet, and two others s,o4o feet and 
s,2IO feet. high. Due south _of Washuk village is the peak 
Koli-i-Bal, the western extremity of the Liddi hills. None 
of these hills are permane~tl'v inhabited, their water-suppiy . 
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bein,; "canty, but they are occasionally visited by shepherds 
in !>earch of pasture for their flocks. The passes are the 
Liddi pass in the hills of that name on the track leading 
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from Gresha Kalat to \Vashuk, and the Charpada pass in 
the Togoruk hills. Both are easy and practicable for laden 
transport animals. The passes leading from the nitibat over 
the Siahan Range to the Rakhshan valley are the Razak, 
Paliaz, Sorani, . Miani, Nigindap, Mazarap, Korkian and 
Tank. 

Commencing from the east the principal streams, all Rivers. 
flowing from the Siahan Range, are the Gujar, Zahra-
gan, Re~intak, Gresha Kaur, Palantak, Pilin and Bibi 
Lohari. The la!>t four are in the Palantak sub-nziihat. The 
Gujar rises in the Razak peak of the Siahan Range, and, 
under the name of the Razak, flows via the Jamezuk pass 
and thence south-west to Gresha Kalat, being joined en 
route by several small streams. Near Gre.>ha Kalat it is 
joined by the Sorani. Under this name it flows lor some 
Smiles, and then, as the Gujar, finally loses itself in the Lal 
Kl~;in Nawar. Formerly the combined streams had a suffi-
cient flow of permanent water at Gresha Kalat to irrigate a· 
considerable area. In 1879 irrigation channels were made 
and some 3 years later a fort was built and water mills 
constructed, the hamlet, which is on the direct route from 
1'\aga-Katat to Kharan, being described by Captain Maitland 
abc>ut r882 as having some cultivation including lucerne, 
and as likely to increase in size and importance. About 
t8go the water at Gresha Katat sank underground, probably 
finding a subterranean channel, resulting in the stoppage of 
cultivation, the only water now obtainable being from two 
wells about 20 feet deep sunk in the river bed. The village 
and fort were abandoned and are now in ruins. The river· 
except for flood water is now dry below the Jamezuk pass, 
above which water is found in places. 

The Zahragan flows through a break in the Liddi hills at 
Koh-i-Bal northward tc \Vashuk, where its water is. drawn 
t'ff by a number of channels to irrigate the adjacent fields 
and date groves. It has no permanent water, but both at 
\\·ashuk and at Koh-i-Bal water is found in its bed at a 
depth of a few feet. Its tributaries are the Pashuk and 
~lunjur. 
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The Gresha Kaur has its sou'rce at Sorcha and under the 
name of the Kas&g runs west to the western end of the 
Cherdemi L&tt and th~n turning north splits into three chan
nels and gradually loses itself in the nawars and sands north 
of Baran Chah. A number of tributary streams run into it 
from the Siahan Range. It has permanent water in pools 
about 2 miles above Baran Chah. A dam has lately been 
built in its bed and the flood water used to irrigate some dry 
crop land near Macho Nawar. 

The Palantak rises in the Sorani pass in the Siahan 
Range, and, under the name of the Tasko, flows north to 
the Dahn-i-Murgo. At the Korkian pass it is joined by 
the Siminj and from here is known as the Palantak. As far 
.s ~oh-i-Baran Chah the stream has permanent water in 
places, but is dry after that. The bed of the river is thickly 
wooded with tamarisk trees. 

The Pilin flows north into the Dahil-i-Murgo. Up to 
.Tankit is known as the Pudkash and has permanent water 
in places, but beyon"d there it is dry except when_ in -flood. 
The bed of the river is thickly wooded with tamarisk trees. 

The Bibi Lohari rises in the Dramkan hill in the Siahan 
Range and running north-west joins the Rod-i-Mashkel at 
Mian Rodak, It has been already described in Chapter I. 

The desert area in the north of the niabat contains a. 
number of hamuns or nawars as they are called, into which 
the flood waters of the Baddo river and other streams empty 
themselves. The most important of these nawars are the 
Dahn-i-Murgo and the Harai Nawar. Some of the nawars 
when filled by a heavy flood retain water for months. 

There are no forests. The date groves around Washuk 
are numerous and extensive, plsh and wild dates grow in 
the Cherdemi Latt and on the Siahan Range; and tama
risk, some of it yielding the sweet gum called shakargas,, 
in the beds of the Gresha and other rivers. Asafetida grows
on the slopes of the Siahan Range and the sap is extracted 
by nomad Ghilzais from Afghanistan who occasionally visit 
the locality, and pay a tax to the Chief for this privilege. The 
tdgas, a species of tamarisk, grows abund.:!.ntly over the sands. 
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\Vild sheep and goats are fairly numerous in the hills, 
with a few leopard and bear. Wolves, hyenas, jackals and 
foxes are also found. Ravine deer are to be found along 
the skirts of the hills. Sandgrouse and bustard are found 
in the desert, and duck and oth~r water birds on the nawars 
when the latter contain water. Snakes are plentiful, chiefly 
in the sands. 

The uiabat is healthy without peculiarities of temperature. 
Fever generally appears in August and September, the 
onlr other prevalent· complaints being those of the chest 
and lungs in the winter season.- A mild epidemic of small
pox occurs every few years· as a rule, ·for which inocu
lation is practised, but no· other· serious disease has been 
known for many yea~s. The· rainfall is. scanty, summer 
rains falling from July to September and winter rains be
tween January and March. The ·winter is mild, frost being 
only occasional, Duststorms, which occur from July to 
September, are sometimes so violent as to uproot the weaker 
date palms. 

Local tradition says Washu~ was founded by one Malik 
Dinar, a Saiad from Bampur, who settled there with his 
followers and attendants. Malik Dinar is also the hero of 
an old legend which relates how a dragon had taken up its 
abode on the. Panjgur-Kharan route in a cave in a hill side 
overhanging the road from whence he used to devour passers 
by. This place is sometimes called Sorenkik, but is usually 
known by the name of Azhdaha (dragon) in common with 
the stream and the locality generally. Malik Dinar rid the 
country of this pest by converting him into a stone as he 
was retiring into his cave in flight. A green coloured stone 
inside the mouth of the cave is still pointed out as the tip of 
the dragon's petrified tail. 

The tomb and shrine of Malik Dinar is at Washuk. At 
Gr~sha-Kalat is the :;.brine of another Malik, Malik Gresha. 
l\lalik Dinar's descendants remained in sole possession until 
the advent, long afterwards, of some wandering Halazais 
who were 11.lso allowed to settle there and with whom they 
intermarried. In time quarrel~ and dissensions arising, the 
aid of the Kharan Chief, Mir Abbas, was invoked and given, 
after which the districltwas gradually absorbed in the posses
sions of the Chief of Kharan. The present descendants of 
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The Gr~sha Kaur has its source at Sorcha and under the 
name of the Kashg runs west to the western end of the 
Cherdemi Latt and then turning north splits into three chan
nels and gradually loses itself in the nawars and sands north 
of Baran Chah. A number of tributary streams run into it 
from the Siahan Range. It has permanent water in pools 
about 2 miles above Baran Chah. A dam has lately been 
built in its bed and the flood water used to irrigate some dry 
crop land near Macho Nawar. 

The l'alantak rises in the Sorani pass in the Siahan 
Range, and, under the name of the Tasko, flows north to : 
the Dahn-i-Murgo. At the Korkian pass it is joined by 
the Siminj and from here is known as the Palantak. As far 
.s ~oh-i-Baran Chah the stream has permanent water in 
places, but is dry after that. The bed of the river is thickly 
wooded with tamarisk trees. 

The Pilin flows north into the Dabn-i-1\lurgo. Up to 
.Tank it is known as the Pudkash and has permanent water 
in places, but beyon'd there it is dry except when in .flood. 
The bed of the river is thickly wooded with tamarisk trees. 

The Bibi Lohari rises in the Dramkan hill in the Siahan 
Range and running north-west join<1 the Rod-i-l\fashkel at 
1\lian Rodak. It has been already described in Chapter I. 

The desert area in the north of the nidhat contains a 
number of hdmuns or na'ltJflrs as they are called, into which 
the flood waters of the Baddo river and other streams empty 
themselves. The most important of these ndwars are the 
Dahn-i-Murgo and the Harai Nawar. Some of the nawars 
when filled by a heavy flood retain water for months. 

There ~~ore no forests. The date groves around \Vashuk 
are numerous and extensive, plsh and wild dates grow ir 
the Cherdemi Latt and on the Siahan Range; and tama 
risk, some of it yielding the sweet gum called shakargas 
in the beds of the Gr~sha and other rivers. Asafetida grow~ 
on the slopes of the Siahan Range and the sap is edractet 
by nomad Ghilzais from Afghanistan who occasionally visi 
the locality, and pay a tax to the Chief for this priv1lege. Th 
/Iigas, a species of tamarisk, grows abund:!ntly over the sand!' 
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'Vild sheep and goats are fairly numerous in the hills, 
with a few leopard and bear. Wolves, hyenas, jackals and 
foxes are also found. Ravine deer are to be found along 
the skirts of the hills. Sandgrouse and bustard are found 
in the desert, and duck and other water birds on the ruiwars 
when the latter contain water. Snakes are plentiful, chiefly 
in the sands. 

The niabat is healthy without peculiarities of temperature, 
Fever generally appears ·in. August and September, the 
only other prevalent· complaints being those of the chest 
and lungs in the winter season.- i.. mild epidemic of small
pox occurs every few . years· as a r·ule, ·for which inocu
lation is practised, but no· other· serious disease has been 
known for many yea~s. The railifail is. scanty, summer 
rains falling from July to September and winter rains be
tween January and March.· The ·winter is ~ild, frost being 
only occasional. Duststo.rms, which occur from July to 
September, are sometimes so violent as to uproot the weaker 
date palms. 

Local tradition says Washu~ was founded by one Malik 
Dinar, a Saiad from Bampur, who settled there with his 
followers and attendants. Malik Dinar is also the hero of 
an old legend which relates how a dragon had taken up its 
abode on the. Panjgur-Kharan route in a cave in a hill side 
overhanging the road from whence he used to devour passers 
by. This place is sometimes called Sorenkik, but is usually 
known by the name of Azhdaha (dragon) in common with 
the stream and the locality generally. Malik Dinar rid the 
country of this pest by converting him into a stone as he 
was retiring into his cave in flight. A green coloured stone 
inside the mouth of the cave is still pointed out as the tip of 
the dragon's petrified tail. 

The tomb and shrine of Malik Dinar is at Washuk. At 
Gresha-Kalat is the :;,brine of another Malik, Malik Gresha. 
Malik Dinar's descendants remained in sole possession until 
the advent, long afterwards, of some wandering Halazais 
who were also allowed to settle there and with whom they 
intermarried. In time quarrels and dissensions arising, the 
aid of the Kharan Chief, Mir Abbas, was invoked and given, 
after which the district! was gradually absorbed in the posses
sions of the Chief of Khanin. The present descendants of 
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the original owners now only possess one stream free of 
revenue, and receive certain allowances of dates and grain 
allowed them by the Chief because of their Saiad descent. 

There are several old gumhads, or vaulted tombs in the 
ntahat-five atthe village of \Vashuk, one called the Gumbad
i-Sbai Sbadi in Bakat and ruined remains of several more. 
They are similar in all respects to the others found through
out Kharan. There are also the ruins of two old stone built 
forts at \Visbuk. Local tradition asserts that thev were 
taken from the Halazais by Azad Khan. The ruins· of old 
forts also exist at Palantak and Bibi Kalat. The present fort 
at the latter place was constructed by the late Chief Azad 
Khan on the ruins of an ancient fort. 

The permanent population consists of the descendants of 
the original Saiad founder 1\lalik 

Seclioa. No. of families. 
PERMANENT. Dinar, DOW reduced to three 

Saiads 3 
Washukis -· -· :!3 
Nakibs ••• 8o 
Hatazais ••• ••• 25 
SEIIII·PERIIIANENT MtJHAIIIli.\D 

HASNIS. 
Durrakzais ••• 
Mardansbai 
Yagfzais -

20 

-· 12 
••• 25 

families; the Washukis and 
Nakibs, descendants of his 
folJowers; and the Hal<i.zais 
,~·ho joined them after the1r 
settl~ment at \Vashuk. These 
are supplemented by various 
sections of Muhammad Hasnis, 

Total ••• 11)8 
more or less pe~manent, the 

chief sections being as marginally noted. All, whether 
settled or nom<td, are bound to furnish military sen·ice when 
called upon. The \Vashukis are the descendants of the 
followers of Malik Dinar. They possess irrigated land and 
date groves at \Vashuk, paying one-tenth of produce and a 
fixed maNa of 2 camels or Rs. 240, per annum in cash or kind. 
Owners of water in the Shahri irngation channel are also 
bound to furnish one sheep and 5 Kharan maunds of grain 
per llangam of water for the Chit:f's entertainment should he 
VISit \V ashuk. 

The Nakibs are descendants of the Nakibs who accompanied 
Malik Dinar. An account of them ha!> been given in Chapter 
I, as also of the Halazais who were the first settlers, at 
a long interval, after Malik Dinar. The \Vashukis and 
Nakibs are cultivators only; the Halazais are flock owners also. 
The Durrakzais are flockowners and were formerly much 
more numerous. A large number of them have, however, 
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lately emigrated to Chagai, Panjgur and the Helmand and MINiATURE . 
GAZETTEER• only about 20 families now remain. 

The Mardanshais and Yaglzais are flockowners and culti
vators. The Mardanshais possess land at Koh-i-Bal and the 
Yaglzais at Mushki, on which they pay revenue to the 
Kharan Chief. 

All flockownei"S pay to the Chief a grazing tax of one· 
sheep aQd a felt per annum per each .person possessing 
separate proptrty •. No such. tax is. levied in the . case' of 
1=amels, but whenever tbe Chief goes on a journey. one camel 
per herd has to .be supplied for· the carriage of his baggage. 

There· are no per,nanent villages,· but around Washuk Villages.· 
~here are some J 20 .mat huts scat~ered ·singly and in small 
groups throughout the date groves; there is also a small fort 
garrisoned by si·x of .the Chief's levies, the havildar in charge· 
cif whum is the 1ocal naio: The( language . of the people is 
W~stern Baluchi and religion S1,1nni · Muh~mmadan. . Then~ 
are no shops, but two. Hindus from Kharan generally visit 
~ashuk yearly at the time of the date harvest in September 
and purchase dates, wool and ghl. 

The irrigat~d lands are mainly at Washuk. There is also Agriculture. 
a small area of irrigated land at Palantak. The dry crop 
land is chiefly at Bakat with a few plots near. Palantak and 
one knoY.'n as Macho near the Macho Nawar. The soil is 
gravelly and fairly rich, yielding about fifteen fold for grain 
crops, but heavy manuring is necessary. Date culture is the 
principal industry ; the number of trees is estimated at over 
25,ooo and is rapidly increasing. There are small planta-
tions at Koh-i-Bal and Palantak, but the great majority ar~ at 
\V ashuk where the groves extend for some miles along the 
river banks and irrigatiOn channels, other crops or fruit 
gardens being grown within the groves. The mode of 
cultivation and propagation is similar to that of Panjgur, a 
description of which is g1ven in the Makran Gazetteer. The 
dates, though not considered equal to those of Panjgur, are 
highly esteemed, those called rabbi being the best. The date 
harvest is from August to O.::tober. The other principal crops 
are wheat and barley in the spring andjuari and melons in the 
autumn. Wheat is sown from October till December, barley 
about a month later, both being harvested in May. Melons 
are sown in April and ripen in July; iutiri in May, ripening in 
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October, There are many orchards in W ashuk. The pome~ 
granate is the commonest .fruit, the number of pomegranate 
gardens being estimated at Jq<>• Peaches, grapes, mulberries 
and apples are· also grown. Almonds have lately been in
troduced, but with littl~. success •.. 

The number of camels in the nidbat is estimated (1904) 
at I,Joo.with about 2;2oo: sheep -and goats.· There are ncr 
horses and only a (ew donkeys are kept bythe Nakibs. There 
are· very: few. bullock1i,· .i ~nd camels are . mostly . used for 
ploughing .. The best graiing areas are the Cherdemi-Dann; 
Sorani-na-Dal and·· Razak-na-DaJ,. situated· between· the 
Siahan and Cherdlmi ~att ranges; the stony plain along the 
northern skirts ciC:the { la't!f:er. range, and the sandy desert 
itself to the boundary pf ihe ni'd{Jat. · 

.At W~shuk:an<;l Pif.t"rii:~k prope~;- the land is 'irrigated by 
pere'nnial water -~vhiah-·: i~ obtained from. channels called 
llau1J"os cut in th~-~vej beds. · In 1904 there were twenty such 
kau1J"os ·at Washuk ·drawn·· from: the bed of the Zahragan 
river; the m'ost . impbrt'ant being the· Shahri and Shaigan. 
There is no partictilar system of allotment, nor is one 
necessary; wate~ bei~g ample for ·all. The· number of 
llaur.;"os at Palantak ;in :igo4 was two. The dry crop land at 
Bakat and near Pala1;1tak is watered respectively by the floods 
of the Baddo and P~larltak rivers~ . At Bakat the water is 
stored by the Khargushki Band, and distributed by irrigation 
channels called- gwas;'.under the supervision of the Chief's 
ndib. A- dam ·has .·also been constructed. by the naib in the 
Gresha Kaurto irrigate the dry crop land near· Macho Nawar. 
There are .no ·-Karcses· in th~ niabat, two were made at 
\Vashuk by the late ~hi'ef Azad Khan but proved unsuccessful. 
Well irrigatioa ·would be possible at Washuk, water being 
found at a depth·~of-.from 6 to 8 feet, but the abundance of 
water already-available there,· renders wells superfluous. 

The -Nushki.·Kh~r~n~Panjgur is the only main route passing 
vhrough Wash'uk, Washuk being the ninth stage from 
Nushki, the fifth from Kharan and the seventh from.Panjgur; 
an account· orthi.s' route ·will be found in appendix IV. 
Routes fit· foi·· laden animals lead from Washuk via the. 
taliaz and Sorani · pas~es and perhaps the Sic hi, to the 
Rakhshan v:rlley~ · Other routes lead from \Vashuk to Nal 
Pia the Paliaz'pass; and to Mashkelri~er via Palantak. 
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The administrative·· staff con~ists Of2 ndibs; the junio'r_ of MINIATURE

whom collects the tax from nomads and flockowners, a.'wiakil GAZETTEER.' 

or assistant to the senior naib and x6 sepoys;· · Ofthe'latter;. ~:n~inistra-
6 sepoys garrison · Washuk fort,: 6 guard the-Panjgur·rou~e 
and collect octroi and 4 accompany the· senior naib. The 
sub-nidbat of . Palantak has also ·a·· miib ·and· 6 ~ sepoys ·.in 
addition: .. The·sepoys· were: armed: ir:i· 1904 with· muzzle.:; 
loaders and Snider rifles; · The duties of tHe naibs'and their 
assistants are limited to 'the collection of revenu-e; 'the; arrest 
of raiders or other offenders; settling· petty disputes ·within 
their niabdt, and carrying out orders received froni· the Chief,, . 
to whom all ·serious :cases ·.are : referred; In the: collection 
of the \Vashuk:date revenue the'ntiib is assisted 'by. a -wakil 
and two overseers,. ·called g-azlrs.: ·The latter·are· not paid by 
the Chief but receive· small shares out of the produce from the 
people .. 

Dates- are the· principal source of revenue, the· tax being 
5 Khani.n maunds for every six· trees·, taken, ifpossible, in 
the k.ind known as rabbi. In addition to a large number of 
date palms; some of the • irrigated land at Washuk, .and a 
large proportion of the dry crop land at Bakat, belong to 
the Chief, the laitd being cultivated for him either by his 
dependants, who'receive a fixed scale of rations arid clothing, 
with a portion of the produce ; or by tenants-at-will, at · 
rates varying according to the part taken by the tenant in the 
production of the crop but generally ranging from one-fourth . 
to one-half of produce. Other lands usually pay one-tenth 
of produce, or a fixed rate called gham-formerly a specified 
number of camels,. but nowadays their value, which is 
fixed at Rs. 120 each, ·in cash or kind. Taxes are also 
levied on imports and exports, and on the collection of · 
asafetida, and a grazing tax of one sheep and one felt per 
flock per year is collected both from the flock-owners living 
permanently in the mabat and from nomads that visit it 
for pasture. The amount of the total revenue is liable 
to fluctuate according to the season, but the following 
may be taken as a rough assessment for an ordinary 
)'ear:-

Dates, chiefly rabbi ••• 220 camel loads. 
Grain from irrigated lands .•. 

Do. from dry crop la~ds. 
so " " 

" " 

Revenue. 
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MINIATURE . A. camel load being aoo Kharan, or 8 standard maunds, 
GAZETTEER. this at current local rates represents. about Rs. 11 ,soo, to 

~hich should be added: 

Miscella-
neoas. 

Places of 
interest. 
Wasbuk. 

The fixedghanJ or camel tax equalling 4 Rs. a. p. 
camels at Rs. 120 each ••• • •• = 480 o o 

Grazing tax. or nuitia from flockowners, 
sheep and felts so of each, at Rs. 5 ·~· = 250 o o 

Taxes on imports, exports, collecticn of 
, asafetida, etc. • •• = 200 o a 

Or a total revenue from all sources of 
over Rs. 12,000. 

The expenditure like the revenue is nearly all in kind, 
the ndi"hs, '1Mki/s and sepoys being all paid in grain and 
cloth at rates vary1ng from 15 cubits of cloth and 15 Khiran 
maunds of grain per mensen1 to the naih, to 10 of cloth and 
12 of grain for a sepoy. The junior tzaih at \Vashuk, 
receives 12 maunds of grain only, but out ot every ten sheep 
he collects as revenue, he is allowed one for himself. The 
yearly expenditure at the above rates for 3 naihs, 1 wakfl and 
22 sepoys may be roughly estimated at between Rs. 1 ,ooo 
and Rs. I, 100. 

There is a widespread superstition among the people that 
the burial of first born chiidren who may die soon alter birth, 
will cause the mother to remain childless afterwards. Such 
bodies are therefore placed in the gumhads or in caves and 
clefts o£ the hills, and travellers having seen them so exposed, 
have concluded that the infants have been ab:mdoned when 
alive in accordance with a custom of the country. The tract 
of land between the Liddi pass and \Vashuk produces an 
inferior quality of salt which is used by the poorer people. 
Honey is found in large quantities in the hills and is sold to 
the Hindus for export. Mats are made by the Nakibs from. 
the date and dwarf-palms, and felts and carpets by the 
women for domestic use. 

W ashuk or Khashuk with its twenty streams ; its date 
groves ~:xtending along the Zahragan river from Koh-i-Bal 
in the south to the sands of the desert on the north ; and 
its numerous orchards of pomegranates, peach, mulberry and 
grape forms one of the important localities of Kharan, 
situated as it is mid way on the caravan route between 
Nushki and Panjgllr. Its groves contain in all about 25,ooo 
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date palms, and at the date harvest (August to October) not MINIATURE -

only the Chief himself with his family, but large numbers of GAZETTEER. 

the inhabitants of upper Kharan visit the place. During the 
spring, on the other hand, most of the- inhabitants go to 
Bakat to graze their flocks and herds on the !'pring pasture. 
The absence of any permanent buildings here and elsewhere 
in Kharan is ascribed not only to the nomadic habits of the 
people but partly to the objections'to such buildings for fear 
lest they should be used. for military purposes by_ raiders and 
others. The fort at Washuk has no gate, and admission is 
gained by means of a rope, which is let down from the inside 
over the wall, enabling one person at a time to ascend. Of the 
five old gumbads or tombs at Washuk two, named Malik 
Bahram-Shahi-Gumbad and Bibi-ai-Gumbad, are .situated in 
a date grove close to the south of the fort and are held in 
reverence as shrines and places of worship. The remaining 
three are situated close to the northern end of the same 
grove on the gravelly pat. All are built of burnt bricks. 

Palantak is situated in a gap at the western end of the Palanbik. 

Cherdemi Latt range of hills and extends for about a mile 
along the course of the Palantak river. The place appears 
capable of considerable development and in the last few 
years the Kharan Chief has done a good deal in this 
directivn. A naib with some sepoys has been located there 
to encourage the cultivation or the date palm and to 
guard the routes from Mashkel, Jalk, Panjgur and Washuk. 
The Palantak river at this point contains a good supply of 
perennial water which is tapped at present by two haurfos 
named Churruk and Nokjo. In 1904 there were about 300 
date palms with a fair amount of irrigated cultivation, and 
an orchard of pomegranates was also being planted. 

Beseima Valley and Zayak.- I he Beseima valley is General 
description. 

some 20 miles long by about 8 broad, situated in the south-
eastern part ot Kharan on the upper waters of the Garruk · 
or Sarap river. It is a fertile valley with a large amount of 
dry crop cultivation, and forms a portion of the Kharan 
Chief's nidbat of Rakhsh<l.n, an account of which has been 
given in the Mi11iature Gazetleer of Panfgzlr in Chapter IV 
of Makran. On the west of the tract lie the north-eastern 
extremities of the Rakhshan and Raghai valleys, on the east 
the Gidar valley and on the south the Koda and Korask 
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valleys, .from all of which it is separated by hilly belts of the 
western jhalawar:i Range!. The Garruk river, with its nume
rous affiuents draining· from the surrounding hills, runs 
through the valley. The gravel skirts of the hills reach 
almost to the banks of the riv~r, leaving a narrow strip of 
cultivable ground along either bank. 
· Zayak is a small tract situated in the upper or southern 
portion of the Beseima valley and containing about 15 to 20 

j'oras or about _so acres of cultivable dry crop land lying 
between lhe Garruk and Sajid rivers. The rest of the tract 
is stony and uncultivable; It has plenty of perennial water 
in the bed of the river~ but the cultivable land being on a 
higher level is not irrigated from the river. 

The valley extends from the Mukk hills and the Hokar 
pass on the south as far as Drug and the Jur tributary of 
the Garruk river on the ·north. 

The Garruk or Sarap river has been described in Chapter I 
of this Gazetteer. Its principal tributaries on the east are 
the Fakirduni, Gilkandi, Jur, Kalghali, Siatak and Hajamo ; 
and on the west the Dranben, Soro, Getuk, ;Nausherwan
Pishi, Dali and Gedbast. The river has a perennial stream 
at Zayak, which runs for about a mile; there is also peren
nial water in the Kalghali stream and a small supply at the 
place known as Drug. Its bed is covered with tamarisk 
jungle, and is from 200 to 300 yards broad. 

Among grass and fodder plants are the barshonk, sorag, 
drug and kanddr. The river beds and a good portion of the 
valley are well wooded with tamarisk, In the Kalghali, 
Siatak and Hajjamo rivers there are groves of pistachio 
belonging, in the two former rivers, to the Isazais of 
Beseima, while those in the Hajamo river belong to the 
Kuchai Siahpads of Kharan ; smaller groves of pistachio 
are also found in the Getuk, Dali and the Gedbast rivers ; 
of these the trees in the Gedbast river belong to the 
Taghapi Rakhshanis of Kharan, the Isazais of Beseima own 
the remainder. A good deal of asafretida is found in the 
hills to the west of the valley. 

The valley abounds in game. Sind ibex and wild sheep 
are plentiful in the hills, and, ravine deer in the plains and 
along the skirts of the hills. Hares are also plentiful and 
are coursed by the people. Wolves, foxes and jackals are 
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even camels. Leopards are found in the hills •.. Snakes are ·GAZETTEER. 

numerous in the valley. Wild duck freq~ent the· pools in 
the beds of the rivers during winter, Chikor and sisi are 
plentiful, also sandgrouse and a few bustard. 

The climate is healthy, though hot in summer and intensely 
cold in winter, at which season the gorick 'or .north wind 
blows over the surrounding snow-clad hills. The rainfall 
is greater than in other parts of Kharan. 

Climate. 

As narrated in the section on History, Nausherwan, the History. 
progenitor of the present dominant class of Kharan, found 
his first abode in this valley on the Nausherwan-Pishi stream, 
a tributary of the Garruk river, where the remains' of his 
fort can still be seen. 

The only objects in the valley which might prove of Archreology. 

archreological interest if explored are three large mounds 
in Beseima and two in Zayak; the former ·are known by 
the names of Kurrai-na-damb, Tagazi-na-damb and Puzhoi-
na-damb. Broken pieces of pottery are found on the. 
surfaces of •these mounds. There are traces of many old 
kdn!ses in both Beseima and Zayak along the skirts of the 
hills to the east. These are attributed to the Arabs. 

The inhabitants of the valley are Isazais and are divided Population. 

Rlzan7ai 
Ramadanzai ... 
Siahozai 
Kharenazai ... 
Shahizai 

Total 

Families. 
23 
27 
20 

20 
21 

III 

into the five sub-sections noted in 
the margin. They are Rakhsha.ni~ •. 
Their origin is not clear, but. th.ey 
would appear to be Chhutta Jad-
gals, who, owing to family quarrels, 
emigrated from their native place 
in Jhalawan and settled in Beseima 

under the protection of the Nausherwanis on promise pf . 
tribute. Disputes arose between them and Mlr Abbas, Chief 
of Kharan, as to the tribute to be paid to him, and ·they 
sought the protection of the Khan of Kal<it. Eventually 
they came to terms with the Kharan Chief, and now pay an 
annual revenue or gosh of one sheep per fat:nily with one• 
seventh of the produce of their lands and military service 
when called upon. By occupation they are agriculturists 
and flock owners. They keep a few camels which they 
employ for transport purposes. They are Sunni Muhamma-
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dans and speak the Brahui language. They are much 
connected by marriage with their neighbours, the Sumalaris 
of Koda and ~orask. There are no permanent villages in 
the tract, with the exception of the Chief's thana at. Zayak 
and a hamlet near Kurrai-na-da'llb, where the naih resides 
whenever he visits the valley. The people are nomads 
and are only to be found in the valley during the spring
and summer. 

The whole tract consists of large dry crop embankments 
in which the floods from the surrounding hills are caught. 
The soil is very fertile in the upper ~nd central parts of the 
valley and in Zayak. It consists of a whitish clay mixed 
with sand. In the lower or northern parts of the Beseima 
valley the soil is inferior, being sandy and impregnated 
with salt. In Zayak also some of the land lying under 
tamarisk jungle contains salt. As has already been said the 
perennial water of the Garruk river at Zayak is not utilized 
for cultivation purposes. Though it is on a lower level 
there seems no reason why it should not, by means of 
dams and irrigation channels, be brought to the land. The 
people, however, have a superstition against the• use of the 
water for this purpose, and think that if so utilized the water 
would either disappear or some harm come to any perscn 
who attempted to make use of it. The water is consequent
ly allowed to run waste. \Vater is found in wells in the 
valley at a depth of from .20 to 30 feet, but it is brackish 
in some parts. There seems room for considerable exten
sion of irrigation in the valley by means of llareses. The 
Khanl.n Chief owns a large piece of land in the centre 
of the valley at Sorchil, the remainder of the land belongs 
td the Isazais. \Vheat and barley form the spring crops 
while juan' and melons constitute the autumn harvest. 
The number of domestic animals in the tract was roughly 
estimated in 1904 at about 30 camels, 2,000 sheep and 
goats and 35 pairs of bullocks. 
Th~ district is the focus of a number of routes leading 

from different parts of jhalawan and Katat to Kharan and 
Panjgiir. The Kalat-Panjgur route via the Kalghali pass 
crosses the tract at Zayak and thence proceeds via Raghai, 
Rakhsh~n or Mashkai; the NaJ-Kharan route passes through 
Beseima and along the course of the Garruk. river- into 
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Kharan. Details of other routes will be found in the 
MINIATURE 

Appendices to the Jlwlawa" Gazetteer. Foot tracks lead GAZETTEER. 
from the valley to Gidar via Siahtak, Hajamo and Nawisht 
passes. 

For purposes of .administration, Beseima with Zayak is Administra•. 
induced in and forms a part of the Kharan Chief's nzabat of tion. 
Rakhshan. The naib of Rakhshan visits the place from 
tim~ to time, supervises the cultivation of the Chief's land 
in Beseima, inspects the thana or octroi post at Zayak and 
enquires into any petty disputes among the people. The 
thana at Zayak consists of 5 men and a naz"k, who are paid 
in kind at the rate of Rs. 8 each per mensem. 

The Isazais. form tenants with occupancy rights of the 
Kharan Chief, and can only be ejected in the event of 
permanent emigration from the country. The rate of land 
revenue recovered from them is one-seventh of the produce. 
The other sources of income are gosh or the annual payment 
of one sheep per family, fines and octroi and transit dues. 
The rates of transit duty are 4 annas and 2 annas per camel 
or donkey load, respectively, on all· commodities except 
local gkl and wool which are taxed at Rs. zo and Rs. 8 
per camel load. Dues for ~he return journey are paid in 
Panjgttr at the same rates. 

The revenue receipts in grain of this part of the nzabat 
are roughly estimated in a normal year at about soo Indian · 
maunds of wheat and juari. The receipts on account of 
octroi and transit dues cecovered in the Zayak thana vary. 
from Rs. I6o to Rs. 300 per annum. 

Revenue. 
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APPENDIX II. 

List of implements of husbandry used in Kli~:ftrit,< 
l I-

Name in Baluchi. I Explanation. 

Arrag .•• 
Bel 
Charshakha ••• 
Dal 

Dalli •.• 
Dastag· 
Doshakha 
Gwalag 
J tlgh .•• 
Jughlu 
Kamer 
Kapat ••• 
Ken 
Kodal .•• 
Langar 
1\Ialag .•• 
Parbun 
Pik 
Rambi 
Shatink 
Sund •.. 
Sund-kish 
Tafar or Tabar 
Zubank 

A sickle, also called Iaski. 
A spade. 
Four-pronged wooden fork used for winnowing, etc. 
Wooden spade worked by two men with a rope for 

making small embankments. 
Wooden spade for winnowing grain. 
Handle of the plough. 
Two-pronged wooden fork used for winnowing, etc. 
Goat hair sack for holding grain. 
A yoke. 
Wedges in the yoke. 
A ploughshare. 
Dwarf palm basket for gathering dates. 
A plank harrow. 
A mattock. 
A plough. 
A wooden log used as a clod crusher. 
Climbing belt for gathering dates. 
A wedge in the plough. 
A weeuing spud. 
The shaft of a plough. 
A drill made of dwarf palm leaves. 
Sowing by drill. 
An axe. 
Shoe of the plough. 

APPENDIX III. 

Alphabetical list of agricultural, revenue and shepherd's 
terms used in Khardn. 

Name in Baluchi. 

Abosi ••• 
Am bar 
Anguri 
Asiyab .•• 
Asiyaban 
Bag ••. 
Bagjat (Bajgat) 

Explanation. 

Half ripe yellowish ears of a crop. 
A granary. 
Freshly sprouted crops in their first stage. 
A water mill. 
A miller. 
A herd of camels. 
A camelherd. 
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Name in Baluchi. 

Band ••• 
Batai ••• 
Bazgar 
Bt>gar ••• 
Bobar ••• 
CMh ••• 
Ch~n ••• 
Chhat .•• 
Chh~r ••• 
Chuchik 

Dachi ••• 
Dagh ••• 
Daman 
Daskand 

Dayak 
Dayaki 
D~ru ••• 
Dranzag 
Drassam 
Drosh ••• 

Droshi ••• 
Dukkal 
Gabb .•• 

Gardu •.• 

Garr ••• 
Ghunj -· 
Gowat ••• 
Gwaz ·
Hashar 
Izak ••• 
Jallak ••• 
JohO.n ••• 
Kad 
Karab .•• 
Khlt or Hit 
Khurrum 
Khushkawa ••• 
Kurda .•• 
Lab 
Lai 
Laigar 
Langar-Kanag 
Lath ••• 
L.lr 
Lor-burri 

KHAR.AN. 

EAplanation. 

A dam or embankment. 
Division of crops. 
A tenant. 
Impressed labour. 
Rent paid by a tenant with occupancy right. 
A well. 
Shearing season. 
Sowing seed broadcast. 
Cleaning water channels in spring. 
The second crop of jutiri which does not come to 

maturity. 
A she-camel. 
A brand mark. 
Gravelly land along the skirts of hills. 
Cultivation done by manual labour as opposed to 

land prepared by the plough. 
One-tenth share of pr.Jduce. 
Land paying revenue at one-tenth. 
A milch sheep or goat given on loan. 
To winnow. 
Hair of a goat. 
A cut made by flockowners in kids and lamb's ears 

to serve as a distinguishing mark. 
A sheep or goat set apart for sacrifice at a shrine. 
Drought, also famine. 
\Vheat or barley crops, the ears of which have formed 

but in which the corn is not visible. 
A pole in the centre of the threshing floor round 

which the cattle revolve. 
Itch which attacks camels and goats. 
A goat's hair blanket used for carrying fodder. 
To thresh. 
A flood-water irrigation channel. 
Borrowed labour for agricultural purposes. 
A skin used for churning milk. 
Spindle for wool spinning. 
A heap of unthreshed stalks of wheat, etc. 
Manure. · 
Jutiri stalks. 
\Vheat or barley cut green for fodder. 
Grain pits. 
Dry or rain cultivation. 
Small bed or plot in an irrigated field. 
Harvesting. 
\Vages paid to reapers. 
Reaper. 
Ploughing. 
An embankment. 
A sheaf. 
The act of counting sheaves of corn and cutting the 

binders. 



Name in Baluchi. 

Min jar 
Miras •.• 
Nawar 
Nokap 
Palal •• .' 
Parghat 
Paurm:il 
Pug .•• 
Shorn ••• 
Showan 
Simaz .•• 

· Surkhi 
Sursat ..• 
Tarangar 
Taruk . .". 
Thapodar 
Tuk 
Tumgh 
Z:igh ... 
Zah 
Zank .•• 
Zoba ..• 
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Explanation. 

A heap of bkusa stored and plastered over with mud. 
Ancestral land. 
A depression in sand in which rain water collects. 
Flood. 
Wheat or barley stubble. 
.-\ second threshing as distinguished from gowat. 
Ear!j of wheat blig-hted by cold in the early summer. 
Chopped straw (bkusa) 
First ploughing after harvest in irrigated lands. 
Shepherd. 
:\ t•ope made of skin for drawing water from wells. 
Rust. 
Supplies collected for the Chief. 
A net for carrying bkusa. 
An unripe melon. 
State crop watcher. 
A contrib_ution paid to a mulla, saiad or shrine. 
Seed. 
A heap of grain which has been cleaned. 
A flock of lambs and kids. 
Lamhing season. 
Shepherds' wages in kind. 

APPENDIX IV. 

PRINCIPAL ROUTES. 
No. 1.-Kaiat-Mashlufl Route via the Buhaki Pass atzd Kharatl·Kalat. 

I Approximate .' 
Distances, 

Xo.l 
!>tage. 

- Inter- I REMARKS. 

mediate. 
Total. 

• 
I 

1 'Zi.irati (Dasht-i-
Goran) ... 17 17 Tracks lead to Kharan-Katat via 

I 
the Bekar and Zhal Passes. To 
Surab via Gandagen. To Gidar 

I via Bitagu and Marap. To I Mungachar via Chappar and 
i KarcMp. 

2 Sinjawa ... ... IJ JO Track leads to Nlmargh via the 

i Apursi river. 

3

1

Bubaki ... 14 44 Another track to Nlmargh via the 
Chiringi river-one march-
branches off here. 
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No. Stage. 

4 Somalo . 

s Lijje 

6 Nauroz Kalat ••. 

7 Kharan-Kalat ••• 

8 Malik Shah 
(Gwash) ... 

9. Mangi Cbah U at-
war) ..• • •. 

Je Durbun ••• 

u Hurmagai 

u Mauladad 

KHARAN • 

Approximate 
u.~tances. 

REMARKS. 

lnteer-
1
• Total. 

mediate. 
I 

... 

·~ 

20 

J8 

18 

16 

12 

58 A track to Nushki via the Gor-i
Barat and Munjro branches off 
here and another to Nfmargh 
via the Chiringi river. 

92 

110 

129 

147 

92 

A track leads from here to Dasht
i-Goran via the Tazenag Pass 
and another via the Ghazhol 
river joins the main caravan 
route from Nushki to Panjgur. 

A route leads from here to Nushki 
via the TMui pass and to Sara
wan via the Mandi pass. 

The above is the old caravan route. 
The shortest and most direct 
route from Kat.\.t to Kharan is 
via Bekar, the stages being 
Ali jan in the Dasht-i-Goran 
(17 miles), Bekar (13 miles), 
Wakabi (9 miles) and Khiran 
45· Total 84 miles. It is fit 
for camels but the last stage 
cannot well be divided as there 
is no place fit for camp till just 
before Kharan is reached. 

A track leads to Dalbandin via 
the Tatagar pass. 

A caravan route leads from here 
to Dalbandin over the jalwar 
pass. 

\\'ater from wells en route. 

A small fort garrisoned by a 
detachment of Kharan troops. 
A foot-path goes from here to 
Datbandin over the Malik 
Surinda Hills. A Kdfi/a route 
goes to Dalbandin via the 
Rasani pass. 
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14 

IS 

I6· 
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I 
Approximate 

Distances 

Stage. 

I 
REMARKS. 

lnt~r- I· T<>tal. 
medaate. 

Regin ... .... I7 209 Two roads branch from here, one 
to Am!r Chah or Ladis, the 
other to Ladgasht. · 

Galachah ... 19 228 Routes lead from here (I) to Amit-
Chah and (2) via Sorap and 
Khargushki CMh to Dalbandin. 

Rahrav ..• .. 27 255 A long stage with ilo water e~t 

route. 

Ladgasht ... 28 

l 
283 · The only water on this march is 

at Zawag,25 miles from Rahrav. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length 283 miles, z6 stages .. 

Road good and fit for camels but heavy in places over 
loose shifting sands. Supplies could be arranged for 
through the Naibs of the Khanin Chief, at N auroz Katat, 
and Kharan-Kalat and in small quantities, at Malik Shah, 
Mangi Chah and Hurmagai, but must be carried for all 
other stages. Fuel and camel grazing obtainable at all the 
halting places, also water, generally from wells. 

From Kalat to Kharan the road follows the old caravan 
route, a route now not so much used as formerly, since the 
development of Nushki and the diversion .of trade to that 
place. From Kharan-Kalat to the MashktH the majority of 
the trade, principally consisting of wool and dates, goes via 
the Panjgur valley. Alternative routes ·from Kalat to· Kharan 
have already been given. From Kharan onwards there is 
another route, southwards via Washuk (the stages to which 
are given in the Nushki-Panjgur route) and thence via Bishija 
9 miles), Ror (13 miles), Greshak (2o miles), Palantak (8 
miles), Garen Chah (12 miles), Mian Rodak (24 miles), Savi 
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1\o. 

KHARAN. 

Gaz (18 miles), Ekthai (24' miles) and Ladgasht (10 miles). 
From Palantak a good road also leads via Shahna (24 
miles) and thence direct to Ladgasht, a distance of about 
6o miles ; this route is however practically waterless, though 
in D.:hgwar water can be got some 6 or 8 feet from the 
surface by digging wells. 

No. 2.-Nushki to Panfgtir via Kluinin-K,,/tlt and TVtishuk. 

Stage. 

lnt~r- I Total. 
med•ate. 

RE~ARKS. 

I Tafui 23 23 Over the steep and somewhat 
difficult Tafui pass. A long 
stage but scarcity of water 
would, in the dry season, make 
it difficult for a caravan of any 
size to sdect a suitable site for 
an intermediate camp. 

2 Patkin ... 16 

3 Nauroz Kal:it •. 20 

4 KMr:ln-Kal:it .•• 18 

5 Zorabll.d ... 9 

39 

59 

77 

A road to Kalat vi.:t the Bubaki 
pass branches off from here. 

A mud fort and some cultivation 
with a small water mill, where 
grain could be ground. 

A large village, capital of Khar:in, 
with several banias' shops and 
a strong fort, the residence of 
Sir N auroz Kh;in, Chief of 
Khar:l.n. ltoutes lead from Kha
r:in to D;ilbandin, (h;igai, 
Kal:it and N;il. The Kal:it
l\1;\.shkel route also crosses here. 

86 From Kh;ir;in to W;lshuk there 
are several ro~:~tes, but water 
is scarce on all of them. The 
stages given are pt-rhaps the 
easiest, the next best route is 
Zai (14 miles), Nazari Ch::l.h 
(23 miles), Naw;irim{m (10 

I 
miles), Lori-ai-CMh (23 miles), 
and Washuk (17 miles). 
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Approximate 
l>istances. 
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REMARKS. 

m~dY':te.l Total. 

--~----------~----~----~--------------~·----~ 
61Bangi Chah ... 21 107 

7 Sirag {Nawar) ... 18 

8 Noki Chah 

9 Washuk I3 

10 Gazoi-chakul ... 12 

1 I Shahrdosti I8 

12 Mazarap ... 8 

I3 Tank IJ 

If Sorenkik IJ 

' IS Sag<ir-i-Sing ••• 12 

16 Isai {Panjgur) ... IJ 

139 

190 

203 

The following main routes pass 
through Washuk :-;-

(1) KMran to Jalk via Palan
tak and Noki-Chah. 

(2) Kharan to Mashkel via 
Palantak and the Rod· 
i-Mashkel. 

(3) Caravan route to Nat via 
the Paliaz pass. 

A track leads from here to the 
Rakhshan valley via the Miani 
pass, 

I 
. i 

Water obta~nable en route from 
pools at S?r-chah, 13 miles.: 

' : 
A track leads from heri to 

Rakhshan via the Sabzap pass. 

Over the Korkian pass which is 
not difficult. A track leads from 
the Korkian pass to Palantak. 

216 The Son!rikik Kotal is steep 
(4,100 feet) and the torrent bed 
narrow with precipitous sides. 

An alternative route from Maza
n1p runs via Korkian {6 miles), 
Juzh (15 miles), to Sagar-i-Sing 
( ~ 7 miles). , There is no water 
a!,Ong either route except at the 
halting places given. 

Isai Katat is the capital of Panj
gur. It is a large village with 
a strong mud fort. The climate 
is good and supplies plentiful. 
Jt is famous for its dates, the 
groves of which are very exten
sive. From here routes lead in 
every direction, every place of 
importance in Baluchistan being 
linked up with Panjgur. 
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KHARAN. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length 241 miles, r6 stages. 

This is the best route between Nushki and Panjgur. The 
portion of it from Khciran-Kalat to Nushki was followed by 
the Makran Expedition of 1901. Between Kharan-Kalat 
and Panjgilr water is scarce and its existence at Sirag 
Nawar, Noki Chah, Gazoi-chakul and Sagar-i-Sing is doubt
ful. Camel grazing is obtainable at all stages but scarce at 
Tafui, Bangi Chah, Sirag and Sagar-i-Sing, whilst wood 
is scarce at Tafui, Tank and Sorenkik. Supplies would 
only be obtainable at Nauroz-Kalat, Kharan-Kalcit, \Vashuk 
and lsai (Panjgur). 

No. J.-Kiuirdn to Dalhandin via the Tatagdr Pass. 

Stage. 

Approlrimate 
l.JJstances. 

~:f;;e. J Total 
REliARKS. 

1 Darrich •.. 12 1 z A footpath leads from here to 
Kallag and thence to Kohpusht 
over the Ras Koh range. 

2 Gorbandi 

3 Zard 

4 Balluk ••• 

5 Dilbandin 

J6 

18 

JO 

J6 

28 A footpath leads to Eri-Kallag. 

The road goes over the Tatagar 
pass which is quite practicable 
for laden anim.Js. A good 
road leads from Zard to jalwar 
(one march). 

Water is obtainable from springs 
which are liable to run dry in a 
dry season, but sufficient water 
for a small party can generally 
be relied on. 

Dalbandin is the 7th stage on the 
Nushki Seistan trade route. It 
has a tirana, a rest house, and 
a Post and Telegraph office. 
Water is abundant and grass, 
camel gr&zing and fuel can be 
obtained. An Assistant Super
intendent of Police and a N<iib 
Tahslldar are stationed tnere. 
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APPENDIX IV. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length '72 miles, 5 stages. 

This is the main, caravan route from Khanin to Chagai. 
The road is easy but the water supply is limited. Fuel and 
camel grazing obtainable for small parties only; Chagai 
is 24 miles from Dalbandin. A route also leads from 
Dalbandin to Mashkel. 

No. 4.-Kiuira1t to Padag via Pahrod Pass. 

Approximate 
Distances. 

Stage. REMARKS· 

Inter. I Total. mediate. 

Shand ... ... 8 8 

Ghar or Dat ... J8 26 

Padag ... ... 24 so 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Length 50· miles, 3 st(lges. 

Padag is the nearest Post and Telegraph office to Khanin
Kalat and the Kharan Chiefs dak is brought by this route. 
Since the opening of the Seistan route, Padag has become 
a centre for local trade. 

The route is easy for laden camels except at the Pahrod 
pass which is difficult for heavily laden camels. Wat~r is 
obtainable on all marches from the bed of the Bunap river, 
but no other supplies unless previously arranged for through 
the Kharan Chief. 
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No. s.-Kharan-J(alat to .Val via Beseima. 

No. Stage. 

A_pproximate 
D1stancea. 

Inter
mediate. Total. 

REMARKS. 

----------~---+--~~----------------

1 Garruk ••• 

2 Dali 

3 Drug ••• 

4 Ali Muhammad 
(in Beseima). 

5 Koda ••• 

6 Teghab ••• 

7 N4.1 

22 

JO 

8 

8 

22. A path suitable for footmen but 
difficult for animals, leads from 
Garruk to Gidar via the Hajjamo 
pass • 

39 

49 

57 

. 
At Pir Sultan, between Garruk 

and D,\.li, an alternative route 
from Kh:iran· Kalat via the 
Sorap pass joins this route, It 
is shorter than the route via 
Garruk. From Dali a route fit 
for laden animals runs to Gidar 
via the Siahtak river. The 
distance is about 24 miles. 

Tracks lead from here (1) to Gidar 
via jhur and (z) to Shireza and 
thence to Panjgur via the 
RakhsMn valley. 

A good road leads to Gidar via 
Zayak and the Kalghali pass; 
There is also a route south
west to Panjgur via Rakhsh:in. 

72 A road leads to jebri via Konisk. 

86 Across the easy Gwanik Pass. At 
Teghab this route joins the 
Kachhi-1\lakr:l.n route. 

94 From Nal a good road leads to 
Khuzdar and othen to Bela via 
J au or via Ornach or via Wad, 
and to Kalat via Gidar, vide 
Jnalawtin Gazetteer. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 

Leizgth 94 miles, 7 stages •. 

This is the main and most direct caravan route from 

Kharan-Katat to Nat. It is easy for all transport animals. · 

Water is procura~le at all the halting places and fuel is 
obtainable from the jungles. There is camel grazing along 

the route, but supplies must be carried, though a certain 

quantity of bhusa and karbi would probably be obtainable 

if arrangements wera made through the Chief of Kharan 

and the Sajidi headman of Gresha in Jhalawan. Ample 

supplies could be collected at the bania's village in Nal at 

short notice. 

· No. 6.-Washuk toNal via the Palziis Pass. 

Approximate 
Distances. 

Stage. RBMARKS. 

Interme-1 Total. 
.. 

diate. 

I 

I 
Washuk to 22 22 ;At. Washuk plenty of good water 

I 
Gresha Kalat. 1s procurable from the running 

stre tms irrigating the date 
groves. Limited quamities of 

I supplies can be got, if previous-
ly arranged for with the· Ndib 

. or Washuk. The road from 
Washuk to Gresha Kahit cross-
es the Liddi pass which is easy 
for laden animals and thence 
across the Sorani-na-Dal plain. 
At Gresha Kalat water is 
obtainable from two wells in 
the bed of the river. 

,From Gresha Kalat, routes lead 
1 to- . 
. (1) Nagha Kalat via the Sorani or 

Slchi passes. These are not 
traversable by laden animals. 

(2) Kharan Kalat viaJamaliCMh 
(~3 miles), K;ikreji (10 miles), 
l'Salambek: (12 miles) Umari 
CMh (14 miles). ' 

I 
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No. St.age. 

2 P:Ui:iz 

l 
I 

I . 
3 Gwaragi .•• 

4 Nokchih 

5 Dul~ri Pathk .. 

Inter
mediate.. 

21 

12 

II 

JO 

KHARAX • 

Tutal. 

43 I The roa.J crosses the Paliaz pass 
which can be made easy for 
laden animals with little labour. 
Wato~:r is found in places along 
the road in the bed of the P:iliaz 
river. The camping ground at 
Pali:iz is cJo.,e to the foot of 
the Moghalpab peak on the 
Rakhshin side of the pass. 
Plenty of water can be got from 
springs. A road fit for laden 
animals runs from Paliaz to 

: Nigh a Kal:it via Lop. 
·55 From Paliiz to Gwaragi two 

roads run. One via Paniham 
I fit for laden animals and ·the 

other via Tolap is a footpath 
only. The first route is easy 
and at Paniham is an old 

; Arab well with plenty of good 
water. At Gwaragi this route 
joins the Kalat-Panjgur route 
via the Rakhsh:\n valley (vide 
route No. 3, Appendix VIII of 
1Jial:nf11 Gazetteer) and follows 
it as far as Duh~ri Pathk (zn"de 
No. 5 below), about 4 miles 
from Shireza Kalat. Plenty 
of good water is obtainable at 
Gwaragi fr->{11 a well. A foot
path leads from Gwaragi to 
Raghai via Bagh and Dranjuk. 

66 ! fhe road to Nokchah runs along 
i the Rakhsh:in valley and is easy. 

At NokcMh plenty of good 
water is obtai:.able from a well. 
From Nokchah a foot-path leads 
to Raghai via the Gazi pass. 

76 An abundant supply of perennial 
· water can be got here from the 

bed of the Duleri river. A small 
quantity of supplies could be 
arranged for if previous notice 
were gh·en to the Naih of Rakh
sh:in. The roa.:: bert~ leaves the 
Kalat-PanigW" route via Rakh
shin whicl: branches off via 
Shlreza Kalat. At Duteri Pathk 
the Mad strikes the Kalat Panj
gua 'Oute via Raghai (No. 2 of 
Appendix VIII of 1\fakdn). 
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RBliiARKS. 

.,!~~!;.,., Total. 

----------!---+---~----------

6 Koda v a I I e y 
(Sarap). 

7 Teghab ••• 
8 Nal .•• 

I.J 
8 

100 The road from Duteri Pathk cross
es the easy Kambran pass into 
the Zayak valley and leaving the 
Kalat road at the further side 
of the Kambran pass runs via 
the easy Hokar pass to the Koda 
valley. Abundance of water is 
obtainable in the valley from 
wells and from the Sarap spring, 
where the camping ground is. 
A small quantity of supplies can 
be locally arranged. 

From the Koda valley, routes lead 
(1) to Jebri via Korask, (2) to 
Gidar via the Kalghali pass. 

114 The route from Koda to Teghab 
122 and thence toNal has been de

scribed in the previous route 
(No. 5). 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION. 
Length I22 miles, 8 stages. 

Camel grazing is abundant everywhere along the route ; 
also hill grasses for horses can ,be cut in a good year. Bag
gage camels can be obtained through the Naibs of Rakhshan 
and Washuk; also sheep. 

The Paliaz pass is the only place on the road which 
presents any difficulty, but a good road could be made 
through it with little labour. 


